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For people passionate about great sound

'Ask the retailer to dim
the lights. Sit back. And
listen to the sound
of your credit card
screaming'

QUAD ESLS AR1UVE

APPLE'S QUALITY
CONTROL:

After along wait the new
Quad ELS speakers have

'CD quality' is aterm oft

been confirmed as one of
the stars of the Hi Fi News

abused, but rumours
suggest that Apple may

Show ( September 22-24
—see pages 19-21 for more

be keeping to the literal
meaning if it makes its

show info). The 2805 and

iTunes Music Store wares
available in lossless form.

2905 electrostatics follow the
classic Quad bloodline but
are said to feature structural,
build quality and performance
improvements.

Microsoft has dismissed as
'speculation reports in the
media that it is developing
aportable media player.
àla iPod, with matching
download service. An
unnamed music industry
source had earlier received
briefings on the product,
according to BBC News.

'I will go on the record
as saying that the
B&W 802D is the
best value high- end
speaker in the world'
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Currently the most
satisfying part of my
job is watching the
results prodLced by
the Hi Fi Doctor. I
make no bones about
the fact that we use
BADA dealers to here,
deliver significant
improvements
in sound for our
readers. It bnings
me back to
last month's
Investigation piece
when David Allcock
examined the
differences between
buying from a hi-fi
dealer or buying
hi-fi equipment via
internet traders.
Some prominent
people in the hi-fi
trade have contacted
me to say we were
promoting buying via
the internet. That's
rubbish. Within half
an hour of watching
the Hi Fi Doctors
in action most of
the key benefits of
having a reliable
dealer to work with
are crystal dear. So
if you're not happy
with adealer find
another one. Better
still, the Hi Fi Doctor
will be happy to
book you into his
surgery!
STEVE
FAIRCLOUG H
EDITOR
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Subscribe to Hi-fi News: save up to
25% and get afree pair of Questor
interconnects worth £ 59.99.
See page 82 for more details.
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The smallest model in the expanding
range of loudspeakers from Vivid Audio,
the V1 was originally designed as a
companion surround speaker to match
the B1 and flagship K1 floorstanding
designs. But initial listening suggests
this will make agreat music monitor
in its own right. And with its touchy
feely cuddly shape, it will find friends
where normal boxes fear to tread.
See next month's issue for afull,
exclusive review!
www.vividspeakers.com

This self-styled work- of- art is a
low- compromise engineering exercise
in maximising musical extraction from
the vinyl LP. Records are tightly coupled
to the sold acrylic platter by avacuum
system, to restore even the most
warped of discs, and those overhead
supports are said to be capable of
holding afull-size truck.
Price in the UK is £ 54,995.
www.basisaudio.com
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TRANSPORTE'

WE
THINK

There've been missing links before, forging the
connection between a home computer network

"MIMI

The network music

and the hi-fi system. But never one like this - a

player audiophiles

fully-featured audiophile network music player,

have been waiting

promising ' sound quality that surpasses even

for? Watch out

the most exotic compact disc players'.

for a review

Due out in September, the Transporter offers ethernet and 802.11g
conectivity, decoders for WAV, MP3, WMA and 24- bit FLAC at sample- rates up
to 96kHz. There's XLR balanced analogue and digital connectors at back and
it's even got an external word clock input. Price in the US will be $ 1999.
www.slimdevices.com
AUDIO ZONE PRE- T,
Passive pre-amplifiers are capable of
incredible results - when using transformers
instead of resistors, like this electronic
sculpture from Canada. And like the Music
First Audio Passive Magnetic, it employs
Stevens & Billington transformers
-just the ticket for anyone that
wants something a little less ' boxy'
looking than the original
award-winning transformer
passive. Are those control knobs
on top, or are you just pleased
to hear me?
www.audiooasis.com

sa

THINK
Beautifully crafted
old- school technolog%
with the potential tc.
sound just divine

Adjustable input loading and two separate inputs is nothing new,
but achoice of EQ characteristics to match ' over 80 recording
formats' is a highly ambitious, especially with acomputer control
system that switches adiscrete circuit internally, then shuts down
to prevent upset to delicate analogue stages.
www.leema-acoustics.com

WE
THINK

,

If it's as tuneful as the
integrated Tucana
amp it promises to
be a winner
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STAµDe

The pick of the very latest and greatest
kit that's about to come your way...

SHOW
TIME!
Turn to pages 19-21 of this
issue of HiFi News to find out
the latest attractions that will
grace the Hi Fi News Show
2006 which takes place from
22-24 September.
The show will see the first
official UK showing of the
new Quad ESL speakers as
well as an
exclusive first
showing of
the Wilson
WATT/
Puppy 8
speaker
system, which
isn't due to
be released

F1141 news

SHOW

2006

Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow

until 2007!

CABLE BURN- IN
ON HOLD
Part two of Keith Howard's
feature on cable burn- in [ see
Pt I. July issue] has been put on
hold. Keith explains: ' This was
the first time Ihad used the
SCORS measurement method
over long timescales. When I
repeated the test described in
the July article, but in reverse
order, Ifound statistically
significant differences with
both the hard-wire and the
cable connection. Subsequent

RIGHT: New
drivers, grilles
and ahigh gloss
finish for KEF's
KI-IT family

PURE THEATRES
"able Guise

QED XT BI-WIRE

Armour Home Electronics has added anew high
performance loudspeaker cable range - QED Silver
Anniversary 'XT' Bi wire.
Armour Home Electronics' Technical Director,
Steve Privett stated: ' Like standard ' SA-XT', the new
bi-wire version incorporates QED's high-end `X-Tube'
technology. The precise cylindrical construction of
the silver-plated, 99.999% pure, oxygen-free copper

investigation showed that

cables reduces the distortion caused by 'skin effect'.

the measurement system just

The result is aneutral loudspeaker cable that allows

wasn't stable enough over

good hi-fi and home cinema equipment to deliver
their full potential'.

periods of days to achieve
reliable results. Across

The cable utilises aside-by-side 'double figure 8'

timescales of minutes or afew
hours, as I'd used it before,
SCORS gives stable, repeatable
results. Iwill try to fix this, but
for now the initial results of
the cable burn- in test should
be considered unreliable. I

arrangement with each silver-plated core visible through
aflexible 3.9mm diameter clear polyethylene outer
sheath. To ensure correct speaker ' phasing' the inner
spacers, which maintain the cylindrical configuration of the
cores, are individually colour coded. These spacers are also
'crushable' to allow straightforward crimping with 'Airloc'
speaker plugs.

apologise to readers who were
on the edge of their seats

£10/m and is available now from QED dealers nationwide.

anticipating the follow-up'.

Armour Home Electronics, + 44(0)1279 501111 www.qed.co.uk
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QED Silver Anniversary 'XT' Biwire speaker cable has aSRI' of
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BELOW: QED's Silver Anniversary XT
now available in bi-wire form

KEF HT SPEAKERS
KEF has beefed up its KHT family of
home theatre loudspeakers with
the introduction of the KHT5005.2
5.1 system which, in keeping with
all the KEF KHT speaker packages
says the company, delivers
stunning contemporary looks.
Said to be an advanced
evolution of the KHT5005
system, first launched in autumn
2003, the new 5005.2 series
features several key upgrades
including new drivers, sleek black
grilles, innovative HTB2 subwoofer
and a high- gloss black finish ( in
addition to matt silver of the
original system).
The slimline speakers in the
system are said to have been
'significantly improved' by the
addition of the new drivers, which
provide ' rich bass, clear midrange
and superior high frequency
sound'. In addition, the HTB2
subwoofer means that the user
can place it in a more desirable
position and enjoy a rich ' all
encompassing' bass.
The new KHT5005.2 5.1 system
is now available with asuggested

ECS
PRE-AMP
The ECS pre is a
line level class-A
pre amplifier
that features a
unique circuitry
that relies on a
NeverConnected power supply
(a world first
for ahigh- end
line level preamplifier) This
fully balanced
component
allows users to
choose from
any assigned
input regardless.
of the type of
output of choice
(RCA-XLR).
Sound can be
sent out from all
three outputs
simultaneously.
The amp
costs £ 5500 and
comes with a
five-year
warranty.
ECS Amplifiers,
+44 ( 0)20 8743
8580.

Zen Experience
ACOUSTIC ZEN ADAGIO
Speakers that have been winning
plaudits in the USA are the new
Adagios from Acoustic Zen.
The Adagio is afull line
transmission system with
under- hung voice coil linear
motor drivers and a Kapton
ribbon tweeter all of which is said
to: ' help dramatically reduce the
distortion and colouration to the
lowest ever'.
The speakers have 6ohm
speaker load, 40W solid state,
20W per channel, and are 89dB
efficient. Said to be easy to drive,
the Adagios are available in a
choice of three finishes ( with
five lacquer coats) including the
mappa bur finish shown here.
Hifidelity Audio,
+44 ( 0)1480 216039
wwvv.hifidelityaudio.co.uk

RIGHT: Hand
built and from
California, the

retail price of £ 1249.99 for the

Adagio from

complete set in achoice of either

Acoustic Zen

matt black or silver finishes.

LEFT: ECS

KEF, + 44 ( 0)1622 672261

pre- amp

www.kef.co.uk

PHONOTE PHONO
Hand crafted in the UK as a

NL TES WITH...

collaboration between Note
Products and Graham Tricker - one

ELE PA
I I
TCHI N
I G ( Q AD)

of the UK's premier valve designers
-the PhoNote is designed to be as

did the new Quad ESLs come about?

near universal as possible without

In development terms ho

the inclusion of sound destroying

For along time we've been lo king at asignificant cosmetic overhaul of the
ESL. The build and the materia Is used were never quite ' at one' with the sound

switches in the circuit path.
For this reason it can be ordered

411

quality of the speaker - going right back to the ESL- 63. The basic concepts
and removing the problem of the single base

in either m- m or m- cform, the

of improving structural ngidit

latter using high quality step up

pivot point, coupled with the arge increase in mass take the new ESLs much

transformers that can be retrofitted

closer to the ideal than ever b-fore.

in order that the unit can evolve as

In terms of technology w at is new about them'

your system does.

They are uniquely Quad, of co rse. They use delay lines connected to anode
rings to create aspherical wa efront - like their predecessors. The problem

Costs are £ 1500 for the m- m
version and E1750 for the m-c

has never been with the princ pie, just the manufacturing ability to be able

version.
Noteworthy Audio,

to make the best of that princ iple. The panels, the mylar, the delay lines, and
above all the construction me hod are all significanly better and this manifests

+44 ( 0)1296 422 224 www.

itself in aspeaker that is muc

noteworthyaudio.co.uk

distortion of any previous mo 'el ( already an industry standard) while retaining

more dynamic and has roughly half the

all the qualities that made pre vious models so popular.
What else has Quad got

the pipeline in the future?

Idon't want to give too much away at the moment, although it's clear there
will be anumber of significan product launches over the next few months
-you'll have to come to the s ow to see Iguess.
•Look out for next month's Hi Fi News that will feature an exclusive review of
Q
4.•

Quad's ESL- 2905 speakers
SEPTEMBER 2006
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Reference Pre
Amplifier,
CPA 5000 at the HI Fl
News Show. 22-24 Sept
Concorde Suit

Aspirational

Chord Choral Series
and Aspire Rack
Compact high- end
system components

41)
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horal. A discerning range of
compact system components that will
captivate you, delight you and intrigue you.
•
' DAC64' Digital to Analogue Converter
•'Symphonic' Phono Stage
•
' Prima' Pre- Amplifier
•'Mezzo 50' Power Amplifier
•' Blu' CD Transport
•NEV, ' One' CD Player
•NEW ' Mezzo 140' Power Amplifier
•NEW ' Aspire' Solid Aluminium Rack
•NEV Brilliant Finish
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us for detais of your nearest dealer.

t
4
5:e CHORD()
Chord Electronics Limited
For more information
T01622 721444
Esales@chordelectronics.co.uk
W www.chordelectronics.co.uk

DAVID INMAN
1931-2006
Ifirst met David Inma
in 1981 at one of the
early Bristol Hi-fi Sho
David was with Celestion
in those days, enjoying
his valuable participation
in the launch of that
company's famous SL
speaker.
He struck me
immediately as amost
urbane man, gentle and charming
-bereft of angst and thoroughly
engaging. We were poles apart terms of social habits, style, attitude
and behaviour - but Iremember
liking him immediately and holding
arespect for him that caused me t
adjust my ways while with him.
; By the time Icame to work wit
David - in 1985, at KEF - he had ha'
'14 years' experience in the audiobusiness and some further 12 years in
record retailing. He had aremarkable
ability to inform without instructing.
He never talked down to anyone and
in all the timel knew him Inever
heard him speak ill of anyone. Iregret
his passing and will miss him.
Andy Giles
,

AMR HITS
THE UK
AMR Audio has launched its
inaugural flagship products the AM- 77 dual- mono amplifier
and the CD- 77 CD processor in the UK.
he CD- 77 uses the same
Philips TDA1541A chipset as
many extreme CD players and
AMR claims: 'The operation of the
chipset been maximised to tie
extreme, but from start to finish:
the transformer was designed
specifically for audio reproduction
and is hand-wound; the chassis
is CNC aluminium and so is the
matching remote control'.
The AM- 77 is ahybrid
dual- mono amplifier with valves
in the pre- amp and sofid-state
in the power section ail set ir a
'feed-forward error correction'
circuit in abid to to remove the
undesirable characteristics of
transistor- based ampl ficaticn.
Real Hi Fi, + 44 ( 0)870 909 6777
www.amr-audio.co.uk

EVENT
NEWS
1-6 SEPT
International
Funkausstellung, Messe
Berlin. Germany.
www.ifa-berlin.
corn
22-24 SEPT
HiFi News
Show, Rena
sance Hotel,
heathrow,
London. www.
hifinewssh
co.uk
1-8 OCT
Scottish Sound
& Vision, Radis son SAS Hotel,
Glasgow. Call:
01829 740650.
ww.chesterroup.org
4-15 OCT
aim Open
eekend,
Acoustica Hi Fi,
Chester. Call:
01244 344227.
www.acoustica.
co.uk
21-22 OCT
The Home
Entertainment
Show, Renaissance Hotel,
Mancheste
Call: 01524
36991.

HZ:fl CONFIDENTIAL
JANINE ELLIOT TAKES YOU BEHIND THE SCENES OF HI-FI
Things seem to have heated up since my mention of RoHS (Restriction
of Hazardous Substances) last month, with the EU beginning to realise
that it is completely unworkable. Only 12% of manufacturers were
ready for the new directive in July, and shop prices are set to endure
substantial increases. There are also soldering problems; you try
soldering without lead!
Last month Idiscussed Peter Belt's (PWB) freezing process. I
tried it on aNAD phono stage (couldn't fit my Krell inside the freezer
compartment!) and found slightly more control and bass, though I
need to do substantial tests before I'll believe it. Ihad to repair adry
solder-joint, though. Luckily, PWB provides special ' Magic Metal'
solder which, according to its spiel, induces ' along sequence of
highly beneficial morphic messages'. Really. It's also lead free.
Apparently you only need to solder afew areas for it to transfer these
'messages' to the rest of the kit (and you'll lose the maker's guarantee
at the same time!). Cryogenically treating (freezing) cable has
become increasingly popular over recent years; officiados claiming
it optimises the molecular structure, witness Mr Hadcock with his CH
242 Export Cryo arm, Ecosse deep- cryogenic cable treatments and,
of course, Peter Belt suggesting freezing all your hi-fi! Isuggest we go
the whole hog and freeze the listener.
You've noticed the recent plethora of retro designs. Now
CucumberLab (
www.cucumberlab.com), which specialises in
avant-garde designs, has come up with Sound Machine, aquirky
200Watt bridged mono amplifier with 8M subwoofer, combining LP,
iPOD-dock, five- disc CD player and, err..., 12 bottle wine/liquor rack.
It'll sound great once you've drunk the booze, but it won't just be the
LPs going round and round...
Marantz, at the other extreme, has now entered the world cf
multi- zone audio streaming, though not wired or wireless technology.
Its Weave system pumps the music through the house mains, just
like those ' baby minders' have been pumping cries for decades.
Unfortunately we live in an age of more and more ' data' being
carried along the power grid, and the addition of Marantz pollution
is something Iwon't wish to add in my house. If you do, you'll need a
'transmitter' - the WEAVE amplifier (£700 including a 'receptor') - to
which is connected sources - and up to five further 'receptors' (£200
each). Apparently it's CD quality...
Isuggest you add the £40 entry level Tacima CS929BP six-way
mains conditioner. Despite aJapanese sounding name, Tacima is
British. While very simple it really does work, creating an increased
dynamic range and bass extension for low/mid-fi systems.
Interestingly, this company moved into
mains conditioning after acustomer bought
its £6.95 surge protector from Maplins
expecting it to be afilter. The guy
happened to be an audiophile and so
the company built him aprototype as
an experiment. The result was so
good that Tacima decided to put it
into production. Now, that really is
customer care!
•Janine Elliot has worked for
23 years as asound engineer in
the broadcast business and has
designed and evaluated products
for several audio and hi-fi
companies.

BEWITCHED!
The Bewitch A30 line integrated
amplifier was developed to meet
the demand for an affordable
Class A amplifier that would be
compatible with all types of
loudspeakers.
It allows for the selection
of up to three different source
components and control of the
volume is via an ALPS Blue Velvet
potentiometer.
The amplifier uses the very
robust Electro Harmonix 6550
output valves in an Ultra Linear
Push Pull configuration, as well as
an Auto Bias system, which means
that replacement output valves
should be fitted as matched pairs.
The Bewitch A30 may also be
used as avery high quality stereo
power amplifier if the volume
control is turned up fully.
Pure Sound,

?e..STD

From 15-16
September
2006 QUAD
Masikwiedergabe GmbH wil
hold the secon
QUADfest event
in the German
Highlands.1
will includ
classic ( ESL5 ,
63, QUAD II) and
;contemporary
QLAD products (E.512905, Quad
11/40, 99 series)
on demo. For
more information contact +
49 2654 987977
or e-mail: quad.
ger@t-online.d

+44 ( 0)1822 612449

ENTER: A NEW
STRA'TOSP ERE
The Stratosphere turntable from Lumley has
undergone a major revamp in a Mk2 incarnation
that incorporates a number of new
features. These include the
use of the Clearaudio Magix

•

suspension system that
ensures a ' floating
arrangement' so there
is no contact between
the deck and the
stand.
Additional upgrades
to the original turntable
include an upgraded
titanium- plated spindle
for the bearing to ensure
quiet running as well as a silk
thread- driven flywheel with
internal damping.

eve,

CLEAR AS CRYSTAL
Crystal Audio has revisited the
dipole concept in its new Dipole
21 loudspeaker. It is afour-way
design that differs from the early
Crystal Audio Dipoles by using
an extremely large 21in woofer,
replacing the multi- array designs
of the early Crystal dipoles.
The speaker combines a 12in
mid/bass driver allied to a 21in
woofer, specifically designed
for bipolar radiation without a
cabinet. The 21in ( 53cm) woofer
is the biggest driver ever used in
a hi-fi loudspeaker. The stereo pair
will be officially released at the
Berlin IFA show in September.
Crystal Audio, www.
crystalaudiovideo.com

SONY'
DABS
ony has
announced two
more additions'
j to its family of
DAB products.
Th.?
EH2ODAB
lc features both
an FM and DAB
Band Ill tuner.
The unit also
comes with a
top- loading CD
player, cassette
deck and has
MP3 playback.
The SPZ9ODAB
replaces the
GPX9DAB
system and
comes with a
mUtitude of
improvements.
Speaker output
is now increased
to 100W. A
new three- CD
changer has also
been included
-when with the
'MP3 playback
feature, this will
allow for
100s of songs
to be on hand
at anytime.
The SPZ9ODAB
comes with an
FM 3rid DAB
Band Ill tuner.
Sony UK, + 44
(0)11932 816
488 www.sony.
co.uk

The Stratosphere uses two
damped acrylic platters that
are claimed to ' take isolation
to the extreme', plus
there's a new arm pod and
mains- powered motor
assembly. The usual price of
this unit would be £ 12,000
but Lumley is offering a lim_ted
amount in the UK for just £ 9500.
Lumley, + 44 ( 0)1435 867438
www.metropolis-music.co.uk

JAS GOES GRAND
The JAS Orior Grand is a new two-way
two- unit floorstander that's claimed
to combine the silky and smooth high
range of a ribbon tweeter, and the
extremely detail and punchy base of
ceramic driver.
Incorporated with a patent design
360° downward air dispersion port, it
lends a sense of spaciousness to the
soundstage. This mini tower impresses
you not only with its sturdy cabinet,
but the amazingly huge soundstage
that can be created.
Normal power handling is 200W,
sensitivity is 89dB, impedance is 8ohm
and frequency response is 29Hz60KHz. The Grand weighs in at 28kg
and measures 105x30x43cm ( hwd).
Shadow, + 44 ( 0)1592 744779
www.shadowdistribution.co.uk
RIGHT: Ribbon-like
highs with punch in
this Grand design

BOLZAN

v

ILLETRI

RoundStream@ Technology
Bolzano Villetri RoundStream@ technology delivers cutting
edge technology for the loudspeaker market through the
introduction of Counter- aperture technology, unique only
to Bolzano Villetri.
In counter- aperture, the achievement of exceptionally
realistic reproduction of staged and acoustically generated music is delivered through our stunning 360 °sound
output loudspeakers. The frequency is not dissipated at
an unstable distance from the driver, but is concentrated
between the two drivers to form awell-balanced distribution of sound in all directions. This is how distance zonal
problems are greatly reduced and why the listener does
not have to stay at a certain distance from the drivers.
Consequently, Bolzano Villetri speakers, through the use of
counter- aperture technology, will sound superior in a
room with poor acoust,cal properties.
RoundStream@ Technology

1. Low & mid-frequency
radiator ( top)
2. Low & mid- frequency
radiator ( bottom)
3. High frequency radiator
4. " Surround sound"
area of sound pressure
formation
5. Means of reflected
sound distribution

One amazing fact is that counter-aperture acoustics
greatly increase the " sweet- spot" of sound. This is of enormous importance for the modern listener as they enjoy the
freedom to move around a room with minimal impact on
their listening pleasure.

For a demonstration of Bolzano Villetri's amazing loudspeakers visit
www.bolzanovilletri.com fcr your nearest dealer.

Y81 Distributions Ltd, Exclusive Distributors for Europe. Telephone: +44 ( 0)20 72448240, Fax: + 44 (0)20 73704828, Email: bv@ybidistributions.com

The most accurate, transparent and natural

Performance
"Iknow of no other speaker I'd
rather OW11, regardless of price."
-Sam Tellig - Sterwphile magazine

SL Electrostatic Loudspeakers
.
..A

single point-source' driver, so incredibly linear

and cohesive that nothing can prepare you for
the revelation that will unfold. No colouration,
no distortion, no artefacts - just brilliant, natural,
breathtaking detail and realism.
To arrange an audition with your nearest stockist,
call Quad directly on: 0845 4580011 (option 4).

1

QUAD

...the closest approach to the original sound
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd., IAG House, Sovereign Court. Huntingdon PE29 6XU, Tel 0845 4580011. www.quad-hifi.co.uk

Hi-fi

news

Not long after the launch of CD, the mainstream press was predicting
the extinction of the turntable and new vinyl releases. Now, 25 years
and two failed ' replacement' digital disc formats later, vinyl is not only
still selling, but it looks like it's gaining momentum, says David Allcock

F

li arand away the fastest
growing sector when it
comes to hardware is at the
entry-level price point. This

turntable market was dominated

In the midrange and high-end
we have seen the Oracle and Basis
names returning to the UK, while
German specialists Acoustic Solid
and Acoustic
Signature have

One influence on the return to
vinyl may have been the failure
of the two high resolution digital
formats, SACD and DVD-Audio,

for first-time vinyl buyers. In the UK
alone 20,000 Debuts were sold in

Some of the
big names in the
vinyl marketplace

2005, with sales totaling 100,000
over the past five years.

have continued
to expand their

That figure sits along 250,000
of the company's entry-level phono

ranges and even

My dealers tell rriL, they're
getting more enquiries about
lalogue than anything
else, We can't get enough
raharii Slee phono stages'
Àugh Unsworth, HIAudio

release new
assaults at the state-of-the-art level,

neither of which achieved strong

throughout the ' 80s and ' 90s by
Rega, with its Planar 2and 3 models
but over the last seven years Project, with its Debut model, has
taken over as the deck of choice

stages sold worldwide. Pro-lect's
UK distr ,butor Henley Designs also
reports increasing sales of the
Roksan line, and Pro-lect RPM sales
are still increasing, suggesting that
the sub-£ 1000 segment of the
market is extremely healthy.

both now
entered the UK
for the first time.

with the spectacular Clearaudio
Statement [see p2.4], the revised
Lumley Stratosphere, the Basis Work
Of Art turntable, VPI's TNT HR-Xand
Oracle's latest update to its Delphi,
now in Mk V guise.

market penetration. They offered
tar less choice when compared with
the vast libraries available on both
CD and vinyl. If you want to hear a
specific album at higher quality than
CD offers, you are more likely to -0

BELOW: Paul
Hawkins of
Diverse Vinyl
(right) has no
doubts that
sales of vinyl are
increasing

INSIDE STORY

find it on vinyl than on DVD-Audio
or SACD. The confusion surrounding
these two new formats, including
the need for multiple speakers in
order to hear these formats fully
may have conspired to drive people
away, and back to vinyl.

DANCING TO A NEW TUNE
The DJ and dance music culture

old turntables turning up for repair
is quite normal'.
The situation on the software
front is somewhat more divided.

2001, but by 2005 this had
recovered to 1,070,000, almost
back to the 1996 levels.

The good news for vinyl enthusiasts
is that an increasing diversity of

are, the BPI did admit that

has had ahuge influence, with the
Technics SL- 1210 dominating this

'Whether this means that vinyl is

marketplace and proving incredibly
popular with many younger

seeing aresurgence, that's not
easy to say, alot of the increase

enthusiasts. Dance music is still

in vinyl sales is due to more

dominated by the 12in single and
there's little sign that this is likely to

choice, but also more people

change in the near future.

and we're seeing increasing
numbers of new customers,

been incredibly resilient, outselling
digital sources over the last six
months. Hugh Unsworth of HIAudio
commented on the strength of
analogue in the current climate:
'My dealers keep telling me that
they're getting more enquiries

As poor as these figures

software is becoming available,
with many chart LPs now available
on vinyl. 'We are seeing an increase
in vinyl sales, no doubt about it',
said Paul Hawkins of Diverse Vinyl.

While consumer electronics sales
throughout 2006 have been slow,
conversations with distributors and
dealers indicate that turntables,
tonearms and cartridges have

single slumped to 180,000 in

are finding us on the web

so I'd say both factors are
contributing to increased sales'.

they do not reflect the sales
from specialist vinyl retailers
or independent labels, so if
anything these figures are worst
case, with the actual figures
possibly higher.

Sales of vinyl
singles up to over
amillion copies
in 2005, from
180,000 in 2001

There is little question that
many of today's biggest bands are
realising the importance of vinyl.

They are joined by the likes
of Muse, Razorlight and even

we can get, while the MusicMaker
Ill cartridge has consistently been

The Who, all releasing new
albums on both CD and vinyl.

180 gram vinyl due for release.

my biggest selling product, and
Acoustic Solid turntables are

been greater, vinyl album sales

growing very quickly even with
just afew dealers representing the
brand in the UK. Dealers are also

are actually decreasing. Sales in
1996 of 1,090,000 dropped to
350,000 in 2005, while remarkably

seeing alot of requests to service
and repair old turntables; 20 year

current success story. Sales of the

While the choice has never

it's the 7in single that is vinyl's

hasn't necessarily
reached the big five
record companies yet,
there is no question
that turntables and their

digital high- resolution formats,

both adigital recorder and 30ips
analogue tape, with afour-disc

about analogue than anything else.
We can't get enough Graham Slee
phono stages, we sell everything

While the resurgence
of interest in vinyl

accessories are seeing a
significant increase in sales.
Spurred on by the failure of the

Red Hot Chilli Peppers' latest album
Stadium Arcadium was mastered to

version on 150 gram vinyl and
adeluxe four-disc version on

RECORD
COMPANIES

thousands of enthusiasts are
rediscovering vinyl collections
that have languished in

Vinyl singles
account for

their lofts, garages and
sheds for years.
Combine this with the

14.7% of all single
saies in 2005,
according to BPI

increasing confidence
of stalwart analogue
manufacturers to
introduce new products
and not only at entry
level, but also in the high-

end, and there can be little
question that vinyl will form an
increasingly important part of
hi-fi systems for years to come. (5

The new Artikulat Loudspeaker System. Gorgeous.

IJItomIL 1.1

Linn Products Limited.
For more information or ademonstration call 0500 888 909

www.linrt.co.uk

LINN

amr
audiophile aps
bias king
horning
hyperion
metaxas
music first audio
shanling
3d shanling
3d sonics
supravox

"With the Hyperion Icouldn't find any compromise.
"...deliver astonishing sound for avery modest price. "
the 938 is incredibly musical and effortless, making
the best of any music it is asked to play, whilst
astounding transparency tells you the result of every
modification made to your system and its set-up."
-David Allcock, Hi- Fi News

pushing thE boundaries
"Little less than astunning listening
experience.., this is ctrreitly the best
pre-amplifier I've eve - heard, bar none...

If

-David Price, Hi Fi World

music first audio

Distributed in the- UK h):

eer.é hi-fi

To find your nearest '
Zeal hi-if Dealer visit www.realhi-fi.com or call us today.
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Sponsored by
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It's showtimel
TRADE. 2ND SEPTEMBER
PUBLIC: 23 & 24 SEPTEMBER
OPENING

Hi-fi news

SHOW
cutce.rg,i

2006

Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow

10AM-6PM, SATURDAY & SUNDAY 10AM-5.30PM
,

Don't forget to make adate in your diary for the Hi Fi News Show
2006 - trade only day is 22 September with the doors opening
to the public on 23 & 24 September at the Renaissance Hotel,
Heathrow. Steve Fairclough previews some of the highlights of
what promises to be Britain's premier high- end audio event

nireat New
Equipment...

The DTS
Experience...

The big audio names have confirmed that there'll be

ground floor of the Reraissance

'many, many surprises' with avast array of new product

Hotell you'll be able to sample the

launches promised at the Hi- F News Show 2006. Among

stunruimg seven- channel surround

In the Windsor Suite or the lower

these will be the official UK debuts of the superb Quad

sound and AV experience from DTS.

ESL 2805 and 2905 speakers; the first ever UK showing

This is the first time the display has

of the brand new Wilson WATT/Puppy 8 system; and the

been seen in the UK and it allows

launch of the new Overkill flagship loudspeaker system,

you to watch and listen to some

This year's Hi Fi News Show is a
potent mix of quality high-end

'the Finale'.
Other highlights at this year's show include the

of the world's great music stars

audio, top class AV, stunning

exclusive launch of the PRO 50 MKII from Mi Acoustics,

Havinc seen this display at CES in

live performances, and a nod to

from the much acclaimed re- launch of PRO 50.

Las Vegas earlier this year it truly is

the past with a superb exhibit

Meanwhile, Musical Fidelity will be showcasing its new

something to behold.

of classic hi-fi.

Kvv250S one- box system, as well as the Kw550s and

22, 23, 24 September

Visitors to this year's show

the company's new XT100 hybrid super integrated

will enjoy a truly memorable

amp. UKD will be displaying the Final 1000i full- range

event that will offer the chance

electrostatics plus a new loudspeaker range from

to see and hear the world's

Triangle as well as the latest equipment from top Italian

newest hi-fi, hear the big

brands such as Pathos, Opera loudspeakers, Unison

names in audio in a wonderful

Research, Audio Analogue and GRAAF.

line-up of ' free- to- see' guest

The show will also see the latest from the Audiofreaks

in glcr ous multi-channel format.

Panasonic And
Blu-ray
Visitors to the show will get what for
rrany will be their first ever chance
to examine the Blu-ray format

speakers, plus afantastic line-

range of equipment that includes the Zanden Audio

thanl•s to adisplay and p-esentation

up of live music for everyone to

Systems series, Conrad-Johnson, Avalon, Kuzma, Cardas,

by Panasonic in the Somerset

see and enjoy.

Magnum Dynalab and Muse.
Also look out for the UK debut of the Valvet

Suite cn the ground floor of the

range of hand-crafted amplifiers from
Germany on the first floor of the venue.
A full listing of exhibitors together

Renaissance Hotel. You'll be able
to find out the ins and outs of the
technology behind Blu-ray by visiting
Panasonic in the Somerset Suite. It

with floor plans of the event will

p-omises to be the defining format

be available in the SHOWGUIDE

for high- definition music and video

available free to all visitors. 0

ir the home and the Hi- F News
Show is proud to host ts official UK

LEFT: A treat for both the eyes and

irtrod Jction.

ears, Musical Fidelity's kW 250S
'system in abox' can be heard
alongside MF's new XT100 amp

r
,
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1
i
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FreE Competitions
Ever wanted to leave the Hi Fi News Show with astack of goodies? This year
the show will feature a number of high-end hi-fi prizes that must be won at
the event. All you need to do is visit the HiFi News magazine stand, located
on the ground floor, and fill in afree entry form. It's as simple as that!
We have thousands of pounds wcrth of quality hi-fi that must be won at
the show. Look out for further details in the special SHOWGUIDE available
free to all visitors.

Workshops
Have you ever wanted to know what makes a hi-def 1080p projector
so good? How about tips and tweaks from the experts on how to
make that great sounding system even sweeter? Perhaps you are

a)

ABOVE: The

after advice on what to buy next to upgrade your system? We will
answer all these questions and more at this year's show. The HiFi

Valvat range of

News editorial team will be on hand to speak to you throughout the

hand-crafted amps

weekend plus our contributors such as Ken Kessler, Martin Colloms
and Paul Miller will be running aseries of free advice workshops.

from Germany can
be seen on the
show's first floor

See www.hifinewsshow.com
for details.
. .

Speakers

Live recordin( sessions
There is plenty of fantastic hi-fi equipment at the

A stunning line-up of ' free- to- see' speakers will feature on all three days of

Show. But the real goal of hi-fi is: MUSIC!

the Hi Fi News Show 2006 at the venue's York Theatre. It includes legends of

Crystal Cable's CEO Gabi van der Kley will demonstrate

the 3ritish hi-fi scepe such as the inimitable Ivor Tiefenbrun of Linn with the

a live recording session on Saturday and Sunday to

legencary Bob Stuart of Meridian also set to give his thoughts on all things

show the visitors the influence of equipment on aCD

audio. In addition audio guru Russ Andrews will be there to give advice and
answers on all things hi-fi.

recording.

Tie other keynote speakers include the famous speaker designer KarlHeinz Fink and in addition HiFi News' Senior Contributing Editor Ken Kessler

recording with his famous, portable gear, the sessions
will show a real recording situation with the possibility

and our Technical Director Paul Miller will be giving exclusive demos of the

to experience the exitement of the making of aCD

very best in audio and AV.

from the first note to the final track.

To give atruly international flavour to the show we have also signed up
a number of top names from the US who'll be speaking at the Hi Fi News

Recording sessions will

Show. These include one of the doyens of loudspeaker design - David Wilson

take place on Saturday and

of Wilson Audio, plus Kevin Halverson of Muse and the hugely entertaininc
Michael Fremer. David Wilson is preparing aspecial talk about ' High- End at

Sunday. Please refer to the
SHOWGUIDE available free

the Crossroads.' He will provide an historical perspective and speak on the

to all visitors for details.

Todd Garfinkle from MA Recordings will do the

Make sure you see and hear this hi-fi show first.

C-
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chal enges high- end aud'o currently faces. David will also be available to
take a Q&A session after speaking.
Kevin Halverson, CEO of Muse Electronics, Inc. is going to share his
thoughts about the new high-definition formats. Muse was one of the first
to join Classic Records in launching the playback
of high- definition CDs, and the company
produces one of the most highly respected
universal players available today.
HiFi News columnist Michael Fremer
is flying in from the USA to give what is
effectively a live performance of his new DVD.

has chosen the

21st Century Vinyl. Michael was and remains

show to launch

the world's Number One campaigner for the

its PRO 50 MK I

absolute quality of LP playback, and he has

loudspeakers

played no small part in the format's survival.
His new DVD shares his set-up tips, helping the
committed music lover to extract even greater
pleasure from black vinyl records.

Show _
Jue online
The -Ii-Fi News Show 2006 now has its own dedicated

The talks will start at 11.00am each day and

website - www.hifinewsshow.com - where you can

Sure to be ahuge

are located in the York Theatre. A full

visit to find out the latest news, buy advance tickets for

attraction at the

lime- table will be available in the

just £ 5.00, find out about the exhibitors and get all the

show: the official

SHOWGUIDE available free to all visitors.

information you need at the click of acomputer mouse.

UK debut of Quad's

Please note, schedules vary each day.

Alternatively you can pre- book tickets to the event and

brand new ESL 2805
and 2905 speakers

save over 30% on normal prices via a 24- hour ticket
See www.hifinewsshow.com for timetables.

hotline - just call 01733 385174 to book!

Cbffill Hi-fi news SHOW /006
RENAISSANCE HOM, HEATNIIINU,23,24 SEP L

VVWW.HIFINEWSSNOW.COM

Fantastic Live Music!
Although you'll be able to hear great sounds playing through aplethora
of the world's greatest hi-fi systems at the show, the event will also play
host to anumber of great live performances.
Top audio cable company Crystal Cable has signed up to be sponsors
of the Hi Fi News Show 2006 and Crystal's CEO Gabi van der Kley, who is
an accomplished concert pianist, will be giving aspecial Mozart recital

Brands
Hhibivng
Include

during the event, which will be recorded and issued later as part of a
special HiFi News CD in conjunction with MA Recordings.
As well as that, the famous Irish singer Eleanor McEvoy will be
performing at the Renaissance Hotel thanks to the kind sponsorship
of Nordost. McEvoy - who has had her songs covered by the likes of
Emmylou Harris, Phil Coulter and Mary Black - will be playing some of the

Absolute Sounds, Absolute Studio, Acoustica, Acustica
Applicata, Acoustic Signature, Aeon, AMR, Audia, Audio
Analogue, Audio Research, Audio Valve, Audiocraft,
AudioLab, Audiofreaks, Audion, Avalon, Basis, BCD
Engineering, Benz- Micro, Beyerdynamic, Blue Angel,
Bolzano Villetri, Cardas, Clear Audio, conrad-johnson,
Copland, Chord Electronics, Crystal Cable, Dali, darTZeel,
DreamVision, Dwin, DTS, Dyer Audio, EARtYoshino, EAT
Valves, Ecosse, Emilie, Envizio, Finite Elemente, Fone,
Gersham, GRAAF, Hannl, Harmonix, Henley, HiDiamond,
HiAudio, Hi Fi Furniture, Hi Fi News, HFN Accessories Club,
IAG Group, Jadis, Joenit, Karan Acoustics, Kingsound,
Koetsu, Krell, Kuzma, Leema Acoustics,
Lizard Wizard Audio, Luxman, Lyngdorf Audio, MA
Recordings, Magnum Dynalab, Marantz, MartinLogan,
McCormack, Metz, Merlin Loudspeakers, Mimetism,
Mission, M1 Acoustics, Monrio,
Moth Group, Muse Electronics, Musical Fidelity, Naim,
Nifty Gritty, Nordost, Opera, Origin Live, Ortofon, Oracle,
Overkill, Pathos, Perreaux, Pistol, PrimaLuna, Pro-led,
Quad, RPM Audio, Reimyo, Roksan,
Russ Andrews, Select Audio, Sonus faber, Sounds 4
Enjoyment, Sounds of Music, Target, Theta, Totem,
Transparent, Triangle, TriPlanar, UKD, Unison Research,
Usher, Valvet, Van Den Hul, Vienna Acoustics, Vifa, Visonik,
WEGG, Wharfedale, Wilson Audio, Ypsilon, Yter, Zanden
Audio Systems...

material from her new album.
As well as Gabi and Eleanor the internationally acclaimed singer/
saxophonist Anita Carmichael who has played with Alexander O'Neal
and George Benson amongst others will be playing tracks from her new
album Lipstick On My Reed and other great songs.
See www.hifinewsshow.com for timetables

50 Years )fHi-fi
As well as being the showcase for the world's best high- end hi-fi the
Hi Fi News Show 2006 will also mark acelebration of 50 years of the
magazine (first published in June 1956) and feature atribute to hi-fi's
past with aspecial hi-fi museum that will evoke memories for many.

t
Ne

Compiled by the classic hi-fi enthusiast John
Howes it will include some eye-catching pieces
of classic hi-fi including Voigt horns and classic
Lowther and Klipsch equipment. This will be
something you can't miss as these won't just
be museum pieces - some of them will be
playing music to demonstrate the quality of hi-fi
through the ages, an experience you are not

New brands added daily.
See www.hifinewsshow.com for updates.

likely to repeat.

Show Information
This year's Hi Fi News Show 2006 takes place from 22-24
September ( please note that the first day is for trade only) at
the Renaissance Hotel, Heathrow, London. For all your Hi Fi
News Show information just go to www.hifinewsshow.com
now!

How to get there
The Hi Fi News Show will be clearly signposted by
both RAC and AA road signs from all directions in the local
area of the event. Public car parking on Saturday & Sunday
is located adjacent to the show with room for over one
thousand cars. The parking fee is £ 5for up to 5 hours. Please
follow the signs from the car park to the hotel
Parking for Friday's trade visitors is located in the Pink

COLNBR
COLNBROO4C BYPASS
PUBLIC CAR PARK

TRADE CAR PARK

RENAISSANCE
HOTEL

Elephant car park ashort walk from the venue. The route will

ME

be clearly signposted to the venue.
The nearest tube station to the
Hatton Cross. A regular free shuttle

SHOW
mu. re

us service will run between the event and

LONDON
HEATHROW
AIRPORT

e Terninals 1, 2,
Hatton croe

be station throughout the weekend.
The nearest main line train
Feltham. For train times call
ational rail enquiries on 08457 48 49 50

Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow
22.211.24Sept

•all details correct at time of going to press
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Classé Focal.JU Lab Linn Products UJ Acoustics IV onitor Audio •
Nam Audio Nautilus Pee Quadraspire Rega BEL Rotel%
•Shahinian
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Arcam Musical & Cinema Evening

ee

at Griffin Audio, Birmingham on the 7th September.
Acoustica
17 Hoole Road
CHESTER CH2 3NH

Acoustica
114 Wolverhampton Road
STAFFORD ST17 4AH

01244 344227

01785 258216

www.acoustica.co.uk

browse

www.acoustica.co.uk

listen

relax

sit back

choose

simple

Destination
> Devons

audio

specialists

Stockists of:
Analysis Plus
Audia
Audio Physic
Avid
Ayre
Bel Canto
Chapter Audio
Cairn
Chord
Graaf

Griffin Audio
3Gibb Terrace, Gibb St
BIRMINGHAM B9 4AA

0121 224 7300
www.griffinaudio.co.uk

Grand Prix Audio
IsoTek
Leema Acoustics
Lexicon
Lyra
McIntosh
Monitor Audio
Moon
Nordost
Pathos
Primare

Project
Roksan
Stax
Tannoy Prestige
Teac Esoteric
Thiel
Totem Acoustics
Unison Research
VDH
VPI Turntables
and many more.

Call 01884 243 584
Open mon - sat 9am - 5pm
Audio Destination, Suite 7a Market Walk, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6BL
info@audiodestination.co.uk Iwww audiodestination co.uk

THIS MONTH: Our GROUP TEST features six high- end m- ccartridges
from Allaerts, Clearaudio, Koetsu, Roksan, Van den Hul and Zyx
24

-2 High- end cartridge Group Test

42

CLEARAUDIO

30

BASIS VECTOR MODEL 3

54

38

B&VV 802D SPEAKERS

58

LEEMA ACOUSTICS
TUCANA AMPLIFIER

SONUS FABER AMATI
ANNIVERSARIO

AUDIO RESEARCH CD7
CD PLAYER

TONEARM
34

GROUP TEST: HIGH- END
M- C CARTRIDGES

STATEMENT TURNTABLE

62

AVALON NP- 2 SPEAKERS

HOMAGE SPEAKERS

34 B&W 802D

54 Audio Research CD7

OUR RATINGS
EXPLAINED
Hi Fi News scores all audio

THE HIFI NEWS
TEST REGIME

equipment by four key

Hi- FiNews has the moit
comprehensive and trusted
tests of any hi-fi magazine
in the world. Each month
we offer aclear evaluation
of all types of audio
equipment - two- channel

parameters:
SPEC/FEATURES

out of 5

SOUND QUALITY
BUILD QUALITY

out of 5
tC

VALUE FOR MONEY

out of 5

• .

out of 5

audio from turntables to
Hi Fi News
amplifiers and CD players
OVERALL RATING out of 20
through to multi- channel
DVD-A and SACD players.
Hi Fi News' lab tests aie
conducted using the six- channel QC Suite
testing station develooed by Hi Fi News'
Technical Director, Paul Miter, and now the
audio industry standar° test equipment.
It gives Hi Fi News apowerful edge in its
testing of all stereo ard multi- channel kit so
our tests are respected around the world.

58 Leema Acoustics Tucana

SOUND QUALITY

jazz and classical the\

BUILD QUALITY

Star speaker delivers
authority, grip and

VALUE FOR MONEY

smoothness in spades.

Hi-fi news
OVERALL RATING

Results are combined to
give atotal HI-FI NEWS
RATING out of 20. Our
OVERALL RATINGS mean
the following:
10 8. below = Don't listen!
11-12 = Belcw average
13-14 = Ave( age
15-16 = Very good

Hi Fi News Golden

][11111

o

Sonus Faber

HA news

g 1 1 1 111

subtle result fro.

30 Basis Vector 3

17-18 = Excellent
19-20 = Pure Audio Gold

20/20

QUAD ESL SPEAKERS + ARCAM DV137 + VIVID V1 SPEAKERS
+ACOUSTIC SOLID TURNTABLE + Mi ACOUSTICS SPEAKERS + MBL 1521 CD PLAYER

BEST
SOU ND

Hi-fi news
OUR AWARDS EXPLAINED
In our group tests of equipment - the best
of the equipment reviewed for overall
performance, spec and pcice will be awarded
a ' BEST BUY' whist the best sounding product
will receive the ' BEST SOUND' award. When a
product reviewed is absolutely one of the best
ir. its field, regardless of cost, it will receive a
coveted Hi Fi New.; ' GOLD AWARD'.
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Probably the most luxurious turntable in the
world comes from Germany and will cost
you around $ 100,000. Step forward the
astonishing Clearaudio Statement...

CLEARAUDIO STATEMENT

(£55,000)

Tested by Ken Kessler

0

ne day, hopefully before Idie, the British will
stop acting like it's 1951 and rationing is in
full flower. In the league tables of whingeing.
penny-pinching, bargain- hunting hustlers, only

the Yanks ( especially the newly- rich ones with dot- corn
wealth) are actually worse for bitching about price and
looking for ridiculous ' deals'.
Why this offensive opener? Simple: Iwant to drive
away all of you who recognise that trait in yourselves; I
want you to move onto the next article. And for avery
simple reason: Iam about to laud aturntable that costs
S100,000, and Iabsolutely refuse to say ' sorry!' for its

BELOW: Standing
125cm tall, here

aday, the urgency of meeting the deadline for this

Clearaudio Statement when Car apologises for the price

the Statement
sports the TQI

issue. It was crucial that we make this issue, because
CJearauclio will be exhibiting at the Hi Fi News show at

of the Ferrari FXX and lands Robinson apologises for the

tonearm

Heathrow, and Ididn't want any of you — that is, those
who don't have an issue with the
price of the deck — to miss the

completely off-the- radar price tag.
Put it another way: Iwill apologise for the cost of the

price of agood Petrus.
Actually, it gets much worse than that,
for I'm assessing its major rival next month,
which means that turntables with six-figure
stickers may be multiplying. At least, US
six figures, which in today's money is
'only' £ 55,000 (there are rumours, too,
of one new turntable where the deposit
is S100.000, followed by asecond
payment of the same amount! Idiots,
mugs and assholes: the queue
forms in Narnia). Even so, I'd expect
the Statement to come in coser
to £ 80,000, given that we live in
'Treasure Island', where even/thing
costs more than anywhere else,
and which goes some way to
justifying why the British always
moan about price. Like the cost
of iTunes downloads here versus

opportunity to talk to Clearaudio
personnel about the Statement.

BEYOND THE FRINGE
While at Clearaudio. Ilearned that
the company long ago transcended
freaky, fringe audiophile status. It's
areal manufacturer, with over
40 employees ano aneed to
expand beyond the ex-Siemens
factory that's bursting at the
seams. In addition to their not
inconsiderable cartridge, arm,
cable and accessory sales,
Clearaudio sold over 10,000
turntables last year, and not
just their budget offerings.
Emphatically, they're heavy

everywhere else.

hitters. The Statement is the
Suchy family's testimonial to

GERMAN AUDITION

nearly 30 years in business.
Indeed, Robert Suchy likes

But to reinforce my notion that
the British, despite being tne

to think of the Statement

third- largest market for Ferrari,
often act so low- rent that it's
offensive, organising this review

than 28 years in research

had nothing whatsoever to do with
the UK importer, who doesn't have
one in stock. Instead, Iwent straight
to the manufacturer. Literally. Iflew
to the Clearaudio works in Germany,

as: '... the result of more
and development, with
several patented technical and
mechanical features, never seen
or realised in turntable designs
before'. And he's not kidding.
Instead of one watershed feature,
the Statement offers the

to spend two days listening to the
Statement. Through my system...
in their room.
There are reasons why it was
easier for me to fly to Germany
than to have one installed chez
Kessler. For one thing, " twon't fit
in my room without removing a
ludicrous amount of kit. For another,
this has been ahellishly hot summer
and Idon't want to tear apart the
listening room to accommodate it.
Moreover, there was the lack of desire
in involving the importer, the thought
of having asquadron of strangers
assembling adeck in my room for

following elements:
• Its massive acrylic platter
is driven by apatented
magnetic driven sub- platter,
with absolutely no contact to the
main platter. One of the Suchys'
fave party tricks is slipping asheet
of paper between the two while
the patters are spinning;
•
It also uses amagnetic
vertical platter bearing;
•

All platters are dynamic

balanced with state of-the- art
testing equipment as critical as -0
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Excess
all areas
those used to balance wheels on
racing cars;

BELOW: Funztional,
yet sculptural, each

• A seriously butch pendulum

element of the deck chi

weighing 80kg provides the
self- levelling of the top platform,
so you can say, with astraight

with all other -

faces, that this table ' rocks'; its
automatic horizontal levelling
device also includes the tonearm
platforms, and there are no air
pumps or compressors;
• A high-speed processorcontrolled motor-drive unit drives
the sub- platter;
The turntable's main chassis is
oil-damped;
• Operation includes areal-time
speed control with an active
blue LCD display, and fine speed
adjustment ( 33-1/3, 45, 78 rpm)
is provided;
• The Statement can support up to
four different tonearms;
• Its dedicated and integral
stand is completely damped
against resonance, using
special construction techniques
consisting of adamped sandwich
made of bulletproof wood,
stainless steel and acrylic. Yes:
bulletproof wood, aspecial ply
that seemed too dense to be
organic in origin.
LINEAR TRACKING
TONEARIVI
Crowning this is the new Clearaudio
Statement TQI linear-tracking
tonearm, engineered and designed
specifically for the Statement
Turntable ( it may or may not be
offered to non- Statement owners,
just as the SME 3125 is only
currently available to SME 20/12
owners). The TQI employs anew
type of ultra- low-friction, highprecision sapphire bearing design,
it's said to be easy to set up, and it
very much looks like an extension of
the Statement in that its frame also
uses the sandwich construction of
the turntable plinth.
All of this combines to form a
system that stands an impressive
1250mm tall, with afootprint of
690x570mm. And another thing:
your floor will need to support
350kg, or 770Ib in real money. Let's
put it another way: you notice a
Statement the way you'd ' notice' a
Hummer, aSt. Bernard, or amember
of the Harlem Globetrotters. Aside
from aslightly unfinished look to
parts of the arm, the Statement
has the kind of surfaces and fine
details you expect of genuine
luxury products, like the heater
controls in aRolls-Royce, or the
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buckle on Girard-Perregaux. This is

Statement. For all Iknow, he could

ashowpiece deck, the antithesis of
the hideaway Technics SL10 in size

have changed cartridges. What he
didn't do was go near the pre-amp.

and presence. In other words, it
looks like aturntable with attitude.
And it sounds that way. Whatever

When he lowered the stylus onto
the LP, what Iheard was achange

your beliefs about linear trackers,
acrylic platters, huge stands, ad
infiritum, there's no doubting
that the Statement exhibits three
sonic qualities that announce their
presence with all the restraint
of John Prescott proclaiming his

greater than any cable swap, a
change on apar with aspeaker
swap. Ikid you not.
Iasked what was it? VTA?
Tracking force? Tell me! He
motioned me over to the turntable
and pointed to the puck. He had

innocence: rock-solid imaging,

for alabel- sized disc of sandwich

sledge- hammer bass that plumbs

construction: adisc of metal

truly Stygian depths and dynamic
contrasts that will have you jumping

(aluminium?) between two discs of

out of your seat every time the
music hits acrescendo. Ididn't cite
the Hummer above by accident:
this turntable is all about command,
about immunity to upset, about
retrieval of detail. It's adeck that

especially in the context of the
horrible- sounding mix of Asylum

changed the conical metal weight

wood, the entire affair no thicker
than eight CDs and weighing but
afew ounces. No clamping, just
apressure fit over the spindle.
The gains were earth-shattering,

BELOW: Stand
is made from
bulletprecf
wood, stainless
steel and acrylic

Records circa 1980: better treble
extension, sweeter vocals, less
sibilance, rounder bass, more air.
You read it here: the puck will
go on the market this year, possibly
selling for as little as € 99 ( which
probably means £ 99 in the UK). How
much of this was the Statement -0

says: ' My name is Arnold. Iwill be
back. Hasta la vista, baby', etc etc.
Ishould mention here that
the system was equipped with
the Clearaudio Goldfinger, the
company's flagship moving coil.
Suffice it to say that areview will
be forthcoming, and that everyone
who hears it wants one. 18 grams
of solid gold! A naked cantilever!
Eight magnets matched to atenth
of agauss! The reason we used it is
simple: the Statement was made for
it. So Ilived with aGoldfinger for a
few months before my Statement
sessions. And Ifell in love with it,
too. But that will have to wait...

WHAT THE PUCK?
Then we get to the puck, an area
Ireally didn't want to touch upon,
given my ever-increasing dismay
with audio accessories. But here's
what happened, afew hours into
the session, while listening to Linda
Ronstadt's take of ' Girls' Talk':
Those who recall the West Coast
releases of the late 1970s and
1980s will remember an awfulsounding processing gimmick
called the Aphex Aural Exciter. In
its earlier incarnations, at least, it
was responsible for crapping up the
sound of more music by more major
artists than anything this side of the
transistor. Whether or not it's in use
on Mad Love isn't the point: the LP
exhibits the same nasal dullness that
characterises the era. But the album
was so enjoyable that Ilearned to
listen through it.
So, when Peter Suchy asked if
Iminded him tweaking the sound
abit mid-track, Isaid, ' Go ahead'.
He stood between me and the
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serving as an ideal platform for

and, in light of the escalation of

the puck, or for any accessory for
that matter, is open to speculation;

prices, something of abargain.
But above all else, it demonstrated

the Statement is that revealing.
Regardless, Ican't wait to try it on

beyond any doubt, beyond political
influence, beyond prejudice, that
vinyl is still the supreme recorded
music format.

something like the Funk.

SENSE OF SCALE

When you get to this level of

The Suchys left me alone with the

£55,000

SPEC/FEATURES
Unabashedly living up to its name,
the Statement is as much an exercise
SOUND QUALITY

in excess as it is a valid choice of
Clearaudio is too experienced, too
clever to release a deck at this price

Statement, and Iploughed through

vinyl playback, you enter arealm
not unlike that of ' Super Tuscan'

astack of albums - mine and
theirs. Discovery after discovery:

wines, bespoke clothing, hand
made shoes, cars of the Ferrari/

new resonance and weight to
the percussion in ZZ Top's epic,

PorschelLamborghini ilk, ashave
at Trumper. Normal rules and

tell your friends that you're serious

'Tush'. Unmistakeable flow to

standards no longer apply. Mere

about vinyl. Very serious.

the bass in ' Papa Was A Rolling
Stone' and an increase air to the

mortals lose their sense of bearing,
because their values, their points
of reference have been thrown

acoustic guitar in Mr. Big's `To Be
With You'. Meshed harmonies from
Hall & Oates. Reduced sibilance

out the window. It's probably the

and surface noise, black silences,
negligible tracing whoosh.

unappreciated by chays, footballers
and WAGs, who go from Watney's

Subtle, it ain't. There's asense
of scale about the whole affair that

to Mouton- Rothschild overnight.

exploited the WATT Puppies to the

condescending, my apologies.

maximum, that filled every nook

But any e- mails from any of you,

11111111

turntable. And the latter is true:

BUILD QUALITY

point that doesn't behave like the
audio equivalent of a supercar.

pill'

Conversely, in living up to its name,

VALUE FOR MONEY

it also serves as a piece of functional
sculpture, a showpiece, something to

reason why the finer things seem

Lab report
Not yet tested.

If that sounds patronising or

Specifications

kvetching about the Statement on

TONEARM

Linear tracking

any level - unless you've actually

BEARING

Saphire

real extravaganza that says, ' Size

heard it - will be greeted with

matters. Put your little weiner away

SUB PLATTER

aclick of the ' delete' button.

Magnetically driven: no contact with
actual platter

SPEEDS

33-1/3, 45, 78 rpm (with fine adjustment)

CONSTRUCTION

Resonance- damped sandwich hardwood,
stainless steel and acrylic

WEIGHT

310kg without tonearm

DIMENSIONS

125 x69 x57cm ( hwd)

and cranny of the Clearaudio's
9.3x7.4x3.3m ( dwh) room, a

and get to grips with big
boys' toys'. With few
exceptions - namely,
the SMEs, the
top Kuzma,
Clearaudio's
own Reference,
and the like
-the Statement
makes the case
for cost- no-

This isn't merely agreat
turntable: it's a

FOR:
Sonic and
sculptural
triumph
AGAINST: Only the
price tag

object turntables,
disarming any
naysayers in an instant.

turntable that says
`up yours' to the
easantry, to the
mall-minded
iseries who
ave kept
*gh-end audio
om finding its
htful home
ongst names
eSolaia and

orneliani and SpeakeMarin and Loiminchay.

Which can only be a
good thing. For me, it prepared the
stage for the Continuum, which

But here's the punchline:

October's issue - Ed]. Conversely,
it let me know, upon returning

Clearaudio has already sold over
30. Without areview. Without the
USA or UK. And there's already a
waiting list. If the world is going to

to the UK, that the SME 30 is still
the ' gold standard' of turntables

there with afine soundtrack? (!)

Iheard

BELO

the following week [ see

eratio

e

a rea

inciu

Contact numbers
TEL 00 49 91 31 59595 or 00 49 91 31 57705
WEB: www.clearaudio.de

Hell in ahandcart, at least let's get

Review system breakdown
SOURCE: Clearaudio Statement, Clearaudio Goldfinger m- c
cartridge
AMPS: Clearaudio Balanced Reference phono stage, McIntosh
C2200 pre- amplifier, McIntosh MC2102 power amplifier. Moscode
401HR power amplifier
SPEAKERS: Wilson WATT Puppy System 7speakers
CABLES: Clearaudio speaker cables and interconnects

IL

with blue LC

We listened to
HALL & OATES
Voices

MR. BIG
Lean Into It

(RCA PL 73646)

JULES SHEAR
The Eternal Return

LINDA RONSTADT
Mad Love
(Asylum AS52210)

THE TEMPTATIONS
'Papa Was A Rolling
Stone'
ZZ TOP
'Tush'

(EMI 06424.03171)

e
PM« MILL
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VOice

"Some products just sound right."

FEATURES

"We've yet to come across a rival that can match the IKON 6's
combination of full bodied midrange, treble sparkle and crisp
timing. Add an impressive sense of scale into the mix and its no

Wide Dispersion

surprise that these floorstanders work well, with music as wide
ranging as Springsteen to Stravinsky. An essentially neutral tonal
balance and strong dynamics help, too."

3D Audio

"The unusual twinned tweeter module, which uses aconventional
soft dome augmented by a ribbon unit above 10kHZ, produces
a crisp, insightful performance and has good dispersion
characteristics. The result is that you can enjoy decent stereo

cD

Low Resonance Cabinets

Time Coherence

imaging from awider range of listening positions."
L)

"Verdict: The IKON 6's are great speakers. We cant wait to hear
the rest of the new range."
What Hi Fi
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It's not just unique in its design and use of
materials, the Basis Vector Model 3tonearm will
bring you levels of performance from your vinyl
you'd never dreamed possible... at aprice

ABOVE: It may lc ok like
aunipivot but the Vector
uses two points of bearing
contact - the world's first
dual- pivot arm?

Tested by David Allcock

p

ut agroup of vinyl enthusiasts together in a
room and you'll be doing well if you get them

to agree on anything. Try to get agroup of
enthusiasts to agree on something fundamental,

such as the best design for atonearm, and you'll be
lucky if fisticuffs don't ensue.
Along time user of aBasis Gold Debut turntable,
my tonearm of choice has been its classic partner, the
Graham unipivot tonearm. Yet when Iheard that Basis's
own tonearm, the Vector, was now available in the UK, I

just had to take alisten.
The Vector Model 3 is available in two versions: tne
basic model at £ 2,495 and acalibrated micro
VTA-adjustable version at £ 2,995. The basic model can
be retrofitted with the VTA adjuster at alater date if
required, and this can be carried out by the end user in
minutes. While the Vector may appear to be aunipivot,
there are, in fact, two points of bearing contact. To my
knowledge this makes it aunique design and it could be
considered the first dual- pivot tonearm.
Starting with the main pivot point - one of only two
contact points on atraditional unipivot (the second
being the stylus tip) - this is apolished pivot of 0.5mm
radius manufactured from hardened tool steel. The cup
is of ground and polished sapphire, radiused in such a
way as to make it self-centring. This point takes the full
weight of the arm assembly.
The second point is aside- mounted azimuth device,
hidden beneath the bearing shroud, which rides
against an ABEC 7bearing. This side- mounted bearing
is designed to counteract one of the biggest problems
with unipivot tonearms, which is their tendency to rock
and resonate at between 750 Hz and 1.5 kHz, while
maintaining aminimal amount of drag on the free
motion of the unipivot bearing.

LIQUID METAL
The main body of the tonearm mounts using a
Rega-style 25mm shaft that is clamped onto the
turntable with ahex head bolt. This is used to adjust
the VTA of the assembly, while fine VTA adjustment can
be achieved using the calibrated micro VTA system. The

The final component making up the arm is the wiring,
which is Basis's own PSTT ( Perfect Signal Transmission
Technology) cable. RLnning in asingle length from
cartridge clips to RCA phono plugs. the PSTT is perfectly
phase coherent and comes with its own strain relief
system. An acrylic block, which in this model has been
drilled and tapped to allow it to fit the cable isolation
post on the Basis 2200 Signature calibrator base, can
also be supplied with Velcro for attachment to any
plinth. This strain relief system sees athin, lightweight
wire exiting from the arm tube to the isolation block.
The cable is then sheathed and damped inside the block
before exiting to the RCA plugs.

WORLD BEATER
The arm was installed not only on the Basis 2200
Signature, which was designed to mate with this arm,
but also on an Acoustic Solid Solid Machine, and an
Acoustic Signature Challenger.
Initially setup on the 2200 with aBenz Glider
L2, it was immediately obvious, even with such a
modest cartridge, that the Vector was worthy of
being considered among the finest in the world.
Bass performance surpassed my Graham, the Vector
delivering tighter and more extended bass frequencies
than Ihave ever heard from either Kraftwerk's '
Minimum
Maximum and St. Germain Tourist.
The sound was utterly controlled, extended and
incredibly dynamic. The attack and slam on kick drums
was nothing less than stunning; this wasn't merely an
accurate sonic rendition, you could feel the visceral
impact of pedal on skin as you would in the presence
of the real instrument. Likewise, both bass guitar and

cup surrounding the bearing holds abath of silicon fluid

synthesisers no longer just sounded right, but enjoyed a

that submerges the lateral bearing assembly in abid to
prevent bearing chatter and damp the arm precisely.

weight and power that energised the room in an utterly

Another unique feature here is the material used
for the arm tube. This is a ' liquid metal', an amorphous
structure that, rather like glass, is actually in aliquid
state at room temperature. Basis describes it as a
'matrix alloy'. Such metals have none of the defects
found in the crystalline structure of traditional metals

convincing manner.
Meanwhile, the upper bass and lower midrange
displayed an extraordinary clarity and speed, the electric
guitar on 'Taxi' from Rosie Vela's Zazu displaying an
openness and transparency I've not previously heard
from any vinyl source. The vocals possessed not just an
incredible realism and naturalness, but also abody and

and boast up to twice the strength of high-grade
titanium while being extremely lightweight. What's
more, it's amaterial inherently damped, though the

solidity that served further to enhance the belief that a
real musical performance was occurring in the listening

arm tube is internally damped also, to tune it to behave
exactly as required.

of atruly vast soundstage, regardless of whether the
cartridge used was the Cartridgeman's Music Maker III,
aBenz Glider or aVan den Hul Condor XCM. In all cases

room. Rosie Vela's vocals were placed in the middle

the cartridges produced alarger and more precisely
focussed soundstage with aspaciousness between
instruments that was more convincing than anything
I've heard up to this point.
One of the biggest benefits of this imaging capability
was the ability of the Vector to deliver an image into
which the speakers simply sank and vanished. The
soundstage extended beyond the room boundaries
in every direction, yet never stretched or distorted
the performers on the stage. Rather, you simply -0
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BASIS VECTOR
MODEL 3TONEAR.M
01 ( E2495)

Points
of Reference
heard ambient detail that was

unmistakeable improvements

being revealed for the first time,
describing not just the location

with both the Acoustic Signature
Champion and the Acoustic Solid

of the performers relative to each
other, but the space in which they
were performing.

Solid Machine turntables, and while
the use of the isolation pillar on the

hesitate to call it a bargain, but for

Calibrator base for the 2200 did
make anoticeable improvement,

what you pay for - and then some!

giving alittle more extension and
definition in the lower registers

3 uses state-of-the-art materials

and alittle more openness in

company's PSTT tonearm cable,

in New York' from Nothing Like

the highest frequencies, these

which alone retails at over £ 1000 per

The Sun being delivered with

improvements were consistent

metre. What's more, it's built like a

apower and conviction I'd

even when the isolating block

laboratory instrument and offers the

never experienced. Triangles,

could only be attached to the

owner true pride of ownership.

tambourines and cymbals still

plinth with Velcro.

maintained their metallic shimmer

If you're thinking that I've failed
to look for failings in this arm then

The upper midrange and high
frequencies were detailed, fast
and incredibly smooth, with the
saxophone on Sting's ' Englishman

yet were now conveyed with a
freedom from high frequency

that the Vector
Model 3 is so
inherently

is absent.
While many of the

accurate that I
heard nothing

above observations
were obtained
with the 2200

that would
give rise to

Signature, Ialso

any criticism

heard all of these

at all. CD

r;

It certainly isn't
cheap, that's all

This is acostly tonearm, and Iwould
sheer performance you certainly get

"u
SOUND QUALITY
MI

Not only does the Vector Model

BUILD QUALITY

El.

but it comes supplied with the

"

VALUE FOR MONEY
II

And then there's the sound. As I

you'd be wrong. It's simply

hardness - something you
don't even notice until it

SPEC/FEATURES

discovered, it wasn't just my Basis
turntable that benefitted from the
huge leap in performance this arm
can bring but my other benchmark
decks too. If you have the funds
available and are looking to purchase
one of the finest tangential tracking
arm's available, then the Vector
Model 3 simply must head your list.

Lab report
Not lab tested yet.

Specifications
ARMTUBE MATERIAL

'
Matrix' metal

MAIN BEARING

Hybrid . 020in radius hardened steel,
male pivot

STABIUSING BEARING

Azimuth guide arm riding against an
ABEC 7 precision ball bearing.

INTERNAL WIRING

Basis PSTT phono cable

VTA MICROMETER

Offers eight increments

Contact numbers
TEL:

4

44

(
0)1900 813064 VVEB:www.selectaudio.com

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Basis Gold Debut Standard turntable
Basis 2200 Signature with calibrator base
Acoustic Solid Solid Machine
Acoustic Signature Champion
Graham 2.0 tonearm
AMPURERS Klyne System 7 PX3.5 phono stage
Krell KRC-3 pre amp
Bryston 38 and 14B SST power amp
SPEAKERS Martin Logan SL-3 speakers
Hyperion Sound Design HPS-938 speakers
CABLES Chord Company Signature/Atlas Elektra interconnects
Townshend Isolda interconnectsibi-wire speaker cables
Chord Company Signature bi-wire speaker cables

We listened to
STING
Nothing Like The
Sun

ABOVE: VTA Micrometer
assembly comprises

ABM AMA 6402

upper, smaller knob for
calibrating azero position

ST. GERMAIN

and a larger knob for

Tourist
Blue Note 5251141

different VTA heights

32
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KRAFTINERK
Minimum Maximum
EMI
24356 06111

Ge

ROSIE VELA
Zazu

A different Classé
For more than 20 years Cassé has been designing and manufacturing extraordinary
audio equipment for enthusiasts who demand nothing less than the very best. Our
engineers have apassion for what they create and it shows: engineering, style, userinterface, product reliability and performance are all second to none. The new Delta
series is an inspired statement about the art of high performance design. Visit us
at www.classeaudio.com or experience the product range at one of the fo:lowing
authorised retailers.

Acoustica
Chester
01244 344227

The Audio Room
Hull
01482 891375

Cloney Audio
Dublin
+ 353 1283 4887

Glasgow Audio
Glasgow
0141 332 4707

Holburn HiFi
Aberdeen
01224 585713

Infidelity
Kingston on Thames
020 8943 3530

Robert Taussig
London
020 7487 3455

Sound Academy
Bloxwich
01922 493499

Grahams HiFi

Sound Gallery

Phase 3 Hi Fi

Islington
020 7226 5500

High Wycombe
01494 531682

Worthing
01903 245577

CLASSE

B&W 802D £8000 (PAIR)
B&W makes bigger speakers
than the 802D, but this
diarr ond-tweetered
floorstander may
just be ts best ever

Tested by Andrew Harrison

S

tanding back from the new B&W 802D, you
could be forgiven for wondering what's changed
from the Nautilus 802 it replaces. That speaker

appeared alongside the rest of the Nautilus 800
Series back in 1997, and was reviewed in this magazine
in Sept'01. When launched it stood as the penultimate
loudspeaker in the Bowers & Wilkins catalogue, excusing
the actual Nautilus itself. And for many listeners, it was
also the best all-round performer, being slightly less
fussy about room acoustics than the larger 801 with its
room- driving 15in bass unit.
The headline news behind the revised 800 Series is
the use of adiamond dome tweeter on the top models,
replacing the ubiquitous aluminium dome. While this
may have usefui image- building associations for its
precious stone glitz, that use of diamond is for good
technical reasons.

COLD METAL
The main complaint against metal dome tweeters,
of the aluminium and titanium variety, is the tell-tale
metallic quality they often bring to the show. This has
been attributed to the material's primary break-up
resonance, typically around 20-30kHz. That's outside
the traditional hi-fi frequency limit of 20kHz, but the
impact of ultrasonic break-up may have repercussions
downstream, which is why acoustic designers will try
either to minimise the peak of this first resonance, or
move it higher in frequency where its presence is less
problematic. The engineers at B&W perserved with
synthetic diamond, one of the hardest substances on
the planet, which has minimal resonance peak ( although
unfiltered SACD may give it something to work with!).
And with the new tweeter comes anew crossover,
now just afirst-order electrical type, which confers
many potential advantages: amuch simpler ' purist'
design ( in fact, employing just one, very high quality,
capacitor), and with it, the advantage of an in- phase
orientation, in contrast to the N802's ' out-of- phase'
configuration. For more on the difference, see Keith
Howard's insightful feature ' Phase Change', July ' 05.
Other changes wrought since the Nautilus 802
include the use of arevised version of the FST ( Fixed
Suspension Transducer) midrange driver, which now
uses asmaller neodymium magnet, modified cast
chassis and ametal ' phase plug'. Meanwhile the 8in
bass drivers have had their carbon/paper cones replaced
with asandwich of aerospace foam and carbon-fibre
skins, not unlike the technique employed by Focal with
its W- cone technology. B8,W's approach is to use a
much thicker Rohacell foam, though, at 8mm instead of
the usual 2-3mm, and this is said to help provide some
acoustic sound- proofing, such that internal cabinet

and effortless extension on deep pedal notes, timpani
and bass drums. But it's not all about LFE extension and
impact - even instruments that inhabit slightly higher
ground can show off their tone and texture to good

'noise' is not transmitted conductively through the
cones' relatively thin membranes.

effect, more so with the new bass drivers in place.
Bass clarinet on the curiously-arabic flavoured take of

FREE FLOWING

throaty rasp. And that bass quality of the 802D is always
tuneful too - agile, musical and able to show deep-

Misirlou could be heard to have more interest in its
The old N802 was avery familiar loudspeaker to me, in
fact my main reference speaker over the last four years.
And when the 802D arrived for review, Iwas fortunate
to have both models side by side for ashort time, to
help highlight the differences.
The incredibly open midband character was still
present, near-seamlessly joining bass and treble ranges.
Bass was as deep and controlled as ever, still perhaps
mildly under- damped to give areal free-flowing quality

down tonal colours. It's only been bettered here in my
experience only by the Vivid K1.
On first comparison, and allowing for the ' newness'
of the 802D (which, like any speaker -- maybe more
so -- needs afew hundred hours running- in time), the
main difference apparent was not from the upperclass tweeter treatment, but in the respective models
soundstaging skills. -0
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

B&W 802D £8000 ( PAIR)
SPEC/FEATURES
Superbly built, and possessing sound
that can be compared with the very

1111

SOUND QUALITY

best in the world, the 802D offers
taught and tuneful bass with slam

In

and authority, atransparent, clean

BUILD QUALITY

midband and the silkiest, purest
treble of practically any moving-

EIMER

cone speaker in existence. Its
design has been imitated, but the

VALUE FOR MONEY

]nili

original is best... and with the latest
refinements it has simply got better.
RIGHt: Behind those terminals

FIFfi
OVERALL_
news

lies anew crossover, a
first- order electrical type

RA

comprising asingle capacitol

marked the
front-line to the
soundstage with
its sentry- like

upreme
full-range
communicator

with the
diamondtweetered
802, even less
than stellar
performing CD
players were

form, silver- dome
tweeter bristling

AGAINST: Craves
current

to the fore and
marking the start

rendered much
more convincing,

less digital even.
But it's with vinyl replay

line, the 802D melted
gracefully into the background,

20 20

Lab report

F.

Where the
original N802

N(

11

The 802D offers exemplary technical performance. Sensitivity was
89dB SPL at 1metre for 2.83 volts input, close to B&W's quoted
90dB. Measured at 1m on the tweeter axis the 802 D's pressure
response is wide and flat, both samples measuring within plus or
minus 3.1dB over the range 200Hz to 20kHz, the lower limit here
being set by the measurement window. At the bandwidth extremes,
-6dB frequencies were 24Hz in the bass and 31.1kHz ultrasonic
(reference 200Hz and 10kHz respectively).
As claimed, the diamond tweeter has asmooth ultrasonic roll-off,
with no evident breakup peak and no resonant ridge within the
cumulative spectral decay. Total harmonic distortion, measured
in the near field for alevel equivalent to 90dB SPL at 1metre, was
0.15% at 100Hz, 0.044% at 1kHz and 0.017% at

1OkHz,

indicating

levels of nonlinearity which are almost certainly inaudible on

standing sentinel still but allowing

that you can really appreciate
the premier class quality of this

the music to flow from behind and
between them.

speaker. It just sounds so clean,
unsullied.., nearly acoustically

was nearby at 50Hz, making this speaker quite achallenging

transparent to the original sound.

amplifier load in this frequency range.

The N802 was always somewhat
cavernous in this respect anyway,
helped no doubt by the domed
head and top-floating tweeter, but

TRULY SUBLIME

the 802D trumped its predecessor,
with style. Playing vinyl there's
typically less `fizz' at the top- end
than from CD anyway, and as CD

some hint of that tweeter break-up
through aluminium domes, amild

In previous models, it was at
higher volumes that there'd be

player quality rises, so does the HF

sheen across the music; but here
B&W has taken aseriously good

fatigue it can cause diminish. But

speaker in the N802, and turned
it into something truly sublime
with this diamond tweeter, and
all the associated tweaks. There
are bigger and actually better
speakers in B&W's range,

music programme at typical replay volumes. Although specified
as anominally 8ohm load, the 802D's minimum . mpedance
modulus measured 3.24 ohms at 86Hz, alittle below the 3.5 ohm
specification, and its highest phase angle of almost 62° capacitive

Hi Fi News lab specdications
TOTAL HARMONIC
DISTORTION

0.15% at 100Hz, 0.044% at IkHz and
0.017% at 10kHz

SENSMVITY

89dB/Wirn

IMPEDANCE

Minimum 3.24 ohms at 86Hz

DIMENSIONS

11.35 x36.8 x56.3cm ( hwd)

WEIGHT

80kg ( 176 lb)

Contact numbers
TEL + 44

(01903 ) 221800 WEB: www.bwspeakers.com

and Iwould point to the
800D as its crowning
acheivement in pure
performance terms.
But that speaker
commands a £ 5000
premium over the
£8000 UK price
for the 802D.
so Iwill go on
the record
as saying

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Marantz SA- 11S1, dCS VerdeurcelliDeliLsiVerona, Linn
LP12 LingoILVII/Transfiguration Orpheus
AMPUFIERS Graham Slee Elevator/Era Reflex, Music First Audio TVC,
Chord SPM 1200C
SPEAKERS B&W Nautilus 802, CABLES Nordost Valhalla

istened ro
RABIH ABOU-KHAUL TCHAIKOVSKY
Tarab
Violin Concerto
Enja ENI 7083

LSO, Previn, Wha
Chung

THE ORB
Orb Live 93

Decca DD 4378

that the new
802D is the
best value
high-end

ABOVE: Midrange driver rear
mount and

isolator

assembly,

speaker in the
world. (
5

which is connected to the
driver itself via a metal
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B&W Bowers&Wilkins

The new B&W 800 Series
Diamond Tweeter Technology

eue
gigot
The mark of atruly great tweeter - one that can
release all the vivid detail in your music - is what's
called perfect piston behaviour'. As long as the
tweeter dome is vibrating rigidly, like a piston, its
delivery wild be accurate. The higher the frequency,
though. the harder that becomes. The materials most
resistant to break-up combine lightness and stiffness.
And there's one that does that better than anything
else on ear/h.
The new B&W 800 Series feature tweeter domes
of pure, ultra- hard diamond. It may seem extravagant.
but nothing gets closer to the behaviour of a hypothetical
'perfect tweeter' - one with infinite stiffness. Our diamond
dome carries on vibrating like a piston well beyond the
range of human hearing, and delivers audible sound
with unheard-of clarity.

www.bw800.com
Visit our website and order your free DVD
Call -,44 (0)1903 221 500
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Mamoru,
At Work

LEFT: Cabinet
is built of
individual
staves,
bonded with
an adhesivi
that damps
resonances

With the Amati Anniversario,
Sonus faber commemorates the
birth 500 years ago of Italian
string instrument maker Andrea
Amati. The aim? To better the
performance over the old moce!
without agreat increEse in price
Tested by Martin Colloms

S

onus faber's first Amati, the Homage, joined
the first SF model in this audiophile series, the
musically expressive Guarneri. The later was

adelightful standmounter that became the
benchmark for speakers of this type. The Amati was a
distinctively different speaker. Afloorstander model, it
was slim, but of high power and fine bass extension and
boasted amusical ' singing' midrange.
Priced at about £ 13,000 apair in ' red' violin lacquer
and £ 14,000 in mirror-gloss, graphite-tinted walnut, the
new Amati is radically different to the old mode in all
but essential form and size. It promises rather greater
performance, but not at agreatly increased price.
STRADD/ARI SPIN-OFF
So much original research went in:o the Stradivari that
aspin-off was inevitable. That model had pioneered
the use of the ring radiator tweeter, the high- definition
Audio Technology mid driver and anew standard of bass
obtainable from the new pure- piston aluminium alloy
woofers from SEAS. These technologies were matched
by advances in crossover design and build, components,
internal wiring and cabinet resonance control.
As far as Ican see the whole lot has turned up in the
Anniversario, at much less cost and seemingly achieved
by downsizing the woofer pairs from 260mm to 220mm
diameter while tuning the enclosure for alittle less bass
extension. A claimed high sensitivity of 92dB/W has
been maintained. Noting the nominal 6ohm impedance,
and fairly tough amplifier and cable loading, the high
sensitivity could represent powerful mitigation for the
lower impedance loading, the latter now rather typical
of modern designs.
Structurally the complex enclosure is built of
individual web sections or staves, bonded and locked
together with aselected, resonance- damping polymeric
adhesive. Reminiscent of alute shape the curved walls
endow this speaker's cabinet with great rigidity, pushing
panel resonance beyond the work ng range of the
tightly coupled bass drivers. Possible vibration coupling
effects from the mid driver are mitigated by the use of
aweighty, decoupled sub- enclosure for the mid treble
section. This constitutes aspeaker within aspeaker.
The upper section of the driver baffle is leather
composition covered and employs ingenious yet stylish
contouring to help control diffraction. Smoother
on- and off-axis frequency responses are the result,
providing purer and more stable focus, as well as amore
consistent sound quality.
Built specifically for Sonus faber by ScanSpeak, this
version of the established ring
radiator tweeter has adouble
contour face plate in rigid cast
alloy conferring improved phase
and frequency characteristics.
Seen in the Stradivari the
150mm Audiotechnology mid

RIGHT: Top-to- bottom
grille hides all four
drivers; steel plate
stabilising base allows
speaker to be levelled
via adjustable spikes
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SPEAKER TEST

driver has acritically angled cone of
pp Copolymer, carefully terminated
and provided with ahigh dynamic
range and very low dstort ion. This
costly driver is undoubtedly the
foundation of this design.
As for the crossover, of Stradivari
quality, this is distinguished by a
moderate degree of impedance
correction in abid to help the
individual sections of the network
attain the desired acoustic target
transitions. Single wired, the
designer does not wish the inner
balance of this loudspeaker to
be disturbed by the potential
eccentricities of bi-wire practice
that can occur in the real world.
The superb cabinet is
complemented by astabilising base
cut from heavy steel plate, threaded
for the heroic, thumbwheel-locked
spiked floor couplers - simple but
effective, and in keeping with the

exaggerating both sibilance and
the leading edge impact of small
percussion sounds. The upper treble
was also placed slightly forward
in the soundstage. There was also
some mild coloration, its delivery

almost as satisfyingly excel ent with
this speaker as they were with the
Stradivari.
Switching programme and 'The
White Room' by KLF belted along
appropriately with clean, incisive

tending to the musical than the

bass percussion and vocals that

clinical side of accuracy.
Experiment with location
indicated the bass was even and

were crisp and articulate.

well tuned anc not too critical
of room location - agood sign
-but if located too near the wall
tends to sound too heavy in the

Comparison with the precursor
Amati Homage is revealing since at
the time of its emergence dynamics
and expression were considered to
be one of its stronger points. The
Anniversario manifestly reaches way

'As the Joist Suite accelerated towards the
climaxes you felt the Alliati sweep you up in
the drive and excitement cf the piece; the peak
cvriarl
-jci.s were nnen, alive. powerful'

overall effect.

tonality, quite powerful subjective

beyond that standard, and it does so
over the entire frequency range.

Maximum sound level : s
estimated at asubstantial 110dBA

adjustment was available via a
degree of toe- out, in my case about

COMPETING KRELL

for astereo pair fed 350W 8 ohm
rated peak programme, man

12° relative to the classic triangle
set-up where the speakers would be

In this respect the competing

enough for larger rooms as required.
With asufficiently powerful amp,

directed at the listening seat.

apair, showed aslightly more
restrained dynamic quality, while

upper bass. Regarding upper range

Krell Resolution One, at £ 9990

genuinely high, uncompressed peak

Fine adjustment of vertical
azimuth using the levelling spikes

the outstandingly even, clean and

levels proved possible, just like the

helped bring optimal focus and

extended bass of the Krell was

bigger Stradivari - though the latter

timbre for the chosen seat

has significantly more headroom
when it comes to the bass.

and listener height.
Now the new Aamti

SOUND QUALITY

began to show its many
virtues, with its constituent

That wide curved front,
characteristic of the larger
Stradivari, endowed that mellifluous
loudspeaker with aparticular
sound, apowerful and naturally rich
midrange with an even timbre.
It was thus distinguished from
the general herd, which has tended

sound components
blended into anotably
coherent whole. Cognisant
of this speaker's classical
pedigree Ibegan with an
explosive First Suite in
EFlat by Hoist and was
immediately impressed

to sound thinner and more forward

by the dynamics. The

in respect of midrange tonality.
The extant Amati undoubtedly
has its merits, but has not shown

quieter sections were
beautifully expressive and

evident in the Stradivari.

finely resolved, revealing
more of the subtleties of
composition and playing

By contrast, the new Amati
Anniversario demonstrated that it

than usual.
As the work accelerated

had achieved asubstantial measure
of the balance, powe - and scale of

towards the climaxes

the beguiling power and richness

that excellent Stradivari midrange.

you felt the Amati sweep
you up in the drive and

Iheard an airy extended treble,
acrisp, clean, somewhatlaidback

excitement of the piece

upper midrange, afull but not

were open, alive, powerful

LEFT: > inglewire
binding posts

quite bloated lower midrange, and

and well balanced.

boast fine- pitch,

an extended, powerful bass. The
low frequencies had apercussive,

This quality of musical

rotation- buffered,

performance largely

high fui cc

punchy quality reminiscent of the

overcomes any possible

more powerful active studio monitor

reservations one might

gold-plated
terminals with

loudspeakers. There was also amild
metallic sheen to the lower treble,
sharpening transients and mildly

have about absolute

solid metal

accuracy. Both micro

4mrd sockets

and the peak dynamics

and macro-dynamics are
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SONUS FABER AMATI
ANNIVERSARIO
HOMAGE £13,000

'It Was exceptional on
cathedral organ. Piping
trebles contrasted with
awesomely thunderous
bass flutes'

SPEC/FEATURES
Spacious, focused, dynamic, exciting,

lull

powerful and revealing, the Amati
SOUND QUALITY

hits many important targets spot
on. It turns musical reproduction
into an event and such commitment

111111
BUILD QUALITY

to convincing sound quality is
rare. Build quality and finish are

lull

excellent while the overall technical
performance is very good. This

VALUE FOR MONEY

outstanding speaker carries my
lull

enthusiastic recommendation.

news

RIGHT:

I-EfRIALL RAI INC,
OVERALL

Anniversario's
tweeter is
aversion of

Lab report

ScanSpeak's
ring radiator
design and
features asilk
diaphragm

almost mirrored here
by the Anniversario, if
on asmaller scale.
Concerning its
outstandingly smooth

20 20

wgiair

AGAINS T: Nothing,
cla ss leader

notes, not
omitting the

a

fine recovery of
the local recorded
acoustic.
It was also
exceptional on cathedral

mid-treble balance the Krell
wins by asmall margin over the
Anniversario, but the latter edges

organ. Piping trebles contrasted with

significantly ahead on transparency,

awesomely thunderous bass flutes

stage width and image focus.

while atmosphere on recordings was
beautifully illuminated.

Conversely the Krell began to
gather pace and impact when driven
to higher sound levels yet Iwas
gratified by this smaller Sonus faber

COMPETING ICRELL
During the evaluation Sonus

design, considering its ability to

faber agent Ricardo Franassovici

sound musically interesting, pacey
and involving, even at moderate

suggested Itry the matching Serblin-

sound levels, just like the bigger
Stradivari. Iwas also surprised

they are of the same design and
materials as within this loudspeaker.

by how well this speaker took
power, remaining in control and

Not only did Ifind them very good
performers at the price but as
predicted there was an additiona

designed Yter cables, simply because

well balanced right up to a350WI
peak programme input level. With
its genuinely high sensitivity and

degree of synergy found with the
Anniversario. Its innate clarity and

powerful low-frequency punch it

sense of staging was nicely brought

could play really loud, sufficient even

out, while the treble now sounded
sweeter and better integrated, the

for larger open-plan environments. It
felt turbocharged.
Trying solo piano with Evgeny
Kissin playing Mussorgsky Pictures at
an Exhibition, Iwas aware that the

whole image now more softly and
sympathetically illuminated. Taken
overall they are afine match. Much
greater investment in speaker cable

upper register of the piano sound
was alittle sharper and crisper
than usual, but that feeling rapidly

was found necessary to provide a

faded, and Iwas transported by the
expression revealed.

sensitive as claimed and could play
very loudly without distortion. It is
quite adifficult load as the power

In trying to explain this result,
memorable features included the
sense of natural dynamic, the overall
balance, and the unusually good
separation of the individual piano

comprehensive gain in performance.
This loudspeaker seems nearly as

amplifier clearly warmed up abit
when driving hard, but it did not
otherwise appear to disturb the

Imeasured an above average 90dB voltage sensitivity, about 2dB
less than the 92dB claimed. However the big deal here concerns
the adverse load factor, placing it with the other current hungry
examples such as the B&W 800D, the Peak Consult Zoltan and the
Krell Resolution One. This Amati is certainly a4ohm speaker which
grazes the 2.8 ohm marker line at 80Hz and 700Hz and holds below
4 ohms over much of the power band. From 60Hz to 20kHz, the
peak variation is fairly small, not exceeding 6ohms.
Given that it will handle up to 400W 8ohms rated, it will actually
draw power peaks over 900W from this rated size of amplifier, if it's
man for the job.
Iwould advise selection from amplifiers which offer over 40A peak
current and can double their 8ohm rating into aleast four ohms.
Overall this speaker met agood amplitude tolerance, +/-3dB 30Hz
to 25kHz, and reached 36kHz and 25Hz at the - 6dB extremes of
output, avery wide range. Deep bass for this size is one payoff for
the adverse load impendence.
An optimum output was attained at 10-15 degrees lateral offaxis through the slight prominence seen at 4kHz is characteristic
and relates to the mid-treble crossover.

Hi Fi News lab specifications
POWER HANDLING

400 watss 8ohms rated

SENSITMTY

90dB/Wirn

IMPEDANCE

4 ohm
2.8 ohm at 80Hz
Not > 6ohm 60Hz to 20kHz

AMPLITUDE TOLERANCE

+/-3dB 30Hz to 25kHz
36kHz and 25Hz at the - 6dB
extremes of output

WEIGHT

354 lbs

DIMENSIONS

1.17 x0.265 x0.56m ( hwd)

Contact numbers
TEL + 44(0)20 8971 3909 EMAIL www.absolutesounds.com

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Naim cds3, Marantz CD- 7, Linn LP12/ARO/Koetsu RS- 11
AMPS Krell FPB 400cx; cj 350SA; cj CT- 5. XTC PRE-2
CABLES Transparent, Cardas, Kimber and Yter
SPEAKERS Avalon Eidolon, BR.W 800d, Peak Consult Zoltan. 15 ohm
BBC LS3/5a

We listened to
EVGENY KISSIN
PLAYING
MUSSORGSKY
PICTURES AT AN
EXHIBMON

RRST SUITE IN EFIAT
Hoist

THE WHITE ROOM
KLF

Telarc CD80038

JAMSCD006

RCA 090266 3884 2

quality level of the driving amps. CD

761

CARTRIDGE TEST

Groove
armada

Tested by Steve Harris

It can be difficult to find a
dealer able to demonstrate
awide range of cartridges,
especially when top-drawer
m-cs are the order of the day.
But don't despair: here we
compare and lab-test six

Lab tests 8, reports by Paul Miller

S

poner or later, every
vinyl- inclined audiophile

Epitomising the high- end
cartridge as amysterious, jewel-

became one of two that could
challenge the then- all- conquering

like work of art, Koetsu is the

Linn. ( The other was the Pink

creation of Yoshiaki Sugano, who

Triangle.) Roksan soon sourced its

There are plenty to choose from,

earlier had helped design the

whether you want to spend £ 500

excellent Supex moving- coils.

first moving- coil cartridge too, and
called it the Shiraz. It's still current

or £ 5000, but for this month's

Sugano died in 2002 but the

at £ 1250.

group we chose six models

Koetsu tradition has been ably
maintained by his sons. This review

Although he's spent more
time recently developing and

covers Koetsu's base model, the
Black, which costs £ 1200.

den Hul still hand- builds van den

succumbs to the lu -eof
the moving- coil cartridge.

ranging from £ 1200 to £ 2500.
They run literally from Ato Z!
A craftsman- builder based in
Be gium, Jan Allaerts has been

In 1985, aturntable from a

marketing cables, Dr A Jvan
Hul Grasshopper cartridges to

turning ° LA exquisite pickups since
the early 1980s. The Allaerts MC1B

new UK company called Roksan

individual order in Holland. Many
options are available, but we tried

Mk II is not his most expensive

GROUP
TEST

the Grasshopper Ill SLA, at £ 2000.

model but is the priciest cartridge
reviewed here, at £ 2500.
Famous also now for towering
high- end turntables ( see p24) that
look like acrylic wedding- cakes,
Clearaudio of Germany maKes
some of the world's very best

Last only in alphabetical terms,
Zyx cartridges are the work of
Hisayoshi Nakatsuka, who many
years ago developed the Alpha
Genesis range of cartridges for
Monster. For this review we
received another sample of the Zyx

cartridges. A relatively affordable

R-1000 Airy 3X [ reviewed in June],

addition to the range is the
Concerto, at £ 1230.

pr!ced at £ 1250. -0

Hi Fi News readers
may freely access
in-depth QC Suite
Test Reports on
each of these
m- ccartridges
from www.
milleraudioresearch.
comlavtech

wÍ
— Ze
l
ALLAERTS
MC1B MK II
£2500
CLEARAUDIO
CONCERTO
£1230
KOETSU
BLACK
£1200
ROKSAN
SHIRAZ
£1250
VAN DEN HUL
GRASSHOPPER
III SLA
£2000
ZYX
R-1000 AIRY 3
XH
£1500

Equipment
used
SOURCE

SME Model

10 turntable and
tonearm,
Musical Fidelity kW
Phono phono stage
AMPUFIER Musical

Fidelity kW Pre
pre- amplifier,
Musical Fidelity
kW750 power
amplifier,
GRAAF GM5OB stereo
integrated amplifier
SPEAKERS

Final 6001

loudspeakers,
Dali Ikon 6
loudspeakers
CABLES

Chord, PV and

Marantz MusicLink
interconnects,
Chord Odyssey and
Triangle Silver Ghost
loudspeaker cables

NEXT
MONTH
We reveal
Europe's best
hi-fi

CARTRIDGE GROUP TEST

Craftsman/
builder Jan
Allaerts makes
cartridges by
hand in small

4e,

numbers, to
the highest
standard.
With the
MC1B Mk Il,
it does seem
that care and
attention to
detail has led
to a superbly
well-balanced
and insightful
performance,
which in the
end won the
day against all
corners here.
SPEC/FEATURES

ALLAERTS MC1B MK II £2500

B

ack in the 1970s, Jan
Allaerts of Belgium began
repairing hi-fi. He went on

to specialise in moving-

coil cartridges and by the early
1980s he was designing his
own. He now makes around 70
cartridges ayear.
Despite its name, the MC1B
Mk Il doesn't replace the MC1B,
which is still available, but is an
enhanced version using amore
powerful neodymium- iron magnet
system instead of the MC1B's
Alnico magnet.
Its iron pole pieces are said to
be carefully shaped by hand, to
avoid disturbing the magnetic
properties of the material.
A Fritz Gyger ' S' stylus is fitted,
on aboron cantilever. The main
body is hand- milled and drilled in
aluminium, but Allaerts covers the
whole thing with athin ( 0.2mm)
box- like casing, anodised on
the outside but with areal 24ct
gold foil coating inside. This is to

SOUND QUALITY

'Unfazed by thc
complexities
of orchestral, it
was able to offer
aconvincingly
detailed picture'
of orchestral music,
it was able to offer a
convincingly detailed
picture even when
things got loud and
potentially confusing.
Meanwhile, on the

311
BUILD QUALITY
itU03111
VAWE FOR MONEY

e

FOR:
Resolution,
realism an
balance
AGAINST: Sheen, a
tad stolid

Jennifer Warnes/Rob
Wasserman ' Ballad Of The
Runaway Horse', it conveyed the
studio sound of Jennifer's voice
extremely well. Generally, the bass
was powerful and extended, with
agood sense of scale and weight,
but was not thought particularly

against electromagnetic

'foot-tapping', and was even a
little stolid compared with one or

Allaerts sports

interference. Recommended

two others in the group.

an '
S'- shaped

provide Faraday-cage screening

tracking force is 1.8g.

With some recordings there

stylus, boron

could be aslight midrange

cantilever

SOUND QUALITY
Not one of those products that

'sheen', leading even to atouch of
fierceness on occasions, but the

foil inside to

dazzles immediately, the Allaerts
impressed more and more over

excellent overall spaciousness of

screen against

the sound usually countered this
to good effect.

interference

time. Unfazed by the complexities
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and gold

LAB REPORT
This is avery mixed performer. Tested
with the MF kW phono headamp (as
used for the listening tests) it proved
unexpectedly sensitive to LF (hum) pickup
which not only increased the difficulty of
some measurements but may also explain
Steve's subjective commentary on its bass
performance. There was also arelatively
large channel imbalance with this sample,
amounting to - 0.6dB through the midrange
but increasing to - 3dB at higher treble
frequencies. The response is otherwise
impressively flat to within + 0.9d13/7kHz and
-2.0dBpOkHz (or + 1.6d13/-0.2dB LiR lateral
sweep) over the audioband through the left
channel but somewhat ' brighter' through
the right. Channel separation is at least
30dB through the midrange. Distortion is
higher on the left channel, amounting to
- 3% at OdB ( 5cm/sec peak velocity) and
- 1.2% at 8dB but increasing to - 3% at 4kHz
and - 9% at 20kHz. Ranged against this is
the MC1B's precisely mounted diamond
(VTA is close to 22°) and truly superb
tracking ability. Matching the Koetsu,
for example, for bodyweight and 19cu
compliance (yielding an 8Hz LF resonance
in our arm), it still manages alow 1.5%
distortion at 300Hz in a90um groove. No
other cartridge in this group is more secure
at such amodest 1.8g tracking weight.

I
With ahigh-tech
specificat on
(gold coils,
for example)
the Concerto
also has
easily enough
output to work
comfortably into
moving- magnet
amplifier inputs.
Clearaudio

LAB REPORT

says that this
range ( unlike
earlier ones) was

Excellent tracking marks out the Concerto
which is capable of handling the very
highest ( - 90um) modulations ever pressed
onto vinyl, thanks to the symmetrical 17cu
compliance and substantial 2.8g downforce.
At 65um modulation, distortion is as low
as 0.75% through bass and lower midrange
but this increases quite steeply at HF,
reaching as high as — 8% for peak velocities
some - 8dB below the 5cm/sec reference.
Some misalignment in the mounting of the
'Micro HD' diamond has pushed the VTA up
some 10 degrees from the anticipated 20°,
and this might be sufficient to bring some
vagueness to the perceived stereo imagery.
Stereo separation is also far better on the
left (-35dB) than the right (-20dB) channel
across the midrange. The channel balance
also deteriorates at HF where the response
of the Concerto peaks around 10-12kHz
(+2.6dB) before falling away to -5.5dB at
20kHz (or -7dB,L/R lateral sweep). This is
entirely consistent with Steve's description
of its sound as dynamic but lacking in ( high
treble) airiness. Otherwise, the measured
response was not entirely comparable with
Clearaudio's literature, but then I'm bound
to point out that the serial number of the
documentation ( 3306) did not match that
of the cartridge itself ( 3343).

voiced to suit
rock as well as
classical listeners
-and indeed
the Concerto
sound is punchy,
dynamic and
exciting.

CLEARAUDIO CONCERTO £ 1230

y

ou

might think the
gearwheel-shaped top

plate on Clearaudio' New
Dynamic series was just
some kind of German engineer's
eccentricity, but it has aserious
purpose - it is intended to
control mechanical resonances.
Otherwise, although the Concerto

'The string tutt.i..
were harsh but
still realistic
-they soundec,'
like strings!'

is the ' introductory model' in

piano concerto disc, the

this range, its specification and

bass wasn't thought to be
especially well-defined,

description seems to tick all the
high- end boxes. It comes with
Clearaudio's Micro HD stylus,
described as ahybrid parabolic,
with lower tip mass than previous
types. This is mounted on asolid
boron cantilever, while the coils
are 24 carat gold.
These new.generation
cartridges are rather inexplicably
claimed to be capable of a
'100dB dynamic range' (!), while

SPEC/FEATURES

but had anicely breathy
quality, while this
recording's upfront and
often-too-steely string
tuttis were harsh but
still realistic - in other

SOUND QUALITY

1
BUILD QUALITY

FOR:
Punch,
dynamics,
clarity

words, they still sounded
like strings!

Cleereurio Concerto: Frequency Response

st,.cs vs Freq

10

•
g

6

I

4

e

AGAINST: Not the
most airy

4
1

4

e4

Imaging was solid, if with

4000

only moderate depth, but this
cartridge did not have quite the

100
l
.f•SPOnCy

adoubled- up eight- piece magnet
system is said to give 30% greater
efficiency and an output of up to

'hear-through' transparency and

0.9mV at 5cm/sec. Accordingly,
Clearaudio suggests that a

Turning to aclassic of another
kind, the King James Version,

moving- coil head amp is not

the big- band brass section had a

24 Carat gold

necessary and may even degrade

realistic ' crackle'. On the \Names/

the sound. Recommended
tracking force is 2.8g.

Wasserman ' Runaway Horse'
vocal/bass duet, the Concerto
sounded fine, though perhaps

coils with a
Micro HD stylus
mounted on
asolid boron

SOUND QUALITY
From the start the Concerto
demonstrated great clarity and

better described as punchy rather
than intimate. Overall, adetailed
and at the same time very

cantilever
-that's the
Clearaudio

dynamic punch. On aMozart

dynamic sound. -0

spaciousness demonstrated by
some others in the group.
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Plain- looking
against the
exoticallylacquered
Urushis, the
cheapest Koetsu
is still superbly
finished and
exudes an air
of matchless
craftsmanship.
Sonically, it can
be criticised for a
soft bass quality
and a lack of
detail by modern
standards, yet
its characteristic
warm, inviting
balance
and musical
cohesion still
outweigh these
shortcomings.

KOETSU BLACK £ 1200

S

ometimes known as the
Koetsu Standard ( Black),
this must be one of the

longest- running cartridge
models ever. Reviewing aKoetsu
Black back in 1982, HiFi News
welcomed it as anew companion
to the company's Rosewood
—which in turn derived from
Yoshiaki Sugano's first wood-

The Koetsu's
coherence and
naturalness
could prove
decisive on
some material'

bodied Koetsu, the MC1.

with aminor ( scanning) radius of
5 microns mounted on aboron
cantilever. The execution must

Compared with
other cartridges

have seen some changes over
the years, but perhaps not very
many. A current specification from

in this group, the

Koetsu in Japan merely describes

treble, though natural and
unstrained, slightly dulled and

the stylus as ` specially designed
for Koetsu .and states that
'cantilever and bobbin are made

AGAINST: Midran
little thickene

o

5
4
3

1

not very detailed.
Against this, though, the sound

ioo

100
FrequeocY

still had afull-bodied, powerful
quality in the lower registers,

is samarium cobalt. Specified

and the Koetsu's own inherent

tracking force is 1.8-2g, but even
with higher settings than this, it

coherence and naturalness could

couldn't track the highest level

It was particularly effective on
voice, and did very well on the

Today specs

test, though.

Warnes/Wasserman duet. Tracking
was alittle suspect on the big

the Koetsu

SOUND QUALITY
It seems trite to say that

transients of Harry James' Corner
Pocket' trumpet solo, and the

the Koetsu Black had an ' old
fashioned' sound, but this is not

bass was notable for its weight
rather than for 'tune playing', but

entirely anegative comment.

the overall effect was good.

prove decisive on some material.
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-10se

nines' copper, while the magnet
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Koelso Black Freenency Response & Cbstaten vs Freg
10

2

of special metal'. Coils are ' 6

cut on HF5 75. This is asevere

Having used aKoetsu Black ( and Red
Signature) some 20 years ago, it proved
interesting to compare my lab results
with this present-day sample. Remarkably,
the low 420uV output ( re. 5cm/sec peak
velocity) is almost unchanged from the
typically low 4ohm coil assembly just
as, driven hard, the - 2% distortion is still
composed almost entirely of apleasing
second harmonic. Even- order distortions
normally indicate aless-than- perfect
geometry, but in Koetsu's case the
'euphony' seems to be built-in. Indeed.
Koetsu has mounted its diamond more
accurately than most with aVTA of some 25
degrees - asimple yet vital procedure if the
best stereo imagery is to be realised. At 9.5g
this is amoderately heavy cartridge with
aslightly ' soft' 19cu dynamic compliance,
leading to alow-ish 8Hz resonance in
medium effective mass tonearms.
High mass arms should be avoided while
some damping is recommended. Otherwise,
the Koetsu Black is no worse atracker ( at
2.0g) than the vdH (with 70-75um being
its limit), below which distortion falls to an
impressive 0.2% through bass, < 1% below
3kHz and reaching amaximum of -4% at
the treble extremes ( left channel). And the
frequency response? Best of the group with
amere + 0.3d13/-0.9dB variation over the full
20Hz-20kHz span.

BUILD QUALITY

FOR:
Warm,
inviting,
natural

The Black was then described
as having asuper- elliptical stylus

midrange seemed a
little thickened, while the

SOUND QUALM(

LAB REPORT

are scant for
but originally
it sported a
super-elliptical
stylus; coils are
'6 nines' copper

0
201‘

Well-balanced,
neutral and
quite detailed.
and also with
a good sense
of space, the
Shiraz inspires
confidence and
works very well
on all kinds of
music. It doesn't
romanticize,

LAB REPORT

and it's smooth

While the 680uV output ( re. 5cm/sec peak
velocity or OdB) of the Shiraz is somewhat
shy of its 1mV specification at least the
generator benefits from ausefully low level
of distortion. Through the bass it achieves
figures as low as 0.15% ( re. -8dB), suffering
less than 2% up to 10kHz and only 3% at
20kHz. The left channel tries to spoil the
party with arise of 7.5% distortion at 15kHz
(see red trace on the graph), but then
this channel has the flatter response. The
shape of the response, with its mild peaks
at 6-7kHz and 16kHz, is very similar to the
Allaerts as is the deteriorating HF channel
balance. Through bass and midrange,
however, the Shiraz is far better matched
while its stereo separation is wider.
Like the Allaerts, the Shiraz has an
accurately aligned diamond and cantilever
that provides aprecise 22° VTA. It also
tracks like ademon, holding distortion to
just 1% at 300Hz on the maximum 90um
groove modulation with adownforce of
some 2.4g. Finally, the Shiraz is better suited
to medium/heavy effective mass tonearms
thanks to its stiffer 13cu compliance, but
the massive + 17dB lateral LF resonance
suggests some extra damping would
certainly not go amis.

rather than
sparkling, but
there is a good
sense of musical
life and rhythmic
cohesion. A fine
all-rounder.

SPEC/ FEATURES

ROKSAN SHIRAZ £ 1250
ull of enthusiasm and
technical lateral-thinking
in the late 1980s, Touraj
Moghaddam of Roksan
introduced the Shiraz cartridge
to partner his Xerxes turntable
and Artemiz tonearm. Some
people may have looked askance
at the Artemiz's loosely- hanging
'intelligent counterweight', but

UND

Bass had not
only good weight
but agood feel
too, firm and
full of rhythmic
conviction'

had to admit that it worked,

the Roksan Shiraz has the
generator spiked, not glued, to

mounting. Stylus is the well-

the bass had not only
good weight but a

known Gyger II profile, mounted

good feel too, firm and

on atubular aluminium cantilever.

full of rhythmic conviction.
In general, it sounded more

to two minuscule surface- mount

lively and open than the Koetsu

damping capacitors, each on its

Black, though not as punchy or as

own tiny PCB at either side of the
body. To these are soldered the

overtly-detailed as the Clearaudio.
On the Mozart excerpt, it

special lead-out wires, described
as ahybrid of copper, brass and

didn't sound too brash or brazen
on those testing massed strings,

aluminium. The capacitors are

and it was able to convey the
delicacy of the piano's sound
while still delivering its percussive
qualities. On ' Runaway Horse' the

SOUND QUALITY
First impressions of the Roksan
were of agood sense of space
and aneutral tonal quality, while

VAWE FOR MONEY

Ralson SNrez: Frequency %teen» a rlfW,rt.,

Frip

cm=tp--. 1°

AGAINST: Not overtly
detailed

The hair-thin coil wires go directly

said to damp excessive cantilever
movement at certain frequencies.
Tracking force range is 2.02.5g, with 2.4g recommended.

„ovum

BUILD QUALITY

FOR:
Fine all
rounder,
value

especially with the Shiraz.
A modified EMT design,

the machined aluminium body
to provides arigid three-point

UALJTY

voice had aplenty of presence,
while the bass was weighty but

2

Roksan stylus
is of Gyger II
profile while
generator is
spiked to body;

with good detail. On Harry James's
'Corner Pocket', the Roksan gave a

cantilever is

sense of unimpeded swing which

capacitors

9

damped by

was attractive too. 0
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CARTRIDGE GROUP TEST

Auditioned in
comparative
sequences, the
van den Hul
might initially
appear to lack
drama and
punch. It's not
an ' immediately
impressive'
sound, but it
is one that can
reveal undreamt
of subtleties
in recordings
-especially on
classical and
acoustic music
-and one that
can be very
rewarding in the
long term.

SPECI FEATURES

On

VAN DEN HUL GRASSHOPPER III
SLA £2000

H

andbuilt in Holland,
the Grasshopper is
available in many
variants. In fact, yoL

can order acartridge to your

specific requirements, inc udirg
(to quote the vdH website): 'The
tone- arm used, the pre- amp and
loac impedance used, aparticular
brand of records to be played,
the type of music generally
played (jazz being more dynamic
and classical more spacious and
detailed) and other personal/
sound preferences.'
Production time for a
Grasshopper once an order
is received is specified
(optimistically, Ifear) as ' about

SOUND QUAUTY

'ji'

With the Mozart
the strings had
power but were
not over- strident,
while the cellos
and basses
were tuneful'

BUILD QUALITY

L
rum

Gmehopper III SLA, Freq Response & D.startian vs Freq

lo

I.

SOUND QUALITY
Once again, 1his was a
cartridge which grew
on the listener strongly

2

6

4
6
5•;,,

Takes time
to appreciate

AGAINST:

as time went on, rather
than being an instant hit.

SLA supplied for review here has
matched silver coils (' S'), low

sounded spacious and refined.
Starting with the Mozart concerto

4

On classical music it always

output (' L') and an Alnico magiet

disc, the strings had power but

system ('A'). That low' output is

were not over- strident, while the

actually 0.6mV, about average in
this group. The more expensive

cellos aid basses were tuneful.

gold coils. The stylus is avan den
Hul type giving along contact
area with an exceptionally small

It's the sheer consistency and matching
between channels that marks out this
iteration of the Grasshopper as atruly
'precision built' moving cod. The compliance
might be about half what's specified but
this is fortuitous, for even at 17cu and with
ahefty 12.5g bodyweight, the 8Hz lateral
arm/cartridge resonance is at the low end
of the 8-12Hz safe range in our test arm.The
+15dB resonant peak also suggests alittle
extra damping would not go amiss.
It's no surprise then that, with amere
1.5g tracking weight, this Grasshopper
starts hopping at groove modulations much
over 70um. Otherwise, everything's just
dandy with auseful 500uV output (re. lkHz
at 5cm/sec peak) and astereo separation
that's in excess of 45dB through the
midrange ( left on right).
The worse- case channel imbalance of
just 0.25dB occurs through the midrange,
but tightens- up further through both low
bass and high treble. VTA is accurately set
at 22° while distortion is impressively low at
0.3-29É.up to 4kHz ( right channel), rising to a
maximum of - 6% at 12kHz. The response is
splendidty flat to - 10kHz before rising - 2dB
up to 20kHz. And it's not only accurately
mapped between channels but also clears
50kHz at just - 8dB!

VALUE FOR MONEY

two weeks'.
Anyway, the Grasshopper Ill

Ill GLA, as you might guess, has

LAB REPORT

A certain subtle ' bottled'
quality to the midrange in this
recording was at last revealed
as being acharacteristic of the

lekaMi
Frequency

Van den Hul
comes in a

recording venue, not acoloration

wide variety of

minor radius of 2 micron, which
shoLld allow excellent high-

of the system!
On Duets, vocals were good

configurations;

frequency tracing, and in fact
the frequency range claimed is a

while Wasserman's bass combined
agood feel of the ha -monics with

silver coils and

rather surprising 5Hz-65kHz.

asolid fundamental.

area stylus
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here it has
along- contact-

'

El

Acartridge

of

outstanding
qualities,
with obvious
transparency
and revelation
of inner detail in
the soundstage,
from top to
bottom of the
frequency range

LAB REPORT

- enough to win

The technical performance of this
interesting design immediately suggests a
bright, lively and - yes - and ' airy' sound.
The frequency response looks slightly
forward with agently rising treble reaching
20kHz at + 2dB while acombined left/right
lateral sweep (- 8dB re. 5cm/sec peak)
reveals apeak of + 2.5dB/10kHz. But any
'zing' to the highest perceived treble is not
aggravated by high distortion, for the Airy
holds to - 0.2% through bass and - 0.6%
through midrange only increasing to 2.9%
at 20kHz on the left channel and 4.5% on
the right. The channel matching is about
average for the group at 0.3dB through
the midrange and - 0.6dB through the high
treble while stereo separation is as good as
45dB across the mid, depending on level
and position on the record. Furthermore,
the 610uV output is pretty generous
bearing in mind its mere 7ohm coil
impedance and seems well matched to our
100ohm test load. Finally, while its vertical
compliance is alittle stiff ( 11cu), the Airy
seems more relaxed at 15cu in the lateral
plane, assisting its tracking of modulations
up to about 80um with a2.0g downforce.
Above this, it will try to jump the groove!

many audiophile
hearts. In my
set-up, at times
all that detail
didn't quite add
up to a coherent
musical whole.
But very much
worth pursuing.

SPEC/ FFATURES

ZYX R-1000 AIRY 3XH £ 1500

Z

yx nakes up for the
shortness of its brand
name with almost

laughably complicated
model lames, but these do

indicate the wide range of
technical options and sonic
flavours available. Though only
recently brought in to the UK,
these well- presented Japanese
cartridges have along-standing
reputation in some other

SOUND QUAUTY

E

'The Airy 3
scored strongly
with avery
tactile quality,
with realism in
the tiny breath
sounds'

territories around the globe.
The third R-1000 series

VALUE FOR MONEY

FOR:
Airy,
transpare
inn

replaced the R-1000 II models last
year, but the headline feature of

he was doing when

Vie R-1000 3XH reviewed here
is still the cryogenic treatment or

series. Nonetheless

'purification', applied not just to
the coils but also to the terminal

to sum up. On Jennifer
Warnes"Runaway Horse'

pins, front and rear yokes, pole
pieces and armature.
In Zyx's model names the suffix

vocal, the Airy 3scored strongly

'X' indicates copper coils and ' H'

breath sounds. The Mozart disc
also sounded seductive, and

he named the Airy

BUILD QUAUTY

it's ahard cartridge

although the massed strings could
sound too forceful, the piano was

acrylic body, said to be chosen
because it doesn't encourage
ecdy currents.
SOUND QUALITY
A very impressive sense of life
and space immediately tell you
that Mr Nakatsuka knew what

i

6-

:

o
e
t
-

4

-e
loso

with avery immediate and tactile
quality, with realism in the tiny

the group. Other options available
The Airy 3comes in amoulded

8
ñ

Boomy
bass at times

is for high output - at 0.68mV,
this is again roughly average for
include an 'S' with silver coils.

Xyz R-1000 Airy 37J1 Freq Response &
10

00

11,

180

20,

Ftequency »

attractively detailed and plangent,
while other instruments also
seemed well located in space.
On the other hand, the bass,

and aplastic

though impressively deep, could
become just alittle boomy. But on

elements
making up

the Harry James disc, again, there
was again an immediacy and an

the Zyx are

open, easy, unstrained quality that
was very appealing. -0

Copper coils
body. most

cryogenically
treated
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M«,i,ej(t.iJ&lwl

W

ho wouldn't enjoy the
chance to try out six

Most moving-coils will actually
work satisfactorily and sometimes

good-quality moving-

even well into an m- m input. But for

coil cartridges at once?

fair comparison, we needed avery

Less enviable was the task of ranking

high-quality m-cphono stage. We

them and picking a ' best buy' - which

chose the Musical Fidelity kW Phono,

proved almost impossible.

which offers exceptional technical

All the cartridges here have their
own distinct sonic personality, which

performance, incredibly low noise
and straightforward load impedance

can't really be pinned down in aseries

switching by plug-in resistors. With

of blobs and scores out of five, 10 or

typical generosity, Antony Michaelson

20. So you need to look beyond the

loaned the kW Pre and kW750 Power

blobs and, we hope, glean afeeling

amplifier to go with it!
Early moving-coils had avery low

from the review text for what each
cartridge is likely to do for you.

DIZZY GILLESPIE,
The Greatest Trumpet
Of Then ,Ail
(Verve recording on HMV

compliance, or in other words, avery

gives figures of 15 x 10-6 cm/dyne

CLP 1381, mono]

What's more, all cartridges will

stiff suspension for the cantilever/

lateral, 12 x 10-6 cm/dyne vertical ( or

work better in some systems than in

stylus assembly. This in turn meant

15cu and 12cu respectively). Zyx also

others. To keep the project within

that ahigh tracking force was

specifies stylus life as 2000 hours at

reasonable bounds of time, we

needed, and even then the tracking

2g tracking force, more. Ithink, than

assessed all the cartridges using a

of high-level signals would be poor.

some would claim.

standard front-end. We chose the

Most of today's m-ccartridges do

SME 10, mainly for the consistency of

track well enough, though only two

set-up which is guaranteed by SME's

of the manufacturers here seem to

90% of the original price for are-tip

MOZART
Piano concerto No 21
in C major
Daniel Barenborm/
ECO

fantastic precision engineering. SME

have published claimed compliance

or exchange replacement. But once

1967 [EMI 450 2465]

kindly provided six detachable

figures. For the Grasshopper Ill SLA,

you're used to conjuring up real music

M2-type headshells, and once fitted

vdH quotes astatic compliance of

from vinyl, this may be asmall price to

ROB WASSERMAN,
Duets

to these, cartridges could be changed

35 micron/mN ( or 35cu, ' compliance

pay to ensure the magical m-cgenie

(GRP 97 1211

and set up very quickly..

units'). For the R-1000 Airy 3XH, Zyx

keeps appearing at your command. C.)

Output at
1kHz
(5crnim r
OdB)

ALLAERTS
MC1B
MK I

Channel
Balance at
lkHz

0.70mV

0.6dB

18.8cu

19cu

out, you can expect to pay 80 or

> 85um /
>85um

THD at lkHz
(OdB) j
lkHz/20kHz
(-8dB)

IM
Distortion
at 370Hz/
630Hz (- 6dB)

3.0% / 1.3% /
8.7%

1.20%

Stereo
Separation
at 1kHz/
20kHz

30dB / 25dB

Frequency
Response
(.13,-1z-20kHz)

+0.9dB to
2.0dB

A finely- balanced sound, great resolution and realistic presentation of musical detail just won the day in this
group. It would have been nice to try the Alnico- magnet MC1B too!
CONTACT: GT Audio TEL: 01895 833099

CLEARAUDIO
CONCERTO

[Sheffield Lab LAB 3]

When your m-ccartridge wears

Compliance
Tracking
(Vertical/
Ability
Iateral) ( Left/Right)

HARRY JAMES,
The king lames
Version

0.86mV

0.1dB

WEB: www.gtaudio.com

16.5cui 17cu

> 80urn/
>80um

Mee.

3.3%/ 0.9%/
8.5%

1.00%

20dB/ 22dB

+3.1dB to
5.5dB

Voiced with rock in mind, the Concerto sounds punchy and dynamic. An inevitable ' Best Buy', even though
(like me) you may well prefer its more laid-back rivals.
CONTACT: Audio Reference TEL 01252 702705

KOETSU BLACK

0.42mV

0.3dB

19cu

19cu

WEB: www.audioreference.co.uk
75um

70um

2.5% / 0.5% / 7l

1.00%

30dB/ 25dB

+0.3dB to

-0.9dB

neee

Still asatisfying classic, the Black's characteristic warm, inviting balance and sense of energetic
communication can outweigh its ' hi-fi' shortcomings. Like all Koetsus, superbly built and finished.
CONTACT: Absolute Sounds Ltd

ROKSAN SHIRAZ

0.68mV

0.2dB

TEL: 020 8971 909
13cu

13cu

WEB: www.absolutesounds.com

> 85um
>85um

2.826/ 0.794
1.20%
35dB
3.4%

26dB - 0.2dB to
+ 2.2dB

Smooth rather than sparkling, the Shiraz is afine all-rounder. It inspires confidence and works consistently
and very well on all kinds of music. Good value for money.
CONTACT: Roksan

VAN DEN HUL

0.50mV

TEL 020 8900 6801
0.25dB

13.5cu

WEB: www.roksan.co.uk
17cu

72um

70um

1.8% / 0.6%14%

0.35%

34dB/ 22dB

GRASSHOPPER III
SLA

-0.2dB to
+2.4dB

0.61mV

0.25dB

11cu

f 15.8cu

WEB: www.henleydesigns.co.uk

80um I75um

2.7% / 0.7% /
4.5%

1.00%

30dB / 16dB

Tubes do what tubes do at their very best in the all-valve GRAAF. Rich, warm, yet delicate with high
percussion, this is one integrated you must hear.
CONTACT: GT Audio TEL: 01895 833099
50

17/20

Living up to its 'Airy' name, acartridge of outstanding qualities, with obvious transparency and revelation of
inner detail in the soundstage - enough to win many audiophile hearts.
CONTACT: Henley Designs Ltd TEL: 01235 511166

ZYX R-1000 AIRY 3 X

OVERALL
RATING
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WEB: www.gtaudio.com

-0.1dB to
+2.0dB

marbantz

PREMIUM

SERIES

The 15-series

aworld-beating team

www.marantz.com

Marantz 01753 680868

shadow audio:)

ei

The finest selection of Hi Fi Products
in the UK, all under one roof:

20 - 22 Cadham Centre
Glenrothes KY7 6RU, Scotland

ART Audio, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Analogue, AurumCantus, Audio Zone, Audio
Physic, Audionet, Audiostatic, ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Black Rhodium, Blue Note, Bryston,
CEC, Custom Design, Croft, EAR/Yoshino, Eastern Electric, CamuT, Goldring, Graaf,
Hovland, Hyperion, IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Lumley, Manley Labs, Marantz,
McIntosh, Micromega, Musical Fidelity, Musical First, Nordost. Opera, Origin Live,
Ortofon, Pass Labs, Pathos, PMC, Project, QED, Qinpu, Ref 3a, Resolution, Roksan,
Shanling, Soundstyle, Stello, TacT Audio, Triangle, Trichord, Townshend Audio, Unison
Research, Wadia, Whest, Wilson Benesch, Vertex AQ VPI and many more.

tel: 01592 744 779 lfax: 01592 744 710
infcwshadowaudio.co.uk
www.shadowaudio.co.uk

'subject to conditions

30-day money

free next day UK

back guarantee*

delivery. Mon - Fri*

free mains
0
free intercnt
cord cable*

Shadow Audio
launch ahot new
web site
We decided it was about time we gave
our web site alittle colour, just as we did
afew months ago with our advertising,
which has proven to be agreat success.
More than just adding asplash of
colour, we have completely redesigned
the Shadow Audio web site from the
ground up.
We love our new web site and we think
you will do as well. For the most up-todate product information its the only
site you will ever need visit!

e,`à.
jele
free speaker
rr cable'

1

P

free pair of
speaker stands'

Pay attention!
The beautiful piano high
gloss finish and attention
to detail can hardly
fail to impress but its
the noise this speaker
makes that will leave
most speechless. Listen
to other speakers and
in most cases you'll find
one aspect, one area
that you wish you could
change to create that
perfect loudspeaker
Listen to the Hyperion
938 and the first 7hing you'll ears will tell you is
just how balanced the 938 is. You really cannot
fault . ts performance in any area.

931

When aproduct wins this many awards in a
single year, you know to expect something
pretty special!

ies,\

0

to

Plato is that speaker you keep for alifetime!
"If you want the best and don't
want to pay silly money for
it, buy the Plato... its the best
loudspeaker we have heard!"

toib

Two Versions:

Plato

Amp-2

V!*

You are about to enter the Audio Zone!

Reference / Diamond Tweeter Reference
PLATO is athree-way- plus, 5unit floor standing
speaker of true beauty.

Big things do indeed come in small boxes. Audio
Zone is run by two passionate music and hi-fi lovers
who believe you don't need huge boxes to enjoy your
music at home. They could have apoint!

Ceramic drive units, optional diamond tweeter
(special order) and unique rear twin ribbon super
tweeter are just the beginning. Separate cabinets.
14 layer piano lacquer finish, patented 360 radiating
downward port and tuning by the finest of ears
complete the design.

Listen to any of the products in the Audio Zone range
and you'll understand that these little boxes offer
exceptional value for money. They really do draw you
into the music, arare quality at any price! For more
details call or visit the shadow web site.
" ...the Op-amp powered AMP-2is undeniably
engaging and musical."

JAS-Audio wanted to create aloudspeaker of
unparalleled performance that would make the
whole world sit up and listen. PLATO does this in
asuch an effortless way that it makes it practically
imoossible to live with any other loudspeaker in your
system. Seriously!

"These are beautifully presented yet tiny little boxes
that pack asurprising musical punch."
Jason Kennedy, HiFi+ lsue 46
Audio Zone Pre-T1 & Amp-2
Pre-T4
°In

OFtSA

SuperTweeter 100kHz ( pair)

me

000

HFN09/06

transistor • valve • hybrid • electrostatic • ribbon • super tweeter • passive • active

Best Part- Exchange
Prices anywhere
Visit www.shadowaudio.co.uk. Don't forget our
classified listing at the back of this magazine!

e

Nordost
Valhalla
(we supply
the complete
range of
Nordost
Cables)

Can't go the distance?
(30-day money back*)
Many customers would like to come and see us

(FREE)
Shadow Audio
Newsletter
To receive our Newsletter visic
www.shadotii.audio.co.uk and sign
up today. Remember its free!

but theyBack
Money
are just
Scheme'
to far away... the solution:.
11Yee@iltee***4t

e t>, t% 0r
"‘../

11
'
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Look out for these special red symbols next to some of our used/pre-owned items. You will only
finc these special symbols by visiting the used section on the Shadow Audio Web Site.

New Range is set to
challenge the very

VERDICT 011006
JungSon JA-88D
tune your system around this amplifier and
you'll get startling results..."
"_you have here before one of the best budget
audiophile buys in along time. Power, pace,
punch, clarity and insight - it has them all- and
for just £899. Enough saki "

MiniMax Valve CD Player

New Speaker series from
ATC. We bye the new loo
A new soft dome tweeter is
used and its all change on the
inside as well. Stylish monitor
loudspeé kers with apedigreesound to match!
(SCM 7, 11, 19 ,and 40)

"For what it costs, this player is no less than
brilliant; it's afantastic 'do- it- all' package that
delivers swingeing body blows to all other
machines here in the midband."

David Price, Hi Fi World, May 2006
JungSon JA-88D Amplifier

Retro looks maybe...
stunning sound definitely!
The Mar ley Labs range has won so many
awards that there simply isn't enough room to
list them all here!
Manley _abs build products with-alove and
passion that is nothing short of inspering...

Sigmas (NEW) - amazing!

IsoTek INordost Special Offers
On the following IsoTekiNordost mains filtration
systems:
IsoTek Nova
£ 1695
IsoTekTitan £ 1495
IsoTek Sigmas ( NEW) £995

IsoTek G1IMinisub
IsoTek Gil Solus
Nordost Thor

£545
£325
£1599

FREE delivery, FREE IsoTek mains cable
worth £ 49 and a30- day money back
guarantee*.

Call or email for details of our IsoTek Trade-in/Upgrade Scheme
kW250S is the all- in- one reference box to own!
The new kW250S super all- in- one
incorporates apair of 250 watt monoblock
amps, atube hybrid preamp, phono stage
mc/mm, 24- bit 192k upsampling CD
player, 24- bit 192k upsampling FM and
DAB tuner, digital input on the back panel
and ipod input on the front panel. Whew!

2SOS

The end result? Hi Fi that real(' does stimula:e
ne senses!

"For the life of me, and
this is the true test of the
kW 2505 versus separates,
Icannot find away to
duplicate what this unit
offers at £4999."

Stingray Integrated

Awinning formula...
For more than 55 years, they have earned
asupreme reputation for performance and
reliability. The exceptional longevity of
McIntosh products owes to adesign philosophy
established with the very first McIntosh amp:
that every component will be created with
capacity so great that it will never be operated
at or near its stress point.
McIntosh is one of our best selling brands and
its easy to hear why...

Ken Kessler, HFN Aug 2006
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Products from £ 100 - £ 50,000 • Systems from £ 2,000 - £ 250,000 • Expert Consultation
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AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE CD7

Audio Research's new Reference
top- loading CD player costs
astiff £ 8k but delivers a
performance of warmth
and sweetness...
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Tested by Ken Kessler

0

K: No carping about how much Ihate
top- loaders. There's no point. The Audio
Research Reference CD7 is what it is - like the
Pathos Endorphin, atop- loader, if eminently

less elegant with it. And in this case, where you stick the

CD means alot less than what comes out the back.
Audio Research has raised its own bar so high that
any new product in the ' Ref' series is bound to cause a
stir. The ARC flagship line-up hasn't sported adud since
its birth. There are discerning audio cognoscenti aroLnd

deeper than its less-expensive sibling, but height is
unchanged. In keeping with tradition, black handles
flank the controls on the right and the readout display
on the left. But it simply lacks the presence of the other

the world who wouldn't even consider anything else.
As aresult, the prices have become meaningless. On

Ref models. Idunno: for £ 8k, Ikinda expected a
two-chassis player. But again, Icarp.

another plane entirely, the CD7 is good enough for Dave
Wilson, and it's driven ahandful of equally prestigious

ANALOGUE OUTPUTS

connoisseurs, whom Irespect fully, to deem it: 'the best
CD spinner on the market'. They may be right.
Every time ARC launches anew high- end player, the
company wonders about its worthiness for inclusion
in the Reference range. It recognised that the CD3
MKII was astoundingly good, so logic dictated that
something markedly superior just might cut the ' Ref'
mustard. And it was inspired to push the envelope in
2006 because they felt that with the launch last year of
the dazzling REF3 pre- amp that: 'We knew we had the
missing link: again stage so pure and revelatory that it

Inputs and outputs are identical to the CD3 MKII,
while the rear panel provides BNC coaxial and XLR
digital outputs ( an RCA/BNC adaptor is supplied), while
analogue outputs include both single-ended phono
sockets and balanced XLRs. One operational change is
the standby function of the CD3 MKII: it's now apower
on/off switch, with an LED indicator on the front panel.
Inside is afeast for the eyes. The circuit boards are
substantial, assembly includes hand soldering and
the layouts were ' optimised for lowest digital noise';
the Ref CD7 also features proprietary jitter reduction

could finally push CD- player performance well beyond

techniques. For tinkerers, the Ref CD7 can be used as a

the limits of the CD3 MKII'. Hence, the resultant player is

single-ended or balanced player fed straight into -0

the first digital product to earn the ' Reference' badge.

HEART-STOPPING PRICE
The CD7 is clearly based on the CD3 MKII: it uses the
basic layout and construction, the Philips Pro2 laser
mechanism, Crystal's 24- bit DAC, and the CD3 MKII's
features and functions, including the sliding door
top- loader tray and magnetic puck. But we have to dock
it points: for £ 3000 over the ' 3, you have every riçht to
expect something rather more impressive looking.
Where the heart-stopping price tag comes in
- £ 8000 - is again stage borrowed directly from
the Reference 3, apre-amp so good that Icould only
fault its eye-wateringly ugly display. This means that
the Ref CD7 employs the latest proprietary capacitor
technology exclusive to Reference series components,
while its main selling point for many will be the inclLsion
of seven class Atriode operation 6H30 vacuum tubes:

RIGHT: Front

the analogue output stage and the high-voltage
power supply regulation are all-valve with the former

and heavily

employing four of the 6H30 triodes, and the latter
regulation using the remaining three.
Its septet of tubes necessitates that the right-hand
half of the top plate is ventilated. Accommodating
the added internals means that the Ref CD7 is slightly

panel is thick
bevelled in
contrast to
usual Reference
components
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CD PLAYER TEST

Sweetest

AUDIO RESEARCH
REFERENCE CDT

(£8000)

SPEC/FEATURES

players before; there will
be tube players in the

Idon't have eight grand. Idon't like

future. Most succeed
in turning digital into

top- loaders. Iown at least eight
CD players. And Icertainly do not

something warm and

need an Audio Research Ref CD7. But
bloody hell, do Iwant one. Hands

cuddly. The Ref CD7 goes
way beyond that in it

down, this is the sweetest, most
musical player I've heard since the

the smooth transitions

CAL Tempest II. You can understand

of vinyl, the slam and

why this is the first digital product to
wear the Reference badge.

playback system. There's
more air, space and threedimensionality available
from this player than any
I've ever used, including
my perennial fave, the
Marantz CD12/DA12.
With truly naturalsounding performances,
like Keb' Mo's Peace...
Back by Popular Demand,
the richness of the bass
and midband, plus the
spit-free upper registers,
make it awful hard to

ABOVE: The BNC and XLR digital
outputs on the rear of the case are

SOUND QUALITY

does its best to emulate

dynamics of agreat LP

OVERALL RATING

011111

BUILD QUALITY

lilA

VALUE FOR MONEY

16 20

Lab report
Any A/B comparison featuring Audio Research's CD7 will be swayed
by the hefty 2.8V peak output ( 5.78V via the XLRs). although this
does put some extra stress on the 6H30, triode-based output stage.
The CD7 does have aslightly engineered mid/high treble roll-off
that's some -0.7dB at 10kHz and - 1.75dB at 20kHz - enough to
sweeten its sound. The player enjoys awide 108dB A-wtd 5/N ratio
and avery low 135psec of jitter with excellent low-level linearity
right down to - 100dBFs. Just as important is the minimal - 1%
distortion achieved with digital signals as low as - 90d6Fs is amajor
factor in achieving its very clean sound.

damn ' red book' CD.
It excels in every
way, and its on- board
DAC needs to make no

transformer coupled and driven by a
high current balanced line driver

Hi-fi News lab specifications
MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL

2.8V ( 5.78V, balanced)

A-VVTD Si N RAT10

Unmeasurable ( Quartz stability)

DISTORTION, 1KHZ
ODBFSI-30DBFS

108dB

DISTORTION, 20KHZ
ODBFS

0.009%10.004%

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
20HZ-20KHZ

0.01%

DIGITAL JITTER

+0.0 to - 1.8cIB

apologies. Fabulous,

FOR:

any line- level pre-amp
or integrated, while
digital outputs are
provided despite
the presence
of asuperb
bitstream DAC
and high-

almost breathtakingly
microscopic

Smooth, yet
airy, spacious
and detailed

current pure
class A analogue
output stage.The
CD drive is acuttingedge design in which

AGAINST: Looks

nothing special

the servos ' operate fully in
the digital domain, whereas older
transport models were hybrid
designs using analogue servos,
which placed greater demands on
power supply reserves'.

TRULY SPECIAL
It takes all of, oh, three seconds
to determine that this is atruly

retrieval of
detail attests to
the fact that
no euphonic
tweaking has
sullied the ' open
window' into the
sound by rolling

off edges. And yet
you can listen to this

for six, eight, even 10
hours at ago without fatigue
My only regret is that the Ref
CD7 isn't available in aversion
with an output level control and
both fixed and variable outputs. I
can only imagine what this would
sound like with adirect feed to the
power amps.
Furthermore, Ican only make a
single suggestion when imploring

special player, provided it was
burned in and you let it warm up

you to audition this player, once

before your first exposure to it.

at least two days' burn- in and a

Ileft it on ' repeat' for 72 hours

half-hour warm-up: don't audition
it initially with either synthetic or

before getting near it ( Ihave the

you're been assured that it's had

RESOLUTION @ -90DBFS

135psec

STEREO SEPARATION,
20HZ-20KHZ

>70d8

DIMENSIONS

480 x 134 x390mm (whd) plus
38mm for handles

Contact numbers
TEL +44(0)20 8971 3909 WEB: www.absolutesounds.com

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Marantz CD12/DA12 CD player/DAC, Musical Fidelity kW25
CD player/DAC
AMPS McIntosh C2200 pre- amplifier, McIntosh MC2102 power
amplifier. Moscode 401HR power amplifier
SPEAKERS Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage, Tannoy Autograph Mini
CABLES Yter speaker cables and interconnects

We listened to
KEB' MO' PEACE...
Back by Popular
Demand

BUND MELON
Tones Of Home - The
(Intentional Records 67432- Best Of Blind Melon

(Okeh/Epic EK92687) CO

47222) CO

MR. BIG
Lean Into It

HOWARD KAYLAN
Dust Bunnies

willpower when necessary) and

hugely cluttered music. Take in a

I'm glad Idid: Ilater left it off for a

favourite recording with sparse

day and then listened to it ' cold' to
determine that in needs agood 30

content: familiar acappella voices,

ART GARFUNKEL
Breakaway

an acoustic guitar, distinctive light

(Columbia 468873 2)CD (Atlantic 7567.82209.2) CD

minutes, once it's had that initial
burn- in from new.

percussion, like bongos. Ask the
retailer to dim the lights. Sit back.
And listen to the sound of your

And 'warmth' is what this is
all about. There have been tube

credit card screaming. (5
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(Capitol 72348-63709.2 7) CO
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Minimalist masterpieces!

STUNNING SOUND QUALITY AND CAPTIVATING GOOD LOOKS
CREATE A STRIKING IMPRESSION IN ANY ENVIRONMENT.
W HEN YOU STRIVE FOR PERFECTION IN YOUR WORK.
WHY ACCEPT ANYTHING LESS IN YOUR HOME?
SIMPLE TO USE AND DESIGNED WITH THE FUTURE IN MIND
ONLY THROLGH HEARING WILL YOU TRULY BELIEVE. To LOCATE YOUR
NEAREST DEALER CALL ACTIV DISTRIBUTION ON 01635 291357
OR LOG ON TO VVVVW.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM

Visit:

www.leema-acoustics.com

Phone: + 44 (0)1938 811900

«AN

LEEPAA ACOUSTICS

BEAUTIFULLY

(:( r\ us

SINGLE CHANNEL AMPLIFIER

*id

Hydra

SLAVE AMPLIFIER

Email: info@leema-acoustics.com

ENGINEERED

TLICalla STEREO AMPUF1ER

SOUND

(iygnu ,
-, ADVANCED

PRE-AMPUFIER

Star
billing
LEEIVIA ACOUSTICS TUCANA (£299j)

In aneat series of amplifiers
from Leema Acoustics, the
Tucara is tie high-flying star

Review by Andrew Harrison

S

ince 1998, the Leema Acoustics brand has
been building momentum with first its baby

Xen speaker [
HFN Nov ' 03] and its subsequent
select range of loudspeakers. These are based

on solid engineering principles, with the two founders
of the company, Lee Taylor and Mallory Nicholls, able to
cite BBC and assorted other professional recording and
broadcast credentials. But now, the Lee- Ma duo has a

leads to join the boxes. While this kind of set-up is
of no use for entertainment that requires Dolby Pro
Logic-style decoding (
eg, Freeview, Nicam or Satellite
TV, video games) it does offer the best possible way to
hear multi-channel audio from DVD-A and SACD. How
much interest that has in the marketplace is another

range of amplifier products bearing the company logo,
and quite an unusual line up it is too. This is no me-too
range of electronics, but something quite special, in
terms of both features and performance.
There will be four amps in the Constellation series,
with the stereo integrated Tucana amplifier taking the
central role in aset-up that could serve for either stereo
or multi- channel systems. For stereo use, aTucana is all
you'd need, and with its 148W power rating it will be
sufficient to drive most hi-fi speakers to high volumes,
even the trickier examples out there — see later.
And for surround- sound purposes, there are two
options. There's the simple integration with an external
AV decoder or processor, via aunity-gain input marked

discussion, but the same configuration would work for
home cinema, providing the DVD player has multiple
analogue outouts for each discrete channel.
So it is as an honest old-fashioned stereo music amp
that the Tucana was tried and, regardless of the utility
of intelligent switching and multi- channel possibilities,
it as amusic amp that it will win or lose the hearts of

AV, and this usefully ramps up to full volume over a
few seconds after selection, potentially preventing

potential buyers.

equipment and hearing damage if afixed level source is

TARING CONTROL
The Tucana is one fast and punchy sounding amp, able
to work synergistically with one of the more -0

inadvertently connected and then selected.
PLAYING IT CLEVER
But it's the second and more
ambitious method which marks
the Constellation system out as
something alittle clever. For the
purist surround- music enthusiast,
if that's not an oxymoron, you can
connect amulti-channel source to
the Tucana and its two companion
amplifiers, the Hydra and the Corvus,
for processor- less control and
amplification.
The Hydra is essentially aTucana
without its volume knob and selector
switch. It can be connected to a
Tucana to act as aslave power amp,
typically to drive rear or surround
speakers, its internal volume control
tracking that of the Tucana's. For
centre speaker power and bass
management, the Corvus comes in,
with this unit likewise taking control
signals from the Tucana via the
proprietary LIPS ( Leema Intelligent
Protocol System), using mini-jack
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AMPLIFIER TEST

LEEMA ACOUSTICS
TUCANA (£ 2995)
SPEC/FEATURES

1

1

SOUND QUALITY

effortless delivery and is a doddle

CE

eg-

liii

If you want an audiophile amplifier

that has power to spare, gives an
to operate, look very closely at the

777.11F

Leema Acoustics Tucana. If you want

an audiophile quality amplifier that

nnr"Nr-Nnnnr ("N
rOn r•Cr% rN"

ren

111111=1»

just look - buy it. It has passion, soul

[1

and technological sophistication, and

VALUE FOR MONEY

the latter, importantly, doesn't get in

ABOVE: A unity-gain input marked AV

more fluid, less mechanical than

allows the Tucana to be used with an

the Chord amp, if not quite as
accurate and neutral overall.

external AV decoder or processor

BUILD QUALITY

will make you want to dance, don't

EC. UM CM

0111

the way of the music.

1 111

Elli

it actually put me in mind
of the Naim sound for
onerous benchmark

FOR:

speakers around,
namely the B&W
802D see p34].

Musical,
smooth,
dynamic

The way it
took control
of this big
three-way and
controlled music
so securely
was impressive
enough; but it also
did so while remaining

amplification, only with

AGAINST: Not quite
ne utral

low bass extension
and asweeter,
more extended sounding high
treble.
One
word about
protection
-Leema has
omitted shortcircuit protection
from the Tucana,

smooth in character.

so cross your wires at
your peril. It did make me

FORWARD 'N' FLUID

wonder, if this is what an amp

It's general presentation was

sounds like without the security of
output protection, then give me a

slightly more forward than my
reference SPM 1200C, bringing
vocals further into the room
slightly, albeit in amost accessible

seatbeltless drive anyday. Although
Imight regret that choice the day
Iaccidentally short some speaker
cables and am left without music

Lab report
Rated at some 150W/8ohm, the Tucana is capable of delivering
180W/8ohm and 305W/4ohm and will support 20msec peaks of
225W, 420W, 710W and 1050W ( 1.05kW or 32A) into 8, 4. 2and
1ohm loads. The frequency response extends out to a -3dB point
of 100kHz (-0.15dB at 20kHz) with near-perfect 0.03dB channel
matching but aslightly poor — 48dB separation at 20kHz. Distortion
is squeezed shut with values as low as 0.001% through bass.
See www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech for aQC Suite Test Report

Hi Fi News lab specifications
POWER OUTPUT INTO
8/ 4OHM (< 1% THD)

180W/305W

DYNAMIC POWER
(20MSEC, 8/ 4/ 2/10HM)

225W/420W/715W/1050W

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
(20HZ-20KHZ) -

0.028-0.088ohm

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
(20HZ-100KHZ)

+0.0 to —3.0dB

INPUT SENSMVITY ( FOR
ODBW) FULL OUTPUT)

46mV/565mV ( CD Input)

A-WTD S/N RATIO (FOR
ODBWIFULL OUTPUT)

82.5d6/105dB

DISTORTION (ODBW, 20HZ20KHZ)

0.001-0.015%

way. The bass, while rhythmically
compelling and incredibly fluid,
could be exuberant and fulsome

from this addictive amplifier while
it is sent off to the menders. Lb

at times, and this may also have
been resonsible for occluding
some detail and texture to bass

STEREO SEPARATION
(20HZ-20KHZ)

>48dB

design featuring three heavy-duty

instruments. Overall, it was alittle

toroidal power transformers

DIMENSIONS

44 x36 x11cm (wdh)

BELOW: The Tucana is adual mono

Contact numbers
TEL +44(0)1938 811900 WEB: www.leema-acoustics.com

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Linn LP12 Lingo/LVII/Transfiguration Oipheus, Graham Slee
Elevator/Era Reflex, Marantz SAll-S1
AMPUF1ERS Music First Audio Passive Magnetic TVC,
Chord SPM 1200C
SPEAKERS B&W 802D
CABLES Nordost Valhalla

We listened to
IDELADAP
Gigani Ruzsa +
Angelo
Ecco Chamber ECRO1 1

CARAVAN
If ICould Do It All
Over Again I'd Do It
All Over You
Decca SLK-R 5052

TCHA1KOVSKY
Violin Concerto
LSO, Previn, Wha
Chung
Decca DO 43 78
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MASSIVE ATTACK
Mezzanine

LEND US YOUR EARS!
(and we'll blow your mind)

Roksan

if you don't want to go to the
ends of the earth to fix' the
right prodLct and you don't
want to pay the earth, maybe
you should take a trip to New
Malden in Surrey
For 30 years or more we've
been stocking, demonstrating
and advising on the very best
hi-fi equipment.

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.

www.unilet.net

35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY
Tel: 020 8942 9567 Fax: 020 8336 0820

Avalon's NP- 2speaker from the NP Evolution Home
Theatre Series is not just for the cineast. It will also
bring your stereo music to life thanks to 2magical
mix of timing and transparency

Tested by Martin Colloms

U

ndoubtedly aquality brand, Avalon eschews
East Asia sub- contract manufacture and has
relied on sheer quatity to market abroad

speaker line, but one commencing at the
compact audiophile level. Now Avalon has introduced
its first series of home theatre speakers, and while
clearly keenly priced relative to the company's more
exotic offerings this superbly finished US- made product
group begins at ahigh stanoard and is from the start,
clearly budget audiophile home theatre.
The products allow for some flexibility in choice of
systems, according to size and power aspirations. You
could use four of the slim NP- 2tower speakers for stereo
and surround, an ' NP Centre', and apair of spaced
'Evolution' subwoofers for ablockbuster dynamic range
and low frequency impact. This top line combination is
priced at around £ 10,000.
Conversely, with asingle sub and four NP- 1bookcase/
stand- mount speakers, plus that centre, the bill is
reduced to some £ 6,300. This sub is worthy of mention
cause it isn't cheap, and that's because it has two 10in
drivers equivalent to asingle 15in, with 300W delivered
to the active load - and not just apaper-specified power
-and as aresult weighs 40kg, selling at £ 2,495.
Here we focus on the NP 2tower speaker for classic
stereo use. Iown apair of Avalon Diamonds and the
price value ratio is about 17:1 compared to the NP- 2s.
However, Isought to abandon any preconceptions and
get down to the evaluation.

latter was not obtained using
the cheap trick of exaggerating
the upper mid and treble. The truly
fast transient definition and the
fine sense of timing heard in recordings having upbeat
tight rhythm sections was quite unexpected from an

SOUND QUALITY

American home theatre speaker.

Initial trials to get awell-balanced result showed the

SHUT UP AND LISTEN

NP- 2was fairly uncritical of location or angling. Ifound
the standard set-up triangle to work well, with each

This speaker's sound was wholly committed to

cabinet placed about 0.6m from the front wall, 1.1m
from the sides and with an azimuth set to provide a

performance, its ability to draw you in, to tell you to
shut up and listen, is quite remarkable, and for me

median mid-treble axis to the listener. The enclosures
were angled slightly outwards, so as to be able to just

transcends the remaining second-tier issues.
Dealing with the lower frequencies, it has to be said
that there is alittle box and enclosure wall coloration -

see down the inner side.
Ibegan by removing the unlikely looking grilles but
found the sound was awful. Replacing the grilles sorted

sub- BBC standard if you like. The mid sings alittle loudly
on some string tones such as viola, and while the -0

the problem, in contrast to the usual result.
Listening as Iwrite, Irealise that it is not possible
to disengage from the coherent flow of music arriving
at my ears. While Iknow this speaker is some distance
from perfection, those inevitable if moderate errors of
coloration and response evenness seem to matter very
little in view of the way this speaker performs. Again
and again Iwas drawn into the musical event. Much
inner truth was revealed, musicians played and worked
together with considerable commitment and empathy.
I've heard many acostly speaker that came nowhere
close to the accomplishment of the NP- 2in this area.
Tracks that had previously sounded bland now seemed
full of interest and subtlety, and were now engaging - a
near magical aspect of this design.
Iwondered how this had been done and decided on
two areas where the NP- 2excelled. The first was timing
and time coherence, and the second, transparency. They
worked together to weave aspell on the listener. Firstrate image depth was possible with great recovery of
lower level ambience and reverberation. Afine sense of
'being there' was also conveyed. Musicians were nicely
placed in the resulting three-dimensional soundfield
reacting to and playing into the performing space.
High levels of detail were extracted at all frequencies
providing great focus and ahigh- definition sound. The
SEPTEMBER 2006 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk I 63

SPEAKER TEST

AVALON NP- 2 £ 2000
SPEC/FEATURES

bass is agile and goes surprisingly

seemed quite sensitive and easy to
drive. While Ilater learned that it

Load uniformity and high sensitivity

has quite alow impedance loading,

4 ohm electrical loading here.

the high sensitivity clearly made up

While of slim shape, the Avalon is

for this. A beautifully balanced and
entertaining result was obtained

surprisingly powerful and boasts well

with the ciLP7Os tube power amp

remarkable clarity and immediacy
of the NP- 2's reproduction, the

its accent and readily makes

on all kinds of programme.
The NP- 2performed well with
price- matched components but

friends. Ifound this speaker played
everything from Jacqueline de Pre,

its true potential came to life in a
£10,000 audio system including a

to Davis, Mitchell & Green Giant,
to Rachmaninoff and Stravinsky.

Marantz CD- 7 player where it gave

deep it's slightly lean in the upper
bass. However, the NP- 2gave
punchy low bass.
Fast and open sounding, this
speaker is as accomplished in
defining the finish as the start
of notes and feels very secure.
The ear settles in quickly, learns

balance and could
also be driven to
unreasonably
high levels on up
to 150W/ch. It

SOUND QUALITY

extended clean bass. Best of all is the

excellent image depth and focus, and

BUILD QUALITY

VALUE FOR MONEY

the interesting combination of speed
and a sense of communication..

11111

avirtuoso result. This slim tower
plays right out of its

It played well at low
volumes indicative of
avery natural inner

more or less made up for the sub

FOR:

price and size league,
while the way it

Musicality,
timing,
transparency

communicates the
musical message
puts it in avery
select class
ndeed. (1)

Lab report
It was the spatial
average that
1.1
confirmed aspecial
o
aspect of this
-»
speaker, namely its
natural lively sound
as heard in the
listening room.
While this room room No 2 - does
add acouple
of dB extra at
311.1
35Hz the NP-2
gave 28Hz to 7kHz +/-3dB with no energy hole at crossover and a
natural roll off. correct for this measurement, at higher frequencies.
The low frequency extension is impressive, correlating with the
pseudo anechoic - 6dB result of 45Hz showing adesirably damped.
tapered response.

Hi Fi News Lab specifications
SENSITIVITY

91.5dEt/W/m

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE

3.5ohm

MINIMUM IMPEDANCE

2.5ohm

MAXIMUM SPI.

108dB

REFERENCE AXIAL
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

+,- 3dB limits from 53Hz to 22kHz

DIMENSIONS

89 x19x 30.5cm (hwd)

WEIGHT

19.5kg

Contact numbers
TEL: +44 ( 0)20 8948 4153 VVEB:www.audiof:•eaks.(o.uk

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Naim CDS3 CDR Linn LP12/ARO/Koetsu RSII.
AMPS Naim NAP250 and cj LP7Os power amps, cj CT5 pre
CABLES Chord DIN converter interconnect and Cardas (Golden
Cross), Kimber KS 3035 speaker cable
ACCESSORIES Mana stands

We listened to
LAURIE ANDERSON
Strange Angels LP
Warner Bros 25900

THEA GILMORE
The lipstick
Conspiracies
Naim CD 046

ABOVE: Speakers are not designed to
be bi-wireable, a minimalist crossover
aiding the clarity of sound
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JONI MITCHELL
Hepra
CD 253 053

Audio Acoustics est1 9,97_

£750 ( 3) / £4050 NANO PUCK / KING

£P0A

'Audio Acoustics is aUK - based builder of
loudspeakers that, quite frankly, are as beautifully
built as any loudspeaker that Ihave ever seen. I
mean we are talking Tiffany Jewelry quality here
folks Dave Tliumas - Editor Stereo Times, Jan 2006

`The audio acoustics Sapphire Ti C SE was areal
find. These speakers are large, with sculptured
glossy cabinets made from many layers. and
sapphire drivers: two angled woofers and atweeter.
The price is enough to knock you out of your chair:
some US £69k. But the sound! On arecording of
Mahler's second, the string sound was startlingly
close to real. "
Ultra High Fidelity magazine Feb 2006

audio acouslics

Of advanced matonals technology at id ur Km upon lisek.1
transducer design has resulted in arange of
unparalleled audio components. While our approach s
radical and almost bespoke in

£15000

P.40'500

HFRO5
45wpc Single Ended Power Amp

£329 .000

£31'999/£46'700

SAPPHIRE TIC / TI-CSE

1m: £ 1199 (September Offer Price
£999 Limited stock). "Resonance Silver
Mains" 1.2m £2999. If you own any
modest piece of equipment. transform
it today - remove grain, add focus and
resolution breath new life this has got to
be the finest mains cable at arelative
modest oast. Resonance 2.5m Set
BiWired Spk cable £2999.
All with Full Money back Offer

MD805
55wpc Single Ended Monoblocks

IMO

SH833
8Box Power Amp

"HE-833 amplifiers - The King of SET!
VII put it this way; ei could choose only one
amplifier to use for the rest of my life...
I
think the WAVAC HE-833 would have to
he 4 Condusions-Easy. You can have it
with the Wavac HE833.If you can afford it.
this may be all the amplifier that you w ever
need no matter what you' taste ii iirusk., or
what speakers you have. - David Robinson
POSITIVE FEEDBACK ONLINE—ISSUE 9

'Resin iiu w..e -Interconnect Deyond -vare"
expectation! '£500k system or a£5k' this
is afit and forget investment Sonically.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND COMPLETE PRICE LIST. PLEASE VISIT WEB SITE BELOW

Audio Acoustics is an English manufacturer of -fine arts"
loudspeaker and cable systems. Our products are for
the more discerning listener. The meticulous application

li
rni
er
PR-T1
3Box Reference Preomp

WOW RESONANCE CABLES

Our Energy transfer and Isolation Unit
will transform any modest+ loudspeaker
system beyond recognition. Improves
on £8k+ supports for £750! Full 14 day
money back offer. " It's arevelation, mind
bending good. The most inexpensive
substantial upgrade you will ever do!
Mr Maloney of Edgware. (Nano Puck)

"The construction was heroic, the finish quality spotless.
and the technology impressive. And that sound! It was
ethereal. Female vocals floated effortlessly betweet I
li ie
speakers in away that seemed completely detached
fium the system reproducing them. This was one raro
case where ahideously expensive system sum ided like
amillion bucks. '' Jeff Fritz- Soundstage Network Jan 2006

£26950

£61950

HE833 1.3
150wpc Single Ended Monoblocks

THE BEST VALVE
AMPLIFIERS IN THE
WORLD TODAY

"The purity and beauty these amps deliver
make them worth strong consideration from
any highly discerning listener who values
musical truth over audio dazzle." you owe
rt to yourself to listen to these very special
amplifiers. ACrystal Palace For Your Music"
WAVAC MD-805m Monoblock Amplifiers.
Wayne Donnelly - enioythennniiccgir
oct 2005

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND COMPLETE PRICE LIS1, PLEASE VISIT WEB SITE BELOW

audio acoustics

expression, emotion and impact of your favorite music.
l'hese masterpieces range in pnce from six thousand to

tel/fax + 44 ( 0) 1753 842 173
tel:
+ 44 ( 0) 7968 388 118
email
contact@audioacoustics.co.uk
web www.audioacoustics.co.uk
Dealer/ distributor enquires

three hundred thousand pounds.

email: auclioaroustics@tiscah.co.uk

nature resulting in many reviewers desaibing them as
"Unprecedented ih every aspect" and ' sonically Magic".
Each is a hand crafted labour of love. Each is executed to
absolute perferlinn. Each will allow you to explore the full

Knowledgeable and professional free advice
Home demonstrations for accurate evaluation
Expert System Install
For ,our nearest authorised Dealer please call.
11"1

ce,

Music

Album
month

JAZZ

0FTH E

BENJAMINE FRANKEL

CLASSICAL

Film Music
RLPO/Carl Davis. Naxos 8.557850

Centenary tribute from one
prolific film composer to
another: Carl Davis conducts
Benjamin Frankel, pre-war
dance- band violinist and

NAT ' KING' COLE

After Midnight

Pure Pleasure PPAN W782
(2LP set. 180g vinyl)

arranger, who postwar was
prolific in film music. The well

Justly celebrated, this 1956
Capitol album reunited

known ' Carriage and Pair' is
sandwiched here by Curse of
the Werewolf ( Oliver Reed) and

Cole's piano trio and added
guest stars Willie Smith,

The Prisoner ( not the Patrick

Harry Edison, Stuff Smith

McGoohan TV series!). Colourful

and Juan Tizol. In 1999 the
tapes were remastered for

use of abig orchestra and
proof that serial techniques

the ' complete session' CD.
Pure Pleasure's 2LP package

and tuneful writing were not
incompatible. CB

gives you all 18 tracks, over
four sides of audiophilegrade vinyl. Sumptuous. SH

Dann.
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Emit;

SHOSTAKOVICH/JANACEK

Violin Concertos

TOM PETTY

BAD COMPANY

MAULER

Highway Companion

Bad Co

'Resurrection' Symphony

Baie 4 Skride• Munich PO/Franck Berlin
RSO/lanowski, Sony 82876 73146 2

American 9362-44285-2

Audio Fidelity AF2 024 Gold CD

VPO/ Pierre Boulez, DG 477 6004

In ascorching live version

Petty's third solo album

of Shostakovich's First

is produced by his former

Concerto Baiba Skride's
technical control, combined

Boulez brings out details
and perspectives no other

Travelling Wilburys' mate,
Jeff Lynne. It sounds
fabulous and, if Petty's
musically adventurous spirit
seems amite dampened,

One of the greatest riff- rock
albums ever, Bad Co.'s
debut had as auspicious

with aseeming expressive
abandon, are quite
phenomenal and she is
ably accompanied. The
coupling is ameticulous

there's ample compensation

studio recording of the

in his elegantly understated
performances and in

Janacek, reconstructed from
sketches. CB

the subtleties of Lynne's
inspired production job. 18
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an opener in the anthemic
'Can't Get Enough' as
did Led Zep's freshman
foray. Although a ' secondgeneration HM band', its
pedigree allows Bad Co.
to be grouped with the
founding generation. A
crotch- rock masterpiece. KK

conductor has revealed
in the ' Resurrection'
Symphony, aided by superb
orchestral playing and the
casting of two exemplary
singers - Michelle DeYoung
and Christine Schafer. Fine
engineering here, though
one hoped for more at the
very end. CB
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THE BYRDS

STANLEY CLARKE

MOZART

SHAWN COLVIN

The Notorious Byrd Brothers

Standards

These Four Walls

Symphonies 40 and 41

Mobile FidelitylIDSACD 2015 2ch SACO

Kind of Blue KOB 10010
(plus 30m bonus OVO)

Nonesuch PRO 302264

Manchester Camerata/Douglas Boyd.
Avoe AV 2107

Fusion bassist Clarke
returned to acoustic jazz

Prolific she ain't. It's been
five years since this triple

for this 2001 recording
with pianist Patrice Rushen
and Leon ' Ndugu' Chancler,

Grammy winner's last CD,

This bodes well: asecond
Byrds SACD from MoFi,
again with the main album
in mono and bonus tracks in
stereo. This is acrucial set,
the demarcation between
the original band and the
later, country- oriented
group. Features the
transcendent 'Wasn't Born
To Follow'. ( Note: let it play
out for hidden tracks!) KK

D mium.

shares his view of outermovement tempos but little

drums. They breeze through

but the wait has been
well worth it. Teamed, as
ever, with co-writer John

bebop tunes like ' Salt
Peanuts', warm up ' Lover

Leventhal, she hits new
peaks in her writing and

Man' and slow down ' Take

singing on sparkling cuts

abrasive reading - very fast
in the menuetto - with
more warmth in the winds

Five'. Session-video DVD
really gets you closer to this
great trio of players. SH

like the wistful ' Summer
Dress' and the uplifting

than strings. The ' Jupiter'
has full repeats. Challenging

'Fill Me Up'. /
B

Mozart, brimful of ideas. CB
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Furtwângler's classic
G minor was with VPO war
survivors. Douglas Boyd
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ERICH KUNZEL/CINCINNATI
POPS ORCHESTRA

STAN TRACEY TRIO
WITH GUY BARKER

ELVIS COSTELLO AND
ALLEN TOUSSAINT

STEVE TURRE

In The Spur Of The Moment

Great Film Fantasies

Let Them Crevulate

The River In Reverse

Te/arc SACO 60664 5.1ch SACO

Trio Records TR573

Verve Forecast 0602 4985 60570

From 1999, amore

A canny updating of agenre

The title track is a

Talk about dream

in which Telarc has always

typically- Monkish Tracey

collaborations! Costello

calculated project than the
title suggests. While four

specialised: film scores
re-recorded with killer sound

theme, first recorded in

covering songs by New

1964, while standards like

Orleans songwriting genius

tunes with Ray Charles offer
'the blues in jazz', Stephen

quality. This set features
material from the Harry
Potter and Lord Of The Rings

'I'm Getting Sentimental
Over You' get the Tracey

Allen Toussaint with the man

Scott is ' modern and modal'

himself on keyboards and
The Imposters and Crescent
City Horns as back-up band.

and Chucho Valdes is 'Afro
Cuban', on three each.

twist. There are also a

movies. As ever, suitably
bombastic and demo-worthy

couple of lithe, attractive

stuff, with restrained use of
the rear channels. KK

Barker, who is excellent
throughout. SH
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originals from Guy

NM
E Canna

re/arc CD.83484 (Discover Jazz series)

Outstanding are Turre's
plunger solos on Valdes'

Toussaint emerges as star
of the show, but Costello is
singing better than ever. /
8
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'Claudia' ( ghostly strings)
and Ray's ' Misty'. SH -0
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MUSIC REVIEWS
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PLASTIC ONO BAND
Live Peace In Toronto 1969
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 763 Gold CO

JACO PASTORIUS
BIG BAND

The Word Is Out

IAN ARCHER

MOZART

Magnetic North

Piano Concertos K466, K491

PIAS Recordings AMOUR12CD

Martiri Stadtfeld, NOR 50/Bruno
Sony 82876 737142

By 1969, Yoko was
fully- integrated into John's

Heads Up HUCD 3110

musical life, so there's
enough of her here to make

of Mouth Revisited, this
again features guest bassists

'Run' became ahit for

concertos, unlike many

Snow Patrol. Having quit

conductors setting exactly

you cringe. Unless, that

like Gerald Veasley, Victor

the band, this is his second

the right tempo for K491(i).

is, you like howling. Look

Wooten, Richard Bona and

solo album. Powered by

Stadtfeld indulges afew

beyond it, and there's a

the late laco himself - this

his beautifully fragile voice

high-spirited gestures

supergroup rocking out,
with abemused Eric Clapton

time arecreation of ' Reza',

and insightful lyrics, it's a

-joining in tuttis where

assembled around the bass
part from amid- 1980s

largely acoustic, magical
and sometimes painfully

-but both performances

concert tape. A must- have

intimate exploration of
human emotional states. ./8

conductor rapport. CB

providing some ear- bending
licks. More of an artefact of
an era than anything else. KK
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Follow-up to the 2003 Word

for bass maniacs. SH
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lain Archer found huge
acclaim when his song
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ERICH KUNZEL/CINCINNATI
POPS ORCHESTRA

Round-up

Weil brings authentic
practice details to these

perhaps he should not have
reflect atrue soloist-

EIBMZI
Egan'.
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tel

THE BHUTAN
PHILHARMONIC

The bhutan philharmonic

ANITA WARDELL
Noted

TCHAIKOVSKY

Manfred Symphony

Specific Jazz SPEC 006

LPO/Vladimir Jurowski, LPO 0009

Free World SBESTC013

The already ' noted' UK

Telarc has updated one of
its most highly- regarded and

Former Blancmange
mainman Neil Arthur and

singer offers avocalese

fondly- remembered stereo

DJ/producer Stoppa co- helm

album, lyricising jazz solos
from Blue Note classics

Tchaikovsky's programmatic
symphony, with its Lisztian
use of motifs, has its banal

classics by adding surround

this fantastical excursion

-setting agile, witty words

beauty. This 2004 RFH

material to the two-track

into exotically Eastern

masters. Shock, horror! But
it's actually alot of fun, given

realms of ambient trance.
Sounding like aBollywood
musical colliding with the

to Lee Morgan's ' Moanin"
trumpet line and stirring

as powerful as one might

up the Miles/Cannonball

expect: distant balance

'Autumn Leaves'. This warm,

perhaps? But Jurowski's
Manfred has no obvious

Telarc SACO 60141 5.1ch SACO

that people only bought this
in the first place to listen to
the rifle shots and livestock

work of Eno and David
Byrne it deserves to be this

sounds. KK

year's left-field smash. J8
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refreshing record deserves
the boost of her recent BBC
Best of Jazz Award. SH
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moments but much lyrical
performance is not quite

catalogue rivals and is
midpriced. CB
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vvww.usheraudio.com

Usher Dancer II Beryllium
* 2005 " Golden Ear Awards"

The Absolute Sound

* 2005" Editor's Choice Awards"

The Absolute Sound

* 2005" Best Show at CES" Jimmy Awards
* 2004 " Most Wanted Component"

SoundStageAV.com

Stereo Times

* 2003 Home Entertainment Show" Best of Show"
* 2002 CES " Most Recommended Flagship"

The Audiophile V

Stereo Sound

CP-8571
3-way system: Be dome tweeter 1.25" (9980-20BeA),
mid-low woofer 7" (8948A), and low-bass woofer 8" (8955A)
sensitivity: 87 dB @ 1watt / 1m
nominal impedance: 8ohms
frequency response (-3dB): 28 Hz - 40 kHz
power handling: 150 watts
crossover frequencies: 282 Hz and 2.52 kHz
weight: 80.5 kgs ( including base)
dimensions (w xdxh): 31.5 cm x76 cm x 124 cm

CP-8871
3-way system : Be dome tweeter 1.25" (9980-20BeA),
mid-low woofer 7" (8948A), and low-bass woofer 8"x2 (8955A)
sensitivity: 90 dB @ 1watt / 1m
nominal impedance: 4 ohms
frequency response (-3dB): 25 Hz - 40 kHz
power handling: 150 watts
crossover frequencies: 276 Hz and 2.72 kHz
weight: 105 kgs (including base)
dimensions (w xdxh): 31.5 cm x85 cm x137 cm

Chief Design Consultant

Dr. Joseph D'Appolito

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai-fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan

Te1:886-2-2381 6299

Fax:886-2-2

71 1053

E-mail: uheritU.et.net

HIAudio
9 Sovereign Gardens Miskin nr Pontyclun CF72 8SZ
Tel/Fax: 01443 231458

Mob:07968 272614

Web:www.hiaudio.co.uk

Email: hugh@hiaudio.co.uk

BARRY FOX

MICHAEL FREMER

Threat from
the mains
±
-2

Shlock and novelty,
but art rock's out

Michael Fremer plays host to Ken Kessler for a
review of the Continuum Audio Labs turntable

[Michael
Fremer

so our divergent views have never left

Michael Fremer is Senior
Contributing Editor at US
magazine Stereophile.
Each month he brings
you his perspective on all
things audio from the USA

Ekornes Stressless recliner, evaluating my

I

t's always fun getting together
with fellow audio reviewers at a
Consumer Electronics Show dinner.
Good food, minimal shop talk and

lots of laughs. It's quite something else
to have acolleague visit for the purpose
of conducting areview in one's listening
room. It's kind of creepy, actually. Audio
reviewing, like another unmentionable
activity (to which audio reviewing is
often likened), is best off done alone.
Yet when Ken Kessler emailed asking

Manufacturers are to use the
mains to offer consumers
fi sound around the
mid home. Barry Fox explains
why this could degrade the
sound of your system, even
when you live next door

[Barry Fox

aresidue of bitterness, but having a
'marquee' reviewer like Ken sitting in my

Barry Fox is one of the
wcrld's top techno ogy
iournalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apztent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

system, was taking our friendship into
uncharted waters. This was bidness!
Fortunately Ken discovered that at
least part of my musical taste synched
with his and that we both love three
minute ' 50s and ' 60s pop and rock,
Mickey Katz and Dean Martin too.
Iplayed him an amazing stereo
version of ' Summertime, Summertime'
by the Jamies and showed him some
oddball gems. Isensed Ken's comfort
level increasing as he realized we would
not be listening to any ' audiophile' drek

A

reader was ' absolutely horrified'
to hear about plans to send
data over the mains which
can then radiate interference.

Unfortunately, plans to corrupt the
mains are gathering momentum
BPL ( Broadband over Power Line),

enjoyed hearing an amazing sounding
'Peggy Sue', from the lacquer of Buddy

PLC ( Power Line Communication) and
PLT ( Power Line Telecoms) all mean
the same thing, and began as away to
hook homes into the internet without a

Holly that Ihave, even though it's 10

telephone line.

-great recordings of worthless music.
We both love Buddy Holly so Iknow Ken

if he could fly over to audition the

years old and has been played too many

Continuum Audio Labs turntable for a
HiFi News review, Isaid ' yes' without

times ( Iwas involved in an MCA reissue).

PROTECT HAM RADIO

hesitation. Ken's always fun to hang with,

COBRA ARM

The amateur radio world has warned
about the risk of interference to

plus Iwas anxious for him to hear the

When Ken expressed disdain for art
rock, the Roxy Music and Eno albums

life- critical short wave communications.
The US Institution of Electrical and

remained on the shelf. Iceded musical

Electronic Engineers is debating
standards to protect ham radio. The US
Federal Communications Commission

'table, which Iwill be paying off for the
foreseeable future.
A dear friend once described me as a
'giant walking opinion'. Ken's one of the
only other people Iknow to whom
that descriptor applies. So when the
two of us get together at shows,
the opinions fly. Fortunately we're
both very tolerant ' opinionators',
BELOW: When Ken Met Mike: the
world's most important audio
reviewers listened to the
stunning Continuum
turntable

control to Ken and even installed into
the Continuum's Cobra arm aClearaudio
Goldfinger that Ken had brought
with him because he'd been
listening to one before his visit.
Ithink the Continuum turntable
easily made its case for being the
world's best sounding, but I've
been listening to it for almost
ayear now. Ken had two days.
Ican't wait to read his
review. Do Iget to
respond? (!)

set adeadline of July 7for certification
of all BPL equipment, to ensure no clash
with frequencies used for emergency
communications. Few manufacturers
have bothered to apply. They seem
to think the FCC will not stop them
using uncertified equipment. But in
Virginia ComTek has had to install new
equipment after hams' complaints.
There is now increasing interest in
using BPL for multi- room audio. The hi-ti
industry is asleep to the risk.
Three proprietary BPL technologies
are available for the audio companies
to use; MainNet, DS2 ( Design Systems
on Silicon) and Ascom. The Homellug
Alliance: ' is focused on building the
market for all applications of the
technology'. All the technologies work
on the same broad principle, -0
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JON THOMPSON

Blu-ray
Premieres

loading high-speed square wave

promises the Weave blurb. But what

code on high frequency carriers
superimposed on the low frequency

about interference caused by Weave
to other audio systems? What BPL

(50Hz or 60Hz) mains power. Some use

technology is Marantz using?

spread spectrum technology like a3G
phone, others use OFDM ( orthogonal
frequency division

Despite repeated requests, Marantz
can't or won't say what BPL system it

multiplexing) like digital
terrestrial TV and DAB
digital radio. The carrier
frequencies range from
1MHz to 30 MHz. Mains
wiring makes avery
good transmitter aerial.
Both Pioneer and
Marantz have fine
histories of high- end
audio. So it's asurprise
that both are using BPL.
Pioneer is launching
the PSSO1 Multi- room

Tut what
about
interference
caused by
WEAVE to
other audio
systems?'

system, but the company cannot say
what BPL technology it uses; only that
it squirts eight OFDM carriers round
the house wiring in the frequency band
2to 20MHz.
WEAVE LAUNCHED
At CES in January Marantz announced
plans for ahome networking
system that uses BPL. Weave,
Wired Entertainment Accessible via
Electricity, was launched in Europe
in June at the CEDIA show in London,

The first Blu-ray player is
now in the shops, but those
who've heard it are less than
impressed. Jon Thompson
looks at the reasons why...

[Jon Thompson
Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for his
company 'The Hat
Factory'. He brings you
the inside view on AV

uses but admits and
assures: 'There will
be some very minor
interference from
the WEAVE system,
but only to very,
very high-end hi-fi
systems.... It certainly

like that. The levels
are far too low.....

rr

those with avery
top-end hi-fi - the

failed to impress its early adopters - most

won't interfere with
next door or anything

people who already
have to turn off computers, dimmer
switches and the like when listening
to music - are not the sort who will be
at all interested in WEAVE. It is much
more of asimple, everyday solution for
those seeking to listen to audio around
the home. The markets are completely
separate'.
This answer ties in with the Pioneer
sales pitch: ' Just plug into the mains
and enjoy background music all around
your home'. These new systems are all

without any press briefing and with

about mid fi convenience listening.
But next door homes share common

only very sketchy technical details.

wiring. The BBC ran extensive tests on

It had been announced in the USA in
April, under the name DAvED ( Digital

BPL interference and found hash in the
street outside BPL homes. What we

Audio via Electrical Distribution), but
not yet launched.

need from the firms selling BPL home

he next generation of DVD is off
to aflying start with Toshiba's
HD-DVD player up against Blu-ray

in the form of the Samsung BDP1000. On this basis, the results so far are

Blu-ray nil, HD-DVD one. So far, Blu-ray has
people who've bought the first player out
of the chute say it sucks. How can this
be? Primarily it's down to the discs, which
seem to be encoded in MPEG2 in contrast
with HD-DVD which uses VC1. The latter
is amore modern codec with better
attributes than the 14-year- old MPEG2.
I'm not sure why Sony felt the need to
use MPEG2 as the players themselves all
support VC1/MPEG4/11.264 and MPEG2.
There is only one decent MPEG2 HD
encoder and that was made by Snell and
Wilcox. I'd be willing to bet the Blu-ray
discs I've seen were not encoded on this!
HD1VLI OUTPUT PROBLEM
I've have also heard that there is problem
with the HDMI output of the Samsung,
further undermining confidence both in

'Because the system works via
existing AC power lines, there is
no possibility of interference from

network mid fi is hard fact on emission,
not sweeping assurances. (5

the product and in Blu-ray. Perhaps some
executive made adecision hoping that
that no-one would notice. But guess what,

BELOW: Marantz has not yet revealed

other wireless system such as Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth or even amicrowave oven'

what BPL system it is using with its WEAVE
home audio system

Mr. Executive, enough people obviously
did! Perhaps it's time you took another
job - ' would you like fries with that?' The

KEN KESSLER

uide to AV

'Dummy's'

Interested in the world o multi- channel and home cinema
but don't know where to start? Ken Kessler has the answer,
in the form of asimple yet savvy book that omits nothing

'Sony is saying
that it's not
possible to
make a
universal player'

W

film The Fifth Element looks dreadful
on Blu-ray, as do most other releases.
Basic Instinct 2 looks somewhat better,

[Ken Kessler

Survival Guide (
US $ 19.95, ISBN

Senior Contributing
Editor Ken Kessler writes
exclusively for HFN. He
loves Italian hi-fi, hates
cables and is known for
his strong views on
virtually everything

snapped up by the publisher of those
yellow- cover Dummy Guides: it's perfect

hile 2005-2006 further
proved that two- channel
is here to stay, enough
happened in the world of

multi- channel and AV to pique the
interest of even the most hardened

but its not as good as most HD-DVDs I
have seen. Nevertheless, it's only when
the likes of Warners releases its titles on

audiophile. Blu-ray reared its head,
flatsc reen prices plummeted. HDTV
arrived even in the UK. And if you want

both formats that we'll be able to make

0-9764894-0-6) should have been

for the series. That they didn't speaks
volumes for the problem that hi-fi ( and
home theatre) faces. If Dummy Guides
couldn't be bothered to deliver abook
covering the entire sweep of the multibillion-dollar industry called ` consumer
electronics', yet they'll publish stuff like
Jane Austen for Dummies, what hope is
there for anything beyond Tivoli radios
and iPods?

WRITTEN BY A WOMAN
What also speaks volumes is that The
Home Electronics Survival Guide has

to access the coolest guide ever to

been written by awoman; one who
categorically has no time for the male

Ricoh has announced auniversal drive

turntable set-up, Mikey Fremer's 21st
Century Vinyl, well, you'll need aDVD

chauvinistic dominance of the hobby.
Her CV is interesting because she both

solution that can read both formats. We
hear rumours Denon may be first in line

player (deliciously, one wag said that
MF's next release would be an LP about

worked in the real film industry and had

with auniversal HD-DVD/Blu-ray player.

home theatre set-up).
With convergence inevitable, despite

that alerted her to the need to educate
millions of consumers who are given

caught in aVHS yBetamax dilemma.
In the commercial domain, Digital

our staunch pockets of resistance,

short shrift by that verminous creature

there's alearning curve ahead for many

Cinema took astep back in the UK with

of us. And even those of us who are
totally au fait with everything from

known as the ' hi-fi retailer.'
(Note: If you feel I'm too hard on

arealistic judgement.
Sony is saying that it's not possible
to make auniversal player even though

which is one sure way of not getting

the release of the Disney film Cars, a
digital animation that looks stunning but
lacks acompelling storyline.

HDMI to colour temperatures know
people who aren't. What's been missing
is astraightforward volume you

Furthermore, the digital cinema

aspell in retail. It was the latter field

retailers, note that the majority of the
Q&A letters to this and other magazines
usually contain some reference to the
writer's inability to find a0

can simply hand to your brotherin-law or boss or anyone else
who turns to you because you're

versions would not play properly, with
the audio only re- starting about four
minutes into the film. Cinemas had to

release in adigital form? Well, none

an ' enthusiast' who might save
them time and/or money.
You know that old adage,

other than Dolby's new digital cinema
mastering division. Has no-one heard of

'If you want something
done, do it yourself'? Barb

QCing? ' Fries with that anyone?' (
)
I

Gonzalez took it to heart.
Instead of relying on a

BELOW: Samsung's BD- P1000 is the first
Blue- ray player into the shops, but discs

videophile to guide her

use 35mm film prints until it was fixed.
So, just who was responsible for this

g

(
Die Zec

through what should be the
pleasurable task of acquiring

encoded in MPEG2 let it down
I

and setting up ahome
theatre system, she decided
to learn everything she
could about the subject.
And then she produced her
own book about it, for the

• o •• • •

non-technophile,
would-be owner.
Her self- published
The Home Electronics
RIGHT: The Ken Kessler
recommended survival
guide by Barb Gonzalez
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The simple
HDTVs, guide to understanding
VDs, Home
, hooking up andbu
.••D Theater, Remote Controls an

ANDREW HARRISON

Bad DAB
Andrew Harrison examines the
problems with maintaining DAB
broadcast sound quality and
reveals an explanation for the
decent retailer with the initiative
to make the sale by providing even

rumours that Apple is preparing
to offer lossless downloads

minimal service. Nearly every problem
with the state of hi-fi can be laid at

false representation of adequate quality.
Some digital radio tuner manufacturers,

the doorstep of hi-fi stores.)
Ms. Gonzalez authored and

on the other hand, still think that DAB is
sonically viable with such naff sales lines as

illustrated a232- page volume that
leaves out nothing, that deals with
the most abstract and off-putting (for

'Harry', as he's known,
joined HFN in 1998.
Now Deputy Editor, he

newcomers) arcana such as cables,
and, as far as Ican tell, makes no

loves all audio from
'Pods to classic vinyl

gross errors nor oversimplifies to the
point of insulting one's intelligence.
Above all, it is precisely what it says
on the cover: 'The simple guide to
understanding, hooking up and
buying TVs, HDTVs, DVDs, Home
Theater, Remote Controls and more!'

MAKING IT FUN
Her format is fun. Handholding
extends to alist of words one needs
to know for each chapter, there's a
clear glossary, 'work sheet' pages to
fill in, and slightly cutesy cartoons
to illustrate procedures. But it isn't
dumbed down - she includes a
timeline from the first broadcasts
through to HDTV, clear definitions of
broadcast formats, cable connector
types, etc. If anything HiFi News
readers might object to is its origins.
There are segments of zero relevance
outside the USA. such as their
concerns for satellite radio, and some
of you get riled with American usage.
Get past that, and you'll probably find
this will be one of the most-thumbed

aintaining good sound quality'
was an ironic line in the BBC's
response to complaints after it

'unwind to the sweet sound of binary'.
The threshold for decent sound on
DAB for so long as it's using MPEG2 audio
compression is 192kb/s - despite the
BBC's claims for the same quality at lower
bitrates thanks to its new and improved
encoder. But changing the codec within
the DAB system is not an option, as the
decoder chip is now hard- wired inside

slashed the quality in July of its
only remaining nearly- hi-fi DAB broadcasts.
When the BBC spearheaded DAB in the late

each of the nation's digital radio tuners.
So if you enjoy the poss bilities of

'90s, its digital radio transmissions were at
192kbis - aquality level that, when using

over radio, and you don't relish the sound
of fingernails down the blackboard,
check out the digital radio offerings from

the MPEG2 codec, is close to ' high-fidelity'.
But things went downhill as more stations

endless new music piped into your home

Freeview, cable, satellite or the internet.

were added, with all bar Radio 3settling
on alow-bitrate quality level that could
euphemistically be described as ' annoying'.

HIGHER QUALITY MUSIC

But Radio 3 remained the one small
beacon of hope quality-wise.

Meanwhile, rumours are that Apple may
in fact be offering higher quality music
through its online music shop. Apple

BIT BUDGET

compressed audio at 128kb/s (stereo)

Whether the influx of listener complaints
after Radio 3's quality drop will make
whoever is responsible for broadcast quality
take note is amoot point. The fact is that
without extra airwave capacity in the shape
of another multiplex, the bit budget for
the BBC's radio services - and indeed that
of the commercial stations - will remain

has hitherto passed on the fib that 'MC
has been judged by expert listeners
to be " indistinguishable" from the
uncompressed source', although it does
admit that this information was provided
by Dolby, who licenses the technology.
Maybe Dolby Labs employed the same
'expert listeners' who thought its AC- 3
system comparable to DTS's audio codec...
The rumour that Apple will be offering

books in your arsenal. Of course,

stretched, leaving the same coarse, spitty,

you'll have to hide it when your
buddies come ' round.

ear- bending noise that is so far from the

downloads in lossless quality arose

initially- promised ' CD- quality' that it's not
even funny anymore. Careful readings

from changes to its iTunes Producer

For more, visit www.homeelectronics-survivaLcorn

of the BBC and commercial stations'

software encoder that it issues to record
companies. Where the previous version

marketing now only declares the service to
be hiss- and interference-free, to avoid a

only catered for MC, the new one
includes Apple Lossless, paving the way for

slew of complaints about

bit- accurate music to be distributed. Yet it
seems Apple may just be future- proofing
its music wares, so that it can encode
to anewer version of MC. Lossy
compression will almost certainly
predominate, as despite enormous
increases in internet connection
speeds and hard drive storage, just
like digital radio, everyone wants
maximum bang for the byte... (I)
LEFT: The beacon of digital radio
dims further as Radio 3switches
broadcasts from 192 to 160kbis

W
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11 New Quebec St, London W1

a2t
acoustic signature
J.A.Michell Gyro SE
acoustic solid
with Rega RB250 arm and Sumiko Blue Point Special Evo3
air tangent
£1350 ( classic silver) or £ 1420 ( black - pictured left)
amazon
Upgrades to arm
Origin Live RB internal/external silver wiring, add £ 160
amplifon
Origin Live RB rigid/lockable counterweight, add £ 75
apollo furniture
Origin Live RB slotted armtube modification, add £ 85
argento
Alternative arms
audible illusions
Rega RB300 to replace RB250, add £ 64
audio aero
Michell Tecnoarm a to replace RB250, add £ 305
audio physic
Origin Live Silver arm to replace RB250. add £ 475
SME Series 4 arm to replace RB250, add £ 1119
black rhodium
Alternative cartridge
bocchino
Lyra Donan to replace Sumiko BPS Evo3. add £ 256
breuer dynamic
General accessories
brinkmann
Michell record clamp, add £ 25
cartridge man
Michell HR power supply, add £ 325
Michell Unicover perspex platter/arm cover, add £ 46
cawsey
clearaudio
'the most popular turntable we sell - an ideal purchase for someone
consonance
starting from scratch (pardon the pun) or upgrading from a starter level deck"
decca london
duevel
dynavector
Hyperion
ear yoshino
HPS-938 ( piano black) - £ 3750
funk firm
goldring
"These are amongst the finest loudspeakers
graham ( tonearms)
we have ever sold with performance comparable
to models several times the price"
graham slee
hadcock
heart
heed audio
McIntosh
horning
MCD-201 SACO Player - £ 3500
MA-6900 ( 200W/ch) Integrated Amp - £ 4550
hyperion
MC-275 ( 75W/ch) Stereo Power Amp - £ 2580
incognito
isolda
'Come and demo McIntosh components against
jadis
some of the other best solid-state and valve designs
klimo
and you'll see (hear) why Mac has so many loyal
followers after 40+ years in the business'
koetsu
luxman
lyra
mbl
Tannoy Autograph Mini
mcintosh
Oak finish - £ 1250
michell engineering
"This delightful new bookshelf model has been
morch
a huge success It's a long time since we've seen
musical fidelity
a really good, affordable mini speaker (excepting
nordost
of course, the Stirling 3/5a')"
nottingham analogue
Tannoy Glenair
opus 3
Cherry Wood - £ 3999
origin live
Stirling Broadcast 3/5a
ortofon
"If you've never sampled the delights
Walnut - £890
pro-ject
of a Tannoy 15" dual concentnc dnver,
Maple - £ 937
there's never been a better time to do it
Rosewood - £972
rega ( turntables)
This is the latest model in the Prestige
revolver
series and has a breathtaking size of
"Still able to impress after all those years,
ringmat
soundstage which brings utter realism
these remain the definitive tiny speaker,
roksan
to both large scale classical works and
the benchmark by which others are judged"
the latest rock music too
shun mock
Also on offer is relative neutrality, and
shanling
great efficiency, enabling use with low
"Anyone know who he is 7
shelter
CI>
Mystery hi-fi face
power high quality valve amps"
Answers on a postcard please '
sme
of the month
solid tech
something solid
Solid Tech
sonneteer
lsoclear isolation feet ( left) Set of 4 ( 2ekw - £ 51
spendor
(extra springs can be purchased for up to z5kg)
Radius stand ( right) - contact us foi pr.ces
stax
Rack of Silerce stand (far right) - contact us for prices
stirling broadcast
sugden
"Swedish made Solid Tech is the line of isolation
sumiko
products we've been seeking for a longtime
tannoy prestige
Superbly made, stylish looking, and modular
Even the humble lsoclear feet can be adjusted
Ici cables
by simply adding or subtracting spnnys to cater
tom evans
for uneven loads
townshend audio
The domestically acceptable Radius can be
transfiguration
configured with almost any combination of shelf
spacing and some shelves suspended for isolation
transparence
The Rack of Silence is a state- of- the art stand
trichord
using cross members instead of shelves to reduce
van den hul
resonance Shelf isolation spnnging is freely
configurable for different loading"

We deliver by Citylink 24hr service (subject to stock availability), and internationally by DHL or TNT.
Major credit/debit cards accepted, even known to take cash on occasions!
Please visit our website for more info (even if we don't update it often enough')

tel: 020 7724 7224

fax 020 7724 4347

contact@walrus co uk

www.walrus.co.uk

The way te play vinyl...

IIE

Model 10

PINEWOOD
MUSIC
VANTAGE
The electrostatic that works where
electrostatics shouldn't
It's true: the thing about Martin Logan's amazing
Vantage is that it'll work where you least expect it
to - and wherever you put it, it sounds beautiful
and looks like a piece of modern sculpture. The
subject of some rave reviews, this design is great
value,
everyone
will
love
its
involving
performance, and you don't need some hairy
monster amplifier to drive it. Quite the opposite, as
it has a self- powered onboard sub. Already the
love of many a music lover's life, all you need do is
call Pinewood Music to make it yours.

Mod

Model 3

KRELL EVOLUTION 402

Series

Series 300
If you want the cosy comfort of a manufacturer
who just turns out variations on the same old
theme, fine - but don't choose Krell. Dan
D'Agostino has never been one to rest on his
laurels, which is why each successive generation
of Krells takes us a step nearer the vital truth.
Totally different from anything that has gone
before. the Evolution 402 is a stereo amplifier that
takes us agiant stride further.
Pinewood Music Agencies: krcii, audio research,
sonus faber, martin logan, copland, wilson
audio, darTZeel, mimetism, koetsu, prima luna,
unison research, synergistic research, chord cable,

Series V

transparent, yter, bcd, firtirreglass, finite-elemente

kfor details of this superb range:

ME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 814321 •

fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

email: salesesme.ltd.uk
or visit our website www.sme.ltd.uk

Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

LETTERS

newstt

'al-respondents miprdss their owr
'pinions, not thma of Hi Fi News..
eserve the right cd edit letters fo
:mblication. Corra ipondents usin5
-mail are asked : ogive their full pestai
inch wail be published'.

Send in your views on all things h-fi to: Letters, Hi Fi
News, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9
1HZ or send your views to: hi-finews©ipcmedia.
corn — please name your e-mail ' Letters'

-item aeMing advice
Q&A page, but due to
unab

toianswers gum ions

on buymc specific iteml of hi
fi or and cther hi-fi queries by
telepdenr, post or via amail

Having been areader of your magazine for anumber of years, Iread with interest the
'50 Most Important Audio Pioneers' in your 50th Anniversary issue.
While Iappreciate that you can't include everyone in your top 50, Iwould've thought
that ATC's Billy Woodman was more than worthy of amention. It would seem that he
didn't even feature in your original list.
Apart from popularising the active loudspeaker, Mr Woodman's ' Super Linear
Magnetic Material' is amajor breakthrough in drivez design in overcoming
eddy-current distortion. Couple this with his critically acclaimed mid- range unit and
the company's direct involvement with leading players within the industry ( Sony DVD
mastering New York, TODD-A0 and
many other industry professionals
and recording studios), you can
perhaps then understand my
disappointment when people
who've made asubjectively lesser
contribution to the industry were
included in the article.
The acclaimed SCM 50A didn't
even rate amention in the ` Kit

RIGHT: Was the ATC SCM 50A aspeaker
that changed the world?

me

const-ainis we regret ne're

PIONEER PROBLEMS

-particularly the professional
sector - should not be overlooked.
Given that he has made major
advances in driver technology
(a point that is extremely hard
to refute) that has revolutionised
soft- dome monitoring and provided
us with arguably the world's most
accurate loudspeakers, Ifeel it
would have been appropriate if you
had acknowledged Mr. Woodman's
contributions in your top 50.
Nathan Vaughan. Melton Mowbray

WHY IS BLUMEEIN MISSING?

De answmed in print orvour

THE MISSING ATC INNOVATOR

That Changed the World' section
-aproduct that Dave Berriman in
his September 2005 review of the
Anniversary 50s considered as
'magnificent... the last loudspeakers
you'll ever need to buy'.
Surely Mr. Woodman's
contribution to the audio industry

Inventor
of stereo
Please accept some
well- deserved praise, plus some
constructive criticism. Ihave
been areader for over :35 of your
50 years history, and reading the
articles took me on awonderful
nostalgia trio through equipment
and music that have been an
ever-present part of my life since
discovering HFN & RR in the 5th
form. Istill have all my old copies
filed away and from time to time
dip into them.
Clearly the ability of modem
desktop pub1ishing systems and
computer- to- plate systems has
done wonders for the pictures
in Hi Fi News, but it has also
allowed your designers to run
riot with the range of type faces
and fonts used. Do not use small
'skinny' typefaces on top of
black or other dark colours. They
may look great on the computer
monitor, but by the time they get
onto the paper with ink spread,
they become almos.. unreadable.
It put me off readinc what Iam
sure is avery thorough review cf
the Krell FBI integrated amp.
The article on 50 audio
pioneers was splendid, fat better
than the multitude of Top 50/Top
100 lists that appear frequently
on TV However Imust ask
who came in at number 49? :t's
missing from the list. Was a Amar
Bose or Pau: Klipsch,
as they appear to
be joint holders at
number 46. Unless
Imissed Irm, Alan
Dower Biumlein (left),
didn't get amention.
Maybe he comes from
an earlier generation
of luminaries, but
he is cer:ainly worth
an article in HiFi
News as perhaps the
pioneer of stereo.
Ityny Kaye,
Stalmore
Steve Fairclough rep ¡ es.: ' Bose was
number 49 and Ithink it's eair to
say that who was left out of the
list is almost more cort -oversial
than who got in!' 40
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Music •

amplifiers

which one will you choose?
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We have one of the widest selections of
Amplifiers anywhere in the UK. Whether
you are spending a few hundred, a few
thousand, or a hundred thousand pounds,
speak to Sounds of Music first if you want
something that extra bit special.

Key
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Sounds of Music Benefits:

Accustic Arts
Aesthetix
Audio Research
AVI
BAT
Bel Canto
Bladelius
Boulder
Coda
Copland

Sounds of Music

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

DartZeel
DK Design
Dynamic Precision
Edgar
Gamut
Halcro
Hovland
Krell
Mastersound
MBL

Tel: 01435 865 212

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Parasound
Phonosophie
Prima Luno
Quad
Shanling
Steil°
T+A
Ypsilon

Fax: 01435 865 213

•One of the best product
selections in the uk
• Free all -day parking to
the door

•One- month home trial
scheme'
• Extended Guarantees for free
• Free Delivery 8. installation

•Over 50 years of experience
•Long-term customer care
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Ijust wanted everyone to know - Ifancy Ken Kessler! It must be his facial hair, or those
'come to bed' eyes. Ken says what he thinks and that's very attractive too, but Barry Fox
can be quite ford-right and yet Ifind my rrind wandering in his editorial (sorry Barry!). So
what must Ido to get an autographed photo?
As for the magazine, it's adelight. Iappreciate the focus on quality two- channel sound,
whether from vinyl or any of anumber of digital sources, including emerging technologies
such as hard disk or interne streamed data (although Ihave difficulty accepting any MP3
player as hi-fi). Of course, Iam also pleased that you have news and reviews of quality AV
gear, reviews of surround processors and multi- channel amplifiers of distinction are to be
encouraged. Ihope we all share an interest in finding equipment that brings an enduring
passion for music into our lives and Hi Fi News has been very enlightening for me!
That leads me to the smallest of complaints. In your review of hiph-end CD players
under £3000 (July ' 06) all Isee are black or silver boxes. Hi-fi should look as good as it
sounds and Iwould have loved to see aplayer that almost literally thought outside the
box', such as the Consonance Droplet CDP. That would have been atest to savour.
Steve Ayres, by e-mail

Provocative prose
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DESIGN TROUBLE

ANTI FRENCH OPINIONS

What is it about Ken Kessler regularly proclaiming
himself an anti-Gallicist and then proceeding to
mention French friends by name or correctly using
French phrases to leaven lus prose?
This all sounds so much like a... provocateur. Public
figures who like to stir up the pot with off-topic and
off-color remarks are afixture in French culture.
And Maine is close to Quebec, just as Cantertury
is only across- Channel hop away from Calais.
Frontalier, anyone? Imight just have to take the
next rhetorical volley with agrain of salt on a
helping of Freedom Ftes.
Philippe Dambournet, by e-mail

CHINA CRISIS
DISSATISF ED CUSTOMER

As afinancial lightweight Ican only dream
of the lottery win that would allow me
to purchase some of the equipment you
review in your pages. But please do not
listen to the regular cries of more budget
gear' in your magazine. Ineed my dream
fix each month, as Idrool over electrostatic
panels, glowing valve amps and DVD
players with 1080p output.
Cash strapped as Iam Irecently found
that afriend had bought aChinese ' Lite'
DAC that transformed the CD sound of my
universal player. You won't be surprised to
learn that Ipromptly ordered one.
Transporting the thing fr om Hong
Kong was £65. Iwaited four weeks. Then
it arrived and after 48 hours the sound
blossomed and Iwas in hi-fi heaven.

The unit has aclass A twin valve output
that Iam convinced is afactor in the sound
quality - or it was. Six months later Ihave a
unit that loses volume on the right channel,
then loses the right channel altogether.
Swapped the valves, the same channel
goes down. Hmm.
Although the cost of the unit was under
£200 - even if Icould get the manufacturer
to respond to emails - it would be £ 130
for the round trip to Hong Kong, plus the
repair and the waiting.
So, fellow cash- strapped audiophiles,
anote of caution. Chinese hi-fi looks a
bargain and probably is until it breaks.
just keep entering competitions for the
Chord 64 in the future!
Stephen Bell, VVinsford

Ihave been areader of Hi Fi
News without interruption since
the beginning and Ihad wished
to congratulate you on your 50th
anniversary. However Itook areal
dislike to the excessive use of
colour- on-colour printing which
makes agreat deal of the otherwise
interesting literature impossible
to read. As an example, try to read
pages 30 and 43 of the 50th
Anniversary issue. In my opinion,
you should keep with high
standards of articles, layout and
appearance while avoid trying to
look like afashion magazine.
Gerard Capelle, by e-mail
Steve FaircloJgh replies: ' Ihope,
Gerard, that our latest design
changes have alleviated all of your
concerns and that you'll continue to
read and enjoy HiFi News'.

Garish
Colours

WORD SEARCH

Ihave been asubscriber to
HiFi News for about 40 years,
much valued for what is written. I
have always kept it quite separate
from the colour supplements, some
of which are read and others not.
It is now about to join these. For
memory does not retain words
printed on garish backgrounds. Is
that what you intend?
RA. Millar, West Horsley
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Rehdeko
Backed

The Wilson view
SPEAKER TEST QUERIED

KESSLER ATTACKED

For decades Ihave enjoyed reading Hi Fi News, which has been amodel of technical

Iam writing to express my dismay
at the way Ken Kessler expressed
his opinions about Rehdeko
loudspeakers and their users

insight and journalistic excellence. The look of the current Hi Fi News is not entirely to
my liking. However, Icontinue to enjoy Martin Colloms' reviews. Ken Kessler continues
to inspire interest in all things audio, old and new, through his brilliant, fast-paced writing.
Keith Howard's in-depth analyses of the mechanisms underlying the things we hear are
illuminating and intellectually stimulating.
The review of the Hyperion loudspeaker by David Allcock (July 2006 issue) does not
maintain the care of methodology and excellence of journalism characteristic of
Hi Fi News. It is obvious that Allcock likes the subject speaker, and this product costs
much less than any current Wilson WATT/Puppy. This juxtaposition sets the stage in
some people's minds, for an OK Corral ' shoot out'. Hi Fi News obliges with aprovocative
header that reads: 'Can this £4000... loudspeaker really blow the £20,000 Wilson WATT/
Puppy system out of the park?'
Allcock sets up acomparison with the speakers and the WATT/Puppy 5.1s The
System 5.1, (introduced in 1996), was aminor development of the System 5.
The System 5.1 was superceded by the System 6in 1999, and the
System 7replaced the System 6in late 2002. Martin Colloms reviewed the
System 7in December 2002 Hi Fi News and commented: ' Here is a
speaker design which reaches substantially beyond the 6, and does so
quite comprehensively - in the bass, in the mid and in the treble'.
The last 5.1s were shipped seven years ago. Allcock does not mention
this, nor are the serial numbers of the 5.1s revealed. Under the right
conditions, comparison of products, fairly matched, is of real value.
Wilson Audio sometimes compares its products with current
production models from other manufacturers. We always run a
complete battery of laboratory tests to verify that all units are
performing as their makers intended. If anything is amiss, or if
they are not fairly matched, we will not run the comparison. The
information we obtain from these comparisons is thus reliable.
So what was the condition of Allcock's 5.1s? Even if they were
OK, why is adiscontinued product even being compared to
anew speaker? Acknowledging the fact that the 5.1 is aused
system, Allcock grants that they are less expensive than current products but implies that they are £ 10,000+. The July
2006 issue of
News lists used WATT/Puppy 5.1s between
£5,000 (page 132) and £6,000 ( page 135).
Allcock's conclusion wouldn't have been as impressive
if he had said he preferred the subject speaker over art

[HFN ' 06] during areview of the
DarTZeel Audio pre- amplifier
and its production in Geneva. A
barrage of criticism was directed
at the products of Weber Rehde,
abrilliant musician and engineer,
who cannot defend himself
because he died in June 2002.
Ken's comments about
Rehdeko speakers have shocked
all connected with Rehdeko;
they were seemingly intended
to undermine the incredible
achievements of akey part of
Rehde's working life.
Iam astonished Ken repeatedly
wrote such extensive criticism in
an article totally unconnected with
Rehdeko products and Iam equally
astonished that, as the responsible
editor, you allowed it to be printed.
Many of the words he used were
unsuited to aserious journal and
his writing made me feel extremely
disappointed that the Hi Fi News I
have read for over 44 years would
publish so irresponsibly.
What could be gained by
airing such unnecessary opinions,
why insult the work of atalented
speaker designer in someone
else's review and why imply that
all Rehdeko customers are fools?
Ken should apologise to Rehde's
family (who continue the product
support) and all Rehdeko dealers
and customers.
Dents Morecroft, DNM Design,
by e-mail

eight- and-a-half years old, discontinued, two genenstiOnS
superceded, available used for £5000 used WATT/Puppy.in
unknown condition. But at least that statement would have
been true. In light of Hi Fi News' historical editorial eicéllence, Ifind this article disturbing. Because of its sloppy
methodology, it fails to provide useful information to your
readers. The header, comparisons, and cOnchisions''are
misleading. How could the Editor allow «
such epoorly
crafted, invidious comparison? //i/ Ncsi
is the flagship
audio magazine. Your readers deserve better!
The Editor of Hi Fi News is tasked with ' upclating' its
look and its editorial content. This staunch supporter of a
great and illustrious publication would like to know that,
in spite of some glaring evidence to the cOntrary .
HiFi News is on the right road. •
David A. 1,1,11sOn:I .Illtson Audio
Steve inconsistencies
some
Fairclough replies:
with
' Yes
our
.
,. I
tréatmeat
hold myhandup.to
of this review
particularly with our inaccurate references to:pric:ng.
However, I'm sure everyone is awaiting tile .
Vi.tilSOn.VVATT/
Puppy 8with baited breath. For afull version of this
letter go to www.hifnews.co.uk%

f

ABOVE: Wilson's
WATT/Puppy system
is now on its 7th
incarnation, with an
eighth to come soon

E: 'The
os used
arTZ
ng reett
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ON LOCATION

ON

LOCATION

•

B&W

GROUP

•

SUSSEX

University
of Sound
Bowers 8, Wilkins, better known as B&W, has been making
loudspeakers for almost 40 years. Steve Fairclough visited its
operations at ' the University of Sound' in deepest Sussex to
find out what makes the company tick...

1

t's not every day that you visit ' the University of
Sound'. Tucked away in the picturesque Sussex village
of Steyning this is the memorable monicker given to
B&W's research and development facility. It was set
up in 1982 as the brainchild of the late B&W founder
John Bowers and since then has produced astream of
speakers that have quite literally rocked the world.
Today the R&D facility is headed up by Dr. Gary
Geaves with two teams under him. The R&D team is
composed of 12 engineers who Geaves described as:
'the source of acoustic knowledge in the company — they
develop prototypes'. The second team is the product

BELOW: The Sax

creation department ( 16 people) that takes over once a

was amid-' 90s
blue-sky project

prototype has been developed and moves the concept
into mass production.
Walking around the ' University of Sound' your eyes
are bombarded with shelf after shelf of drivers, tweeters,
loudspeaker cabinets and acornucopia of
measuring instruments and computers.
Geaves explained: ' There's abalance
within the teams. Measurement
and computer simulation are very
important to us. This kind of hard
science is very important to B&W'.
NAUTILUS BEHEMOTH
Many people know B&W best for its
stunning £ 35,000 behemoth — the
Nautilus — aspeaker that looks like asnail
that's munched its way through acrate of
steroids. Ironically enough the Nautilus was
never meant to be acommercial product,
more a ' Blue Sky' project but it stimulated
so much interest that B&W felt compelled
to bring it to market in 1993.
However Geaves noted: ' B&W is very good
at pushing compromises in the right direction.
The continuity we have in terms of technology is

**.
ABOVE: B&W's Head of
Research Dr. Gary Geave in
the Steyning listening room

important. It's easy to make something that catches
people's attention for five minutes but it's important to
keep continuity with the occasional development'.
Geaves led me through some of B&W's key research

Like almost all loudspeaker manufacturers around
the world B&W is constantly wrestling with problems

and development tools such as the laser scanning

such as distortion, high frequencies and vibration.
Today the company uses Finite Element Analysis ( FEA).

vibrometer used to get an accurate picture of how
loudspeakers and speaker cabinets vibrate. He told me:

specific data such as boundary and load conditions,

It's an engineering software programme that allows

'We're constantly looking for alternative materials to use

and defined material and physical properties to be

for diaphragms and components — there's ahuge amount
of focus on materials'.

analysed in combination and then results viewed via
graphs, diagrams and contour plots. This can potentially
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ABOVE: Designing
speakers on 3D by
computer

'Every day at the factory
facility there are 134 people
making B&W speakers,
with around 400,000 cones
made per annum'
lust afew miles down the road from the Steyning
R&D facility is the B&W Group's new HQ, or to be more
precise the Dale Road office and factory facility in
Worthing that opened its doors in 2002.
Factory manager Dave Ford was my guide to a
hugely impressive production facility. Housed in what

B&W
Electronics
formed

1967

First

commercial B&W
speakers, the Pl,
launched

1974

seems like ahuge, brightly lit aircraft hangar the factory

Introduction of

is amodel of organisation, cleanliness and teamwork.

DuPont's Kevlar

Each worker seems to know exactly what they are doing

brand fibre

whether it be assembling tweeters, impregnating Kevlar
cones with resins to help them to hold their form, or

which B&W then

hand spraying components.
To give you an idea of the numbers involved, every
day there are 134 people making B&W speakers: up
to 1400 600 Series tweeters can be made in aday:
around 400,000 cones are made per annum, and 54
803Ds can be made per day. Every one of the famous

'There's abalance
within the teams.
Computer simulati
is very important'

1966

B&W diamond domes is inspected by hand in inspection
rooms and on the production line simply because of
their value. Upstairs in the spray room polishing and

developed for
speaker cones

1979 Now
classic studio
monitor, the
801, lauiched

1982

Creation

spraying continues for 17 hours aday in two shifts ( 6am
until 11 pm) and B&W speaker owners can be reassured

of B&W Research
establishment in

by the fact that spare parts going back some 15 years

Steyning, Sussex

or so are available.
As well as the Worthing factory B&W also nas a
cabinet making facility in Denmark and aproduction
facility in Bradford, Yorkshire.

1983

Original
803 speaker
launched

eliminate various possible design solutions at an early
stage if, for example, aplanned design structure for a
speaker diaphragm has atoo low resonance frequency.

40TH ANNIVERSARY

Geaves explained: ' It's avery important step
when you embark on anew project to correlate your
thoughts with simulated results. This kind of analysis led

asort of B&W showroom. Inside are four listening
rooms, acinema and a
(I
number of classic B8.W

us towards diamond tweeters'

products as well as
the impressive

THE ' HISTORY TREE'

line-ups of its sister

Upstairs at the Steyning facility is ateam of pro,ect
ma -lagers and design draftsmen who take 3D data from

lines Classé and
Rotel ( part of the

now egendary

an industrial designer, analyse it and start building it up

B&W Group).

Nautillus design

into parts to form what's known as a ' history tree'. One

A mere stone's throw from the Dale Road facility is

B&W will celebrate

-there is aset of parameters at each stage which

40 years since
the release

wires and routings. This system allows us to pull all the
parts together and quickly get an idea of fit, form and
fJnction'. Everything drawn by the design team is put

ongoing
expansion of the
company it would be

Launch

2002 New
3&W production
plant,
warehouses and
fr-

offices opened in
Worthing

afoolhardy individual

by staff 'the machine that makes things'). This machine,

who would bet against

which looks alittle like asrack vending machine in
shape and size, takes data and IDJilds things up . nlayers
via thin strands of plastic material. So overnight adriver

an 80th birthday come
2047. (!)

design could be programmed into the machine and it

RIGHT: The famous

will be produced by the fodowing morning.

Nautilus speaker design
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1998

of Nautilus 800 S
Series

the obvious

to share data. This is known as ' concurrent engineering'.
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1993
Introduction of

of its first
loudspeaker,
the Pl.
And with

into acentral library system that allows B&W's cesigners
Arguably the most impressive single thing at
Steyning is the ' fusion deposition machine' ( nicknamed

B&W

During 2007

of the designers explained: ' It's aparametric system
means you can go back to the history tree and alter
things in adependent reiationshiip'.
He added: 'We model everything - even harness

1987

co-founder John
Bowers cies in
December

2007

Company
will celebrate
40 years of
commercial
louaspeaker
launches
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ADVICE & TIPS

How do Imake my
CD player sound
better in my
system?
'I started vvith an all Cyrus system
which Iam gradually phasing out.
Soundwise Ilike something pacy,
tonally rich and with excellent clarity,
imaging and dynamics. When it
comes to classical, things don't
sound precise. Iwant to base my
system around my Krell amp and
Nordost cables, which have opened
the sound up considerably. Perhaps
Ineed anew CD player; Imay
change speakers in the future. Help!'

In the latest of our new series of advice
features our Hi Fi Doctor visits areader who
has invested afair sum of money in his hi-fi
but is still unhappy with the sound results
from his CD player...

-
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le114
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mammurarrof
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111111iumallly

[Doctor
NAME:
Vernon Hamblin &
Phil Wannell
FROM: Unilet, New
Malden, Surrey

[Patient]
NAME:
Garry Barton
AILMENT: A system
in which it seems
the CD player is
underperforming

88
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CARRY'S SYSTEM
Garry explained: ' In my system Ihave Spendor S6e
speakers going to aKrell 400xi integrated amp with
aCyrus CD8x CD player. Ihave Nordost Heimdall
speaker cable with Nordost Fiei interconnects, with
one Nordost Visnu power cord from the amp and a
Russ Andrews reference power cord from the Cyrus
CD player - both going into an Isotek mini sub and
Isotek elite mains cable into the mains. As you can see
Iam trying to make an all Nordost cable loop'.

•

Shelves/
Cd Collection

THE ROOM
At 4.43 x3.74m Carry's room
has some limitations. Garry
commented: 'Idon't know
whether the room is too small
for the speakers'. The HiFi
Doctor noted: 'Iwould advise
ahi-fi rack in here but if the

room has to stay as is written
that's what we've got to work
with. The system is facing
heavy curtains and that can
sometimes overly dampen the
sound. The corners that collect
bass have things in them - aTV
and furniture - so that's OK for
our purposes'.

INITIAL DIAGNOSIS

+

The HiFi Doctor noted:
'Krell always has an
interesting sound and the Cyrus
CD player has aneutral sound.
Arguably the most interesting part
of the system is the speakers but
it may end up being the synergy
of the system. At first glance all of
the cables are all in phase and are
wired up correctly but the speakers
aren't particularly well grounded.
One suggestion would be to house

the mains conditioner in the kitchen
rather than close to the electronics
as it can actually stop some of the
current coming through.
The HiFi Doctor said: ' Ihave
to say the spikes on the Spendors
aren't the biggest. You could think
about putting four 2.5in screws
up into the floor and up through
the carpet. A good big screw will
ground the speakers - it's worth
thinking about'. To find out the
current capabilities of Garry's

„Garry 's current key components c m
or S6e speakers, aKrell 400xi inte
yrus CD8x CD player plus Isotek

t
i

system we played Diana Krall's
Almost Blue and the Pink Panther
theme by Henry Mancini and the
Doctor noted: 'I'd say the system
was laid back considering it's afast
amp, but it's definitely not flat'. -0
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THE TREATMENT

Adding the Chord
XLR cables into

The Doctor noted: ' Idon't think it sounds too bad. I
think the area we've got missing is the midrange. The
high frequencies are quite nicely extended and if
anything there's alittle too much bass'.
Initially the Doctor measured and repositioned the
speakers and checked vertical and horizontals. They
were also toed in atad and we moved Carry's chair
atad to the right. Then the Krall and ' Panther' tracks
were played with the Krell amp's volume kept at ' 50'.
Garry noted: ' The low key piano seems much more
defined and the bass is more full'. The Doctor noted:
'Your speakers are five feet apart whilst the ideal
distance is at least six feet apart'.
As afurther test of the system we took out the Cyrus
CD player and brought in the Marantz SA- 11 CD player
(that also plays SACD format). In addition the Doctor
brought in Chord Anthem XLR cables but ran them
single-ended. Again we kept the amp at ' 50'.
Using Krall and 'Panther' again the results were
clear. Garry stated: ' The
cymbals are more refined
on the Krall track and the
strings are plucked more
finely'. The sound was also
notably more dynamic to all
those present with the sax
showing more body.
With the Marantz SA- 11
and Chord cable still in
place the Doctor ran the
system balanced and
played the Krall track again
and aclassical recording
If you want to contact the
at ' 50'. Garry commented:
Doctor by e-mail
'There's abig difference
please do yso by send-balanced is obviously the
ing in your problem to:
way to go. The violin's got a
hi-finewspipcmedia.
lot more "crisp" to it'.
corn - please mark your
Finally the Doctor played
e-mail ' 111-F1 Doctor'.
We'll get back to you!
a 1966 Decca recording
on SACD of an orchestral
version of the Moody Blues'
'Knights in White Satin'. Reproduction was fluid and
effortless. Garry was gobsmacked and said: ' Talk
about moving up agear!'

Carry's system

RESULTS & ADVICE
In alittle over two hours the CD sound was much more
involving with deeper and tighter bass, and much
more dynamic without being overpowering. The HiFi Doctor stated: 'As far as I'm concerned the major
components of the system must work with £5/m cable
and 00/m interconnects. For the speakers why not get
acouple of cheap paving slabs and stick them under
the speakers and level them. If you like the result then
perhaps invest in some nice granite slabs to place
under the speakers. As far as I'm concerned if you
start putting alot of exotic cable in it there's something
wrong. Carry's initial suspicion was right - it's the CD
player'. The Doctor added: ' We've proved this system
is capable of so much more with afront end that's
commensurate with the rest of the system. If Garry
likes the sound of running it balanced he might want
to try Siltech cable, Krell CD players or perhaps trial
players from Chord, Musical Fidelity or Roksan'. e
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The Krell KAV-400
amp that performed

at '
50' throughout

Doctors Vernon Hamblin ( left) and Phil
nnell :
right) adjust the speaker positions
ain that they are row firing slightly
Garry's head LI pic xout the left and
t eakers

Carry's
t
Cyrus C
ayer
could be upgraded

don't think
it sounds too
bad but the
area we've got
missing is the
midrange. If
anything there's'
too much
bass'

...So how is
the CD front
end & system
performing now?

POSSIBLE PURCHASES

-11

00

A very musical CDIlyer that
plays SACD and has the stamp of
Marantz's technical guru Ken
Ishiwata all over it. Great perform
for two- channel audiophiles.
ti J
II

te,

'I
The lsotek Mini Sub
tucked away behind
tne Spe
- ridor

Chord Anthem XLR
II
m air
e
ance
ea tat we put into
arry's system that performed

•

Krell CD la ers
•
om •
•ne

tion was to
up the
ell amp with aKrell CD playe
udget permitting!

l

Siltech cables
from
9m
eautiful silver and gold cables
om Holla:id that are chunky
d delive: state-of-the-art
erformanc:e.

After his consultation with the HiFi
Doctor Garry commented: ' Ihave
to say that was superb, especially
with the SACD. The balanced was
abig surprise for me. Going from
single- ended to balanced was the
biggest shock. Overall that was
very enlightening — Iknew the
system had potential but Ialso
know it was lacking
in afew areas. Now
Iwould definitely not
rule out SACD. The
backing instruments
were really " crisp"
compared to being
muddled before.
There was amajor
Can
the hi-fi
difference in the
doctor
dynamics. Ithink if
help you?
you spend more on
Yes. Just write
the CD player you're
in with your
hi-fi problem
going to make more
(please include
sound. In my opinion
full details of
your system,
the Nordost cables
listening room,
address, e-mail
work as they are a
and daytime
leap up from my
telephone
number) to:
Atlas Hyper 3s that
HiFi Doctor,
Istarted with. Now
HiFi News,
I'm definitely going to IPC Media,
Leon House,
change the CD player 233 High Street,
and go balanced with Croydon
CR9 1HZ.
the system'.

HiFi DOCTOR & BADA
Hi Fi Doctor brings you the answers to your hi-fi problems in conjunction with the UK's
top specialist dealers, members of the British Audio-Visual Dealers Association (BADA),
who conform to astrict code designed to provide the highest level of
demonstration, product knowledge and customer service.
•Special thanks go to Vernon and Phil from Unilet - for more
informaton go to www.unilet.net or call: 020 8942 9567.
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Ana tek
Acoustics Ltd
MB50 ( Monoblocks)
The level of their performance will astound any music
connoisseur. Our fully patented circuit enables us to
run in Class A mode but without the usual heat penalties
and stresses upon the components used. 50 watts per
channel - 8 ohms - input sensitivity 750 mv.

CM 0.5 ( Preamplifier)
A fully remote controlled preamplifier. The source
selection has a hermetically sealed read relay
offering a much better contact resistance. Its features
include 6 inputs, 2 are fitted with WBT nextgen RCA
connectors and 4 with standard WBT RCA connectors.

7418
lettaudio.co.uk
@hotmail.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 1903 524602
Fax: +44 (0) 1903 5246013
Technology Centre, Easting Close, Worthing,
www.anatekacoustics.co.uk

West Sussex, BN18 8HO
sales@anatekacoustics.co.uk

www.pressblognet
pressblog.net
IS the marketing
tool your Company
cannot afford to be
without."

" whether you are a
HiFi Dealer; Distributor;
Manufacturer or Magazine,
the pressblog site can help
you tell the whole world
about you, your products and
services. "

É pressblog.net is a
brand new website
designed for asupply
and demand world,
which is the 21st
Century. "

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Hi-fi news
[K,
KesslerL
Ken Kessler is
HiFi News' Senior
Contributing
Editor and has
been writing about
hi-fi since 1983.
He's ahuge fan of
classic hi-fi gear

[Steve
Harris]
Steve Harris is the
Consultant Editor
of HFN and edited
the title between
1986 and 2005. He
has forgotten more
about hi-fi than
most remember

How good can iPod sounds get? How to get classic
turntables repaired, plus speaker choice and placement.
Our Q&A experts solve all your hi-fi problems
WHAT'S THE LIMIT ON THE

makes sense to chose aformat that

SOUND OF THE iPOD?

doesn't throw away music data. And

I'd like some advice on portable
audio. Ihave an iPod 40GB on
which Ihave copied about 70 full
CDs in uncompressed format ( 1411
kbp/s and 44.1kHz). Some were
recorded in Apple Lossless and
others with AIFF. Which is the best
format: Apple Lossless, AIFF, WAV

[Paul
Miller

MPEG, other?

Paul Miller is the
inventor of HiFi
News' lab test
equipment - the
QC Suite - and is
HFN's Technical
Director. He's an
authority on AV

or so CDs seems areasonable

Also, is it worthwhile using such
an uncompressed format? Seventy
amount of music so Iam happy

Send your
questions to:
Q&A, Hi Fi News,
IPC Media, Leon
House, 233 High
Street. Croydon
CR9 1HZ or
e-mail to:
hi-finews@
ipcmedia.com and
mark your e-mail
'Q&A'

with that but can the iPod really

Andrew Harrison
joined HFN eight
years ago and has
been Deputy
Editor since 2002.
His expertise
encompasses vinyl
to computer audio

identical data and therefore sound
the same.
The limit of quality of the iPod is
the D/A conversion and headphone
stage, which are necessarily
compromised by minituarisation,
cost and power requirements. It's
most regrettable that Apple has not
included adigital output with any
iPod, asimple and cheap addition,
as this would allow quality-conscious
users to ' dock' their player to a

reproduce better quality sound

high-end DAC, and bypass the

above a certain level or is there an

weak links in the chain. Because

upper quality limit imposed by the

of this bottleneck to true high

electronics or DAC?

performance, it could be argued

Howard Radley, London

[Andrew
Harrison'

in terms of quality, all the lossless
formats should carry numerically

that MC at 256kbls, for example,
is already hitting the upper ceiling

Andrew Harrison replicy 'The iPod is

of replay quality within the iPod,

capable of playing lossy compressed

depending on choice of headphones

audio, namely MP3 and AAC, as

and personal hearing acuity.

well as lossless audio - either AIFF,

BELOW: Apple

Personally, Iprefer to rip to Apple

WAV or Apple Lossless files, typically

Lossless, AIFF,

Lossless, safe in the knowledge that

taken from CD and preserving the

WAV MPEG?

Ican later expand the music to

same quality as the CD. Given the

Which format

original 16/44.1, for burning to a

huge capacities now available for

will give the

CD- Rfor instance'.

portable players like the iPod, it

best sound?
TOP TURNTABLE

[Keith
Howard]
Keith Howard
has been writing
about hi-fi for
almost 30 years,
and edited HiFi
Answers for nine
years. He's a
technical wizard

In his hi-fi highlights of the 1960s
(HFN April ' 06) Ken Kessler
mentioned that the AR XAU
turntable was the most important
turntable in history. Ipurchased a
new AR XAU universal model and
AR6 speakers from Hampshire
Audio in 1973. The turntable still
forms part of my primary set up and
the AR6s have been relegated to
the family room.
Idon't use the turntable as much
as I'd like, because I'm afraid of
wearing it out and any suggestions
or contacts where to buy spare
parts would be helpful.
N Rose, by e-mail
Ken Kessler replies: 'The AR is the
seminal belt-drive deck, and enough
were sold to justify asource for
spares. For help with your AR -0
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visit our web site for second hand listing

Acoustic Arts has moved to a
residential demonstration facility.
Now you can park, relax and
enjoy your demostration.

coustic

You will now need to book demostrations in

rts

advance. Please phone for further information.

Independent audio consultants

Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts

SCOTT'
Lic1 ic
'JiSLi
I

will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

FOCAL

densen b200

focal electra 1007be

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday
audio reseach

martin logan summit

10:00 AM to 5:30 PM t.01582.485.316 mail©acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk

audioquest. aloia . b&w . beyer. blueroom

clearaudio . copland . densen . focal jm-labs
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grado ..harman kardon . hu:ter. kef . koetsu . krell . martin logan . michell . ortofon . project . qed
quadraspire roksan rote. sonneteer . sonus faber. theta . transparent audio . vibe . velodyne . wilson audio

music
tel/fax +44 (0)1292 319 416

as

I contact@loudspeaker-art.com

art
loudspeakers

it

is

I www.loudspeaker-art.com

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

turntable you should check out

dearer than the Duette. And believe

www.vinylnirvana.com. This site is
the source for AR salvation. Another

me, the Duette will one day be

source for AR belts - the most likely

so buy either with confidence.
If you simply must have apanel,
the speakers in my other system

part to need replacement - is www.
elexatelier.com/ar.htm.
CARPET SEEKER
Just bought the 50th Anniversary

regarded as an all-time classic,

are MartinLogan Summits, and I
simply adore them: open, fast and

Edition - excellent and interesting

-shock! horror! - seamless sound
despite what anyone tells you about

reading. Inotice in Ken Kessler's

hybrids. Any of the above will work

new Quad yOld Quad article he
mentions Audio Tappeta carpet. I

wonderfully in your room, which
-again coincidentally! - is within

am intrigued. Ihave searched the
net for any mention of it to no avail.
Please could you help?

6in in both dimensions of my main
listening studio!'

Alan Brownstone

HOW DO IHOOK UP MY
SUBWOOFERS?

Ken Kessler replies: 'Alas, the audio
carpet is no longer available'.

Iread with enthusiasm Keith
Howard's article about subwoofers

WHICH SPEAKER DO IPICK?

in HiFi News, September 2005.
He particularly brought attention
to one point by stating: ' But only

Ihave aquestion for Ken Kessler
following his recent reviews of
Martin Logan Vantage and Summit,
and the Wilson Duette. Over the
last 36 years or so Ihave owned

with high-pass filtering applied to
the main speaker signal can the
full potential benefit of one or more
subwoofers be realized in your

Quad ESL, Spendor BC1, Rogers
LS3/5, Quad 63s (for 20 years),

is only fulfilling part of its job

Martin Logan SL3 and Ascent.

description.' Can you instruct me

After at least 33 years with panels

on how to hook up dual subwoofers
with my main speakers in order
to apply high-pass filtering and

Irecently moved to Sonus Faber
Guarneri in the quest for the best
of all worlds - space and sound
-in aroom 18.5 x 13ft. Ancillary
equipment is Krell 150, DNM 3c

system. Without it, the subwoofer

therefore reap the full benefits of
the subwoofers?
Chris Nguyen, San ilancisco

six, Audio Synthesis Discrete DAC
Linn LP 12 Transfiguration, and
FtEL Studio sub. The Guarneris

Keith Howard replies: 'As Ialso said
in that article, Chris, "... it is difficult

have adelightfully natural
midrange but some reduced

to realise acrossover between

pace and drive in the bass, while
openness and scale make me
hanker after panels once more.
What's your recommendation? Are
the Wilson's likely to win me over?
If not, which of the Martin Logans
would you recommend?
Bruce Low, by e-mail

(sub and main speakers) without
knowing the roll-off behaviour of the
main speakers..." What Iwas saying,
in effect, is that this is not atask for
most audiophiles to attempt. But if
you are determined to give it ago,
what you need is an adjustable highpass active filter in circuit ahead of
the power amplifier(s) that will allow
you to filter the main speakers'

Ken Kessler replies: 'What a
coincidence! I'm currently " between
Wilsons" and have been using
the Guarneris for afew months ( I

output at around 80Hz. Iwish I
could recommend asuitable filter
module to you but, as I've never
used one, you're on your own here.
With the sub's low-pass output

use the originals, not the current,
heavily revised edition). What both

filter set to about the same

the Duette and the WATT Puppy

frequency, you will then need

System 8certainly provide above
and beyond the Guarneris are a

to experiment with filter corner

better sense of scale at low levels,
which you have correctly noticed
to be aweakness; the Sonus fabers
need to be played at serious levels
to produce all the sheer space of
the performance. Also, the Wilsons
swing more freely from soft to loud.
Of the two, the WATT Puppy
8 is clearly superior, but much

Jargon
Buster

high-pass

Keith Howard explains
the ins and outs of
analogue filters
low-pass \

[Filter types]
Today filters are usually
described in terms of the
frequencies they pass or
reject. Yesterday's rumble
filter would be called a
high-pass filter, because
it passes high frequencies
(and rejects low
frequencies), while the
scratch filter would be
termed alow-pass filter,
because it passes low
frequencies ( and rejects
high frequencies).
[Fig 11 Bandpass
filters pass aband of
frequencies, rejecting
those above and
below that band, while
bandstop filters do the d
opposite [ Fig 2].
Narrow bandstop
filters are often called
notch filters. Example
frequency responses for
all these types of filter
are shown right.
The one type of
filter that does not
preferentially pass
certain frequencies and
reject others is the allpass filter, which has a
flat frequency response
but - like analogue filters
in general - anon-flat
phase response. Most
low-pass and high-pass
sections that make up
apassive loudspeaker
crossover add to an allpass response overall:
one that has anotionally
flat amplitude versus
frequency response
but which nonetheless
introduces changes to
the waveshape because
of its nonlinear phase
response.

frequency

Fig 1. High and low-pass
01
17/
EL

E

frequency

Fig 2. Bandpass
20

o

20

-40

-60

80

[Filter orders]
Depending on their
complication, filters
have slopes that vary in

frequency, slope and relative level
to achieve the best result. The risk

BELOW: Tone controls in

is that the active filter module will

amps are usually just an

compromise the sound from your
main speakers, in

active form of filter

0.1

1
connive frequency

10

Fig 3. 1st to 4th order
ABOVE: Filters pass
frequencies while
rejecting others
steepness. This is often
expressed in terms of
the order of the filter,
which relates to the
mathematical equation
(the transfer function)
that describes its
response.
First-order filters roll
off at arate of 6dB per
octave (frequency ratio
2:1), which is equivalent
to 20dB per decade
(frequency ratio 10:1).
Second-order filters
roll-off at twice that rate
-12dB per octave or
40dB per decade and so on.
See Fig 3for
first-, second-, third- and
fourth- order low-pass
filters of the same corner
frequency ( 1on the
frequency axis).

which case the
whole exercise
may be futile.
So try to satisfy
yourself on

ID
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Cryo Reference Analogue

'Binai? Star' Cryo Digital

Want to hear aLinn LP12
or maybe the new Funk turntable?
Discover pure music at..
Power Cables- Distribution &

Cryo AV-HDMI Cables

Mains Conditioning
We also have
an Excellent Range

»www.soundgallery.co.uk

of DIY Products
& Kits

o

The Sound Gallery

Ff Details of Our Full Range of Audio Cables
Please See Our Website or Phone
01623 844478 or 07967 859333
rea
www.the-missing-link.net

65 Castle Street, High Wycombe, Bucks
01494 531682

demonstrations by appointment
new & used high-end audio
informative web site

Guildford.,
7-\udio

sales@guildfordaudio.co.uk
www.guildfordaudio.co.uk
01483 537 577

ICI

Our extensive range
of brands include the
following:
Audio Analogue
Audio Research
Avalon
Bauer Audio

Copland
DPS Turntables
Dream Vision
ECS
Epos
Focal
Grado
Harmonic

The Krell FBI
Reference is taking
no prisoners

MD109 is
Undeniably, the
World's best FM
Tuner

Vantage - the
affordable
Electrostatic from
Martin Logan

Hyperion
Jadis
Jas Audio
Koetsu
Krell
Lavardin
Magnum Dynalab
Martin Logan

0

Mortensen
Myryad
Opera
Pathos
Prima Luna
QED
Roksan
Shanling

Sonace
Sonus Faber
Stands Unique
STAX
Sterling Broadcast
Stratton Furniture
Sugden
Sunfire

Theta
Townshend
Transparent
Unison Research
Vivid Audio
Wadia
Wilson Audio
& many more...

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

LEFT: Rebuilt, re- machined,
re-enamalled, restored;
Loricraft can refurb a
range of Garrard decks

and also measured
that the outputs

[Rus, Andre‘,.,
Russ Andrews pioneered research
into the effect of the mains on hi-fi
systems and now sells his awardwinning cables, filters and supports
through his company Russ Andrews
Accessories. Each month he gives
you his top hi-fi tips...

are equal with a
sound meter. You
might think it must
be a room reflection
effect but Ihave tried
my speakers firing
both ways down the room and
currently across the room so they
this point before you
buy. Also, you will not now
be able to use aspeaker- level feed

are far away from side walls (it's
a21 x 13ft room and Ihave sound
absorbing panels on the walls), but

to the subwoofers since this will

still the whole image is shifted to

no longer contain the frequencies

the right. I've also tested my ears

below 80Hz at their correct level.
A line- level feed will have to be

by switching white/pink noise from
ear to ear on headphones and the

contrived instead, from ahead of the

sound is equally loud and without

active filter but downstream of the

frequency differences. I'm baffled!

volume control.

Ray Spencer-Bamford, by e-mail

A better approach might be
to use digital crossover filtering

Keith Howard replies: 'Well that

via TacT Audio's RCS 2.2X room

makes two of us, Ray - I'm baffled

correction digital pre- amp, or

too. Just to clarify this for other

perhaps via one of Lyngclorf Audio's

readers, if you have achannel

digital power amplifiers. But these

imbalance of any description ( not

represent a major additional

just a level imbalance, it could be a

investment, and you need to be PC-

spectral imbalance or adifference

literate to use them'.

in noise or distortion levels), the
way to identify the culprit is by a

GARRARD REFURB
REQUIRED

meticulous process of elimination.
If the problem switches channels

Irecently purchased a secondhand

when you swap speaker connections

Garrard 401 deck and Iwould

left to right, for instance, then the

like to have it refurbished

problem must lie upstream of the

professionally. Ilive and work in

speakers in the amplifier(s), source

Nottingham and was wondering if

components or cabling. In which

you know where the nearest shop/

case you next try swapping channel

independent is that could carry out

connections to the amplifier, and

the work?

so on. It is important to include the
Richard Etches, by e-mail

cables in the elimination process
-do not assume that the problem

Ken Kessler replies: ' Don't know the

must reside within the electronics

nearest, but the best is Loricraft:

or speakers. If, as Ray has done,

Loricraft Audio, 4 Big Lane,

you ( separately) swap speakers

Lambourn, Berks RG17 8XQ. Office

and speaker connections and

phone/fax: 01488-72267: e-mail:

the problem remains in the same

terry@garrard501.com; vvebsite:

channel, it is very puzzling. Unless

wvvw.garrard50 1.com'

it arises because of a room acoustic
effect or hearing

BAFFLING SOUNDS
When Ilisten to my hi-fi, central

imbalance
As you have

RUSS' TOP TIPS

SPEAKER PLACEMENT
You will often see pictures of hi-fi systems
with the loudspeakers placed close together,
either side of the equipment rack and facing
dead ahead. This set-up looks good for the
photograph but delivers avery narrow and
ill-defined soundstage. What awaste when
the same system can deliver afull width, deep
front-to- back, solid soundstaoe.
•Move the speakers as far apart as the
room will easily allow ( borrow some longer
speaker cable), and angle them (toe them in)
so that each speaker front is square on to your
listening position. The result will be asound stage as wide and as high as the room, with
solid three-dimensional placement of sound
sources reaching right back through the wall.
•Most speakers sound too ' bassy' and
'boomy' if you put them right into the corners
or too close to the rear wall. Experiment with
this in your room with your loudspeakers and
leave them where they sound best. If you
toe- in the loudspeakers there will be no ' hole'
in the middle of the image, however close you
are to the speakers If they are placed on a
carpet, use spiked feet to ground them solidly
on the wood or corcrete floor; if the floor is
bare wood, use wooden cones.
•In arectangular room, choose one of the
short walls with no doors on obstructions to
prevent you placing your equipment in the
centre or running tie speake -cables. Choose
asolid wall rather than alight partition wall or
one with aFrench window, abay window or a
door. Not only is keeping the equipment rack
in the centre tidy aid convenient, it keeps
speaker cable lengths shorter and of equal
length. Good loudspeaker calble is expensive,
so for agiven budget the shorter the cable the
better it can be. But don't compromise when
it comes to speaker separation - this is worth
more than better cable.
•If your speaker grilles come off easily,
check the tightness of the drive unit fixing
screws: they're usually fairly loose and benefit
from tightening - but don't overtighten them.
Loose screws lead to air
leaks, buzzes and rattles
and loss of clean, tight
bass and sometimes
it gives acoloured
midrange and boomy
bass, too. It's afree
upgrade.

sounds - mono signals, test/setup

checked for these

tracks or central stereo images
- sound well over to the right to

too, Ray. Ireally

me; say one third the way from the

to suggest except

centre to the right speaker. It takes

LEFT: Over time

that you go through

about 6dB of balance correction to

driver fixing screws

the process again. It

get the sound in the middle. Ihave

cart become loose;

might also be agood

t's worth checking

separately swapped speaker leads

idea to ask someone

and speakers to check whether

them for tightness

else if they hear the

the channels are out of balance

same effect'. LD

don't know what

Somehow Coventry didn't seem such abad place after all

Worth the odd sacrifice.

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs Ltd, 01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk, e-mail - info@henleydesigns.co.uk

HOW TO

Hi-fi news

POSITION SUMNOOFERS...
In the latest of our new series of HOW TO... features, Keith Howard
examines how best to position subwoofers for clean, tight bass and
give your system the best possible sound quality overall

BELOW: Bass needs
big drivers, but the
aim is to minimise
cone excursion

etting the positioning of subwoofers just right can make a
huge difference to overall system sound quality: the difference
between aflabby, perhaps distorted bass output and one that
is tight, punchy and clean, and which adds scale and weight
even to music without obvious bass content. But achieving this desirable
outcome is not agiven. It requires some guidance ( my task) and a
willingness to experiment (yours).
Bass instruments, as you'll have noticed, are larger than their
higher- pitched equivalents. There are two reasons for this. First, to
generate alow note requires alonger string or alonger column of air.
Second, generating the necessary sound pressure requires the movement
of alarger volume of air. This is one reason why the double bass has such a
large body compared to the violin, and why the bell on atuba is so much
bigger than on atrumpet.
In loudspeaker terms, the displacement required to achieve agiven
sound pressure level from agiven size of diaphragm varies according to one
upon frequency squared. In other words, every time the frequency halves
(which is equivalent to the pitch reducing by an octave) the diaphragm
displacement required to maintain the same sound pressure level ( SPL)
quadruples. This helps explain why aspeaker's low-frequency drive unit O

WHAT
YOU'LL
NEED

BELOW: When it
comes to maximum
low frequency
performance, the
corner is king

• An amp with
spare line- level
outputs or aspare
set of speaker
outputs if you
want to connect
your sub at
speaker level. If
your amp doesn't
offer extra speaker
outputs then it
may be possible to
connect both sub
and speakers to
the same speaker
terminals.
• Some music
or afilm to
play that you
know well while
experimenting
with positioning
your subwoofer.
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Super Audio from

AM-77

CD

CD-77

Reference Class Dual-Mono Amplifier
•OptiGain® Pure Class A all Valve Preamolifier

Reference Class Compact Disk Processor
'Xing of Multibit" Philips TDA1541A DAC with OptiSample® •

•Ultra Transparent OptiLevel® Volume Control

Proprietary OptiDrive® Transport Mechanism •

•Solid- State Power Buffer with patent- pending
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HOW TO

(woofer) is so much larger than its high
frequency driver (tweeter), despite which
you can easily see the woofer cone move
when playing music whereas the tweeter's
excursions are so small as to be invisible.
This displacement requirement is bad
news for any subwoofer. and matters
are made still worse by the fact that
our ears are considerably less sensitive
to low frequency sounds than to those
at mid and high frequencies. Figure 1

'Our ears
are less
sensitive
to low
frequency
sounds'

Reflected sound sources
BELOW: lust as when you look in abathroom mirror there
appears to be two of you — the real you and avirtual you located
the same distance be'lind the mirror as you are in front — so an
acoustic mirror generates areflection of the sound source

(see p103) illustrates this in the familiar
form of equal loudness contours, which
plot the SPL required versus frequency for asound to retain agiven
loudness ( loudness is the subjective assessment of how loud asound
is: sound pressure level is the physical measurement). Note how the
curves tip up towards low frequencies, meaning that ahigher SPL is
required to achieve the same perceived sound level. For a20Hz tone
to have the same loudness as a lkHz tone at 80dB SPL, for example,
it must be reproduced at almost 114dB SPL — an increase of 34dB
(50x). Combined with the increase in volume
displacement required as frequency decreases,
this makes the sub's task achallenging one.

SINGLE DRIVER
As an example, consider asubwoofer with a
single driver of nominal 10in cone diameter
and let's suppose that the driver's linear
excursion limit ( beyond which it will begin to generate unacceptable
distortion) is 10mm peak, ie it can move up to lOmm from its resting
position in either direction — arepresentative figure which few bass
drive units significantly exceed. Flat out at 20Hz, assuming alistening
distance of three metres and free space operation, this driver will
generate alittle under 73dB SPL. Look again at Figure 1and you will
discover that, at this frequency, 73dB SPL falls just below the broken
line on the graph labelled MAF ( minimum audible field). In other words,
in otherwise perfectly quiet conditions the average person would not
be able to hear the subwoofer's maximum 20Hz output because it falls
below the threshold of hearing.
There are ways to alleviate the requirement for extreme cone
excursions within the subwoofer design, notably by using reflex ( port)
loading whereby the port itself radiates most of the output at very low
frequencies. But the general point is an important one: generating
low frequencies at significant loudness levels requires large diaphragm

Fig 2 [ Below]: Image source model of asound source in aroom

excursions. If there is away to position asubwoofer in the room such as

corner. The yellow ball represents the source position, the other

to reduce this requirement then we should grab it with both hands.
With this in mind, let's look at an effect that we can exploit to our

seven balls the additional virtual sources formed by reflections
within the walls and floor

advantage, and what this means for effective subwoofer positioning.

BOUNDARY REINFORCEMENT
As its name suggests, boundary reinforcement describes the effect of
room boundaries (walls and floor) on aloudspeaker's acoustic output.
If we assume the walls and floor of aroom to be flat, perfectly rigid
(brick walls and concrete floors come very close to this requirement in
practice) and lacking any significant sound absorbents on their surface
(usually the case at low frequencies, where carpets and curtains have
negligible effect), then each will act as aperfect acoustic mirror.
Just as when you look in abathroom mirror there appears to
be two of you — the real you and asecond, virtual you located the
same distance behind the mirror as you are in front — so an acoustic
mirror generates areflection of the sound source. If that source is
omnidirectional — in other words, if its acoustic output is spread evenly
around it, which is the case with most subwoofers — then the reflection
behaves just as if it were agenuine second sound source, generating
precisely the same signal as the real one. If the spacing between the
real and virtual source is small compared to the wavelength of -0
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elevate your expectations ...

Ernie
With adecades old pedigree in precision
engineering Emilie has applied the company's
traditions ( as well as their senior personnel's
audiophile aspirations ) to the introduction of this
range of carefully thought out, impeccably designed
and beautifully constructed valve amplifiers.

EMT
Synonymous with broadcast quality
turntables, tonearms and cartridges that set
unequalled standards for performance,
reliability and longevity, EMT now return to the
high-end with acompelling selection of
cost-no-object components for the most
demanding of vinyl enthusiasts.

Air Tight
Valve amplifiers have ' come of age' recently
and none more convincingly than the hand
crafted models from Air Tight of Japan.
Regarded internationally amongst the most
musically informative and emotionally persuasive
components in the real high-end, all Air Tight
products are now available to discening
audiophiles throughout the UK.

S ELECT A UDIO
Distributors ofSuperior Audio Equipment
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Grass Dance Audio Scotland
01764 650573
Hazelmere Audio
Great Missenden
Bucks
Retro Reproduction Edinburgh 0131 558 9989
The Sound Surgery Exeter 01392 662920
Walrus London WI

01494 865398
020 7724 7224
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sound being radiated, and if you listen from sufficiently far away that

iao

the difference in path lengths from them is insignificant, then the result

120

will be adoubling of sound pressure level ( ie an increase of 6dB).

'''`............._
00
100

Figure 2shows asound source (yellow ball) close to aroom corner,

60

spaced from the walls and floor by distances indicated by the three

\

solid black lines emanating from it. In this case seven images are

SI,K16)

created: three from single reflections in the walls and floor ( represented

1
I

by the blue balls) and four as aresult of multiple reflections (the white

,

balls). There are thus eight sources in total ( one real, seven virtual), so

`..
..-

the sound pressure relative to the source alone is increased by afactor

/

o

of eight or 18dB - ie 6dB per reflecting surface ( don't be confused if
elsewhere you see references to 3dB per boundary and atotal increase

100

frequem( 1.0

in output of 9dB in acorner - these figures refer to the increase in

Fig 1. Equal loudness contours (from ISO 226). Note

sound power whereas we are considering sound pressure).
Figure 3 shows acomputer simulation

The first
rule is to
place the
sub close
to the room
boundaries'

'

80

of the relative sound pressure generated

how higher sound pressure levels (SPLs) are required at
bass frequencies to achieve agiven loudness

by apoint source of sound positioned
one metre away from all three boundaries

20

forming acorner, in aroom measuring
5m long by 4m wide, with the listener

10

positioned one metre forward from the
centre of the back wall - in other words, a
not atypical UK listening room.

der

Of course, the other boundaries in

40

the room also generate reflections which
potentially add further to the overall sound

20

pressure, but as these are significantly
further from the source they only contribute positively at much lower

30

frequencies - hence we ignore them here.

10

100
IreGmenty

1.4

RISING FREQUENCY

Fig 3. Simulated sound pressure vs frequency response

The most important message to take from Figure 3 is what happens

for apoint source positioned 1m from two walls and a

as frequency rises. First the boost in SPL begins to tail off, then it goes

floor forming an infinite corner, where OdB represents

deeply negative, then the plot becomes highly irregular, all as aresult

the pressure response in free-field conditions ( see text)

of phase disparities caused by the different path lengths between the
eight sound sources ( real and virtual) and the listener. Needless to say,

20

the deep notch in output and the subsequent large ripples are highly
undesirable features. But in asubwoofer we can push these out of

10

harm's way by the simple expedient of moving the drive unit closer to

)\

the room boundaries.
If we could make the driver infinitesimally small and locate it exactly

der

at the point where the two walls and floor meet, then we could achieve

AO

the full 18dB SPL advantage across the whole audible frequency
range. But for our purposes it is sufficient to use the subwoofer close-

20

coupled to the walls and floor. Taking as an example adownward-firing
subwoofer that will allow its drive unit centre to be positioned about

30

24cm from one wall, 19cm from the other and 12cm from the floor,

10

1C0

we get the graph of Figure 4for the same room and listener position as
Figure 3. Note how the sub's working range of 20-80Hz and beyond is

Fig 4. As Fig 2 but for the source positioned close to all

now almost flat - just what we want.

three room boundaries

This, then, is the first rule of optimum subwoofer placement:
position it as close as possible to the room boundaries. If you can get

20

your subwoofer to work well pushed hard into aroom corner, that's
the best location. But in many rooms the result can be
boomy and overblown because corner positioning is also
the most effective way of exciting room resonances ( also
known as room modes, standing waves or eigentones).
In that case, keep the subwoofer close to one wall
and the floor but move it further along the other wall, so
that it is perhaps aquarter the way along. Using the same
example room as previously, we now get aresponse at
the listening position that looks like Figure 5. Clearly this
isn't as good as obtained in the corner position, but in the

10

NEXT
MONTH
Keith Howard

der

40

continues his look
at how to position

20

subwoofers for
maximum impact.

ao

10
ete

grand scheme of things this can be aworthwhile sacrifice
to suppress the effects of room resonant modes. O)

Fig 5. As Fig 2 but for the source positioned close to
two room boundaries
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OUR RATING

OUR VERDICT

8. date of issue

EPRICE

WELCOME TO
THE HOT LIST
For 50 years Hi Fi News has been

CREEK DESTINY
£1200

A player that has poise, subtle control, and musical insight by the
bucketload, with treble cleanliness and texture that transcends its
price point. There's really nothing to criticise and much to praise.

18/20
TESTED
JUNE06

ARCAM CD36
£1400

Well balanced, smooth and always dependable the CD36 delivers a
sound with plenty of detail in an unfussy way. Well crafted and very
neutral-sounding. Avery fine player for the money.

17/20
TESTED
JULY06

MUSICAL FIDELITY
A5 CD
£1500

The A5 is afine piece of equipment and CD replay has rarely sounded
this good. Combines detail, transparency and superb stereo imagery,
depth and dynamics without sounding unnaturally harsh or edgy.

17/20
TESTF_D
JANO5

LYNGDORF CD-1
£1545

This player ups the ante for sub-E2k players. Not only is it beautifully
built it's highly adaptable, practical and functional but this is agreat
sounding machine, making this debut player asensation.

18/20
TESTED
BANNR06

NIARANTZ SA-11S1
£2000

Avery good SACD player but is only two-channel so won't produce
multi- channel from SACD. As aCD player produces avery detailed
sound and ( on Filter 3 setting) can be smooth, cohesive and satisfying.

17/20
TESTED
JULY06

MERIDIAN GO8

Soundwise this player manages to combine neutrality with authority
and grip, with abass that is powerful and weighty yet always in
proportion. A much acclaimed player that can rest on its laurels!

19/20
TESTED
JULY06

testing the best quality hi-fi
equipment in the world.
THE HOT LIST is our regularly updated

test appeared

list of what we think are the best
hi-fi components currently available
as tested by our team of audio
experts. You can read our verdicts
and scores to help you to make your
buying decisions. We've also added
in a few favourites from the past
that are still worth considering. We
strongly recommend all components

Naim has succeeded

NiUM CD555
£14.295

in generating atruly

are auditioned before you buy so

international audiophile

that you're happy with the sound a

reference player with an

product delivers.

enduringly satisfying inner
core. A tour de force; it raises

BUYING CD PLAYERS
CD players come in one- box

the quality of reproduction

or two- box arrangements. The

from Red Book CD to a

two- box set-ups separate the

level that was thought

CD transport from the Digital-

unobtainable adecade ago.

to- Analogue Converter ( DAC).

zu TESTED ANNIVO6

Separating the transport from the
DAC means there is less chance of
interference between disc drive and
sensitive D- to- A converter stages.
One- box players are often the better
solution if you have a fairly tight
budget. CD players play audio- only
discs but many are now also capable
of playing the Super Audio CD ( SACD)
format, which offers higher resolution
than CD with greater bandwidth and
improved dynamic range. However, in

NAIM CDX2
£2925

Naim's CDX2 does exactly what Naim would claim for it, with the
brand's usual virtues of pace, rhythm and musical cohesion well to the
fore. It simply has to be recommended.

17/20
TESTED
JULY06

EMM LABS ianD
DAC6E
£5500/£8000

The CDSD transport and DAC6e deliver state-of-the-art performance
on CD and preconception-shattering results with SACD. Revel in the
pinnacle of early 21st century sonic achievement.

19/20
TESTED
DECO5

DOE VERDI/
PURCELLIELGAR
£24,500

Unashamedly astereo product or for stereo SACD the dCS Verdi and
Elgar combined to make music of class- leading calibre. There are more
expensive digital components but this combination trumps them all.

19/20
TESTED
SEPT02

many cases the SACD playback won't
be available in multi- channel format.

ARCAM
ALPHA 9
A super
sounding player
of the Red Book
disc. Deserves
to be heard.
TESTED
SEPT98

MARANTZ
CD12/DA12
Only available
secondhand
but agem of
aplayer that's
worth finding.
TESTED
MARCH96

MERIDIAN
506/508
Still afine
integrated CD
player that
majors on
transparency.

TESTED
JULY94
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FREE YOURSELF.
FREE YOUR MUSIC.

The world's fist computer-free full spectrum room correction
system is here. In the new RCS 2.2 XP, Tact's legendary room
correction technology is now accessible entirely from the front
panel - no computer setup required.

Realize the power and versatility of Automatic Room Correction:
visit www.tactlab.com for more info on this latest technological
RCS 2.2XP

RCS 2.2X

2006 - Stereotimes

2004 - Hiri News

Editor's it Publisher's Choice

Best Amplification

Hall of Farne Award

Technology

breakthrough fi-orn Tact Audio.

www.tactlab.com
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test appeared

PROJECT
DEBUT Ill
/ ;/)

Easy to set up and with agreat maturity in size and presentation
of sound. Excellent value for money in both build quality and
performance. Good tonearm offers potential for better cartridges.

17/20
TESTED
JULY05

CLEARAUDIO

An extremely likeable and user-friendly deck with an exemplary
standard of build and finish that promises longevity and an
unmistakable whiff of class in its sound. A definite to audition.

18/20
TESTED
SEPT05

Has listen-all-day character that played music guilelessly - it showed
real dynamic contrast, believable timbrai colouring, naturally-sounding
frequency response and intrinsic musicality. A must- buy bargain.

18/20
TESTED

PROJECT 9.1
4)00

Aturntable that made music sound vibrant and very enjoyable. It was

17/20
TESTED
JULY06

more vinyl becoming available there

AVID DIVA

The Diva is an excellent turntable; one that meets its design brief

may not be a better time to look at

!7700

perfectly. Avery well made product that's easy to use and involving
and rewarding to listen to. Good enough for very discerning users.

THE VINYL,
COMEBACK

EMOTION
£655

Recent market indications are that

ROKSAN RADIUS 5
£850

NOV03

playing music on vinyl is making a
comeback with smaller independent
labels releasing music on vinyl and
the emergence of Di culture. So, with

buying a quality turntable...

BUYING TURNTABLES
There are several things to consider

quite honest in its presentation of texture, shape and colour in sound.
The 9cc arm sounded better with m-ccartridges than with m- m types.

Whatever your reaction

FUNK FIRM
FUNK V
£780

to the looks here - it'll be
love/hate - you will find

when buying a turntable - price,

the sublime sound quality

cartridge, tonearm, mat and
accompanying phono stage.
Pricewise there are some
perfectly good turntables for

18/20
TESTED
FEB04

enchanting. However

Buy tests
online

little over £ 100. There are

seemingly absurd the
ingredients... It works like a

uk

dream. It's fun. It's affordable.

two main types of cartridge

It's musical. As apackage it

- moving magnet ( m- m) and

can't be faulted. VVe can't

moving coil ( m- c). Generally m- c

resist. It's afunking bargain.

types perform better but require
better quality amplification than

17/20 TESTED NOV05

m- ms. Turntables may be supplied
with their own tonearms but for
those who are connoisseurs of vinyl
reproduction a change of tonearm
can sometimes have a significant
impact upon sound reproduction.

ROKSAN
XERXES.20
£1750

Power, authority and greater drive ensure the . 20 is areal step up on
the model 10 it replaces. Sounds very secure and positive, apeing the
qualities of good CD replay without the shortcomings

17/20
TESTED
AUGOS

MICHEU. ORBE
£2459

This model remains one of the best 'affordable' high-end record decks
on the market. In aclass populated with admirable competition the
Michell Orbe retains its position as arecord-playing reference product.

18/20
TESTED
JANO5

SME MODEL 10
£2643

The SME 10 lets you hear the music and nothing else. It's pure SME

-the sound exhibits grip, precision, fine detail, consistency. The
turntable is polite, well-bred, and refined.

18/20
TESTED
DEC99

ORACLE DELPHI V
£3180

Over 25 years on from its original release the Oracle Delphi is still
more than capable of eliciting gasps of admiration. Sonically updated
to retain its position as one of the world's reference turntables.

TESTED
JULY04

Similarly a well selected mat can
deliver improved performance.
A phono stage is required to amplify
and equalise the cartridge's output.
Although phono stages can be found
in some integrated amps and
pre- amps our advice would be to

18/20

audition to find the appropriate
phono stage for your system.

Old favourites
TURNTABLES
YRODEC
very fine
rntable that
as quality in
esign and
und.

STED
NE82

PINK TRIANGLE
PT TOO
Martin
Colloms liked
it so much he
bought one.
Enough said.

LINN LP12
Linn's design
became the
blueprint for
suspended
subchassis
turntables.

TESTED
APRIL87

TESTED
NOV87
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Discover another 20-40%
of musical information in
your system for only 10%
of the cost.

&
WHAT'S NI

beLLe_r

AT THE
SHOP

The damage caused by VIBRATION
in audio systems is poorly tackled
by nearly all companies. Token
efforts are made with rubber
suspension and damped panels but
they're missing the point.
Transformers and motors VIBRATE
and think of the energy created by
loudspeakers! Metal in the cables
linking components then conducts
MECHANICAL NOISE round the
system, thousands of times more
efficiently than air.

're no
considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the best!"
Ri) Gregor) - HiFi+

Sound

cm

magazine

frY ,
i)neilac ( 11'

Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online
www.cryogenictubes.com

THE DAMAGE to critical elements in
the music IS HUGE. We use cables,
filters and supports from VERTEX
AQ to trap and subdue vibrations.
Glassy, edgy sound disappears and
fine, CLEAN DETAIL now defines the
start of notes, deeper and tighter
bass, atruly 3-D soundstage and
wonderfully improved musical flow.
Benefits are immediate and obvious.
These Vertex components DWARF
THE DIFFERENCES between similar
CD players or amplifiers and are
the FOUNDATIONS for improving
any system — at any price, proven.
Remove the supports and swap the
cables, even for good alternatives,
and the system sounds ragged, hard,
slow, flat, disjointed and uninvolving.
There's too much hype in hi-fi so
use our TRY- FREE OFFER: test a
mains cable for the CD player or
the links for abi-wireable speaker.
Invariable result? "AMAZING."

GOLDEN
DRAGON

The
Right
Note

Music in the honk'

Customers say they hear some of the BEST
SOU NDS ever in our studio, so you know

we can do the same in your home. Our
advice will rake account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
YOU AVOID EXP ENSIVE MISTA KES ,enjoy

music along the way and save money in the
long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

13 A_

1-1

01225 874728
or lo-cost
0845 230 7570
(
P
8I, ELGAR, DELIUS PURCELL,

CD :ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BEL CANTO, dCS

VERDI, VERONA), STELLO, W ADIA. VINYL: AVID, CLEARAUDIO, DNM ,GRAHAM, THE
GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. TUNERS: MAGNUM DYNALAB. A MPLIFIERS: ACCUSTIC ARTS, BEL
CANTO, CAT,DNM ,DK DESIGN, GAMUT, HALCRO, HOVLAND, SONNETEER.
LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS, GAMUT, NEAT,TOTEM.
CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD Co., DNM ,NORDOST, SILTECH, VERTEX AQ ETC.
M AINS: Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ
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WARMING UP
AMPLIFIERS
The key to getting maximum

test appeared

AUDIOLAB 8000S
£500

At just £ 500 the Audiolab 80005 is apretty good buy, and it certainly
won't disappoint anyone who's acquainted with the 'old' Audiolab
models. A clever and good-value package.

17/20
TESTED
JUNE06

NAIM NAM 5i
£725

This amplifier has the 'get up and go' quality that many enthusiasts
won't want to live without. If you are expecting the much-vaunted
Naim virtue of rhythmic drive you won't be disappointed.

18/20
TESTED
JUNE06

ICON AUDIO
STEREO 40
£900

Avalve amp that has all the timing, imaging and textural qualities
along with enough power to make it capable of competing with
modern solid-state amps in the range of speakers it can drive.

18/20
TESTED
FEB04

MUSIC FIRST
AUDIO PASSIVE

Across arange of volumes it always delivered without restraint. The
Music First has the finest balance of virtues of almost any pre-amp
we've heard. Can stand alongside some units three times the price.

18/20
TESTED
OCTO4

During our spell with the GRAAF some seasoned listeners heard it and
were gobsmacked. The GRAAF really scores, related to its price, with
the sense of power it imparts for a50 watter and the scale produced.

18/20
TESTED
AUGO6

performance out of most amplifiers
(and many other audio electronics)
is getting them warmed up. If you
can't keep them on permanently we
suggest putting them on at least half
an hour before listening.

BUYING AMPLIFIERS

MAGNETIC! 1498

GRAAF GM5OB
£3950

Right from the start the

CLASSE CAP-2100
£3950

There are three main forms of

Classé gave the impression

amplifier - pre, power and

of being abig, totally

integrated ( which combine
one box). Amps are required
to take the signal from the

competent all-rounder,

Buy tests
online

the pre and power sections in

equal to anything you could
throw at it. Neutral balance

www. hifinews.co.uk

source ( CD player, turntable,

but with enough warmth to

or universal player) and correct

avoid aclinical sound. Also,

any defects with it ( pre- amp

the touch screen control

stage), then convert it into one

impressed. Gold Award!

that is powerful enough to drive a

19/20 TESTED AUGO6

loudspeaker ( power amp stage).
In recent years we have seen the
rise of the digital amp which can
now deliver almost as good results as
analogue amplifiers.

A neutral-sounding, high-powered amp that manages to offer ahigh
degree of transparency with no loss of musicality. It's powerful, yet
never forceful, and sound from LP was stunning.

18/20
TESTED
OCTO4

COUPLET
£5750

This power amp offers incredible dynamics and profound LF grip to die
for. Performance was quite staggering in important areas of no- noise.
low distortion and jaw-dropping power delivery. A must-hear.

18120
TESTED

CONRAD
JOHNSON LP7OS
£7000

Clearly gets into the audiophile class and further with its pleasantly
balanced, easy-on-the-ear midrange timbres. Better suited to classical
than rock this classic-style thermionic amp deserves ahearing.

18/20
TESTED
AUGO6

KRELL EVOLUTION
ONE & TWO
£77,000

Winner of the HiFi News product of the Year 2005 these monster
Krells make up astate-of-the-art amp system with delightful clarity
and resolution achieved over the entire audible range.

19/20
TESTED
DECO5

MUSICAL FIDELITY
KVV500

£4000

Stereo amps can be used as part
of a home cinema set-up but it's
important to remember that you
won't get surround sound or the
centre channels from this.
There is still a great love for valve ( or
tube) amplifiers that are noted for
delivering a warm reproduction of
sound. The more modern transistor
based amps are better used for music

CHAPTER

ccros

that's played loud. Again, do audition
before your final purchase!

Old favourites
AMPLIFIERS
PA NAP 2
robably
aim's most
mous power
mp ever
as been oft
pdated, now
ith NAP 500
echnology.

AUDIO
RESEARCH
1.525
A pre- amp of
great quality
and relatively
affordable

TESTED
DEC98

emkWfaUllb.

tit •

I

SUGDEN A2la
At its time of
release this
Class A design
was ' the best
kept secret in
British hi-fi'.

TESTED
JULY 98

SEPTEMBER 2006 1www.hifinews.co.uk
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_ Go Hyper!

WHAT Hi FIT
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SPEAKER CAMP

INTERCONNECTS
AtLas equator • August 1001
Alias Embrer • lug 2002
Atlas Voyager • A,. 2002
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102 6 2003
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SPEAKER CAM
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ATLAS RETAILERS
London & South East England
•Ashford (Kent)
Soundcraft Hi Fi
01233 624441

•Aylesbury

01295 272158

Noteworthy Audio

•Birmingham

Music Matters

0121 429 2811

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Guildford

P. J. Hi -Fi Ltd
www.pjhiftco.uk

01483 504801

•Harrow

Harrow Audio
www.harrowaudio.com

•London N7

WHAT III-FT?

Bartletts Hi -Fi
www.bartlettshifi.co.uk

020 7607 2148

•London SW11

*****

First Stop AV

020 7978 6262

Atlas gyp L

•London SW14

Introducing the new Atlas Hyper
advanced speaker cable
Hyper is the laiest in our award-winning range of interconnects,
speaker cable and digital connects. Available in single or bi-wire,
you'll be amazed by the difference.
Listen for yourself at one of our carefully selected retailers.
Visd our website or call 01563 572666 for more information.
Plug in. sit back and enjoy the experence.

020 8876 7632

• London W1

0845 634 0340

•Sevenoaks

Sound Seduction

.Worthing

Phase 3Hi -Fi
www.phase3hifi.com

01732 456573 www.soundseduction.co.uk

South West England
•Bournemouth
01202 555512

•Bournemouth

Movement Audio

ws‘..movement audlo.co.uk

•Poole
01202 730865

Movement Audio
www movement audm.muk
Salisbury Hi -Fi

01722 322169
02380 228434

•Weymouth

atlascables.com

Suttons'i-1141

01202 529988

•Southampton
01305 785729

•Solihull

0121 742 0254

www.overture.co.uk

Music Matters

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Stourbridge

Music Matters

01384 444184

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Sutton Coldfield
0121 354 2311

•Wilstead

01234 741152

www.salisburyteco.uk

Phase 3Hi -Fi
www.phase3hiftcom

Music Matters

WsW.

mus ic ma tte rs . co . uk

British Audio Products
vwvw. britishaudio.co.uk

North England
•Halifax

Huddersfield HiFi

01422 366832 www.huddersfieldhiftco.uk

•Hull

A. Fanthorpe Ltd.

01482 223096

www.fanthorpes.co.uk

•Gateshead

Lintone Audio

0191 477 4167

www.lintone.co.uk

•Gateshead (Metro)
0191 460 0999

wwwsuttonshifi.co.uk

•Salisbury

ATLAS Cables

Lasyl

Hi -Fi Care at Shasonic

01903 245577

Overture

www.soundcrafthificom

01296 422224 www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

020 8863 0938

Central England
_
•Banbury

•Sheffield
0114 275 6048

Lintone Audio
www.lintone.co.uk

Moorgate Acoustics
www morgateacoustics.co.uk

Scotland
•Aberdeen

Holburn HiFi

01224 585713

•Glasgow

0141 332 4707

www.holburnhifi.co.uk

Glasgow Audio

www.glasgowaudio.com

North Wales
•Wrexham

Acton Gate Audio

01978 364500

www acton-gate corn

Weymouth Hi -Fi

www.weymouthhifi.co.uk

Heatherdate
*audio limited
• Mark Levinson
• Esoteric
• Cello
• Ayre Acoustics
• Audio Note
• Thiel
• Tannoy Prestige
• Revel
• Stax
• Elchmann Technology
• Lyra
• S.M.E.
• Audio Tekne
• My Sonic
• VPI
• Bolzano Villetri Speakers

0% Finance
available for
up to 3 years
On selected items. Subject to status.

TANNOY WESTMINSTER

ROYAL HE

1.

114111111e>

www.hifi-stereo.com
heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

Conditions apply.

Heatherdale
•audio limited

202 Findon Road
Worthing
West Sussex
BN14 OEJ

Tel. 01903 872288
Fax. 01903 872234 Evenings. 07860 660001

MAKE & model

OUR RATING

OUR VERDICT

8. date of Issue
test appeared

EPRICE

THE RISE OF
UNIVERSAL
Over the past half dozen years or so
the rise of the multi- format universal
players has given consumers the
option to go for a visual and audio
solution in one box. Hi Fi News has
reviewed many of these and has
selected the top ten that combine

NAD T533
£200

The MAD 1533 is avery affordable and flexible DVD player with afull
5.1 channel analogue output for both Dolby Digital and DVD-A media.
The 1533 makes exceedingly good sounds. Picture quality acceptable.

16/20
TESTED
AUGO5

YAMAHA
DVD-52500
£600

The DVD-S2500 is amulti- channel audio player first and avehicle for
movies second. Its audio performance racked up afive-star report
from the lab and also scored well with our blind listening panel.

18/20
TESTED
NOV05

PIONEER
DV-989AVi
£800

Pioneer's DV-989AVi is aclassy-sounding player that has an
invigorating spirit that ensures its music is free-flowing, engaging and
entertaining without being harsh. Purpose built to head an HT system.

TESTED
MAY06

ARCAM DV29
£1600

Dubious features are abandoned here in favour of purist engineering
that benefits both video and audio quality. The Arcam DV29 is a
desirable alternative to its gadget- strewn competition.

great video and audio performance.

BUYING UNIVERSAL PLAYERS

play the SACD, DVD-Audio
(DVD-A), CD, and DVD-Video
formats. You need to examine

18/20
TESTED
MARCH05

The voicing of the DV9600 is

MARANTZ DV9600
£1500

suited more to blockbuster

Many of the latest universal
player releases are set up to

18/20

movies but its big and
cohesive soundstaging is

Buy tests
online

exactly what formats you have
your music on to see which

more than amatch for most

cc

www.hdinewsxosuk

mid- priced AV receivers. The
first ever 1080p- capable DVD
player. Truly universal!

o C

player might be best suited for
your needs.

".11•1•IMe

lw

17/20 TESTED APRIL Or

Using the analogue audio outputs
on the rear panels of universal
players will deliver the best quality

NAIM DVD5
£2350

Combined with the AV2 processor the DVD5 makes astunning front
end to ahome video and music system. Capable of playing DVD-A
discs, as well as DIS and Dolby Digital film soundtracks.

17/20
TESTED
ILILY05

DENON DVDA1XVA £2700

One year on and Denon retains the head start it earned with the
launch of the DVD-A1VX in 2005. For existing owners the 1080p
upgrade is mandatory, future- proofing amodern day classic for years.

19/20
TESTED
JUNE06

THETA COMM
£4482

The Compli offers afine picture performance and it delivers smooth,
audiophile sound on all formats. If you don't want to restrict digital
playback to CD it's one of the best ambassadors for new formats.

18/20
TESTED
APRIL05

CLASSE CDP-300
£4995

Once the player is simmering its sound is warm and richly flavoured,
infused with amusical colour. Picture quality is within agnat's whisker
of of the very best available. A distinctly classy option.

18/20
TESTED
JULY06

ESOTERIC UX-1
£9995

Delivers stunning imagery from its DVI-D connection and for sound
this player sweeps all other universals before it with abreathtaking
combination of power, transparency and detail. Spectacular sound.

18/20
TESTED
IANO6

sound for CD, DVD-A and SACD whist
coaxial digital outputs should be
used for Dolby Digital and DTS audio
bitstreams.
VVhile surround- sound music and
soundtracks can be dovvnmixed to
two channels for playing on a hi-fi
system, extra speakers and amps are
needed for multi- channel playback.
The new generation of universal
players is beginning to offer the
higher 1080p picture resolution
so you need to decide what you'd
like your system to be composed of
before parting with your cash.

DENON
DVD-1910
Great for the
front end of
avery high
quality home
cinema.

TESTED
FEB05

DENON
DVD-A11
A very
pleasant, but
not inspired,
sounding
machine.

PIONEER
DV868AVi
A great mix of
analogue and
digital video
in asuperb
player.

TESTED
FEB04

TESTED
FEB04
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A Natural World

Introducilg the

SPHERICAL SPEAKER.

For years, Murata ha's created excellence.
With
ES3C.

t

in+$111

tivie have plered -

naturarsoends_,_back into your world.
Using our experience in ceramics technologies,
tfié do

the cerrer is des,gned to
ransients that are widely
recthing vibration
nd natural sounds.

The result is an audio system with an
incredible high fidelity experience.

mliRata

Vis 1dur dealers worldwide

/morale /it fleet/wiles
www.murata.com/speaker

Sounds é - Music
one of the-finest coll

ions of hi-fi in the uk

The simplest questions have the
simplest answers:

/
1
1
The Best late Night
Speakers in The World..
ever ,'
- Hi -Fi World

Grad Review

QUAD

What would you say
or do, if we told you
we could recreate
your favourite musical
performances faithfully
in your very own home?

Tel: 01435 865 212
Fax: 01435 865 213
www sounds-of-music.co.uk
Firgrove Business Perk
Firgrove Road Cross in hand
Nr Heathfield East Sussex TN21 OQL
By appointment please

8 demonstration rooms • over 50 years experience • tree 75 —,upgrade scheme • 1 month home trial' • all- day parking

*subject

to conditions

BUYERS' GUIDE

Our guide to the top ten

model

OUR RATING

OUR VERDICT

8. date of issue

EPRICE

NHT SB2
£300 (PAIR)

A QUESTION
OF SIZE

Loudspeakers are small and large or

PMC DB1+
£625 (PAIR)

STIRUNG
133/5A V2
£890 (PAIR)

test appeared

Provided you don't want to listen to Wagner at full volume then these
compact but well- made speakers seem to provide anice balance of
detail and weight across most of the frequency range. Good value.
An unburstable transmission- line standmounter with aroom-filling
sound that belies its compact size. Superb midband with warm rich
vocals but no shortage of snap. A class winner at the price.

17/20
TESTED
NOVO4

An L53/5A surrogate that even apurist could not fail to admire the V2
also boasts greater bass extension and power handling. This is one BBC
wannabe that you have to hear. It's very, very special.

18/20
TESTED
SEPT05

more accurately bookshelvers ( small)
or floorstanders ( larger). Choice of
either may simply come down to

£899 (PAIR)

Overall the Ikon 6 produced inviting musical sound with good stereo
imagery that on most recordings can draw you in and keep you
listening. Simply agreat, musical all-rounder.

TANNOY
AUTOGRAPH MINI
£1250 (PAW')

Exquisite replica of aTannoy classic this model offers an abundance of
treble energy and is fast and crisp. A no-brainer for people who want
LS3/5As but need loudness too. Can be fussy with source used.

DAU IKON 6

16/20
TESTED
MARCH05

17/20
TESTED
MARCH06

your room size. Speakers that can
work well close to walls are better in
smaller rooms whilst those that have
efficient, easy- to- drive designs can fill
a larger room better.

WILSON DUE

A milestone in high-end,

£8900 (PAIR)

small- box speaker design. The
fact that it's painless in every

BUYING LOUDSPEAKERS
Aside from reading tests in Hi Fi

way will win it legions of fans:

News the real proof of the
pudding is in the listening
experience. We advise you to
narrow down the possibles

17/20
TESTED
MAY06

it's neither power-hungry nor

Buy tests
online

room fussy, it delivers the
sort of performance you'd

www.hdinewsx*.uk

and ask for auditions at your

expect of amuch larger

local hi-fi dealer or go to a hi-fi

speaker. The best way to fill a

show for a listen to all kinds of

room under 25x15ft.

brands under one roof.

19/20 . LSTED JULY06

Choosing your speakers can be
quite subjective and often it's best
to ' blind' listen if you can so that
purchases are made more on sound
quality rather than aesthetics.

£3750 (PAIR)

Incredibly musical and effortless these are capable of presenting music
on asoundstage scale which has until now been off-limits to any nonelectrostatic speaker below E10k. Strongly recommended.

18/20
TESTED
JULY06

MART1NLOGAN
VANTAGE
£3998 (PAR)

The Vantage is simply delightful. It positively sparkles with clear
and fast treble, anatural midband and impressively controlled bass.
Gorgeous looks and asmall footprint with the ability to go very loud.

18/20
TESTED
JUNE06

B&W NAUTILUS
802
£6000 (PAIR)

In real-world terms the 802 is better than B&W's 801 and it plays a
very broad range of music styles with aplomb. Versatile and consistent
with the 802 B&W has engineered atruly great loudspeaker.

18/20
TESTED
SEPT01

VIVID K1

Music takes on an effortless quality, micro and macro dynamics
preserved, all underpinned by asublimely agile bass. Sounds as good
as it looks. Very highly recommended. A masterstroke.

18/20
TESTED
DECO5

HYPERION
HPS-938

Other options to consider apart from
the more conventional ' box- style'
speaker designs are panel speakers
such as electrostatics and ribbons,
and horn speakers which use drive
units in cabinets that can greatly
improve efficiency.
Stereo speakers can be added to to
make a multi-- channel set-up but a

£10,750 (
PAIR)

good tip is to make sure you stick
with the same brand to ensure a
much more uniform surround sound.

1111111111•1111111•.10111.1MMIN
SPEN
RCA loudspeaker
legend still
talked about in
hushed tones
even today. A
British classic.
TESTED
MARCH72

ROGERS
LS3/5A
Broadcast
monitor that
remains a
sought after
design today.
TESTED
,
JUNE75

QUAD ESL 57
Quad's first
electrostatic.
A classic that
is ' an excellent
domestic
speaker'.
TESTED
NOV57

SEPTEMBER 2006
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The Best just got Better

New L.III INTEGRATED amp *

STEREO amp

24 bit / 192kHz CD player

*****
Kandy MkIll integrated amplifier
WHAT HI-FI ? SOUND AND VISION

Kandy Integrated amplifier
FIVe Sttr,

Kandy MkIll CD
HIF1 CHOICE

WHAT HI-FI ? SOUND ANO VISION

rd 20,
04 A rearrf

Kandy MkIll integrated amplifier

Kandy CD player, Ariplifier & Speakers

WHAT HIFIT SOUND AND VISION

Kandy MkIll integrated amplifier

KANDY

WHAT HI-FIT SOUND AND VISION

WHAT HIFIT SOUND AND VISION

Kandy Integrated amplifier

Kandy MKIII integrated amplifier

WHAT HIF17 SOUND AND VISION

FIVI ,
2000

K.Incly CD

WHAT 141-F17 SOUND AND VISION

Kandy CO

WHAT HI FI ? SOUND AND VISION

FIve Stars

,h 2000

WHAT 111-.17 SOUND AND VISION

Kandy MKIII integrated amplifier
Flve Stars

Roksan Audio Limited
www.roksan.co.uk

WHAT INFIT SOUND AND VISION

▪
•

HENLEY DESIGNS

Tel: 01235 511 166

www.henleydesigns.co_uk

BUYERS' GUIDE

Our guide to the top ten

MAKE & model

OUR VERDICT

EPRICE

ADDING TO
YOUR SYSTEM
Once you've got your source ( CD
player, turntable or universal player)
amps and speakers you will need to
complete or upgrade your system
with accessories such as cables,
mains filters ( optional), cartridges,
phono stages or tonearms. Most hi-fi
fans will upgrade and tweak their
systems over time and accessories
are often a comparatively affordable
way to improve your system's sound.

CHORD CO.
ODYSSEY 2
£17 (PER METRE)

A speaker cable that gives asatisfying, full sound that makes music
enjoyable. Differences in tonal quality of various recordings were
displayed in detail. Avery worthwhile investment.

17/20
TESTED
DECO3

VAN DEN HUL
THE NAME
£40 (0.8M PAIR)

Abudget-priced interconnect that brings asatisfying level of
sophistication to the sound of the system. A well thought out and
made product that offers very good good performance and VFM.

17/20
TESTED
SEPT05

ETYMOTIC
RESEARCH ER- 4P
£199

Earbuds that deliver aclarity, detail and realism that makes them the
nearest thing so far to being directly wired to your sound source. The
ultimate upgrade for portable use provided you don't mind in-ears.

17/20
TESTED
APRIL05

GSP ERA GOLD
V/ ELEVATOR EXP
'10
£460/ f

Atwo- box moving-coil phono stage for the enthusiasts, one box for mm, the other as an electronic m-cstep-up. Sound is stunningly fast and
open, with vinyl noises largely ignored thanks to wideband circuitry.

17/20
TESTED
NOVO4

ISOTEK
MINI SUB Gil
-00

Mains conditioner that worked very satisfactorily with Naim
equipment and if you don't own such aunit whether your system is
old, new, grand or modest we unreservedly recommend an audition.

17/20
TESTED
JUNE04

ORTOFON
KONTRAPLNKT A
,00

A sub- E1000 m-ccartridge that offers awell-defined, powerful sound
which was not overblown in any way. Tonal balance seemed excellent
and the music had anatural flow. Sets astandard at this price level.

18/20
TESTED
JUNE01

The latest version of the

HADCOCK
GH242 CRY0
£918.85

BUYING ACCESSORIES
Cables come in two basic types

Hadcock unipivot tonearm

- speaker cables and interconnects.

features cryogenically-

Interconnects come in preset lengths

treated wiring inside and

and they usually come with RCA

out. Greater air, tighter

(phono) plugs. Speaker cable is

timing, abetter appreciation

usually sold in metre lengths.
Much is written about the
value of cables but as a rule

Buy tests
online

of textures - to say that
we are impressed is an

www.hdinewsxo.uk

understatement. Space and

of thumb go for the best you

air in music hit new levels. If

can afford within your budget.

you can find the extra over
the Integra do buy the Cryo.

Phono stages have been discussed
on the turntable page of THE HOT
LIST and should be auditioned first.
At the entry level turntables may

10Ii..)iLIJJJlLuU
/LU

come with a perfectly adequate
cartridge as part of the package
but vinyl devotees may choose to
upgrade from the original. The same
holds true for tonearms so if you're
looking to upgrade a turntable set-up
speak to your hi-fi dealer.
To buy copies of any previous tests
of hi-fi accessories just go to our

RDC ASPEKT
£595

Arack that supports equipment in style on its four shelves and simply
clarified music heard from components sited on it. Take it away and
the music now sounded flat. We regretted having to part with this.

18/20
TESTED
OCTO1

NORDOST
VALHALLA
£
1750 (PP? 2M)

Incredibly you can pay even more money for cable than this, but for for
many this is as good as it gets. And that goes for both speaker cable
and interconnect. Its strength is its supreme transparency.

18/20
TESTED
JULY04

TRANSFIGURATION
TEMPER V

An inordinately articulate cartridge with great agility in tracking the
groove. Atruly transparent performer with audiophile credentials for
dynamics, tone and clarity up to and beyond expectations.

18/20
TESTED
DECO2

CLEARLIGHT

website at vvw.hifinews.co.uk

Old favourites
SSORIES
AUDIO
TECHNICA
STYLUS
CLEANER
Quick use
helps clean up
sound greatly.

TESTED
MAY82

alre-,41

MUSICAL
FIDELITY
X- CANS
Headphone
amp offers
good stereo
separation

TESTED
AUG97

•
111

LINN
ITTOK/EIKOS
TONEARM
Heavyweight
arm that's
stood the test
of time well.

TESTED
JULY85

SEPTEMBER 2006
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Bring your music
back to life
ASK OUR HI-FI EXPERTS
-> To review your current system
-> To recommend performance upgrades
--> To demonstrate new products
Visit any Sevenoaks store to see a complete range

A WINNING COMBINATION!

Arcam DiVA p/us
Monitor Audio
ARCAM DIVA CD73 CD PLAYER
ARCAM DIVA A80 AMPLIFIER
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER RS6 SPEAKERS

_BEST ie ter

d
!uNER

00

00

CD73 & A80
•MM Phono Input
• Remote Control
• Headphone Socket

00000

RS6 SPEAKERS
• Floorstanding Design
• Choice of Finish Options
• Biwirable

"The Silver RS6 is a success: it looks dressed to kill, delivers plenty of detail and punches like a heavyweight"

SEV EN 0 a<S

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

&

VISION

th,& leaders-//Pt/quality
Cyrus
If you've enjoyed listening to music before,
try listening to it through aCyrus system.
With every product tuned by ear, Cyrus
represents aquality of sound, which is rare
at any price. Invest in aCyrus system and
you'll be rewarded with awealth of sound
you wouldn't have thought possible.

Marantz
Marantz is introducing ahost of new
products ranging from high-end hi-fi to HDready DVD players and AV receivers.

MUM

With class- leading build quality, and a
unique blend of sophisticated
Scandinavian design, Pnmare build
elegant, reliable, easy-to- use systems that
promise years of high quality performance

AWAIDS 2005

Latest additions to its hi-fi range include the
entry-level CD5001 CD player and PM4001
amplifier offering ataste of high-end audio at

1111F-15ZE
DS

2005

an incredibly competitive price.

awn re
AWARDS 2003

Behind its exterior of real wood veneer and
familiar two-way arrangement of tweeter
and bass/midrange lie innovations,
engineering and asound that are far from
conventional.

Arcam

"The iQ5s are
little stars,
providing
stunning scale
and authority
from discreetly
sized towers...
The iQ5s are fully
deserving
Products of the
Year."

SOLO

ALL- IN-ONE MUSIC SYSTEM
•Amazing sound from an integrated system
•With exceptional quality CD, FM
and DAB digital radio
•Integrated iPod connection - hear
how good your iPod can sound
•From Arcam, agreat British company

"The Debut
is a superb valuefor- money package."

Project

QED

Revive your record
collection with Project
turntables. The range
includes the Awardwinning Debut,
Xpression II,
Perspective and RPM
Series,

How much difference
can cables make to
your system? With
QED's range of audio
and video cables the
answer is probably
much more than
you think.

2

"When B&W moves into the luxury
miniature sector, it's time to sit up and
take notice" HI Fl CHOICE • MARCH 2006

See and Hear
the difference
SEVEN0a<S

MAKING THE RIGHT
CHOICE

Arcam
Arcam offers the movie and music lover
the most complete range of highperformance home entertainment solutions

MAKE THE INFORMED CHOICE TO ENHANCE
YOUR LISTENING PLEASURE

Denon New AV Receiver
Denon has established an enviable reputation for the performance of both its hi-fi and home
cinema products, winning numerous awards and accolades over the years. Its stylish systems
have succeeded in becoming the benchmark by which all others are judged.

"Exceptional sound performance with
music and movies... Arcam's best sounding
AV receiver has landed"

Denon's range includes the awardwinning DVD-2910 DVD player and the
New AVR-2807 AV receiver.
SMART LIFE
S-301 AV SYSTEM

41\1414

"For many people this
could be the future of
home cinema."

'
MUM

IIIIIIRROS 2005

WHAT HI-FP AWARDS 2005

New
50" PLASMA DISPLAY

DiVA
•The new CIV137 universal player from
Arcam is their first to feature SACD as
well as DVD-Video and audio playback.
•The AVR350 takes the traditional
Arcam virtue of great sound and adds
HDMI switching.

New REL

RSERIES

The R-Series is designed to augment the
performance of " full range" speaker
systems and to provide linear response
down to below 20Hz.
•R-205, R-305 and R-505
•Class D amplification
•Piano Black Lacquer Finish

50 inch Plasma Display
Class Leading 1920 x1080
Resolution
Twin HDMI sockets
Wall or Stand Mount

"Tight, controlled bass of great musicality"
(R-505) HOME CINEMA CHOICE • AUGUST 2006

InFocus

B&W

IN76 DIP PROJECTOR

Fill your screen with bright, vivid and crisp images. This projector

With acombination of

includes DVI and HDMI inputs, for the highest quality from DVD
players, HD receivers and new HD game consoles with HDCP.

the latest R&D
techniques and apassion
for music, B&W produces
adiverse range of
products befitting the
largest audio
manufacturer in the UK.
WHAT lU FI?
AV/ARDS 2005

"Brilliant -

SEVEN0a<S

marks a big step forwards for budget projectors."

3

MINI THEATRE MT-30
"Talented, covetable and worth
every penny, the MT- 30 (and
especially the PV1) could well be
heading for iconic status"

Who are Sevenoaks?

SEVEN0a<S

Established as Sevenoaks Hi Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily into one
of the leading independent home entertainment specialists in the UK

SOUND

&

VISION

We have 49 stores and are specialists in:•

Hi Fi

• Home Cinema
• Custom Design and Installation

Experts in
Home Cinema
Design and
Installation p rel

Exceptional Product Range
We have one of the most comprehensive ranges of the best products
from leading brands.
To find out more:•

Call in to one of our stores

• Call us on 0800 587 9909
• Log on to www.ssay.com

Custom Design and Install

alb

rwr"

Our custom design and install service ensures that you achieve the best
results effortlessly.

• We discuss your vision for your Home Cinema
or Multi-Room system
• We visit your home to review the best options
• Agree asystem specification and cost
• We manage the Installation
• You have years of enjoyment

2006 Sevenoaks Guides
Pick-up our new Hi Fi & Home Cinema or Custom Install Guides at
your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store. Alternatively, either can be
ordered via our Website and posted to you ( UK mainland addresses only)
FREE OF CHARGE.

Your nearest Sevenoaks store
www.ssay.com
ABERDEEN

CROYDON

LEEDS

PETERBOROUGH

57 CROWN STREET

369 373 LONDON ROAD

62 NOR: H STREET

36-38 PARK ROAD

4THAMES STREET

01224 252797

020 8665 1203

0113 245 2775

01733 897697

01784 460777

OPEN SUNDAY

STAINES

OPEN SUNDAY

PRICING
POLICY

BEDFORD

EALING

LEICESTER

PLYMOUTH

SWINDON

29-31 ST PETERS STREET

24 THE GREEN

10 LOSBBY LANE

107 CORNWALL STREET

8.9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

01234 272779

020 8579 8777

0116 253 6567

01752 226011

01793 610992

BRIGHTON

EDINBURGH

LINCOLN

POOLE

SWISS COTTAGE OPEN

57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE

5THE GRASSMARKET

20-22 CORPORATION STREET (OFF HIGH ST)

LATIMIR HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET

21 NORTHWAYS PARADE, FINCHLEY RD

01273 733338

0131 229 7267

01522 527397

01202 671677

020 7722 9777

BRISTOL

EPSOM

LOUGHTON

PRESTON

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

92B WHITELADIES ROAD, CLIFTON

12 UPPER HIGH S1Rt IT

711GOL VINAS HILL

40-41 LUNE STREET

28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD

0117 974 3727

01372 720720

020 3532 0770

01772 825777

01892 531543

BROMLEY

EXETER

MAIDSTONE

READING

WATFORD
418 ST ALBANS ROAD

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

SUNDAY

39A EAST STREET

28 COWICK STREET

96 WEEK STREET

34 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

020 8290 1988

01392 218895

01622 686366

0118 959 7768

01923 213533

CAMBRIDGE

GLASGOW

MANCHESTER

SEVENOAKS

WEYBRIDGE
43 CHURCH STREET THE QUADRANT

17 BURLEIGH STREET

88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD

69 HIGH STREET, CITY CENTRE

109-113 LONDON ROAD

01223 304770

0141 332 9655

0161 831 7969

01732 459555

01932 828525

CARDIFF

GUILDFORD

NEWCASTLE

SHEFFIELD

WITHAM ( ESSEX)

104-106 ALBANY ROAD

736 NORTH STREET

19 NEWGATE STREET

635 QUEENS ROAD HEELEY

029 2047 2899

01483 536666

0191 221 2320

0114 255 5861

01376 501733

HOLBORN

NORWICH

SOLIHULL

WOLVERHAMPTON

403 KINGS ROAD

144 148 GRAYS INN ROAD

29-29A ST GILES STREET

149 151 STRAIFORD ROAD

29-30 CLEVELAND STREET

020 7352 9466

020 7837 7540

01603 767605

0121 733 3727

01902 312225

CHELTENHAM

HULL

NOTTINGHAM

SOUTHAMPTON

YEOVIL

1.1 PHIVII LE STREET

1SAUGE ROW SAVILI 11131E 1

537 OR MUIJSI1111) ROAD. SHERWOOD

33 LONDON ROAD

14 SILVER STREET

01242 241171

01482 587171

0115 911 2121

023 8033 7770

01935 700078

SOUTHGATE

FOR OPENING HOURS. PLEASE
CALL YOUR LOCAL STORE OR VISIT
OUR WEBSITE

CHELSEA

CRAWLEY

KINGSTON

OXFORD

32 THE BOULEVARD

43 FIFE ROAD

41 SI

01293 510777

020 8547 0717

01865 241773

SIRE!IT

OPEN SUNDAY

77 ( HAM SIDI

020 8886 2777

4

We alwa es try to ensure our
priices are higlyy competitive.
Ir. the einnt you can find the
same products ans excellent
service at alower price,
please bring it to our store
managers' attention.

•

FLEXIBLE
FINANCE
OPTIONSe
Spread The cast et buying.
Flexible finance options* axe
availabe on the majority of
preducts we ¡lock.
WM. deals en miteelicenuel [
MI
Enema lilnewn balm. talrt Sugect ralta

1THE GROVE CENTRE
— 2115.

PLEASE NOTE
Some unoductsibrencts are Tilt
erailable st all stere. Please calf
contins or re our webs.>
Defore travelling Special Ohrs
arid Sale Offers - Not in
tanioncton writ 714 other oler.
ADVERT VAUD (till AT LEAST
21/09/21106, E&OE..

•

SEVEN0a<S

In 1986, we developed
the world's first Hi Fi
mains cable...
"The first-class customer service
from Russ Andrews Accessories
is the finest hallmark in
business practice."
Channa Vithana, Hi Fi Reviewer

"I started this journey through
your mains cables, extensions,
interconnects and speaker cables
many years ago and can honestly
say what an enjoyable experience
it has been. Iwas very sceptical
when Istarted but from my first
purchase of aPowerKordTM have
never looked back."
PMatthews, Yorkshire

Russ Andrews 20th Anniversary
Silver Signature PowerKordTm

...and 20 years on,
we're still leading the field.
VEft

20 years at the
forefront
of innovation

Solutions for better music & movies

ACCESSORIES CLUB

Protect .
A
and su • ve

nalogue - alive andl doing well but in
need of much protecion! No-one can
have failed to have noticed the almost
total lack of n2w vily1 in the shops. It

is there, only just, but never Cm: particular title
that you are looking for! Most o' our customers
are surviving on the secondhand market, having

CURRENT SPECIAL OFFERS: 1. Moth RCM: Includes 2(10 xNagaoka
style sleeves & 5Litres of RCM Fluid; 2. 50% Extra! Buy 100, get 150,

buy 500, get 750 Nagaoka style sleeves; 3. Normal price £ 225.00.
Buy both for £ 350.00; 4. Normal price £ 75.00
SEE YOU AT THE SHOW! The Accessories Club will be taking all of its
offers from 2005/6 to the HiFi News Show at Heathrow on the 22eptember. Come see our full ranee of stock at special Show pric r.

Name
Address

Post Code
Telephone
( pounds sterling) made payable to:

'I-IFN Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)

Card Number

!I
Expires (date)
Signature

RECORD CARE & PROTECTION:
Details

£500.00

Moth MKII PRO Record Cleaning Machine'
Heavy Duty PVC Outer Sleeves

Price
£450.00

Moth MKII Record Cleaning Machine

2750
Gatefold
12/75

£20.00
£20.00

EP 10.5/50

£20.00

Single 7750

£12.00

12'7100

£12.00

71100

£10.00

Polylined Paper Sleeves

127100

£15.00

'Nagaoka' Style Sleeves'

12"/50

£10.00

12/100

£19.00

127500

£90.00

Goldring ExststicSleeves

12725

£13.00

Sealable Storage Poly Bags

12750

£6.00

Paper Sleeves

Carbon
Decca 2+2

Fibre Record

£13.00

Cleaning Brush
£6.50

Decca ' Deram' Record Cleaning Brush
Goldring Exstatic
Milty Carbon Fibre Record Cleaning Brush

Record
Cleaning Brush

Visit www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

e-mail orders welcome!

POS TAGE

ORDER FORM

Item

Our range of care, protect on and turntable
accessories is second to none...

ORDERS
GET
I
,
FRE

ACCESSORIES CLUB

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

to pay particular attention to cleaning and to the
onward preservation of their collections.

£13.00
£8.00

Last Record Cleaner

£15.00

Last Power Cleaner

£27.50

Last Record Preservative

£27.50

Stylast Stylus Cleaner

£15.00

Stylast Stylus Treatment

£22.50

Qty

Pfflffls-t- 11LAffl-terk

E3]

TEL/FAX 0121 747 4246

CURRENT INVENTORY

Did you hear that? If not, then
check us out. Read how we've
touched so many for so long,
hear why tens of thousands
worldwide have become so
emotionally connected to their
music, and most importantly...

Listen, Clearly, Always ,

JPStab4
The World's Finest CablesWI RED WITH

ALUIVIILOY

e
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for those who don't believe in compromise

RRP NOW
AUDIO RESEARCH VS155
2895
.
. 1795
AUDIO RESEARCH PH5
1800..
. 995
AUDIO RESEARCH LS25 MK11
5700 .. 2995
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16L
1999.. 1295
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16
2500.. 1695
AUDIONET ART V2 CD SILVER
2500 . . 1495
AUDIOPHYSIC VIRGO 3 ROSENUT
4000.. 1995
ACCUPHASE DP77 CD/SACD
7500 . . 3995
ACCUPHASE DP90
6500.. 2995
ACCUPHASE DP55V
3000.. 1695
ACCUPHASE DP75V +AD INPUT CARD
8000..3995
ACCUPHASE E212
2200.. 1295
ARCAM CD36
1400..
. 895
ARCAM C31 PRE
1200... 795
ARCAM P1 MONOBLOCKS
2200 . . 1395
AVI LAB SERIES CD
1500.. . 895
B@W SILVER SIGNATURE 30 RED CURLY MAPLE
7000. . 2495
BAT VKD5SE CD
5495.. 2695
BOULDER 1012 DAC PRE
12950. . 5995
BOULDER 1060
16500..9995
EAR V20
3500
.
. 1795
EAR 834L
710.. . 395
FOCAL JMLABS 714
480. . . 245
FOCAL JMLABS CC70
180. . 95
HOVLAND HP100 MC PHONO
5750. . 2995
HOVLAND HP200 LINE ONLY
6450. . 3495
KRELL FPB 650 M X2
24000.. 7995
KRELL FPB300
95000. . 2995
KRELL SACO STANDARD 5.2
4000.. 2595
KRELL 2250
4000. . 2595
KRELL 280P
3000 . . 1995
KRELL 400X1
2500 . . 1595
LINN LP12 ITTOK CIRKUS VALHALLA
N/A. . 695
LINN KLIMAX TWIN
6000 .. 2995
LINN 2250 AMP
1900.. . 895
LINN KINOS
4500. . 2995
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT I
4333. . 2295
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT
4000.. 1795
MARANTZ SA1
5000. . 2395
MARANTZ MA9S1 MONOS
12000. . 6995
MERIDIAN DSP6000 24/96
11000. . 5495
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 60 PIANO ROSEWOOD
7000.. 1295
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO CENTRE PIANO ROSEWOOD. 1500 . . . 395
MICHELL GYRO/ORIGIN LIVE 250/SUMIKO BLUE POINT. 2150.. . 995
MICHELL ALECTO MONOS MK1
2000.
.. 795
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU VISTA CD
3000 . . 1495
NAGRA DAC
7800.. 4495
NAGRA PL- L
5500
.
. 3795
NAGRA VPA MONOS
11000.. 5995
NAIM NSTANDS
195. 125
NAIM 282 SN190XXX
3075 . . 1995
NAIM 252 SN190XXX
4450. . 2995
NAIM NSAT SN214XXX
695... 450
NAIM NCENT SN215XXX
500.. . 325
NAIM NSUB SN215XXX
1500.. . 995
NAIM 02 TUNER s/n 601xx
n/a . 595
NAIM ARIVA MAPLE s/n207xxx
1300... 795
NAIM CDX s/n144xx
2500 . .. 995
NHT W1 SUB WITH AMP AND XOVER
1030.. . 395
NHT A1 MONOBLOCKS
325 . . . 150
PENAUDIO REBEL2/CHARA NEW
2600 . . 1495
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS OAK
5300 . . 3495
PS AUDIO P500 POWER SUPPLY
1900.. . 995
RE VOX H6 TUNER
N/A . 295
REGA P9
2500.. 1695
ROTEL RSDX02E DVD/SURROUND AMP
1000... 595
ROTH WELL INDUS PASSIVE PRE
700. 150
STAX SR404/SRM006T
1200.. . 595
SPECTRAL DMC15
4700. . 2995
SPECTRAL DMA100S
4825. . 2995
SPENDOR S8
1800 . . . 895
SPECTRAL MH750 8FT PAIR
900.. . 545
TRANSPARENT REFERENCE XL-SS IMTR XLR
3500 . . 1795
TRANSPARENT SIGNATURE DIGITAL XLR IMTR
1000. .. 595
VERITAS P400
3000 . . . 795
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR
4000 . . 1995
WILSON BENESCH ARC
2500 . . 1595
WILSON WATT/PUPPY 3.2 BLACK
14000.. 3495
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL
COLLECT AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.
KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE . TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XLO • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROVVLAND • DCS • NAGRA
McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN . TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

Tel: 0121 747 4246
5MINUTES JCW 9M42/JCN 4M6.

4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland
Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00

0845 4000 400
infogaudiosalon.co.uk

www.audiosalon.co.uk

www.jpslabs.com

Website:
E-mail:

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk

Heritage

1972 saw the introduction of Mark Levinson's
JC-1 preamplifier, aconcrete, functional symbol
of Mark Levinson's approach to audio
reproduction. It evidenced asignature blending
of vision and science. It was the beginning of a
series of groundbreaking audio components
that helped to establish the high end as we
know it today.
For over thiirty years Mark Levinson components
have defined the term ' high performance'.
Mark Levinson.
Since 1972.
The same rame.
The same enduring standards.
The same extraordinary level of satisfaction.

Tiar-HEb
evinson

TOM°
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PREAMPLIFIER
PO 320S

power

•

enter

clispby Intensity

•

symmetry

ir •

t: 01727 865488

e: info@syn'metry.systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

Thinking Of AValve Amplifiers

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

Icon always get glowing reviews for sound & build quality:
':..ftig but beautifully controlled sound...imaging very Petalled anehree
dimensional...effailless delivery of muse..1 pollos! in the detail shape mil
feel (Whim saunds...thstallian on Ohm low 01 00009%..
1,71325 3CPC113
1Wcorico Blcpcirts
2x 30w rms THII 1.015%
20 - 30 kHZ + or - Odb
High sensitivity version available
ALL TRIODE driver stage
Attractive valve covers included
Supplied with Russian valves
From £1199.95 pair
(Upgrades available)

CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

Goldnng

GRADO Award winning Headphones
GEX £24

SR- 60

£75

1006

£76 £62

GEX £54

SR- 80

£90

1012 OX

£95 £76

GE( £67

SR- 125

£140

1022 OX

£126 £ 104

GEX £86

1042

£144 £ 117

GEX £108

SR- 225

£175

SR- 325i

£260

RS- 1

£635

RS- 2

£450

Eroica U(/11 £ 135 £113

GEX

N/A

Elite

GEX

N/A

£238 £ 194

AT 95 E

£25

£ 16

AT 100 E

£30

£ 18

AT 0C9 MLII £330 £295

Valve rectification.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design
Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loop
High and low level output
Will match any power amp
From £ 699.95 complete

HEADPHONE SELECTION

Elektra £ 33 £28

Audio Technica

1.1-1-4 Line 1,11-4e-atirnir,

Prestige Series

Reference Series
New Goldring Headphones

EX

Denon

er Teflon cable, gold plated terrrnas Only £229.9'

Come CSee Us At The Heathrow Show 23rd

24" Sept

For more info visit our website at www.iconaudio.co.uk
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment
Phone 07787 158791 Email saies@iconaudio.co.uk
•
•
LCOL C71171-(110- 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
Vlsa MasterCard Switch accepted

CE marked

£40

DR150

£70

HD415

£29

Sennheiser Headphones

EX

N/A

DL 110

£79 £69

EX

N/A

DL 160

£95 £83

EX

N/A

HD435

£38

DL 304

£210 £ 190

EX

N/A

HD465

£45

HD485

£54

£29

Prestige Gold £110

Alps

£30

£105 £95

Prestige Black £40

Just Arrived: Our New passive preamp. 4inputs, tape m(.

DR50
DR100

DL 103

Grado

Features: Designed in Leicester UK. All Hand built Point to Point wiring. No printed circuit boards.
ALPS Volume control. Gold plated terminals. All audiophile components by Solen, Rubicon. Silver
Teflon audio cable. Soft start. Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info.

Blue Pc -

PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1.10 DAYS SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND SHIPPING
CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE

£77

Lyra
Dorlan
Argo

£60

£495 £395

EX

N/A

Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

£13

£795 £695

EX

WA

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£24

Milty Pixall Il Roller plus Refill

£16

£58

Maly Zerostat Neutralising Gun

£38

£213

Bib Universal Standard Headshell

£15

Shure
M 97 XE

HIFI ACCESSORIES
Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier

£98

V15 VxMR

N/A

Sumiko
Blue Point Special £235 £200

EX

Dunes J2P 3.5mm mini-jack to two Phono plug
3m connector
£27

Blackbird £ 585 £500

EY

Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

GEX - Goldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge
EX - Exchange price some make moving coil cartridge

"

41wee
nsorq

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652 =

MANTRA AUDIO ( HEN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD, SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

T

he way to make your
cartridge really perform !

44A
"

new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREO TIMES

One of the truly special products I've reviewed in the paçt 18 years"
STEREOPHILE

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component
of 2005 award
"

1"he best tonearm I've heard"

HI FI WORLD

At last - an affordable
digital stylus force gauge
Your cartridge can only perform as well as your tonearm will allow. If
you have one of the great tonearms of yesteryear we would suggest it's
time to move on. Radical performance improvements are now available,
so why not treat yourself to aserious upgrade. After all asignificant
tonearm upgrade offers many times the improvements of those given
by cartridge upgrades, and last alot longer. Our multi-award winning
arms are offered with ano risk, money back guarantee should you be
anything other than delighted.
Tonearm Models
LontiLicrof - _?.) 00

Illustrious - £1570
Encounter - £970
Silver - £599
OL1 from - £124

(*(11(4W.

O
RIGIN
LIVE

Correct tracking force is important to obtain maximum performance and
avoid record wear. Too heavy and the sound becomes relatively sluggish
-too light and tracking is adversely affected leading to increased record
wear. Normally super accurate digital gauges are regarded as exotica.
However "the arm load meter" at £57 will conveniently read your
tracking force with great accuracy. No more fiddling with mechanical
stylus balances that stick and can give false readings. Instead you have
repeatable precision readings which enable better comparisons to be
made between different tracking forces and VTAs.

2005 World Awards
ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

rt.° Il fU,
*****
11111

Closest to the original sound

Full information on

web site

www.originlive.com

realise your ambition...
Gersbman
At the top of asmall range of true 'high-end'
loudspeakers sits the virtually incomparable
Gershman Black Swan.
"Super natural naturalism..."
Chris Martens - The Absolute Sound

'Another of my favourite sounds was
provided by the new Black Swan...
bass was particularly impressive,
combining precise pitch definition,
lack of coloration, and considerable weight,
heft and extension..."
Robert Harley - The Absolute Sound

Basis
Vinyl specialists Basis offer an impressive
range of turntables, highend interconnects,
speaker cables, and the incomparable
Vector tonearm.

The Vector's outstanding multi-pivot design
and flawless tracking ability has already
gained an international reputation that
places this Basis toneann at the very top
of atiny list of world-leading designs.

Basis 2802 Turntable fitted with two
Vector tonearms.

S ELECT A UDIO
Distributors ofSuperior Audio Equipment
ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE •
AIR TIGHT •
BASIS •
BASIS CABLES • EmILLE
EMT
u GERSHMAN
u
HANNL
u
KINGSOUND
u
LUXmAN

For details please phone 01900 813064 or email: select.audio(cptiscali.co.uk

Select Audio authorised dealers already stocking products from our range include:

AudioLincs Grantham South Lincolnshire 01476 591090
Brighton Hi Fi Exchange Flimwell East Sussex 01580 9791C1
Grass Dance Audio Scotland 01764 650573
Hazelmere Audio Great Missenden Bucks 01494 865398
Retro Reproduction Edinburgh 0131 558 9989
The Sound Surgery
Exeter 01392 662920
Walrus 11 New Quebec Street London W1
020 7724 7224

In a world where so much looks the same.
we take pride in being different I

Authorised dealers:
Acoustic Arts, Watford, Tel 01923 245250 - Adams & Jarrett, East Sussex, Tel. 01 424 437165 - Glasgow Audio, Glasgow, Tel. 01413 324707 - HI-FI Studios. Doncaster, Tel. 01302 725550
Holburn HiFl Aberdeen, Tel. 01224 585713 - Midland Audio Exchange, Belbroughton, Tel. 01562 731100 - Mike Manning, Taunton. Tel 01823 326688 - Mike Manning, Yeovil, Tel. 01935 479361
New Audio Frontiers, Loughborough, Tel. 01509 264002 - Phonography, Ringwood, Tel. 01425 461230 - Practical

Lancaster, Tel, 01524 39657 - Practical HiFl. Manchester. Te, 01618

398869 - Practical HI-FI, Warrington, Tel 01925 632179 - R.J.F, Cornwall, Tel. 01209 710777 - Sound Seduction, Sevenooks, Tel. 01732 456573 - VideoTech, Huddersfield, Tel, 01484 516670

The

New

Densen

B-110

The B-110 is the successor to the B-100, which became the most sold high-end amplifier ever from a Scandinavian audio manufacturer. The reviews have confirmed the quality of the "old" B-100 by awarding the B-100 a string of very favourable reviews: "You
just can't beat it", " rhythmic magic" and " build quality that should embarrass everyone fighting in this price category" - words that
tell you it is time to open your ears and listen! Even so the B-110 is in all aspects a giant step forward in terms of musicality, features,
user friendliness and upgradability. This completely new design is simply sonically superior because of the high-end details and features it inherits from its close relation to the B-150. The B-110 even comes with liftetime warranty.
The B-110 employs a true attenuator, while everybody else uses potentiometers or cheap digital volume IC's, Densen use a sophisticated microprocessor controlled attenuator; this is the reason for the distinct click you hear as you adjust the volume and it is a
definitive sign that Densen use the advanced relay driven attenuator instead of cheap inferior technologies, which substantially
downgrade sound quality. The click is your assurance that Densen does not compromise'
Features:
-Upgradeable with external power supply
-Ready for SAXO electronic crossover
-Ready for remote control and phono stages
-Ready for multiroom systems

leneerealelere'
e

-Ready for Bi-amping and Tri-amping
-Upgradeable with plug-in 7.1 pass-through surround board
B-110 2x6Ow 8ohms / 2x120w 4 ohms B-150 2x100w 8ohms / 2x200w 4 ohms -

1,000

The B-150 has already been awarded Best
Integrated Amp of the year in Portugal and
Editors Choice in UK. The B-110 is a down-scalled
version of the B-150, so it is a real High End killer!

3,000

Densen Audio Technologies - Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14 - E-mail: mail@densen.dk
www.densen.com

WANT TO HEAR MORE MUSIC?

Then get rid of the noise!
NC - the total
solution to mains
noise and
interference

DEMONSTRATOR AND
,„.
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Digital

ITEMS
Was

Audio Synthesis DAX Dec•d• 22 1511 Elalanc•d S/H
Audio Syntheel• DAS Dec•d• 22 Bit Single • ndei S/H
Audio R eeeee eh CD3 S/11
eeeee B•at400 XS o demo
Krel SAC° St•ndardo-da rno
Meldien 206 CD Player S/H
Meldlen 200/203 Tr•n•porl-DAC S/H
Musical Fideity Na Vial* CR 3D Play.,S/H
Orph•u• labs On• DAC with • n•gr•rit ed•mo
Orphei• labs 2•ro CD playe
den°
Primar. VIO CO/OVO Playe •- dieno
R•g• plane CO playe 4-d•mo
ReolutIon Audio Opu•21 Shear S/H
Sugd•n m
lass CD • d•mo
Sony COP 0940 SACO Play. S/H
Thee
eee ion V Eleanc•d S/H
That. Pro Basic II DAC with Oecom/Balenead S/H
VI•di• 302 Bieck ed•mo

Analogu•

Crown Jere Ltd Edition MC Cetridg• 100hr•
Cleeaueo Emotion TT pack•g• x-d•mo
Conrad Johnson EV1 Phono et•g• o damn

u- Ure4'7,VZ :d"T°::
I
efo roV:

P C
S/H
Graham Sle• Elevator ESP MC slap up S/H
Kumn• Stabl/Stogl S
tabla /Hewn
R•g• P26 1A•ple S/H
R•g• P2 / Bias Turntable S/11
Moen. Saran. Alph••on Xenon XPSII S/11

Preamplifiers

Audio An•logu• Bellini R•mot• Pr•enplIfier 0- damn
Audio reeeeee h 1.131 Hybrid Pr•enplifier S/H
Audio R eeeeeee LS16 Valv• balanced pr••mplille S/H
Conr•d Johnson PVIOtel veal, Pr•amplifie 4-d•mo
Conrad John•on PV14L R•mot• controlled 4•14• x-damo
Coe.' Johnson Premie 111LS edemo
Conveg•nt Audio CAT SL1 Signature Black S/H
0 eeeee 13200 Pr••mplifie S/H
Krel KfIC HR pr•amplifier S/H
Z
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? eeeeee niTa
wsleP
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';a7s P IVrin.
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in nee
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, a - demo
Spgactre DMC 30s R eeeeee c• Pr••mplifier S/11

Amplifiers

Audio An•logu• Donixell Mono Power Amplifies X-d•mo
Audio
rob C1.110
Re Built S/H
Audio
rob V1A220 Vaina mono Amplille• 4- demo
Audio eeeeeee h VT100MKIII Vev• Powe AmpIllier S/H
Ile canto EVO2 G•nll x- damn
Conrad Johnson 1191313 SE Valve Amplilie 5/8
Johnson Premie 350SA • demo
Cyru•2 / PDX
Amplifier PSU S/H
Cyrus 0 Poe. Slive S/H
D•n••n Bee 340 ed•mo
le
. ri e
e •.: tgr
. :
33
.5
00
..
mo
ordo
ae
m a
c.dem o
Electrocomp•nlet Ami 20 Drtib Stereo Pomar Amplifier S/H
Electrocompanlet AW120 Dmb Ste•o Power Amplifier Sai
Electrocompaniet AW220 Ste•o Power Amplifier S/H
Kr•Il FP13700“ Cl••• A Pomar Amplifl•r 0- damn
Orph•u• Thre• powe empliller a•demo
Pathos Model On• V•reon II ed..°
Spetral DMA100s Arnplifie x-deno
Sugd•n masterclae monos • domo

Loudspeakers
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ATC SCm12 Chery 13/H
Audio Physic Yarn Monitor Chery x•d•ino
Audio Noyes Spark 2 maple 0- damn
Ovanudlo Crain 2 may Monitors R eeeee od 5/11
JM Lab Micro Utopia Clasee a-domo
JM lab Chores 714e Style x-deno
JAI lab Electra 927 be Annl
last pairl Nev
Jla Lei Sib XL an Gray SIN
Martin eeeee A•on Oak S/H
Merlin eeeee A•on I Oek 1314113
Merlin Logan Clarity Chery 4 months old S/H
1
1 1AC Fill• Bieck nom tw•ee upgrad•
Pen Audio Robe 2 •- d•mo
Pen Audio Chem Active
le 4- dam,
Sonts• lober Ir
Stand• S/H
Sono. F•ber L•elhir Stands. fix•d heght, •- d•mo
Sp•ndor S3 Cherry 31/H

e Cables and Accessories
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Atacam• 50cm Sand filled • land• S/H
Audio Rohe 29511 bi wir•d AN Spa Speaker cable S/H
Audio Noto 1m ANO. AES/EBU beanc•d Digital S/H
Cogan HMI Inteineer END 0.75m RCA S/H
Garde Cr.. 1.13m RCA- RCA S/H
JPS AC• Power Cord 2.0m UK 13/H
M•drigal MDC1 1m AES/EBU 110ohin Digital Cable n•w boxed
NOS Pro 13•Ianc•d 411 intend:inn., S/H
Nordoe Seel 2m main• cable 4-d•mo
Siltlach FT12 03 240.8m Olive Sp••ker cable 4-d•mo
SlIttich LS1118 Cls•ec 243m Silver • Gold Speaker eible BNIB
Silt•ch Signatur• 05 0.75m AES/EBU Balanc•d Digital Coble S/H
Silleh SPX20 1m IEC-Shulio Main• ciibi• ii•d•mo
Sound Organisation R•cord Rack with CO inset S/H
Sp•clrel MI330 2m RCA BIND
Speiral MI- 350 2011 Interconn•ct RCA- RCA •• d•mo
Sp•clral 2 Chord Ill 2m mains cable a-domo
eeeee par•nt Muee Link Ultra tm RCA- RCA S/11
Mae° Link Ult. 2m RCA- RCA S/H
Tr• eeeee • nt Mutilc Wave Sup. 2x 4.62m x- damn
VON CS- 122 HYBRID 243m pair Speaker eible an- damn
Weaten Electric 3801 Venas IPer NEW •

T
e & Taps d•cks, pow•r supplies
D•ns•n Beet 800 KM/FM eeeee • damn
Magnum Dyn•lab FIR remote/Tuner for Etud• S/H
Meant: 090400 OVO Playe S/H
PS Audio Poweplant 300 with rnultheiv• •- demo
R•g• radin 3 Olive X•derno
Reel ST 95000 Am/FM e
aim
Sudg•n 621 AM/FM Tuner 4-d•mo

3500
2999
4999
2600
3998
N/A
N/A
2999
3150
4600
795
498
2995
2700
549
6290
2990
4000

Now

1799
1499
2299
1709
2995
379
499
1699
1799
2999
499
379
1995
1999
249
1299
695
2999

2850
655
1650
299
N/A
510
N/A
649
270
N/A

1499
499
995
169
299
320
1399
399
179
509

625
1798
2999
1299
2399
4000
8000

399
649
1799
799
1750
1999
2299

6898
3200
2300
7600

2499
1999
1599
4999

1050
N/A
9000
6400
2899
2500
8000
N/A
499
1800
5200
1800
2499
2499
1499
15989
2995
1299
4850
6600

599
1299
7499
3999
1899
1895
5999
229
275
999
3999
999
1399
1099
749
9995
1799
879
2250
4999

1000
549
1899
2750
4700
479
2800
1000
3189
3189
2498
1900
995
1995
498
310
599

649
399
1199
1295
3750
349
2400
499
1749
2400
1899
899
699
999
279
199
379

17 9
599
165
N/A
550
429
420
1799
220
540
3950
530
199
N/A
580
1400
999
998
1129
2479
172
850

69
299
99
99
299
199
249
439
175
275
2995
249
95
40
349
799
499
499
579
1499
85
549

Fit a Trichord
Clock 4 and )"' •
'Never Connected' power supply to
improve the performance of your CD or
DVD player. Let us undertake the work
for you in our Modification Workshop.

Ne

.ontact us now to see how we
can help you to reduce the
noise in your system:

Never-Connected

TRiChORd RESEARCI1

Tel: +44 ( 0)1684 311600

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1684 311928

sale sOtrichordresearch.com
ww w.trichordresearch.com

definitive audio
Definitive Audio offers you a fresh and focused way of choosing a scensticated
sound fo 7your horse Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless The systems we create are infused with an elusive guaiity
that will expand your musical horizons

Sale of part exchanged and ex doro items

Sale

Nordost Valhalla Speaker cable - 7ft single set

Nordost Valhalla 1m interconnect - 2 sets

£ 2000 £4000

Hovland HP100 line/phono pre- amp

£ 3000 £6500

Wilson System 6 loudspeakers
McIntosh 2003 power- amp

£ 9000 £ 18000

£ 7000 £ 13500

Musical Fidelity "ID Nu Vista CD player
Van den Mol Co tbn ( new)

£ 1400 £ 2750
£ 1800 £ 3060

Voyd Referenoe Lentable Unique example of this benchrna-k design
Offered for sae on behalf of the designer - never previously sold This
turntable has a huge specification including. 30mm Laken platter, massive
Papst motor system, extreme power supply, beautiful satin rosewood Pine, £ 12000 £25000
Sale includes AudioNote wired Helius Cyalene tonearrn amO ANUK 10limited field coil cartridge with PSU ( 15 hours use) Comes with
manufacturers warranty on turntable.
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 - power amp - 2003 - only good condition £ 4500 £ 7500
Conrad Johnson Premier 16LS - remote control pre- amp - 3 years old
Living Voice OBX-R2 loudspeaker - Ebony

£ 4006 £ 8000

£ 380.0 £ 5000

Pathos 2 bou pre- amp with remote control - spotless£1500
Audion Golden Night 3008 monos

very gocx:1 condition

Unison Simply 845 beefcake integrated amp

£ 175.0 £4500

£ 1800 £ 3750

esno

Cardas Neut,I Reference speaker cable - 2 metres - very nearly new
850
395
299
1850
398
N/A
875

599
199
99
899
249
99
599

Cardas Neutral Reference interconnect - 1 metre - yen, nearly new
Vertex Moncayo speaker cable - 15 pair - one month old

Midland Audio 0-chango ar• looking for Audio R eeeee ch. Krel .
Norm Audio. SUE. Wadia.

Mark LevInson

£ 10110 £ 2000

Border Patrol Cc ntrol Unit 1 - line pre- amp

£ 1000 £ 1700

Canary Audio 60t3LV integrated amp -serviced -warranty - hovland caps

£ 1500 £ 3000

Art Audio PX25

£ 2750 £4500

Swans

Single ended flea power for he sensitive type

Tube Technology Prophet pre- amp - 30hrs use

£ 7100

Rogue Audio Mcos pre- amp and Atlas power amp combo - ex dom

£ 1500 £ 2500
£ 1750 £ 2250

Oracle Delphi turntable with Linn Ittok tonearm

£ 475

Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista M3 CD player 12001)- as new condition - boxed
Audio Inovations First Audio

fully serviced -del ghtful

AVI S 2000 Vi a
-tegrated amp

£ 1400 £ 3000
£ 850

£ 300 £ 1000

Border Patrol 5.20 power amp - mahogany - newly new
Audio Mecca Medhisto CO transport

£ 5000 £ 7000
£ 1000 £ 2500

Sugden Optima rnm/rnc phono stage - excellent lane thing

£ 199

Canary Audio 3111 300B stereo push-pull power amp - lovely
Canary Audio 3)13

10v] - new - lovelier

£ 3400 £ 5400
£ 3800 £ 7200

Audio Innovations Series 1000 monos - fully serviced - class A classic
Revolver 33 loudspeakers - grey and maple

MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

Audio Innovations Series 500 integrated - classic - fully . rviced

t.01562 731100

f.01562 730228

m.07721

605966

THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY99TD

very 000rl ronclIton - beaublull, made

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.definstiveaudio.co.uk

£ 800

£ 300

BOW CDM loudspeakers
Aleja pre an, - very ne,

f1100

£ 1500 £ 2000

Tube Technology Unies Signature integrated • 30 hours Leo

www.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

£790

£ 30.0 £ 500

Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck with RB300 8 Living Verce Mystic Mat
W

New

£ 3003 £ 6000

£ 600

£ 199
£ 800
F900 £ 2800

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@defmitiveaudio.co.uk

For outstanding state-of-the-art
hi-fi & home cinema entertainment

Look no further...

BOO
NOW!

The Hi-FiNews
Show 2006

www.hilnewsslow.corr
o-call 01733 385174

Listen to the world's greatest sounding hi-fi systems and feast
your eyes on the latest in home cinema with over 200 brands
all under one roof.

This unique experience allows you to
put the finest in high quality audio and
visual systems through their paces,
plus you'll be able to get all the expert
advice you need to decide on the right
home entertainment system for you.

•

For all your home entertainment needs,
there's no need to look further...

Hi-FiNews

SHOW

cbn
2006

Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow

VENUE Renaissance Hotel, Heathrow

J

DATE 23 & 24 September 2006
OPEN 10.00am - 5.00pm

ADMISSION PRICE: Adults £8.00 Children under 16 t ki

UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

"Nothing less than total dynamite"

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

HI- Ft WORLD

If you arc the proud owner of any Rega toneartn, you arc now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at E75 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £ 1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade litz wire is also offered at an additional CIO and external
rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance.

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns Ills. motor
drive...nothing can erepare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking.'
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of' tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LPI2 remains aclassic ... but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact. and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by
Structural Modification - £75

WHAT NIFF1?
v....

*****

Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £ 20
Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm ( manufàctured
by Rega) £ 124
Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of I

- largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of

outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improves on the hest of other power supplies costing over 4times as_intidi or
our money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement
attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.

Standard dc Motor Kit - £199
Advanced dc Motor Kit -£339

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877

Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

E-mail:

infoeoriginlive.com

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £ 129 with kit

www.o rigin live. co m
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NEW DEMONSTRATORS INCLUDE:
AYRE ACOUSTICS 7 EVOLUTION SERIES,
CHORD ELECTRONICS CHORAL RANGE,
CONSONANCE DROPLET,
USHER DANCER 8571
Acoustic

Energy.

Custom
Revolver,

Apollo,

Design,

Rokscin.

Atacama,

Esoteric,

Shanling,

Audio Analogue,

Grads:,

lsotek,

Stanclesign.

Kudos,

Sugden,

AVI,

Ayre

Acoustics.

Monitor Audio.

System

Audio,

NOien.

TEAC,

Mk2

Chord

Neat,

Triangle,

Cobb.

Opera.
Unison

Chord

Pathot.,

Electronics,
Primare,

Researr7.- h,

Consonance>,

Pura,

Usher Audio,

Resolution
Van

den

Creaktiv

Audio,

Hui.

Wadio

•

5, /
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...what are you up for?
SALE

NOW

Digital

Amplifiers

Speakers

Analogue

A‘c am CD / 21 pluck or sever OED-IC ED

. 79

Ateas, Alpha 8 1nlegralecl REDUCED

I79

Acosalw Energy AE2. es block

699

Arcarn CD73. as new

199

ArconsAtPho Rrriegrared REDUCED

249

Axaceshe Energy Aegis EVO SRI Maple as new

249

• `

649

Amara mph. EMJ C30 Preama ex borsd REDUCED

629

Audovec to« E.43S,g. oc five crossoven. new

1699

C1eorouda Rel. 101 wm Acca ,ate con.

Arcarn AVR200 ex bowel REDUCED

3/9

Arl Froutron. cherry ex REDUCED

Arcorn ASS ex bored REDUCED

429

Ake Poker, M12 .r war,' Bun REDUCED

Apeare A32. ex serer care rernote

749

BE.W CDM2SE

,

con

Audio ,r•

•. >
ko 192/24 ex dem

Cd
779

n ex boxed remote

999
399

,UC. ED
•, und REDUCED

',scorn

6435,

ex slInv

599

amts.,/

Cleorouda Accurate Powo Gecerscor

779

Clecroudio Ste:R.9m car, dge 50ho

999

Cleoroude Emotion package ex boxed bargain

379

149

299

Godo Innovations. 200500 pre and PT we, ex boo ,

Cur

111w. 704 ex boxed

949

899

Auchoksb amp New wynee e liver

Col'

138.'

679

Coplond CD266. ex remote new laser
uNDER HALE PRICE'

449

Audiorob 8000A Irlegrlted O block REDUCED

729

449

Audoob axon el gnat

I4,

PSXR
. . .

norc.d
•

wanontv. LAST ONE ,

Audio Research LS7 Pnyomp

099

279

Audio Research 0530 Pewee. ex

99 ,

Celestrn

r••

r•

r
-pe of serersol StOndmount
'oies super,

Can

Aucto Reseorce 0/0 P.kwer. ex REDUCED

Cal

Audo Research 57 17 Fee. ex REDUCED

lUI

629
449

OUI 52030 Integrated. ,Mastic one box sokdon REDI.CED

449

AV, 52003 Pre/Monoblucks. lantosfic conkwonon REDUCED

749

mortar A.,do GRIO nr Olool Doxen

moor& SA84013. Ex welt boxed REDUCED

379

Coirn Mea Morabloclater In slyer

749

Mor

werklion 200 Transport ex remote REDUCED

2, 9

Caen Ion 12 monor7loots min. In black NOW 3 FOP Or

499

Abren

fikkedan 206 Cr remote REDUCED

2:9

Caen Fro Nanda are and K1rnonos new Le000. BARC,Akt .

1749

Boat

Meridian 203 DOC. ex

129

C onroo Johnson Sonogrophe SA250 REDUC ED

Me/Scion 607 AteO converter, very very rare

399

Coread Johnson PV12/Prernierllo. or new

Marornega DACI

T29

Cyrus

329

Ned es

229
749

Cyrus 5 Integrated ea oared REDUC ED

949

EAR 859 Integro-ed, ex boxed

749

PMC FB
Proa

...vmon Kon.,0 ; 1 New
Lints GenkL nr mint boxed
moonts C0i7EImnontxoxedRECJCED

Mismunag0 CrIve 2. excellent
t;omega 1dove, ond Tclac re mint boxed

olegrated nr ont barred REDUCEC•

548
2249

LIMN

Auum FPF1000 ex, eke. nouork/opokes NOW
Llondroon,1
r

rnds es boned REDuCED
•

0/e. Ultenarurn bens clever NON
rye,

QUA,-

Cot
39
Graham See Era Gold as new

3.9

Flodcock Integra excellent unoivot. bored (L750newl

399

499

113E SlateSeries 3/Mission774 rare as...

349

179
479

lanshave Perception ptsonostage and p/s

479

349

lowklP12. Wreaks_ IttoklY11. 09 ek REDUCED

449

Unn 1,12. 01 Advanced DC Kit

ea

Linn I.P1 2. early model, foi condition

unn LP 2. early 08300 REDUCED

Lkestllok c/w K9 cart and LPI2s.rneorre

399

449

Lon Molt I

899

179

Linn 1.1.12. LVX orrn. good crder

529

too ,: Dolurn Iona:Inn, ex boxed

849

•

,clyssey ended edeon

S9 9

.
1MON,

VERY VERY RARE rtErri REDUCED

Ire

Exposure XIX leearno. AY mint boxed %apart REDUCE)

E.79

Groat WW2 ana 50/50 Pre/Power combo, ex boxed
ItL 94419044.44.100/mA I. c prepouvw x2 o v er, comeorEosv

Musical Fidelity XDACY3 os new oared

379

Krell KAV3001. Ro boxed

799

Kuck Prologue One all m Rosewood

299

mom moo Pro fe

Ikel Korn Pro, et bock from Linn

599

Sop s %be, Conceding ago

349

MRM Sourer, r

2/4

Speedo- LS3/5o.o black

2EX

Speedos 8C3. Due in

Cd

mussed Fickeily Kw SACO as new REDUCED

3'9

vakcal Elderly Ceo, ...Orel,. boxed REDUCED
ne.recs. Rdellly 3.2. nr mint boxed

Col

CD5 os new boxed REDUCED
NA1M CD13. ex boxed with remote
NAIM CDS,

369

Morena PM7230, ex boxed
Moronts PM66SE KI Skrature. excelent with remotes

QUAD 61 excellent boxed veth serrate
Pego Jurrtee as new boxed

.:TOCK. / Dv,

449

o,

as new

349
449
2749
949

179

horgde Come. ES ex de,,, REDUCED

279

Oege kive Encoun'er ' enema- e• dem

A

149

usher Aodso 0119 ex dens REDUCED

499

Origin Live 0E1 c/w stub mod

129

Meridon 205 Monoblc.ks REDUCED

349

Who, nude P737.suclern

1199

Pink triangle LPT/RB250, the best rye seen

379

5.9

musical Fidelity .AS ICI ex bared REDUCED

429

479

New", Folekty.1a Ikea-no/1,SO Power ex REDuCFE.

Cal
179

Pink Triongle PT I

399

Usher Audio 5671 ,e62, col lar details
Vier. Fug or protester,. C NC cobs REDuC ED

1849
3'5

musical Fioeley 112015 regaled. bored • lee new,
kruskcal Fde9fix "eryarkoon REDUCED
reuvca1Fklelity

Nu,15,01nregated e000red

2/9

com

v/Tcrledxrie Desmond sews, verb,' NOW earn'La,

279
1199

NAIE, 92/90 pre / pow, combo, ex br red REDUC EC.

379

Slab CDA2005E/DA2200AC. 10.2600 new) o STEAL

999

MAIM 50C32 5 bee REDUCED

149

Avk • MOO

TRAC 0020 new the best at t, price

149

NA1M Neel 400,o boœd REDUCED

379

C",c'd 93nafi.ne RCA Ire REDUCED

Pcnord Pulsar DAC as new 1E2800.1

549

Pfirnore 070 n-ai. nt n or ,ntegrated REDUCED

Radio and recorders

39

Accessories/Systems

1749

MAIM 72/180/11EZAP bee/power/ps combo REDUCED

329

Oct CD 1ur.c,

MOroo

Protect Deb, 2tn vela., marked NOW ONLY
../13C1 Oat.? 31,1 Preen , As new BARGAIN
7,-r, t700/10. -kgc c/w Godeng cart REDUCED
c/se G1042 can. REDUCED

Soon . 0041,1

249
349

Rego RB300 exc emen,
199
129

329

Rego 025 as Pew boxed
•

Chord Ardhem RCA Im

sv

479

Project Tube 1Tbr MINT es new. boxed

129
REDUCED

•

o

,niewood

SOPE cut NOW

• .

449
679

Good 66 pre aPes remote control unit, jud lars.k fron- OUAD

299

Chard Chou, RCA Im

'Stood 606 Power amp

499

Chord Anthem RCA Ins

201

SME 3009. excellent boxed

249

0600306 Power ornp. ex

199

Cyrus - P5XR, ex boxed traen

229

SME IV. ex

799

Quad 50 Mon abbcrs REDUCED

2/9

./17W 204/202/206 r5 Ibeckon Or Cabby os new. NOW

379

Systernclek110903

Goad 44 Preen', 405 one, 405/2 Power amps NOW 'ram

149

H parade OUR / 3570022 new. save Pads NOW

379

Technica SL15CO/SME3C09

179

Ouod 707. ex REDUCE]

499

isotek NOva concerted order SAVE LOADS

Inorens ¡ DI 601D boxed. REDUCED

I79

1190

Oucs0 33/303. vsie for year fully serviced

199

Mosone PA47200 and SA8400 combo, aurgners par

59

Radford StA25ner secouent REDUCED

949

Muscat Poe«y xinuv3 as new boxed

199

norens 10160b/mayware vgc. REDUCED

RoPon Cospran

429

Nolm lecop in owe

549

Tons Evros Microgroove. ex den!

Senes POwerahp Mint xnrsed Er DIN

549

99

157,
349

Sony 777ES DAB loner

°rode Dolph V

dern

Cal

3.9

ono,. CR. F

SYY
149

c.ne

,

One, Ewe Aurora Goa ex den, REDUCED

2499

Sony CDP 3000ES telakerkier - tree matching ornpl

Me-Irene It 4000

oLCSNi

2,

Rotel RCD1072. excellent boxed

Norrnor Koulon ,170 DAB/, New

499

011,7

399

549

Resputon Aucloo Opus 21. excel., < rated

149
1199

Tonclaerg Sadao Monitor Large!

14,

.nk.. boxed REJUEED

1,-In Moe. ex. 0., remelt, bsogo'nle n mho. REDUCE 0
Macintosh MA651:0 Inbgrated. SO

ex with power Mew. Moots eta
• • Stoternenfi or crabed REDUCED

Le, ER I/O powe,. ex taxed REDUCED

6'9

229
1249
299

399
Coil

cost one ,

Gwodec che R9900. one on mace chrome Irish

229

".'enarchy DIP age REDUCED

199
549

199

Fklekty > 24K REDUCED

"fickomego Op, borgoon eee 10 Ai.cromega

ph NOW Orel'

Lim 1,12. Mao. Volholla. boxed

- n 3Cherry. os new bored

Neat 6

.1
-

599

bored NOW
ex dem boxed NOW

wee Act ,

1099

CIeoroodlo Molar clean.ng m/c

349
1599

.u.xs mega, NOW

31
799

229

Consonance Relerence 22. ex den,. anooth °L..

3;9

149
119,
Inewf.81380)

249
Cal

60252, ex in cheny. boxed

^noon RD80. wood ' rush ex COnd,on

TD125/SME3009 REDUCED

Townshend Elle ncr Ma/Meson 7741C. REDUCED

329
229
44

Rooms Cosoion m Sane, Prefexionos EStar SARGelE011

Coll

149
70

Romwel, Incite ge and cenaba,- mono, ex boxed

Coe

GEE Slyer Anneersoni

3/m

takkrfirkors Stere'on/Vedigal REDUCED

Pew RC995 superb preomp wen system ramose REE-LC FD

279

OK. Purse 4x4

5/m

Inn st

129

coto RAI062 integrated. e. eased

379

Ran an Caspson NI series CD/Pre/Monorvor ks

Col

Tecnord Diabk, ex

599

299

Rotel 8003 Integrated, or bared

349

larCarm2S5 One box mini WM DAB. new

P9

AAD.S.E330 ex..obent targar" monad.. JUST

79

'r AC: RW0280 toen deck CD recorCer REDUCED

679
25366

Rotel RM111066. 6 channel- ex boxed
Sugden cual On 41121 Power

349
Cm.

59

Peresonportobis DAB. new

-EAC

BARGAINIII

Relerence 300 ner2 AMP. CD. DABTuner al ex dent

'LAC DV2OD DVD payer and AG7D 6 Iorep xkl save LESO

32093

Om, S.I ,

,ne

NOW ONLY

Richord Dino, as new block version

249

349

koycl Voldi excellent c/w o'fboond p/s

449

329

VPI 16.5 Cleaning machne, cal lor details

COI

23980

379
31302

turntableworldl
Aesthetix Rhea - the best phono stage you will ever hear?
SME 20/2o - the one you always wanted
Graham Phantom - really not that scary
Moth, VPI, Cleorauclio RCMs - what o difference!
Our Deem facilities offer o wide selection of all types of analogue equipment from all the best brands including...
Aesthetlx, Cleat-audio, Decent Audio, Dynovector, Tom Evans, Goldring, Grada, Graham, Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth,
Nottingham Analogue, Origin Live, Ortolan, Project. Rokscin, Rothwell, Graham Sloe, Shure, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration.
Trichorci, VVhest Audio, Wilson Benesch and VPI

turritableworld! Is at hitisounci, 30b larchfielci St, Darlington, 013 71E. Tel 01325 241888 or email neweeturritableworld.co.uk

"you need not worry about
zingali... unless of course you don't actually use any
in your system... "

Listening to Zintali loudspeakers is disturbing, becat
rivals at twice the price do not feature solid wood
patented omni-ray dispersion, and the centrepiece which
is the compression driver- discarded by thers soiely on
account of its cost.
Zingali is the reinvention of the horn
IS 20 years
of refinement. Unique and pre-eminet it. Well worth
travelling to heat,
it will be your fine,destination and
ultimate upgrade Few, daily, are resold

7ff

Altmr
eZingali

Colosseum

Home Monitor

Prelude

Subwoofer

Overture

for those who don't believe in compromise
4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland
0845 4000 400
info@audiosalon.co.uk www.audiosalon.co.u<
www.zingalut

SIMPLY HIGHER FIDELITY

* CROFT MICRO SIZED PRE/POWER
$1000 hour BATTERY PREAMP
• 'VIRTUAL WIR

TRANSVALVE

TM

• CROFT SILVER CAPACITORS
*EICHMANN CABLE PODS

ni

*25-60 WATTS MICRO POWER
*ZERO OVERALL FEEDBACK

Lamm
Metronome Technologie
Von Schweikert
Renaissance Amplification
FROM

Verbatim Cables

THE MASTER

CRAF TSMAN

GLENN

SRA

CROFT

Lonclan enquiries:
C .ROFT

4.

,141*3sraudio

+44 (0)208 201

9286

e.adrianeaudioflainco.uk
tel: +44 (0)1746 716881/ 07792 420266 fax + 44 (le) 12 I68. 8772

web.,ww.eminentaud,o.cor, •. audiognosis iteminentaudio.co.uk

125
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HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL:01992 653999moBILE: 07860 511111
FULL LIST 6i. PICTURES ON WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR CASH PLEASE PHONE GEORGE
VINYL
TRANSCRIPTORS 8ARM ' CLASSIC BEAUTIFUL
£895
MICHELL GYRO (GOLD/BLACK)
EXCLT/BOXED £895
WALKER PROCINIUM ($35000 NEW)
EX DEM £12500
FORSELL AR FORCE REF./ARM/FLYWHEEL
EXCLT/BOXED £7495
LINN ANS/3ASIK+ ARM/NEW AT110E ...._...... ................... MIN/BOXED £275
ALPHASON SONATA/PSU/HR-100S MCS/GEtADO
BOXED £995
LOGIC DM 101 (ONE OWNER)
MINT/BOXED £250
ROGUE AUDIO PHONO STAGE MM/MC (£800)
EX.DEM £395
MOTH MM.MC PHONO STAGE
EXCLT £175
AUDIO ALCHEMY VAC IN THE BOX (NEW)
NOS./BOXED £150
FIADCOCK GH42 TONE ARM
AS NEW/BOXED £475
GRAHAM SLEE ELEVATOR EXP
AS NEW/BOXED £375

VALVE AMPS
TRILOGY Vil REMOTE INTEGRATED
MINT/BOXED £ 1295
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-8PRE AMP (BLACK)
MINT/BOXED £895
UNISON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED
MINT/BOXED £ 1695
UN. RESEARCH C-5 PRE/MM,MC (£ 1650)
EXCLT £595
ROGLE MAGNUM 99 REMOTE PRE (PHONO STAGE) & STEREO 90 POWER
AMP (CURRENT SPEC)
MINT/BOXED £2895
ROGUE MAGNUM 66 REMOTE PRE
MINT/BOXED £995
ROGUE TEMPEST MAGNUM INT.012800)
EX.DEM £1895
GRAAF 50/50 POWER AMP
AS NEW £1295
AUDION REF, PRE/PHONO STAGE (£2500)
NEW OLD STOCK £995
AUDIO INN.1000 MKIII 6L6 MONO'S
MINT/BOXED £1195
JADIS DEFY-7POWER AMP
EXCLT £2995
LUMLEY Fi75 MONOBLOCS (FIUGE!)
GC £895

SOLID STATE
KRELL 30+111
MUSICAL FIDELITY PRE-8/MA-65 MONOS
MUS(CAL FIDELITY A-100
DPA 505 PRE-NAP MM/MC
JEFF ROWLAND M-501 MONO'S
SONY TAE- 1PRE AMP (ULTRA RARE)
MARANTZ MA- 700 (4OFF)
BEL CANTO LINE-1/EVO 200.2
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO PRE
SOUS FABER MUSICA INTEGRATED
AC- S-2000 MONOBLOCS
THORENS 2000 PRE/POWER
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE
'THE ALCHEMIST POWER AMP
PLINIUS SA- 102 POWER AMP (£4700)
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 58

EXCLT/BOXED £ 1995
VGC £895
GC £195
BOXED £395
EX DEM TBA
MINT BOXED £1995
MINT-BOXED £ 1195
EX DENVBOXED £2795
MINT'BOXED £4995
MINT13OXED £ 1250
BOXED £750
MIME/BOXED £695
NEW/BOXED £995
EXCLT £2750
EXCLT £2795
MU £2795

C. JOHNSON PER REMOTE PRE
QUAD 33/303/FM3 (QUAD SEFMCED)

MINT/BOXED RING
EXCLT £375

LOUDSPEAKERS
HORNING AGATHON BRONZE SIG
LOTH XAMAZE 8STANDS (9503)
EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA-2($20,000)
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA
EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE2
HORNING AGATHONS NEW UMTS
TALON KNORUS-X (S18000 NEW)
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM3 (£9500?)
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM M-3(9( NEM
MIRAGE Mlsi
KUPSCH K-HORNS B.EYE MAPLE
SNEL, TYPE All
DYNAUDIO CRAFFUSTANDS (SUPERB!)
ALA JORDAN NOTE-5BOBINGA WOOD
SNELL CMKIV
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS MVO)D
TRNITY TRIDENT 3WAY (£2700)
CURA CA- 30 B.EYE MAPLE (E2700)
CURA CA- 21 B.EYE MAPLE (£1800)

NEW DRIVERS £ 1995
MINT/BOXED £395
EX.DEM £7995
BRAND NEW £6450
BRAND NEW RING
EXCLT £ 1995
VGC RING
OLDEN £4995
MINT £2850
aa_T £2750
EXCLT RING
MU/BOXED RING
MINT/BOXED £1695
EX.DEM £995
DIU' RING
BRAND NEW/BOXED £1195
GC. £895
MINT/BOXED £1295
MINT £750

CD/SACD/DVD
PINK TRIANGLE DE CAPO 24 BIT HDCD
EXCLT
£750
AYRE CO PLAYER (EXCELLENT)
VGC
£1150
MICROMEGA DUO CD-3/BS-2 COMBO
MINT/BOXED £895
DENCN OVO -A3300 (GOLD)
BOXED £395
DENCN OVO 280011 (GOLD)
BOXED £395
LINN KA131K/NUMERIK III
MINT/BOXED £ 1295
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS-III CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT
NOS/BOXED £395
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.3 DAC NEW OLD STOCK
NOS/BOXED £350
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.1.2 DAC NEW OLD STOCK
NOS/BOXED £275
AUDI() ALCHEMY ODE V1.1 NEW OLD STOCK
NOS/BOXEO £225
mom ALCHEMY ACD-II CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT
VGC £295
AUDIO ALCHEMY DAC IN THE BOX
VGC £99
ACCUPHASE DP-90 TRANSPORT
MINT £2995
MICROMEGA SOLO (NEW MECH)
BOXED £895
PERPTECH P1-A/P3-A/PSU SIG-2
BRAND NEW RING!
PIONEER PD-95 (VERY RARE)
MINT/BOXED £1250
PRIMARE V-25 CD/ OVO (£1060) LAST ONE!
EX DIS.BOXED £450
AUDIOMECA DAMMATION TRANSPORT
EXCLT £575
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ 3SACS (£68001
MINT/BOXED £2850
MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96Khz
MINT/BOXED £375
ZSYSTEMS Z3src HPSAMPLER (0450)
MINT/BOXED £495

TEAC P-500 TRANSPORT
TECHNICS SLP-2000 (£1000 TRICHORD MODS)
DENON 200 CD MULTI PLAYER
THETA DATA BASIC TRANSPORT
MONRIO 18B DAC 8( PSU

EXCLT
REDUCED
EX.DEM
GC
GC

£350
£695
£195
£495
£250

TUNERS !TAPE/CD RECORDERS
LYNX THETA TUNER (VERY RARE)
SONY 700ES :1HEAD TAPE MACHINE
CABLES PLEASE SEE WEB FOR FULL LIST

VGC £' 75
MINT £250

LOUDSPEAKER
DPA BLACK SUNK 4METRE PAIR X2LOCKING WBTS
£795
RAPPORT USA 5METRE PAIR EX.DEM
£375
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET!! PAIR BI-WIRE AS NEW BOXED ETC
£ 95
PS.AUDIO X-TREAM BI WIRE 3METRE PAIR
£ 50
INANAAUDID SL-931ES 23 WERT RIT EX DEM. RICTORYTUMVED
(JDIONOTE A111-1. 3METRE PAIR( FACTORY TERMINATED SILVER SPADES) £195
OED ET350 INIM AIRLOC PLUGS 4METRE PAIR
TBA
NORDOST FLATUNE GOLD 81-WIRE
BLACK RHODIUNIS-3130 BI WIRE BRAND NEW (£40 METRE) ............PER METRE £20
BLACK RHODIUM S-130 X2 BI WIRE BRAND NEW (£20 MERE) ......PER METRE £9

INTERCONNECT
BLACK RICIDIJM CROW BALANCED Nil 1METFE 6107 FETAL) _ARAI:1*W £
325
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO BALANCED XLR 2METRE (£ 1500+ RETAL)
BRAND NEW
£650
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO 1METRE RCA
BRAND NEW £295
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO AWARD WINNING CABLE 0.5 METRE OR 1
METRE
BRAND NEW £75/95
BLACK RHODkJM SYMPHONY 1METRE
BRAND NEW £65
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 1.5 METRE RCA
595
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 12 FT PAIR BALANCED XLR .... £1195
HOVLAND G-3 1METRE XLR BALANCED
.AS NEW/BOXEO £275
XL0 3METRE PAIR (PHONO) EX.DEM
£225
TULSA HURRICANE JUNIOR BALANCED XLR 6.5 METRE PAIR
£299
TULSA HURRICANE JUNIOR BALANCED XLR 1METRE PAIR
£55
NEOTECH PROFESSIONAL CABLE 0.5 METRE PAIR EtDIS BOXED
£199
CABLE TALK-3DIGITAL COAX 1METRE NEW/BOXED £50
NORDOST VARIOUS INC.MOONGLOW
RING
AUDIODUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR RCA
£375

STANDS
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105 ONE ONLY
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105 TWO ONLY
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 100 ONE ONLY

EX DEM
NEW
NEW
NEW

£149
£199
£275
£ 50

shadow audio:)
Call
or the best part- ex prices!
List changes daily so visit
regula-ly!

New Web Site launched
\-.1sit tie new Shadow Audio w3b site today, where iou will
fin( a4 the latest product Ifor r.,tIon at sour fincP -tins
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KrellIvID-10CDTransport, excelk.nt condition, boxed remote (19995)
Bow.Weard 2 "24/192h boxed as new Wand remote (1400, and manual (£4895)
Audio SynthesisTranscendTransp mint, remote. Aval with match DAC for £ 1995 pair
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade, boxed in immaculate condition
Wadia 307 in silver,1 owner from neta superb condition, boxed, remote (f4030:
Wacka -3611b in silver,immaculate cordition, 1owner, just over ayear oki (£6950)
Jungson Magic Boat i/2 CD/SACD player, ex dem, superb tube output, as !sew
Mi reniega Aria, black ex HiFi Choice re4ew model (£2195)
Musical Fidelity kW SAC D player, boxed as new ( f4000)
Classe COP- 10, excellent condition, boxed with manuals ( 11600)
Helios Stargate, Clack, 1owner, stunning looks and condition ( f2500)
Audio Research CO3 Mk II, silver, as new condition (15190)
Sianling CDT300 Omega Drive, ex-dem, sensational looks! ( 14000)
Cprisomance 12 Linear brand newl, boxed remote, areal gant killer (£ 1400)
Musical Fidelity A308 CD, immaculate, boxed (£ 2000)
Musical Fidelity CM25 DAC + Transport, stunning, mint (£4000)
Unison Research Unicc Valve output CO latest spec 24/192k rouel (£ 1250).
Resolution Audio Opus 21, 2box ed player, boxed, unmarked ( 12950)
Unisol Research Umico CD, latest spec 24/192. Ex- d ( 1995)
Maranta 5A 11S1 Flagship SACDplayer (£2000)
AdvanrageCD1S in black, just fully- serviced (£4595)

11395
£2195
£1500
£750
£1995
£4495
£699
£1595
£2195
£895
£895
£3295
£3295
£995
£995
£2995
£795
£2195
£995
£1449
£1395

B.)ntWarlockPre, boxed, exc tond, fully balanced, remote ( 13495)
Bow)halrus Power Amp, boxed, exc ccnd, 150wpc, huge orip + control. ( 139951
Mus.cal Fidelty KW500 Int amp, lyr old, immaculate, ioxed, remote (14000)
AuclioZone Arnp-2 MK1 Monoblocks, 6mnths old, mint (£ 1800)
Manley Labs Stingray Valve Integrated, mint conditiom, boxed (£ 1895)
McIntosh iMA6900iintegrated amplifier, boxed as new. Superb (£4549)
ATC SCA2 pre amp, superb condition, full service by ATC 7mths ago (13900)
Gamut D200 Mk1 Power Amo, silver, immaculate condiion, boxed. (0200)
Roksan Candy KA1 MKIII Int, silvee lyr old, as new condition (£650)
AV1Lab Series amc.lifier, boxed asnew, multi award yarning (£ 1500)
Uhison Research Si Integrated, 3yrs -31d, immaculate condition (£ 1850)
Muscal Fidelity AS- Integrated, 6months old, boxed (£ 1499)
NC AX-SD1 Integrated, Pure Class A, very rare amp in mint condition (£2C00)
Consonance Cyber 300 Monoblocks, immaculate condition (£ 3000Marantz PM 551 integrated, 1owier, superb condition (£ 1099)
Pathos I
npoll2 Integrated, only 6mnths old, as new, boxed (£ 5650)
McIntosh MC252 Power Amp, boxed as new, only 6mnths old (
1312)
Qinpui A1.0x ex What HiFi review model, boxed, mint ( f300)
Croft ltS 1with Epoch Pre, ex-dem, both boxed as mew, (£ 3000)
Qnpu A-8000 MK II, ex HiFi World review model, boxed as new (fI
295)
Canary 301 Valve Power Amp, superb condition, 300b ( f3200)
Quad II Forty Mono Blocks and DC24 Pre, 2yrs old, boxed (£4000:
Eastern E,echric M520 lnt Amp, ex What HiFi 5star review model
Audion Slyer Nig
300B Valve Int Amp, 7wpc, exce.lent, boxed.
EAR 864 valve pre a-np, as new, balanced/se inputs 1[2000)
Bryson 4BSST-C series, power amp, black, unmarked condition (£ 2750)
Musical Fidelky kW (6112) Tube Pre, as new, simply sensational. (£ 3000)
Mus cal Fdeity kW750 power amplifier (£ 5999)
Graaf 6N1
1150 ntegtated Valse Amp (£4000)
EAR 854L de luxe line stage valve pre (£ 1123)
Croft TIS1 hybrid power amp, exd, unmarked (£2000)
Atudi-) innovations 2nd Audio Monohlocks (13000)

£1695
£1995
£2495
£1'95
£1395
£2895
£1295
£1695
£375
£995
£795
£995
£995
£1995
£795
£4395
f2795
£230
£1795
£895
£1495
£2495
£1199
£795
£1095
£1995
£1995
£3795
£2795
£695
£995
£595

Living Voice OBX-R2, just 1yr old, clherry, slight mark, utter bargain (£4400)
'REMUS Signature tiger eye veneer, factory stands in silver, mint (£29(0)
Acoustc Energy 1Mid, BstocK, slight:mark to front right comer (£ 1995,
Innersc.und Isis Hybrid Electrostatics, unmarked condition, boxed (£2300)
Aucke P'hysic Virgo 111,6 mnths-old, supplied new by us, 3oxed (£3999)
Elega ite 02,.1yr old, 3oxed in superb condition '£ 13C0)
W bon Bemesch Diszovery, silver, exdam, immaculate comdition (
15700)
Triangle AntallEsprit ESW, new spec, Bistock, very minor biemish (£975)
Audi.) Physic Tempo 4, cherry, ex dsplay model, mint (£2
-99)
Alt SC v1-7 in cherry, our own exdemonstrator pair, mine(f499)
JAS Audio.Orçt, ex HiFi Plus re/iewimodel, Discovery of 2005 award (f1399)
Living Voice Auditorium, maple, immaculate condtien (£ 2100)
KEF 'Reference 1.2, black, 2yrs old, excellent condition (£ 1000)
Hyperibn 938, gloss piano black, only 2months old £ 3750)
PMC 182)1 clherry, immaculate cordition, original boxes, 2years olc
PrvIC Of31 speakers, cherry, latest spec, 5months o.ci (£ 2700)
ATC SCM-70A STower speakers, walnut (£5177)
Ref 33 Dacapc i, bored as nev3in made, only 2months obi. £2700
80 0400E subwooren in premium maple (£ 1200)
VV1son 3enesch ARC'swith stands, silver finish (£25k)
Déli Heicon 460, b-3xed as new ( 13300)
Quac 989 ESL Vintage. new £ 5000

£2495
£1750
£1495
£1250
£2495
£749
£P0A
£795
£1699
£350
£1149
£995
£495
£2895
£4395
£1695
£1995
£1650
f695
£1699
£1995
£3600

Limn LP 12, Bros Aim, Arkiv cartr doe, lingo PSU upgrade, excellert £ 1695
Michelle GsrodbekOriginliveTcnear-n, —riddli Never Cori FSU+vvith IX motcr,
£995
Limed, manuals, one )vmer, excellent (17:000+)
Lir nLP 2, Linoo PSUltegrade,IttolcArrn, incl Klyde cart, exc condition £ 1295
Cyeus Phan° X, bac', in excellert condition, 1year o'd (£ 700)
£395
Wilscn Benesch Full Circle, boxed as new, inc new Ply Cartridge. (f210C) £ 1495
Rc:ksan Xerxes, braic new Tabriz Zi arm, compl service 2years, as new
£795
Mark Levi ' son JC-1 hono stage, very very rare
£ 1495
Krell BPS Reference P hono Stage
was
SME ' Oi bcrec AS NUN (£2800)
£ 1895
Tri-dsord Dino • silver front.
fl 75
PioneeriPDP436-XDE43"Plasma + sand. Brand new seaLc box (£2900)
Towr slhend Super Tweeters in Trtainium matt. (£ 800)
IsoteK 2K Qulke2, boxed, one owner. (£ 1595) in silver sensational
JAS Audio Supertweeters, a:tual HiFi World Review pair (£649)
Nordbrt Vishou 2rn mains lead, one owner as new
Musical Fidelity X-Cansv2, upgraded to v3
Musical Fidelity X-103/1Tube buffer staoe
Nordost THORimains conditioner

£23_)0
f660
£695
£549
£349
£149
£195
£995

ipswich ( o1473)
fax ( 01473) 655172
emai.1:eng@signals.uk.c om
signals
bucklesham
ipsw•ch
suffclk
Pio oDY
vvvvvv.signals.uk.com
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A New Daw

for Naim and Tom Tom Audio...

...the only d

rin the world specialising

purely in th

world class products

Extensive
range on
pre- loved

ction of current Nairn Audio product
onstration and the largest stock of
»
m Audio equipment on the planet

• Part exchanges very welcome
• Friendly help and advice
• Open 7 days till late
• Compare current with previous Naim ranges
• Comfortable demonstration facilities
Tel • St Albans 01727 86 86 59

New!
Naim Audio Parts & Accessories Online Shop
See www.tomtomaudio.com for details

incs

Extraordinary Sound Systems
HORNING Loudspeakers
"... ¡
ust what I've been searching for." That's the relief so many of our
customers express when they come to audition Horning loudspeakers.
High sensitivity, valve friendly, deep powerful bass and ethereal highs.
You'll experience agraceful and natural
recreation of music's dynamic contrasts and
subtleties through asense of emotional
communication that's now rather rare.
Horning loudspeakers deliver recordings with
no hint of tiresome technological influence,
no 'etched' detail, no edgy, 'ringing' highs,
lust natural, free flowing music. Could this be
what you've been searching for as well?
Our photograph shows the Horning Agathon,
which is priced at £6,500.
Other models in the Horning range are
available from lust £2,700 to £ 18,200.

LECTOR
CDP-7T CD Player with valve output stage
Superb two-box CD player that's already earned itself
an Absolute Sound magazine 'Golden Ear' award cnd
has also been favourably compared alongside players
costing ten times its price!
The CDP-71.is an integrated player with useparate
power supply that looks set to re-write toe terms of value
for money! Not surprisingly, there's awaiting list!

KR AUDIO
VA340 integrated Amplifier
The KR Antares VA340 is the most
effortless integrated amplifier we've ever
heard. Although 'naturalness' is a
characteristic of the 3008 valve type,
this model uses the much more
powerful KR 3008XL variant to
recreate all types of music with
enhanced authority and atireless
realism that helps restore that vital
emotional connection between the
original performance and music lovers.
KR Audio amplifiers are designed and
constructed by the valve manufacturers
themselves and we are proud to be
associated with amost musically
aware company.

AUDIO DESKE SYSTEME
MUSIC FIRST MF1 Passive Pre-arnalifier
Astonishing value; the Music First MF1 defies its modest price tag to compete with highly
regarded pre-amps costing very much more. It's not only disarmingly mushal from first
listen, many 0u our customers tell us it psi gets better and berer.
Perhaps that's why we still use one at home!
Available either copper o' silver wired

LIKE NEW ... NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!
ACOUSTIC ZEN Hologram Mk2 12ft Biwire speaker cable ((1195)
ACOUSTIC ZEN Hologram Mk2 12ft Single Me speaker cable
ACOUSTIC ZEN Silver Reference Interconnect 2mtr RCA (( 1285)
ALTMANN BYOB Attraction DAC - Brilliant!
ART ST1 loudspeakers. Black/slate tops ((2,500)
AUDIO RESEARCH 0130 Power Amplifier
AUDIOSTATIC EICI Wing loudspeokers in block
BAT VK-P5 Phono stage
BLACK RHODIUM Polar Ninja Speaer Cable 25mtrs (( 1100)
BOW Wazoo Integrated Amplifier ((3,000)
BOW Wizard Mk2 CD Player with Wand remote control ((4,500)
CARDAS Golden Reference lmtr RCA
CARDAS Quad- Link Loudspeaker Cabes, bi-wiee, spades 12ft+
CONRAD JOHNSON PV- 141. Valve Une Stage
CONSONANCE Ref 1.0 Tuner ((895)
CONSONANCE Ref 1.1 Valve Pre-amp (World class, £2,495)
CONSONANCE Ref 2.2 Valve output CD Player

Iincs

CD LATHE

This remarkable device should be as important to own as arecord cleaning machine is for
vinyl collectors. The Audio Deske lathe trims afine edge off CD's before you re-seal them to
reduce loser light scatter as well as ensuring better mechanical integrity between disc and
laser, with discs that are properly circular! Your CD's will sound more natural than you've
ever heard them! Every reviewer and everyone we know who's tried the lathe agrees, it really
works. We think all serious music lovers will appreciate how the device narrows the gap
between CD and vinyl replay. We've bought one for ourselves! £320

Carefully Selected Previously Owned & Ex-Demonstration Components
Mint £795
Mint £695
Mint £795
As new, boxed £455
Superb £895
Superb, boxed £895
Mint, boxed £2795
New, boxed £1395
Ex-den £695
Mint, boxed £ 1795
Mint, boxed £1895
Mint £595
Sue £795
Mint bud £895
Exdura, boxed £595
Ex-den, boxed £1595
Ex-den, boxed £995

CR DEVELOPMENTS Romulus Integrated Valve Amplifier
Mint, boxed £595
CYRUS CD6 CD player
Mint £395
EPOS M12 Loudspeakers. Cherry
Lovely, boxed £225
EQUIPMENT STANDS / RACKS Most Half Price Collection Only
New 8, Ex-den £P0A
HORNING Agathon Loudspeakers. Red Mahogany ((6500)
Our demonstrators £4995
HORNING Agathon Loudspeakers. c2002
Superb £3295
LINN SONDEK LP12 (Trampolin) - new Origin live Ultra DC motor,
Mint + New £1,195
LOTH Xon Amaze Loudspeakers. Cherry
Very nice £350
MUSIC FIRST MF1 Passive Pre-amp (our own demonstrator)
Mint boxed £1295
ORIGIN LIVE Aurora Vt with Silver Mk2 arm ((1595)
New £1295
ORIGIN LIVE Illustrius Mk2 tonearm (( 1570)
Unused, mint, boxed £1195
ORTOFON MCA- 76 Moving Coil Phono Transformer (2gain levels)
Superb £ 95
REFERENCE 3e Veeno Floorstand model ((3,000)
Ex-dem, mint boxed £2295
SHANLING CD-T100 Late spec
Ex-den £1195
SME IV Tonearm ( Less than 12 hrs use)
Mint, boxed £895
TALON Raven Loudspeakers. Block glass finish ((7000)
Superb £2995
TRANSFIGURATION Esprit MC . Few hours personal use only. ((950)
Mint, boxed £495

www.audiolincs.com

PHONE:

GRANTHAM (
Al) LINCS

078 2192 5851
or
01476 591090

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
NATIONWIDE DELIVERIES DAILY EXPORT SALES

ORTOFON MC30 SUPREME 200-300 Srs use only •
cd players and dacs
.. 275
400 Iexcellent
AVANTAGE T1 cd transport, [Kano black knish ...... 900 ORTOFON KONTRAPUNKT Anew boxed 500 ....... 350
AUDIO ANALOGUE MAESTRO rnk 1CD. boxed ....... 625 ORTOFON KONTRAPUNKT Bnew boxed SPECIAL
500
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI MK1 CD. black, boxed 375 OFFER
ORTOFON ROHMAN. lust repped. boxed
600
AUDIONOTE CD2 valve cd player _ 600
PINK TRIANGLE ANNIVERSARY with battery peo,, see
AUDIONOTE CD3 vrith Border Patrol psu .............. 1250
1300
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DM DECADE DAC, boxed ... 1150 cutout
,PROJECT PHONO BOX
.. 35
CEC 5100Z cd player, boxed
RIGA fono mc stage
125
LECTOR CD PLAYERS IN STOCK- see new section
REGA PLANAR 2with r0250
.. 150
MARANTZ CD10 eg ugly heavveight .
300
RB300 INCOGNITO rewired ....
MARANTZ CD12 LE transport / dac.boxed, ........... 1250
REVOX 6790 turntable with parallel U.:elring arm 250
MSS PLATINUM 3upsamphng dac. boxed ............ 1500
ROKSAN COGNOSCENTI Ipiano black xervesl. tripod
MUSICAL FIDELITY ASCO boxed . A00
stand, SME 309
1050
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2CD boxed
SHELTER 901. boxed very low hours
1000
NAIM CDT cd player
SUMIKO BLUEPRINT SPECIAL boxed
150
PASS LABS DIGITAL 1Oar. wel volume control . 2000
IAIK ELECTRONICS BREEZE 1phonostage .
150
PINK TRIANGLE CARDINAL transport
TECHNICS OPIO MK2 Ydale phnth 8. BBC psu
700
•. s11 66 CO
. 300
THORENS TD126 ELECTRONIC . no arm
200
THORENS TD160 with thorens am
100
' [ NG COT80 new
650
THORENS TO1668C OREDO RB250 arm ................ 175

iskica SYNTHESIS De« DEUCE pene amine

_ 1250
AVANTAGE MONOBLOCKS STATEMENT 250, silver
finish
2500 pair
AVI INTEGRATED amp . original model .. 400
AVI 2000 preamp. 10 years old but fine condition _ 325
AVM ml 160 watt monoblocks
300
BRYSTON 05B preamp
. 275
CARese POLARISMI1000 nroblode,taelasnert . 1250
CYRUS THREE amp
. 250
CYRUS POE POWER XPA , boxed .. 600
DYNAVECTOR L200 pre with mm peno, boxed ..... 700
ELECTROCOMPANIET orig dass Apre 8. merge _400
EXPOSURE 11/12 PRE ',nth mm/mc phono ............ 400
EXPOSURE WWII pre/power amp.400
KRELL KST 100 power amp
. 900
LINX VEGA POWER AMP
. 200
LUMLEY 02400 100 watt transistor power ame . 250
MAGNUM 250 pre/power , with mm and mc inputs
.boxed
.... 375

METAXAS CHARISMA PREAMP chrome finish 1525.......400
MICHEL ARGO/HERA hne level preamp....................325
MICHEL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS ........................... 1000
MUSICAL FIDELITY PRE 8with MA65 class A
monoblocks
600
MUSICAL FIDELTY V-AI amp .
290
MUSICAL FIDELITY DR THOMAS. the big one .250
MUSICAL FIDELITY AS Integrated amp
.404)
MIES CAL FIDELITY A3 CR PRE/ A300CR 200wat1 power
amp. boxed
1700
MUSICAL fIDELI1Y A370 upgraded to mk2 . 825
!CYRUS
CARVER7.5T
TX- I0
Im tuner
tuner, sliver. boxed
275
no
MUSIC FIRST AUDIO PASSP/E MAGNETIC pre (NCI
TENON TU VAL tuner
. 60 Some derma.
preamp 3box
3500
LEAK TROUGHLINE Ill STEREO .
120 PASS
[FAN TROUGHLINE 3MONO serviced .
AO PASS ALEPH 3poweramp 30 watts class A
900
3000 pair
MICROMEGA STAGE TUNER
150 PASS ALEPH monoblocks
MUSICAL FIDELITY F500 tuner
150 PLINIUS 8100 Integrated amp, boxed silver ... - 850
NAD 412 tuner. boxed ...... * --..........80 (MAD 33 academy sound rebuild, gold phonos etc,
NAKAMICHI DR?, 3head re- capstan
„
nice 300 boxed
. 150
NAKAMICHI zige cassette deck serviced
550 • GOAD 33/FM3/AM3 wooden sleeve only 50
PIONEER CT91 a cassette
250 OSAD 34/405 MK1 vrith din socket inputs 330
ORAD FM3 fm tuner
.90 OSAD 66 very nice, writ enrole 425
GUM) FM4 brown
ZOO RIGA MIRA amplaier mmt. boxed 200
OUAD FM4 grey
ROWLAND COHERENCE balanced reference preamp
REDO RADIO, boxed
150 pou 5000
RENGO B760 fm tuner. ALL OK
275 ROWLAND BALANCED PHONOSTAGE 1000
SIM
AUDIO CELESTE PW4000 Integrated amp.........550
RENGO 036 2track very nice indeed . ... 350
ROTEL RT940.« remote tuner
125 SONOGRAPHE 250 pre/power - made by confab

VRDS 7cri player. boxed
250
!TRICHORD DINO black case , ....................... 200
VRDS IS CD PLAYER BAYED
325
VOYD THE VOYD rosewood • split phase dHEUUS
•'RCS SLPAIO cd player. silver ....................... 250
ORION arm
1100
UNNERSAL DMA transport. serviced ,boxed 800
,VPI TNT 3.5, all boxed serviced by importer ....... 1600
' .1PROGENIE dac, boxed, good sweet dac
IWI TNT flywheel upgrade
300
ri TA PRO BASIC 2eac,boxed ............................. 70V
THETA PRO BASIC 30 dec. balanced outwits boxed A50

turntables/arms/cartridges

AUDIO TECHNIC.% ATOC30 mc
200
CARVER mc stepup vrith 3 Impedance choices .... 200
CLEARAUDIO EVOLUTION.acrylri turntable with
Clearautho Tangent arm. boxed
CYRUS Aeg7 PHONOSTAGE. Slack. boxed ............... 350
DENON 01304 used but clears boxed _________ 120
GRAHAM SLEE PHONOSTAGES NOW IN STOCK
HADCOCK 00242 cd hull seer wried. new ........... 600
KOETSU RED SIGNATURE reerilt by expert stylus . 1000
KOETSU ONYX lust grven the OK by expert stylus co,
boxed
1000
LECTOR PHONOAAIP SYSTEM 2box valve minims
phonostage awesome at ...................................... 1350
LINN ARKIV reasonable life left
350
LINN AXIS turntable wtm base arre _____ 200
back ayou don't like it!
LUXMAN PD 131 nee clean erect dnve deck. cut for
SME mount
150
LARA HELIKON SL mint boxed, very light uSe _ 1100
MICHEL GYRODECK, upgraded wan OC pou, Orbe
platter. clamp and motor , incognito Rega arm and
Tracer mm cartege
1000
MICHELL GYRO SE new In stock. decent trade in
offered
MICHELL TEKNO Aarrn UK sales only
419
MICHELL HYDRAULIC REFERENCE, late version , sine
-.111,9 Imp arm
600
'.' • ri LL ODYSSEY in stock NOW
- - tee FECCRO CLEM« vécreE. reof toe.... 230
.
ir LIVE krt one modem deck with rega ann and
•• no cartridge
400

Tuners, Cassette

etc

SONY TC377 reel to reel wtth dust cover
75
STAIR LAMBDA NOVA REFERENCE F. SRM3 energizer _ 500
TEAC 6030S cassette deck, black boxed ..... 350
YAMAHA TC 800GL ski slope cassette deck, 150

Solid State Amps

ACCUPHASE 200 preamp. 25 years old but lovely. 200
ALCHEMIST GENESIS monoblocks .. 500
ARCAM ALPHA 10 amp
350
AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI mkt preamp ..400
AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI mk2 DONLZE111 MOODS .....850
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE boxed
450
AUDIO ELECTRONIC SUPPLY SE MOSEET power amp ...4C0
AUDIOLAB 8000c U graphrie pm rower
600
AUDIOLAB 8000C black boxed
325
01.010 SYNTHESIS DESIRE power amp . boxed
700

VO

SONUS FABER MUSICA excellent Integrated amp,good
lull sound
1250
SUGDEN ISSIERCIASS power are, Wads. boxed. . 1700
SUGDEN C51/A51 pm power orig model late 19605
class Apower amp
.400
SADDEN 021P black fines power amp version._ 450
TALK ELECTRONICS HURPJCANE 2power amp 600.250
TECHNICS SU C3000 preamp battery powered
A00

ATC SCP420A-PRO acee vrith carry cases
1750
AUDIONOTE ANZ2 • cherry boxed .. 300
BEAUHORN 62 he 3speakers vri111 latest drive units &
vibraplane plinths, metalhc blue .. 1800
BEAUHORN VIRTUOSO REFERENCE with dx4, FINISHED
IN CHERRY
2800
BK5 107 MK2 wood sides boxed
1200
CARASSE EARELLA 400 . boxed
. 450
CASTLE HARLECHS, neat floorstanders with top firing
mril range. 960
. 400
CHARIO ACADEMY 1,solid walnut. excellent punchy
CURA 10 speakers shed mount 500
DIESIS SOLITAIRE, black boxed
per 100
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 3, lloorstanders need powerlul
amp
1500
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.8 mk2 floorstandes,..1150
EPOS M12 speakers boxed
. 280

Valve Amps

AUDIO ELECTRONIC SUPPLY (
can) AE2 valve pre me
phonostage
350
AUDIO ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CARLISLE hybrid vatve/
mosfet power amp win volume control ................ 250
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 2nd Aucho MONOBLOCKS,mk 3
BOXED
950
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800 ANNIVERSARY.power amp.
AUDIO IINOVATIONS 1000 mkt 50 watt monoblocie ....850
AUDIO NOTE IN- ZERO line preamp ....................... 200
AUDIO NOTE K4 606 vaNes.. ____________400
AUDIO RESEARCH VT130,balanced Inputs cost 6000
. 2300
when new only
AUDIO RESEARCH 158 mkt line pre Alark front,
boxed
800

AUDIO RESEARCH 509 upgraded to MKS, boxed - 1000
HYPERON HFS-938 MMechem demo avalable.....3750 AUDIO RESEARCH SOR mkt_ _________ 800
ICON NJO0 ICCRIPM6( Obgraded 1h
40 P
9
•
12C. boe• -••• 71)°
AUDIO PREMIER HEAD AMP 2BOX
500
INFINITY MODULUS, mint black ribbon hybrids. boxed
AUDION APOLLOS angle ended Itcl Keen monoblocks
25 watts
.2500 Per
200 pair AUDION STIRLING phono stage, boxed
KEF 01 cherry .
KEF 035 speakers black
. 200 BAT VKAO power amp wIth spare valves . 1800
KEF REF 104 2 rosewood. boxed . 450 BEARD PE10 export version power amp
500
KLIPSCH KLF20, boxed .
CADENCE 100watt monoblocks
800
KLIPSCHORNS. 20 years old comerikarns
2300 CANARY CA601 MK2 preamp boxed..................1000
LINEUM granrie ribbon speakers, very wellhead
CANARY CA 303 SE SIGNATURE monoblocks......2800
superb treble
. 700
CONCORDANT EXHILIRANT .
450
LINN ISOBARIKS rosewood DMS sea» 035502, with
CONCORDANT EXULTANT with extemal psu ........... 500
stands.
500
450
LUXMAN LX77. lIke Yamaha ns1000, Japanese 3way in CONRAD JOHNSON PVTOAL 1000
heavy cadet
. 250
USK . 100 SUBWOOFER.400
MARTIN LOGAN SLI boxed
_ 1750
MERIDIAN M3, active speakers walnut.300
MISSION 773 black boxed.200
MISSION 774 dark rosewood . 250
MISSION 782 boxed...375
MISSION M73 black
. 125
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 5small fleirstandera lased -250
MONITOR AUDIO S8 floorstanders . 400
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 91 floorstanders , boxed - 500
OPERA CALLAS later neon
. 800
POSSELT ALBATROSS ( Dante) speakers .. 1200
PROAC RESPONSE 1in tablette cabs with external
CfOSSOVefS
. 300
QUAD ESL 57 pan . WOO orig per • black grilles, close
numbers
FEFBENCE IA DA CATO ROYAL V111110S0 new bed _ 2750
BEL 0150E boxed , grittex .... 275
BEL STORM, boxed
. 500
ROKSAN ROK 1 boxed
.
. 375
ROOD ABBOTT floorstanders, walnut good with Leak
Stereo 20
. 350
RuARK PALADINS boxed 1200
.400

Loudspeakers
SONOS FABER SIGNUM wrth Iron '
s.-tands
1000
ADAM MONITOR 520 achve , boxed
1250
. 200
ALISON ONES, fully refurbed
1000 SONUS FABER fixed stands
ALPHASON ORPHEUS nbbon hybrid speakers .......450 SPENDOR S3. boxed Is3/5a wannabe...............375 pair
APOGEE STAGES, lonely
1000 TANNOY CHEVIOTS lovely parr.450
ATACAMA STANDS 221nch tall, SIgo shaped central
•YAMAHA NS1000m speakers.950
pilaf
50 pan

CONRAD JOHNSON 1.1V75 PO«, amp
CONEIAD JOHNSON PV6 pre with phono
CONSONANCE M500 300b. approx 20 watts

400

COPLA/ID 301 valve pramp wIth phono
500
COPLAND 401 Integated valve amp 35 watts..........750
CO DEVELOPheiTS CALYFS0 12 vets nftralKI amp _350
CROFT SERIES fVs POWER AMP..
550
CROFT APPARITION OTL boxed
CROFT SERIES V, chrome . boxed ... 575
iEAR 864 pre with phono. boxed
. 1000
IGAMMA GEMINI integrated amp
.375
GAMMA SPACE REFERENCE Integrated 300b amp 1000
GOLDEN TUBE AUDIO SE40 power amp ... ........ A50
GRAAF GM 10011 boxed
. 2000
LEM STEREO 20 fully serviced 400--- see also en,tage sechon
ILUMLEY LV1.5 LINE PRE OST70 POWER AMP chrome, c
..1400
LUMLEY LV1 hne preamp U5170 power amp __ TOM
GOAD IIS parr eh 6166 VALVES .. 700
ROGUE AUDIO 99 PREAMP witb phono, remote and
ROGUE TEMPEST Integrated amp, boxed.
900
ROGUE AUDIO ZEUS very powerful amp, excellent 3000
TRILOGY 902 preamp
675
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY ONE preamp ............ 800
UNICO RESEARCH UNICO mk2 Integrated amp........575
VrVA SOLISTA 22 WATT remote Integrated amp..../000

EMPORIUMNEW AND USED HIFI SPECIALIST Open 10am-5pm Mon-Sat, MAIL ORDER AND EXPORT Email emporium@modomail.com
Website www.emporiumhifi.com Telephone 01379 870873. Demos by appointment
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New and regularly updated
used/ex-demo webpage.

PORTFOLIO: Acoustic Signature. Audio desk Systeme. Exactpower. Eastern Electric, Jas Audio, Luxman, Monopulse. Pearcable, Polarcable, Stereovox, Stillpoints. Supra sword, Timber Matrix foundation, Vertex AQ, VVhest Audio.
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Visit our web site for a
complete list of brands
stocked and special offers!
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More Favourites

Did you know?

rnplifiers

We have moved and are now situated in the
beautiful and peaceful countryside.Why not call to
arrange apersonal demonstration and relax in
one of our two new listening studios!

Acoustic Signature : Hand-crafted
masterpieces of music making, which are
developed, produced and made for natural
listening. Ask us to tell you about the ' Mambo'
model...

Emitter I :

The Emitter Iis the
entry model, offering all the qualities
of the Emitter- family. Separate power
supply are keeping electromagnetic
fields and vibrations away from the
control unit.

Fact:
The ASR Reference 4Box Integrated Amplifier is the best sounding, best selling
Amplifier we have ever demonstrated in our listening studio - period !!!!!

Blue Note : Stibbert uses the latest Bluenote
digital technology and output proprietary filter
called Zero-Cloc TM .ElectroPower TM voltage
power supply is the first self adjusting power supply
installed in aconsumer CD Player. It is without
doubt the most stunning £ 3,500 CD Player we have
ever heard!
Emilie :

The 4 different new Emilie models
each with diverse tubes will expand the range of your
speaker choices and bring your music to life like never
before! Call us for more details and to arrange a
demonstration.

Basis make some of the most
beautiful turntables we have every laid
our eyes on. Did We also mention it
makes some of the pest sounds we
have ever laid our eyes on as well?
Call for more details and to arrange a
demonstration.

KinsYsnund
Martin Logan has some competition
from abeautiful new electrostatic.
Its already making waves over here
and we think is going to be agreat
success. Give us acall to arrange a
demonstration - trust us, you will not
be disappointed!

GerShrnarll : The attractive stylist inherent
in any Gershman model is immediately evident.The
exotic shape of the top three designs is no accident.
Based on the strongest architectural design known to
man, the pyramidal enclosures, these speakers from
Canada are more than alittle special.

Unman : A range of products are available and we
just have to mention the L-509F Integrated model.
-

-

We have an extensive
range of used hi-fl
equipment. Shown on
the right is just asmall
sample of the products
we have.
Visit our web site:
www.hiflguy.co.uk
as the list changes
daily.

Did you
know we?

Falling in love with the sound of the L-509F Integrated
Amplifier is easy but leaving our place without one could
prove rather more challenging!

Clearance Specials
(be quick)
Audio Artistry Dyvorak Speakers (£ 1,500)
Audio Note DAC 3.1X Signature (£2.000)

£5k
£1

Audio Research SPI IPreamp (£ 1,400)

£NA

BATVK-55 Poweramp (£ 1,500)

£81<
£8k

Conrad Johnson Premier 8Monos (£ 3,995)

£18k

Hyperion HPS-938 Speakers (exd) (£2.500)

£3,800

(
0.600)

EF 107 Speakers (£400)
roll KSA-100S Poweramp

£12k

l
200)

£NA
£6k

•can collect your hi-fi
•deliver your hi-fi
•install your hi-fl
•offer trade-ins
•offer part-exchange
•commission sales

roll KPS2OIL CD Player (£2.995)

•free advice
•home loans
•home demonstrations
•home trial
•after sales care

eferenceVeena Speakers ( LI.600)

£2.800

evel F50 Speakers (£2,995)

£6.500

II FPB300 Poweramp (£2,500)
nSondek LP12 (bLick/basic plus) (£ 350)
irk

MCD20 I : The MCD201 will play
your CDs, CD- R, CD-RWSACD and MP3.
Utilizing apurpose-designed transport that
spins CDs at 4times normal read speed
and SACD discs at 2times normal read
speed gives the laser multiple chances to
extract and refocus through imperfect
discs resulting in fewer errors. A stunning
CD/SACD Player.

£2.900

Canary 303 Signature Monos (3008) (0.995)

•
is JPS-2 Preamp

I
03 zerobox : Our sound system,
aptly called “ Zerobox -,
lives up to its name and
does not draw attention to itself but rather
steps back to allow the more important task
of propagation medium to come forward:- The
reproduction of music maintaining the dynamics
and spatial imagag with which the microphone
recorded it without any technical interference. In
other worcts, as amusic lover experiences alive
concertActive Bass version available soon.

£6k

Audio Research VT200 MK III (£ 2,500)
Audio Research Classic 120 Mono (£2.500)

âiri"'"0111Pe'

Levinson 333 Poweramp

meal Fidelity cciipm (£800)

(
0,000)

BB5 Professional Monitors ( E3,500)

rno Model Ten Monos + Pm (£ 1.500)
annoy Canterbury (latest models) ( 0,750)
C Pre/PowerAmps (£ 1,200)

£12k
£8k

Diu yuu knows
We are the only dealer in the UK to have the complete Reference
McIntosh System on permanent demonstration in our listening studio.

£N/A
£6k
£2.500
LI4k

£5,995
£9,500
£3.750

Weiss
Jason transport
Medea dac
It it the best CD Transport and DAC
Combo we have ever heard - bar none!!
Hear what CD is really capable of in
our new listening studios today!

BUYERS' GUM

MUSIC MATTERS

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • lnfocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

AUDIO & ROME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham B17 8DL
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B921311..
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HA5 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OP'EN TUES - SAT 10 00 - 5 30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30:DM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR

MUSIC
MATTERS

f

Written de•_aus on request • Licensed credit broker

home cinema, multi- room and
lighting. Home trials are available
for many products

THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.uk

O'Brien Hi-Fi

SPECIALISTS

Martin Logan - Vantage

GO Durham Road. London. 5W20 OTW
T 020 8946 1528/0331 E sharOobrenhificons
Free parking • Five minutes from A3 • Open Tue - Sat 9 - 5.30

SOIIILS Faber - DOM14,,

Moon - Supernova

Audio Research - Avid • Copland • Chord Cornpany
Creek • Dreainvision • Dyravector « Epos • Gutuitre • Lyra
Krell • Martin Logan • Michel • Moan • Nairn • Opera
Onkyo • Origin Live • Prima Lana • Reson • Sonneteer
Santis Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Transparent • Unman R.search • Velodyne • Waterfall
Please contact us the a list of ex-deen 8£ display product

Chord - Cables
We & recurrently
demonstrating I
hew
.1tanning new prod...
Please contact us to
..1,cnonstra soul

Sugden - A21SE Amp & CD

-

> Devons audio specialists

Premier Audio

KLW cccsk
Audio servicing
specialists,
upgrades avail.atele.

>ow demonstrating

'Room

Dc sElga. Purciell & Verdi Transport, Plinius CD Lad &
250 Power Verity Fidel° & Sonos Faber Speakers, Siltech

'Room

2

British. Japanese
8. American hi-fi
catered for,

Cables. Isciek Sub Station, BDA Equipment Stands
Audio Aero, Audio Synthisis, Kora Pre & Power, Pink

Phase Linear B. SAE
specialists.

Triang'e CD/Amp, Martin Logan ! Audio Physics Speakers.
Artier-Equipment Stand, lsotek Sub Station PIS
Audio Synthisis - Audi. -, Physics - Audio Aro - Absolute Sound,
DCS - Kara Minis Siltech - Arcici - BDA - Pink Triangle

Custorri equipment designed
8. built in house_

Avid Tumtakes - Prciject - Onofon -Van den - Mirage

Sale cof pre-bvvneci
eqUiporrecnt_

wetcorte 'grow di.monstration
oací selection of SAIratid"
YVe are 10mins J39 10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 Colin Grundy

we make choosing the right music or
home-cinema system easy...
Stockists of: Analysis Plus, AJdia, Audio Analogue,
Audio Physic, Avid, Ayre, Bel Canto, Chapter Audio,
Cairn, Chord, Einstein, Esoteric Research, Final, Grand
Prix Audio, Heed Audio, IsoTek, Lexicon, Lyra, McIntosh,
Monitor Audio, Moon, Nordost, Parasound, Primate,
Project, Roksan, Stax, Surniko, Tannoy Prestige, Thiel,
Totem Acoustics, VOH, Velodyne, VPI and many more.

Call 01884 243 584
Cpen mon - sat : 9am - 5pm
Suite 7a Market walk Tiverton, Devon EX16 6BL.
info@audiodestination.co.uk Iwkw.audiodestination.c,o.uk
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Tel: 01264

WILMSLOW
AUDIO

Slodists of: ARCAM • DUSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•
NIICROMEGA • NAINI AUDIO. NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•
ROYD•SILAMN1AN • 'fEAC• YAMAHA & MORE

n
tidelitY
indecently good hi-fi

9High Street. Hampton %% ick. Kingston upon I
hantes.
Surets ItTI4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530

Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

323573

LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS

The first choice for all your
loudspeaker drive units,
components and
arr.
accessories
.
es Phone today for your FREE
' FULL COLOUR Catalogue or
check out our website.
50

Main

Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LEO 680

Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wIlmelovvaudio.com

CALL 020 8726 8317 TO ADVERTISE

Front End Problems?
then contact:

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000!
Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, EAR and odiers.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

Plus cartridge re-tipping service

Email:

www.cartridgeman.com

thecartridgemangbtinternet.com

020 8688 6565

ill

ORANGES 8t LEMONS
OUR SIXTEENTH TAWY YEAR
0% Finance available

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER
ARCAM

It& W.

CABLE TALK

CASTLE CHORD CREEK

DENON EPOS LINN MARANTZ NAD NAIM NEAT PMC
QED REGA ROKSAN ROTEL RUARK STANDS UNIQUE
SOUNDSTYLE YAMAHA XANTECH and many others

020 7924 2040
61/63 WERBS ROAD, SW1I
website: www.oandlhifi.co.uk

MADISOUND PROVIDES SPEAKER
BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY
PARTS AND ADVICE.

.y.

seas
C

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

1
err- --,
,
1
\Skaaning
-2>,P Loudspeakers

Fostex

IDŒFLŒU
.ACOUSTIC PANELS

»)

morel'

Vlifá

The Denon DL110 a. ahigh
•output moving coil carnage
It offers great perform ince for
the very reasonable o ice of
£70 arid can be plugged
directly into any MM mono
input
The Deleon DL- 103 Moving Coil
cartridge is a true clasiic not
just because its been in
production since 1963 but
because it eill offers a
performance to rival designs
costing much more thar, its low
£100 price tag would su ggest
Also now in DL- 103R £ 200
Donon DL-304 This is awolderfully
transparent sounding MC cart idge that
is almost unmatched for its midband
quality which is especially amazing
when its low £210 price is taken into
account

The Dynavector DV-20 is available
nboth high and low output ersions
he former for use into MM :ghono
nputs and the latter into MC inputs or
astep-up transformer £ 395

SERVING LONDON
IROM BATTERSEA

Friendly and efficient service

some of the exciting products we offei •

Audio Note 103 This is Audio
Note's Up MM cartridge and it
features the same diem )nd and
titanium cantilever also used in
the 101 featured below
It successfully capues the energy on an LP witL an ovolving
dynamic and fast sound £ 350

THE
INNOVATIVE
HOME
CINEMA & HIFI,
MULTI-ROOM
RETAILER/INSTALLER

L

ni- fi by enthusiasts
Below is just a small selection of

"The Cartridge Man"

Web Site:

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO

- - —
Ortofon Kontrapunkt ' BACH' range
of moving coIl cartr dges start with the
A at £ 450 and evolve through the .H
at £600 the 8 at L'50 and ultimately
to the C at £ 900
Music Maker 3The Music Maker is a
mcving iron cartridge that right), has
be.ome alegend in its own lnetime Its
effmilessly musical presentaron makes
mcst other cartridges sound as if they re
trying much to hard £625
The Lyra Argo is ahigh
performance nude desgn that
uses aBoron cantilever and line
contact Jiamond We feel it offers
superb ralue for money at £ 795
with arefined yet weighty
performance

The Audio Note lo range of
cartridges starts with the loi
(pictured left a bee ltifully
hand crafted cartridoe that features Alnico magnets and coils
made from pure silver wire
Its sound is transparent yet dynamic with amid band that has
tremendou.; subtlety and tonal neutrality £ 1595
The toç model of the range model the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with permanent magnets and uses silver wired
electromagnetic coils mstead which are powereo from an
external power supply Is performance has to be iward to be
believed and we believe it truly represents the stale of the art
of cartrdge desigr, This masterpiece costs £ 75CD including
power tupcly

Heatherdale
eaudio limited
202,

Findon Road, Worthing, EN 1.1 00

Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Itsit our Web Page www.htfi-stereo.com
Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers
SPEA EARS
BKS Hybrid 107 speakers
Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands
Elac CL330 jet speakers with Stands
Kef Concord Speakers
Mordaunt Short MS815 speakers
Origin Live OL speakers

£ 150
£ 150
£250

Revel Salon Black gloss, Aluminium side panels. Mint £9995
Spica TC-50 Speakers
£275
Living Voice OBX-R2 speakers
£2800
TDL RTL3 speakers

£ 95

RE- AMPS
Conrad Johnson MC- 10 FET pre- amp
Nairn NAC 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP
90/3 Power Amp
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
Rotel RC - 995 Pre Amp

£395

£ 595
£995
£ 295

AMPLIFIERS
Advantage Integrated Amp
Arcam Alpha 8R intergraded amps

£ 1,295
£ 195

Arcam Alpha 8P pre- amp
Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks
Audio Note Kegon Mono Blocks
(silver transformers, western electrics 300b's.

£ 195
£5,495

Brand new ( retails £ 28,000)
Audio Research 0130 power amp

£ 15,000
£ 995

Ayre AX- 7 Integrated Amp
Classe CA201 power amp

£ 1495
£ 1995

Cyrus 2 integrated amp

£ 175

Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks
Mark Levinson ML383 integrated Amp
Mark Levinson 11 & 12 pre power

£3500
£2995
£ 1695

Mark Levinson 431 Amp Ex Demo
£3,750
Perreaux 200ip integrated amp
£ 1,095
Clued It Power amp with 22 pre-amp & Tuner £595
D PLAYERS

& TRANSPORTS

Counterpoint DA -10E DAC
£395
Denon DCD 590
£ 60
Lab 47 Flat Fish Transport, Progression DAC &
Power Dumpty PSU
£ 3.750

micromega Drive 3 DAC§ 1

1495

Pioneer PD/S502 CO player
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DA1 and FIOK DS4 PSU
Sonic Frontier Transport 3
Sony CD pm41 CD player

£ 95
£595
£ 1995
£ 60

ISCELLANEOUS
Audio Note 1meter ANV interconnect
Audio Note 2 meter la- wired Speaker cable

£200
£650

Accuphase P/1200 mains regenerated
AV Ituner
Hitachi FT550 Mark II tuner
HNE 3 tier granite stand (750.00)

£3500
£675
£ 125
Only £375

Sony ST-SE570 Tuner

£60

Technics ST-GT 550 tuner

£65

Transparent Music Wave + 10ft pair

£425

Winds ALM - 01 stylist gage
New 525.00
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £ 35)
£25
Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25) £ 17.50
UENTABLES, CARTRIDGES 6 TONEARIES
Audio Tekne Cartridge with step transformer
(as new)

£2,995

Blue Pearl ( the prototype) with gold plated SME V . £9995
Linn LP12 Basic + arm K9 cartridge
£245
Project 9c S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(as new, retails £550)
£375

fterless

RS Laboratory RS-Al with rotary headshell
(as new, retails £850)
Tri Delphini Phono stage with PSU

NOÉDOST

h7ON
scan-speaK
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC
8808 LINIVERSITN GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON WI 53744 4283U SA
808i 1433 FAt 6088313i/I
Infoernadisound COP1
Web Page kite 11.14 eiaai.nma

£ 995
£ 395
£995

We firmy believe that the way to get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use ahigh quality step up
transforner
It is for Iris -canon that we stock arange of designs from the
new Note Products StepNote at £200 ( pictured above left)
the Audio Note range priced between £ 390 ( above right) to
£4.500 and the Music First Audio copper or silver wired
designs wh ch range frcm £ 1500 to £2 750 and otter avariety of ratios and impedances via front mounted swithes

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO

r

»
h

it

36 Bucktn.ghain Street, Aylesbury Bucks, HP20 2LH
Open 933 to 530 Tuesday to Saturcay

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

£595
£595

Van den Nul MC1 special Cartridge ( 6 hours only )
£395
zyx Airey Cryogenic copper cables
(as new, retails £ 1,500)
£ 995
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 1 years.
On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Evenings

=141

Email:

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
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THE CUED

etc
arcam
castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon

'Lockwood Audid
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

PINEWOOD MUSIC

michel I
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottlnoham
primare
sme
spendor
runco hi-fi for

Spares and repairs
See the TANNT.71 Cones
Hotline at

-

WATT/PUPPY SYSTEM 7

,aPe)

Stunning
in
Desert
Silver
with
Parchment grilles,
these
are
our
mint condition 2005 demonstrators.
Call for full details and price.

signals

www.lockwooclauclio.co.ult
Call for appointment to visit us et Hanwell on
+44(0) 20 8579 7755
or Fax +44(0) 20 8579 7156
mall: saleselockwoodaudlo.co.uk

Ipswic

gro ,
/,' -ups

01473)
55 1
72

W

w

VV

KRELL FPB-400cx
Our
2005
demonstrator.
Mint
condition. Full warranty. Please call.

655171

ail.enq@signals.0 lc. co

signa

uk

Telephone: 01460 54322
e-mail: brianrivemac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113

T

co

DYNVECTOR LEADS THE WAY WITH SUPERSTEREO

live music at home?

A 2- speaker system cannot reproduce the life- like sound heard in aconcert hall because it can-

amplifier sound is the key

not recover the dispersixe elements of the original sound. And the mans multi- channel ” stems
on offer do not offer asolution either. D naxector's SuperStereo processors use frequency
dependent time dela” to the stereo signal for replay through 2extra small satellite speakers
st

transistor, valve, class A, All
SE, push-pull?

» out affecting the normal stereo signal to the front speakers. The inter- action of the sound

from the front and sub speakers produces significant groups delas in the listening room resulting in asound much closer to the original sr ith greater ambience, naturalness and immediac:t.
Further details at: http://eeb.onetel.com/-dnaxector

www.dnm.co.uk

I
.
J1naxector SuperStereo Tel/fax: 44 + ( 0)1202) 767873.
E-mail: d na‘ ector aonetel.com

DRIVERS:

An indulgence in pleasure...

> ATC
> AUDAX

Loewe
Pioneer
Panasonic
Sony
Toshiba
Systernline
Arcorn
Audiolob
Bose
Denon
Linn
Nairn
Quad
Yamaha
and many more

> ETON
> FOSTEX
> LPG > MAX FIDELITY
> MOREL > PEERLESS
> SCAN- SPEAK > SEAS

11111tim

> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA > VISATON
> VOLT

MINN
maaMis

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

feel

e

1(eIt'

e"4001. t1 t
ee

ere

SOLEN

14.13`
612.1> 6A L

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel 450.656.2759
Fax 450 443 4949
Email solen@solen.ca
Web www.solen.ca
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Free site survey for your Custom Automation
At Kimberley Audio and Visual we offer excellent quality Hi-fi systems and Home Cinema equipment.
We also specialise in Multi room audio systems with custom installations for all our products. Come in
store to experience the quality of our audio and visual systems in one of our top demonstration rooms
with our highly experienced and qualified staff at hand. We have easy access parking for our store
and also provide tt free local delivery service.

I www.hifinews.co.uk ISEPTEMBER 2006
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mieenLey

EST 1985

Audio & Visual
PI-MPASTOAD
SHOWROOM
76 High Street
Plumstead, London SEIS

Tel: 020 8316 5572

tl.C.44.P

sext_orreAret
Sil) )'t'. ROO %I

SHOWROOM
54 High Street
Sidcup. Kent DA14

193 Broadway
Bexleyheath, Kent DA6

Tel: 020 8309 5400

Iel:. 020 8304 3272

Gle-oynot4

siinv.

ROOM

352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road
Croydon, Surrey CRO

"I el:

0211 8654 1231

CALL 020 8726 8317 TO ADVERTISE

IAN HARRISON HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE D LIVERY

SALE
DENON DL103R
DENON DLIO3
DENON DL160
DENON DU 10
DENON DL304
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TOM EVANS GROOVE
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM W
GRADO RS1
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TOM EVANS VIBE
GRAHAM PHANTOM
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
MICHELL TURNTABLES
STAX HEADPHONES
CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES

£175
£90
£85
£75
£175
£1900
£1500
£1300
£370
£625
£599
£800
£2200
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
COLORING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, EAR., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, CAL, GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF, ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA,
WIREl.VORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION,
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING, ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX-DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA• - Exchange price on application.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6G0
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Absolute Analogue
Address: PO Bus 30429, London,

Vt,6 761

Tel/ Fin: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113

It is not necessary in 1101e
great
equipment in
order to listen to music...

Email: Absolute Analegue(a email.msn.com
Website: ssss w.aisoluteitnalogue.co.uk

111111
t P101/"III.
1
1
111
2:

i‘i4..1'0.1111.1

_but it helps.

Get it right!

EkI

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX PRE/POWER/PS/PHONO STAGE £895
COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£495
DENON DVD-5000 BLACK WITH MULTI REGION CHIP FITTED- SUPERB MACHINE £449
DENON DVD-28001I PROGRESSIVE SCAN DVD PLAYER BLACK
£ 199
GARRARD 301/SME 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARD BOARD
£499
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS
£349
KINSHAW OVERTURE POWER AMP
£ 199
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE STEREO POWER AMP GREY MARBLE EFFECT
£599
LINN SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
£ 1295
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£595
MARANTZ PM66SE KI SIGNATURE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BOXED
£ 169
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BLACK/GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£395
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS LOVELY CONDITION
£299
MICROMEGA OVO PREMIUM- MULTI REGION
£295
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£795
MICROMEGA T-DAC DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE
£349
MONITOR AUDIO MA1800 REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS-BOXED
£395
MOREL BASSMASTER BLACK ASH STAND MOUNT SPEAKERS BOXED MINT
£349
MUSICAL FIDELITY A370.2 CLASS A POWER AMP BLACK VGC
£ 1095
NAIM NAC 52 WITH POWER SUPPLY FULLY SERVICED
£ 1995
NAIM CDX2 2APPROX 2YEARS OLD BOXED SUPERB
£2095
NAIM XPS 2POWER SUPPLY MINT AS NEW 5MONTHS OLD
£2395
NAIM FLATCAP 2POWER SUPPLY SUPERB
£399
NAIM INTRO 2BEECH MINT BOXED AS NEW
£499
NAIM NAP140 OLD STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£329
NAIM NAIT3/PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE(1999 MODEL) £329
NAIM IXO 2-WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY
£299
NAIM NAPV 175 3CHANNEL POWER AMP LATE 2004 AS NEW
£795
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£449
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3CD PLAYER (£3500 NEW)
£895
REGA PLANAR 2 RB250 LINN MM CARTRIDGE
£ 149
REGA PLANET CAST CASE BLACK BOXED SUPERB UNMARKED CONDITION
£299
REVOLVER REBEL TURNTABLE WITH REVOLVER ARM/CARTRIDGE
£229
ROKSAN DP3T DEDICATED CD TRANSPORT MINT JUST SERVICED
£795
RUARK TALISMAN 11 BOXED VGC
£249
RUARK EQUINOX PIANO BLACK WITH DEDICATED PIANO BLACK STANDS £995
SENNHE1SER HE 60/ HEV 70 ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES/ENERGISER
£595
TEAC VRDS-9 CD PLAYER BLACK BOXED
£399
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT-FEW MONTHS OLD
£995
VIENNA ACOUSTICS MOZART BEECH BOXED SUPERB
£995

www.sound-stage.co.uk

sound cinergy
SpeCialoart on home entertainment

SPECIALIST

Creek, Epos, Exposure, Fujitsu, Linn, Morontz,

Spares and Repairs

LE 1

Monitor Auck, Mordount Short, NAD, Oldci
Noldd, Project, REL, Roksan, lhernetaxce, Trio:herd

Replacement panels for ESL 57, E51.63 and LE I
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner.

37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.
Contact us for our free catalogue.
QUAD Musikwiedergabe GmbH

High End Cable

tel. +49(0)2654 987977 fax. +49(0)2654 987976
email:QUAD-GmbH@t-online.de
www.quadatelierde

Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0 0
Loud

It's

Too Loud

a common problem.

Way too Loud

The usable range on the

volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or

call Dave Jackson 01775 761880
or visit www.highendcable.co.uk

There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used
pre/power or integrated

problems

of

excess

gain

amps to cure the
and

bring

Stereo VOX
Nordost UK
IsoTek
Abbey Road Cables
van den Hul
Ecosse
Tannoy Mini Autograph
Supertweeters

sonic

benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The cost is only £39 per parr delivered. To order, call

Rothwell: 01204 366133 or
www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, Hi Fi World.
Hi Fi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
best
tell i
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

Chord Company

impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.

with

CTIOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Brunnenstrasse 57, 56751 Gering, Germany

www.QUAD-MUSIK.com

www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONTY

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

QUAD
ESL 57 'ç

Chelmsford, Essex

E-MAIL:
soundstage@netlineuk.net

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

For more information
please see our website.

THE

Sertg e

01376 521132
07709 260221

Stax earspeakers
Ortofon - Sumiko - Lyra
Echo Busters - Burn in service
Previously owned.
Free delivery worldwide on all interconnects.

• FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
• FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
HtCCESSORIES
UB
ES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fax ( 215) 862-4871
Visit our website at:
http://wwwitawyre.com
fatwyre@fatwyre.com )

Ccommis
THE
CABLE

,

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
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BUYER'S GUIDE

CLASSIFIEDS

THE PLACE TO
BUY & SELL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIES

To help to ensure accuracy your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please send your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security
please don't include acredit card number in an email. Please
call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your
credit card details or fax them to 020 8726 8399

518868 ( Plymouth)
[1K141

CABLES
ECOSSE
I Big Red Powerchords x
4 £ 300 (£ 860), email:
info@bybees.co.uk
[A.117,
TRANSPARENT
POWERLINK
XL, 3m £ 490,
Transparent Reference
PowerLink, 2m

FOR SALE

ACCESSORIES

SPENDOR

BOULDER 500AE

Old S3e type, repair or
spares £ 35, Tel: 023

stereo power
amplifiers, two for

92379017 [18]

sale, £ 1700 each
or £ 3000 for both,

KRELL KPE

REFERENCE

Reference phono stage

Wall turntable stand,

+ PSU, mint, boxed,

£190, Tel: 07980

£1000, Lyra Argo 100
hours, £ 500, Nibiru

646832 ( Croydon) [1K]

V2 5R phono stage, 9
months old, £ 1200 Tel:
Clive on 01590 622573
(Hampshire) [ G117]

AMPS

boxed, immaculate,
perfect condition,
cost new £ 6000
each, one owner,

£2550, (£ 6000) Tel:
01923 235423 [ H1]

£270, Cardas Golden
Reference cable, 1.5m
£200, XL0 Reference

CLASSÉ PROCESSOR
SSP31 Mk II and
power amp, C-AV150,
both mint with box
and manual, cost

2power cable, 1.8m
£69, Nordost Valhalla
available, Tel: 020
8661 5329 or email:
zhuo_deng@hotmail.
com [ HK17]

superb sound, Tel: Bob

£6000 new, will
part for £ 2500 the

on 01604 720122
(Northampton) [ HK17]

pair, reluctant sale

NOFtDOST VALHALLA

Tel: Simon on 07950

1m RCA interconnect

799057 [ H114]

mint £ 950, Tel: 01923
235423 [ H1]

MARK LEVINSON
No.331 power amp
£1850, Tel: 01527

LINN
pair Klimax Chakra 500
twin power amplifiers,

TACT RCS
2.0 pre-amp with

MADRIGAL

543442 after 6pm
[A117]

good condition, boxes
£3250 each, will split

2-channel digital
room correction, fully

CZ Gel interconnects
(2m), XLR terminated,

deck CT- F950 £ 200,
Tel: 01527 543442
after 6pm [ A117]

Tel: Barrie on 07767
458374 ( East Sussex)

vinyl compatible via

ROGUE ST90

mint condition, can
demo £ 300, Tel: David

amp, £ 1100, owned
from new, in excellent

[HK17]

AUDIO RESEARCH

condition with boxes

TUBE TECHNOLOGY

PC cable software

Reference phono stage
state of the art valve

and recently factory

Genesis, 100 watt
valve monoblocks,

and manual, hear
your system for the
first time without
for bargain £ 1750,

MUSICAL FIDELITY

Tel: Dave 020 8641
3911(eves) [1L24]

A308 CD player, mint,
boxed with remote

TECHNICS
1500 reel-to-reel £ 300,
Pioneer cassette tape

excellent on- board
ADC, boxed with
microphone, RS232

on 07768 773912
[1K14]

CD/DVD
PLAYERS

Tel: 01923 235423

serviced / latest specs
/new valves, audition
possible in central

[Al]

London Tel: 07985

great sound, excellent
condition £ 1195 ono
Tel: 01444 892157

093985 [A122]

[1K14]

extremely rare special
order gold-plated with
gold lettering version

MODEL 98
amp ( new) silver
£4999, (£ 7999),

GAMUT
C2R pre-amplifier
and D200 amp ( Sirius

AUDIO RESEARCH
D250 Reference power

01590 622573
(Hampshire) [ G117]

rare 20 hours use wired
with VdH silver, like

Model 5 pre- amp
(black) £ 2000, (£ 4299)

with factory upgrade)
with 3m silver XLR

amplifier, recent
service and valves

NAKAMICHI

new £ 1495, (£ 2500)
-el: 01923 235423

+ Boulder 1012 DAC/

GamuT interconnect

£1825, Tel: 07980

phono/pre-amp £ 6999,

£2500, can demo Tel:

646832 ( Croydon) [1K]

(£13,000) email:

07792 701755 email:

info@bybees.co.uk

michael@wattles.
freeserve.co.uk (Wilts)

ARCAM Solo

[H114]

CD/FM/DAB with iPod

CONRAD-JOHNSON

connection, mint/
boxed with guarantee,

Premier 18LS pre- amp,

£750, Tel: 0115 975

superb absolutely

one year old, £ 1500

4070 [18]

stunning mint £ 4950
(£10000), VT 200

Tel: 01782 633088 ( N.
Staffs) [ H1]

owned from new,
audition possible in

CLASSÉ CAP 151
amplifier, boxed,

central London, Tel
07985 093985 [A122]

design, mint £ 3500,

SME SERIES V

SOUNDSTYLE

[A117]

5- shelf hi-fi rack, black
£100, Tel: 01444
892157 [ 1K14]
ARCAM AVR
350 home cinema
receiver, as new,

AUDIO RESEARCH
amplification Reference
2 Mk II pre-amplifier,

room interference, all

£850 Tel: Clive on

DVD 10S player £ 100,
as new, Tel: 01252
614055 ( Hampshire)
[A.117]

integrated system
AUDIO SYNTHESIS
Transcend ASL and Dax
Discrete Variable, Black
Gate, £ 2250/£3000,

unused, maker's
warranty list £ 1500,
accept £ 1295, Tel: 020

Mk 2valve power
amplifier 200W superb
£4950, Tel: 01923

CHORD
CPA 3200E pre- amp

smooth valve- like
power, 150 watt

MARK LEVINSON

8951 3178 [ H1]

235423 [Al]

with integra legs mint

£950 ono, Tel: 01752

39 CD player £ 2200
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(£5500) immaculate,

fully documented,

CYRUS CD8X

490968 / 07941

boxed, manual,

extremely musical

(silver) Cyrus PSX-R

419196 ( Jim) [11_17]

remote, offers

sound £ 3695

(silver) £ 850, perfect

considered, Tel: Bill

(£8000), Tel: 01923

condition, may split

01993 851508

235423 HI

Tel: Stuart on 01977

(Oxford) [JK14]
SONY X119000ES
AUDIO RESEARCH

condition £ 1000,
Mirage BPS 400 sub
woofer, piano finish,

DACS

excellent condition

618403 ( Pontefract

LFD DAC

614055 ( Hampshire)

area) [ H8]

3 one of the most

[A117]

multi channel SACD

£800 Tel: 01252

musical D/A converters

CD1, boxed with

player, under warranty,

DENON 2900

money can buy £ 1500

TANNOY

manual £ 895 ono, Tel:

weight too heavy for

DVD player £ 150, Tel:

(£3500), Tel: 01923

sub-woofer R-sub

01444 892157 [ JK14]

elderly owner, HFN

023 92379017 [18]

235423 [Al]

15 £ 250 Tel 01527

review May 2004

W

543442 after 6pm

LOUDSPEAKERS

[A117]

12 months old £ 1250

SNELL TYPE

AUDIOPAX +

ono, mint condition

C loudspeaker, light

BOULDER

oak, very good

high- end Reference

WADIA 861

Stereophile A plus

AUDIO SYNTHESIS

CD player fully

rated list £ 2400, mint

DAX Basic Discreet,

upgraded by

condition, accept

importer from 860

£995, Tel: 020 8951
3178 [AJ17]

with box, Tel: 01793

oxed and manual,

Hifi news

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM
From this month the new
Hi Fi News CLASSIFIEDS
pages have anew, simpleto- use category system that
means you get multiple

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...

Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right. We will
insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only need to fill it in
once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

entries for selling your hi-fi
equipment and buyers can
target exactly what they
want. All you have to do
is fill in the form printed
left but for each product
category ( eg. accessories.
amps, CD players etc)
ensure that you write the
category code number
in the top left hand
corner of the box ( see our
example below) and when
acomponent falls into a
new category fill in anew
number in the correct box.
The product categories are:
1 - Accessories; 2 - Amps;
3 - Cables; 4 - CD players;
5 - DACS: 6 - Software
(CDs, records. DVDs etc.);

Tel (to appear in advert):

7 - Speakers: 8 - Tuners;
9 - Turntables; 10 - Events
Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to IPC Media'

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)
Card number

Li nn

Number of issues
Please print the above

•NB: Classified rates are
£8 ( inc. VAT) per 30-word

advertisement for

insertion for one issue:£14
for two issues and £ 17 for

issues

three issues. Additional
words are 50p each

For sale or wanted?
Expiry date

Signature

1
-

1 Please tick this box if

LI you want your advert

NB: Telephone or product
reference numbers count as

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

to go into the WANTED

•We are not responsible for clerical errors

category

Name:

1111.1
1•11Mellefflr

one word ( eg. Meridian 201
=two words).

Start each new advert with acircled number indicating the

Address -

Postcode -

section/category the ad should go in. The below example
contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus asingle payment of £ 1 ( 50p for each extra word).

Daytime tel (so we can contact you)
E-mail address

ELS63

Date of sending

CONDITION
HiFi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e-mails from Hi Fi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes. please tick here D. HiFi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us D. IPC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted D.

RECENTLY

REFURBISHED

COMPLETE
SCRATCHES

BUYER'S GUIDE

system, mint, Ref 100

7187 ( Stockport,

components and

speakers ( red) £ 8999

Cheshire) [ H114]

Decca ribbons added

loudspeakers, can
demo, £ 1500 Tel:

Organising an

to increase imaging,

David on 07768

audio event such

absolute bargain at
only £ 795, Tel: 01462

773912 [1K14]

as ahi-fi fair or

latest spec, owned
from new 2003,

622889 ( evenings) [18]

MARTIN LOGAN
Aeon ispeakers, oak

£2200 can demo, Tel:

WILSON SYSTEM
7, 11 months old,

trim, bi-wireable, 3

News' classifieds?

years old with boxes,
superb £ 1750, KEF

See the form on

(£15,450) email:
info@bybees.co.uk
[A117]
IMPULSE
H1 horn- loaded
loudspeakers, flagship

WILSON BENESCH
Actor loudspeaker,

jumble? Why not
advertise it in Hi Fi

model, rare finished

07792 701755 email:
michael@wattles.

in mahogany, wired
with Kimber, stunning

freeserve.co.uk (Wilts)
[H114]

use, immaculate
condition, complete

INNER SOUND

with crates, tools etc
superb imaging and full

rosewood, mint with
boxes £ 750, Linn Kan
speakers, black, mint

Isis electrostatic hybrid

range dynamics, can

£175, Tel: 07980

speakers £ 1400, KEF

demonstrate £ 11,995
ono, genuine enquiries

646832 ( Croydon) [ 1K]

only. Tel: 01925

WHARFEDALE

Heresy horn speakers,

656990 [ 1K17]

Diamond 9.1 speakers,
mint/ boxed with

cables etc, perfect
condition £ 950 ono,

AUDIO PHYSIC
Virgo 11, birds eye

guarantee £ 95,

Tel: 0121 706 0313

Celestion Ditton 44
£95 ( sound superb/

[H1]

cabinets fair), Tel: 0115
975 4070 [ 18]

NAIM SYSTEM CDS
3 black, LP12 Aro

KEF Reference 3-2, in

Armageddon, new Akito
cartridge, NAP 500

rosenut, mint, boxed
£950 ono Tel: 01752

power amplifier, 552
pre- amplifier, Shahinian

£1350, Tel: 01923
235423 [A1]
MIRAGE M5SI
audiophile
loudspeakers,

powered subwoofer
PSW 2010 £ 180, both
boxed as new, Tel:

floorstanding with
black fabric grilles

01772 315723 [ H114]

and piano gloss trim,
frequency response

ROGERS LS2a/2

of 35Hz to 22kHz and
huge spacious sound
(c. £ 2000), £ 650 ono
Tel: 01628 524869
(Bucks) [ H114]
WILSON WATT
for sale £ 2950,
excellent condition,
Lumley Reference

speakers £ 95, lamo
Model 200 surround
speakers £ 95, Tel: 023
9237 9017 [ 18]
KEF 5001
centre channel
speaker, list £ 150,
accept £ 95, Tel: 020
8951 3178 [ H1]

gloss black, very little

maple finish, owned
from new, pristine
condition, these
speakers are much
sought after & have
atruly exceptional
sound £ 1085ovno
(London area)
redeye@smartemail.

105-3 speakers,

518868 ( Plymouth)
[1K14]

co.uk Tel: 07941
432804 [ 1K14]

M120 £ 1150, both

TURNTABLES

very good condition
Tel: 020 8317 9544 /

ATC SCM100 TSL
Anniversary limited

JNI LAB

07940 407428 [ HK17]

edition speakers, burr
magnolia piano finish,

Mezzo Utopia floor
standing speaker,

KUZMA REFERENCE
turntable complete

HALES
TRANSCENDENCE
8 speakers, £ 2000

active or passive,
reluctant sale, as

manufactured 2000,
original manual,

with airline arm and
compressor, mint,

(£10000), offers
considered, Tel: Bill
01993 851508
(Oxford) [1K14]
KEF REFERENCE

new, 5 months old,
£8000 ( new £ 13,000),
contact Ian on 07941
424322 / 01789
261585 or email:
ian.brunt@zen.co.uk
[1K14]

series Model 203,

page 141 for how
to submit your
advertisement.

amplifier, Philips 850
CD player, Klipsch

Hark loudspeaker, all
as new, £ 6000 preamp, £ 4000 turntable,
£8000 power amp,
£6500 speakers, Tel:
020 8524 2181

WANTED

spikes and boxes, I
would consider the
condition as new!
(£8300)£2995, pics
available via email:
nathanandem@tiscali.

boxed, very musical
bit of kit absolutely

235423 [Al]

SHARP GF-777,
4 band stereo radio
cassette recorder
from 1980s ( double

co.uk Tel. 07901
672671 [1K14]

SME MODEL

cassette), offering
£1400, Sharp GF-555

boxed superb £ 4900,
(£10,000) Tel: 01923

10 precision turntable
few hours use just like

4- band stereo radio

cherry wood veneer,

WHARFEDALE

purchased 2004, Al

Airedale speakers,

MARTIN LOGAN

brand new, boxed tools

cassette recorder
from 1980s ( double

mint condition, boxed,

classic corner designs,

SL3s, owned from

and manual £ 1700,

cassette), offering

manuals, genuine

completely refurbished

new, original receipt,

reason for sale £ 1450

with new grilles,

£500, Sharp RP- 114
vertical playing linear

ono, Tel: 0161 485

wiring, crossover

instruction manuals,
etc, amazing

Tel: 01923 235423
[H1]

CONTACT US

CLASSIFIEDS

If you're sending in Hi Fi
News classifieds by post,
please make sure you
address them to:
Carole Molloy, Hi Fi News,
IPC Media, Leon House,

tracking turntable,
LINN SONDEK

offering £ 400, all

turntable, Valhalla
power supply, Akito

must be in mint/
excellent condition,

arm and K9 cartridge,

no scratches/dents/

sold with clear and
original tinted lids

cracks damage etc.

£550 ono, Tel: 01233
336801 [ H114]

COMPLETE
SYSTEMS

233 High Street, Croydon
CR9 1HZ
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and fully operational,
Tel: evenings 01865
378578 or email:
fiskallen@aol.com
[H146]
QED
speaker stands. Tel: 020

AUDIO SYSTEM
for sale, Pioneer A400

8262 7568 ( evenings)
(London) [ HK17]

www.choice-hifi.com
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

Choice
hi-fi
Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
No Sale No Fee
No limit to numbers of items
No Time Limit on adverts
Credit Card Payments
Tried and tested items Guaranteed
Insured Delivery
World wide Online Exposure
Independent & Safe brokerage
15 Years Experience & Dedication to
uality Used Audio Equipment
New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
Call or Register Online

www.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

CD Players and DACs
Accuphase DP75V
£2999
Accustic Arts DAC 1mk111 £2795
Accustic Arts Player 1
£2295
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
£2250
Arcam 5
£200
Arcam CD27T
£325
Arcam CD62
£299
Arcam Cd73T
£345
Arcam Cd827
£525
Arcam CD92
£699
Audia Flight CD1
£3795
Audio Research CD 2
£ 1695
Audio Research CD3
£2250
Audio Research CD3 Mk11
£3550
Audiolab 8000 cd
£290
audionet art 02 CD Player £ 1495
BOW Technologies ZZ-B (24/192)
£3300
Burmester OOTCDP
£6500
CEC DX 51 DAC
£ 1095
Cyrus CD70
£650
Cyrus cd7q/psxr
£750
Cyrus DAC X
£795
Cyrus PSX-R
£390
dCS Delius 24/192
£2500
EAD DSP 9000 Pro Ill
£ 1495
EMM Labs DCC2 and CDSD
£8250
Gamut CD lmk11
£ 1495
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens
£495
Goldmund Meta- Laser-11
£ 1650
Gryphon ADAGIO
£3250
Gryphon MIKADO
£6995
kenwood DPF-J5010
£90
Krell KAV300CD
£ 1450
Krell KPS 20 iL
£4250
Krell KPS 20iL
£ 1995
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
£8995
Krell KPS 28c CAST II
£5500
Linn Karik
£350
Marantz CE112+0Al2
£ 1195
Marantz SA15 Si
£730
Mark Levinson 390S
£3300
Mark Levinson ML 390s
£3495
Meridian Audio 200 CD Player
£ 180
Meridian Audio 203 DAC
£ 190
Meridian Audio 563 DAC
£375
Meridian Audio 008
£1895
Muse Mod9 DOD/CD
£ 1450
Naim Audio CD3
£350
Nairn Audio CDS 1CD PLAYER £595
Onkyo MSB-1HDD+CD MS8-1 HOD recorder £500
Pioneer PD-F1009
£120
Rote) RCD-02 cd player £ 199
Samuel Johnson Audio Sa Dac
£425
Sonic frontiers Anthem
£300
Tag CDT2OR-T2L £675
bac OROS 20
£895
Theta Data II Transport £ 1095
Theta Data II Transport
£400
Theta Pro Gen Va
£ 1250
Theta Pro Prime 2
£395
Theta Progeny
£395
Trichord GENESIS
£250
Wadia 2000 Digimaster
£ 1785
Wadia 830
£ 1395
YEA 3Alpha
£995
IBA CD1 Delta 2PSU
£2895
Com_plete Systems
Dali & Epos
£2000
Epos ri16 sreas4X1102cd pkr,e)PAR1 arroller £580
UtO sys em
£2700
Linn active system
£4500
Meridian Audio DSP6000(x5) /800/861++ £26585
Meridian Audio System
£995
Musical Fidelity power A5+preampA5 £ 1850
Naim Audio SEL System
£6975
£2350
Naim Audio CD3/1112/180/SBL
Rega
£2000
Rofel RCD-02 cd player - RA01 amplifier £299
Custom Installation Products
Linn Knekt Line Drive

£ 175

DVD Players
Arcam DV79
£850
Arcam 0079
£600
Arcam 0079
£850
Arcam DV88
£795
Arcam 0089
£999
Arcam FMJ 0029
£ 1300
Lexicon RT10
£ 1395
Meridian Audio 800d DVD/CD £5900
Meridian Audio G98AH
£2595
Pioneer DVD656A
£ 150
Hl Fi Other
Harmon Kardon Citation 23 FM Tuner £225
Musical Fidelity 13 Tuner
£250
Nakamichi 682zx
£390
Nakamichi CR7E
£700
Rotel RT925 tuner
£75
Intergrated Amplifiers
Accuphase £530
£3250
Arcam A85
£450
Audio Analogue Primo Settanta
£250
Audio Research VS55
£ 1295
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated
£995
Bel Canto Eve 2i integrated £ 1900
Conrad Johnson CAV50
£ 1295
Conrad Johnson MF2500A £ 1695
Gryphon CALLISTO 2100
£2795
Gryphon CALLISTO 2200
£3295
Krell KAV 300i
£ 1295
Krell KAV 400xi
£2250
McIntosh MC 275 mkIV tube amp £2000
McIntosh MC- 275 SS
£2200
Musical Fidelity A1000
£895
Red Rose spirit
£ 1250
Roksan rocksan kandy kal
£450
Rotel RA01 amplifier £ 100
Loudspeakers
Acoustic Labs Bolero
£495
Arcam One
£300
Audio Acoustics Fundamental K2
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti CMocha £0
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer £2500
Audio Physic Spark (latest)
£ 1099
Audio Physic Tempo 3i
£1350
Audio Physic Tempo SE
£ 1595
Audio Physic Virgo 3
£2500
Audio Physic Yara Floor
£795
Audiovector M3signature active £2100
B&W 703 Pair
£ 1595

B&W Nautilus 802
Bose ACOUSTIMASS® 3
Dali Euphonia MS4
Definitive Technology BP3000
Dynaudio Audience 122
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 mk11
Dynaudio CONTOUR S1.4
Dynaudio Contour S5.4
Dynaudio FOCUS 110
Dynaudio FOCUS 140
Dynaudio FOCUS 200
Dynaudio FOCUS 220
Dynaudio S1.4
Dynaudio S3.4
Dynaudio S5.4
Eggleston Works Fontaine
Efac Jet CL310 Jet
Epos M5 speakers
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1+ 2
Gryphon CANTATA SPEAKERS
Hales concept 5
Infinity Primus Centre speaker
JAS Om
JBL TLX103,121,111
JMLab Diva Utopia
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
JMLab Electra 906
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
JMLab Micro Utopia BE - Stands
JR Jordan JR 150 + Stands
KEF 105 mkt
KEF Coda 80
KEF Reference three-2
berna SPLX12 subwoofer
Magneplanar MG 200
Magneplanar MG3.6/R
Mein Logan AEON 1
Martin Logan Ascent i
Martin Logan DEPTH
Martin Logan SL3
Martin Logan SL3
Meridian Audio DSP6000

£4995
£150
£3495
£2500
£595
£600
£1495
£2950
£595
£895
£495
£1395
£1095
£2495
£4250
£2850
£550
£230
£395
£26120
£7995
£2200
£60
£995
£180
£5900
£3400
£595
£2850
£3600
£450
£450
£60
£850
£650
£8500
£3600
£1995
£2495
£1299
£1600
£1500
£6695

Mission 780 SE Alder
£ 175
MORDAUNT SHORT PERFORMANCE 6 £2750
Nairn Audio SEL Walnut £800
Pen Audio Rebel-2/ Chara bass towers £0
Perigee FK 1Loudspeaker2995 £
Piega P4XL Mk2
1295
£
PMC Loudspeakers BB5
£6995
Proac Studio 150
£800
Proac Tablettes mkt
£250
REL 0200E
£350
REL Stadium Ill£
650
REL Strata
£2
65
90
5
Revel bl 5a subwoofer
£ 1800
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
£300
Sanas Faber Extrema & Stands £3995
Sonus Faber Minuets + Adj. Stone Wood Stands £595
SoundLab Al
8990
£
Talon Kite Centre
£750
Triangle MAGELLAN CONCERTO
Triangle VOLANTE
Triangle ZEPHYR 11
££ 3£
7 34
9 99
95
55
Triangle ZEPHYR XS
495
£
Velodine FSR 10
Vibe Alpha 2sub
Vienna Acoustics BERG
££
£2
4
49
705
5
5
Vienna Acoustics Mahler £4500
Wilson Audio MAXX 2
£28990
Wilson Audio System 5.1
£5900
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5.1
£3
64795
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy250
Wilson Audio Witt
£3295
Multi Channel Amps
Arcam P7
£2595
Bryston 9B ST
1995
£
Parasound A51£ 2895
Pioneer VSA-E07
£ 575
Theta Theta Dreadnaught 11
£3900
Multi Channel Speaker Systems
Audio Physic Centre l
£450
creative 7700
£150
Definitive Technology BP 3000 + LCR £3250
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
9
JMLab Sib & Cub 5.1
£
£4
150
5
Meridian Audio DSP 6000(04)+6000c £13990
Vienna Acoustics 3Webem/2 Berg/ SUbS011 £2650
Power Amplifiers
Accuphase F700
%4010
£
50
0
Accustic Arts Amp 2
£3495
Accustic Arts Power 1
Aloia ST 13.01
£995
Aloia ST 15.01
1095
£
Arcam A80
£500
Arcam A90
£749
Audia Flight Flight 100
£4495
Audia Flight Flight One Integrated
£3495
Audio Research M300 Monoblocks
£5000
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt £ 12995
Audio Research 070
£ 1595
Aug10 Hesearcn
£6000
Audio Synthesis Desire Decade
£800
Audio Valve Baldar 70
£1795
Audiolab 8000 P/C
£785
£300
Audiolab 8000a mkIll
B.A.T. 150SE
£6950
B.A.T. 600SE
£4950
£5995
B.A.T. VK 600se
Beard M1000 monoblocks
£1900
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
£1250
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
£2300
Boulder 500 AE
£1950
Boulder 500 AE Monos
£4650
C.A.T JL2 Signature
£11500
Carver A500x
£275
Carver TFM-42
£360
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
£1200
Cary SLA 70
£895
Cello Duet 350
£3995
£6950
Chord Electronics SPM4000
Conrad Johnson DNA125 £895
Counterpoint NP100 (SA100)
£695
Cyrus 1111
£275
Dared -Vacuum Tube amp MP60 £ 1250
Dared -VarunTitearref-20+SL2ECOA1 £ 1850
Dual mono block- 200W 23.5 £2200
Exposure 18 POWER
£790
Exposure XVIII Power Amp
£475
EMI Kl(tace nord) Monoblocks £ 1100
Gamut El 100 mk11
£ 1395

Gamut 0200 mkiii
Goldmund 18.4
GRAAF GM508
Gryphon ANTILION SIGNATURE
Gryphon DIABLO
Habra DM 38
Halcro DM68
Harmon Gardon AP2500/PA2200
Jeff Rowland Model- 2+ battery PSU
Krell FPB 300
Krell FPB 600c
Krell FPB 700 cx(600 U/graded)
Krell FPB 750 mcx
Krell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks
Krell FPB600 C- Upgrade
Krell FPB-700CX
Krell (SA 150
Krell KSA 80 Ballanced
Lumley Reference M120
Mark Levinson 336
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks
Mark Levinson ML436
Mark Levinson No 23
McCormak DNA 125
McIntosh MC352
McIntosh MC501 Monoblocks
meracus lntrare 6
Musical Fidelity A300 CR
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
Naim Audio 180
Naim Audio Nac 62, Nap140
Passlabs X350
Passlabs X600
Quad 33, 303, FM3
Samuel Johnson Audio PPA100
Samuel Johnson Audio PPA100
Tag Avantgarde 100x4
Tube Technology Genisis Monobloc
VERITAS P400
XTC power one
YBA Passion Monoblocks

£3395
£7365
£2895
£8995
£5595
£9995
£15500
£395
£0
£3750
£5995
£7995
£22250
£13550
£3995
£9995
£1295
£1295
£1750
£8499
£4995
£7975
£2100
£1150
£3250
£5750
£850
£1095
£2495
£595
£595
£3395
£6495
£280
£695
£1095
£1295
£2500
£999
£1300
£6995

Pre Amplifiers
Accustic Arts Pre 1
£ 1495
Adyton Modus
£ 1295
Aloia PST 11.011
£ 1450
Aloia PST 11.01i
£995
Amon aurum
£1150
Audlia Flight Flight Pre
£3495
Audio Note MIUltimate £2795
Audio Refinement Pre 5
£ 395
Audio Research LS22
£ 1895
Audio Research LS9
£895
Audio Research SP16
£ 1195
Audio Synthesis Passion Ultimate
£ 795
Audio Valve Eklipse £ 1500
B.A.T. VK3I
£ 1500
Bonnec Timpano
£2000
Boulder 2010 Pre
£9995
C.A.T SL1 Signature MK III
£2995
C.A.T Ultimate Reference £5995
Conrad Johnson PREMIER 16LS2
£3995
Conrad Johnson PREMIER 17LS £2495
Conrad Johnson PV5 Pre Amp
£595
DNM series 2/3
£325
Electrocompaniet EC 4.6
£550
EZO Nanda (face nord)
£550
Gryphon Sonata Allegro £5500
Gryphon SONATA ALLERGO £7995
Jadis JP 80mm
£3595
Krell KCT CAST II
£5995
McCormak MAP1
£ 1295
McCormak RLD 1
£ 1150
Meridian Audio 002
£ 1100
Michell Argo HR/Hera
£550
Michell ISO HA/Hera
£295
Naim Audio 102
£595
Tact RCS 20
£ 1750
Tact RCS 2.00D
£ 1995
Tom Evans The Vibe
£ 1995
Tube Technology Prophet Pre & Elmer Sup* £ 1000
YEA 2Alpha
£995
YEA Passion Pre
£3995
Projectors
In Focus SP 7205
£2250
Madrigal MP 9CRT
£ 19990
Stands
Attacama Equinox
£175
Attacama Equinox
£ 100
Base Cabinet
£550
Black Diamond Racing Shelf & Cones £400
Cyrus Hark Rack
£300
Mana Acoustics reference sound table £250
Mana Acoustics Reference Table £250
Padington Dreadnought
F90
Stands Unique chunky
AHRC Grim Reaper
Ilindahles/Amis/CarkIdges
&
Basis Debut Gerd Std/SME V
£4995
Breuer Type 8
£2000
Clear Audio Accurate
£2395
EAR The Head
£390
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
£200
Graham Slee Elevator EXP
£350
Graham Slee Era Gold V
£395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE £200
Koetsu Rosewood Sig. Plat.
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegedon £2495
Mark Levinson JC-1 DC
£ 1500
Michell Gyrodec Export £595
Michell Odyssey
£ 1795
Origin Live Encounter
£750
Ortofon 510 MM
£35
Ortofon 540
£85
Ortofon Jubilee
£1000
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B
£550
Oxford Crystal Reference + Graham 2 £2900
Roksan Xeixes 10/DS1.5/ArtemizMubilee £3500
SME 20/2A Turntable and Arm £4250
SME 30/2A Turntable & Arm £ 11495
SME Series 10A
£2795
SME Series IV Arm
£750
SME Series VArm
£ 1400
SME VCounterweight
£20
Systemdek 11XE900
£350
VPI TNT 4-i- Rokpod Arm
£6500
IV/Plasma/ LCD
NEC 42 XM3/XR3
£ 1495
NEC 50 XMA/XRS
£3000
Panasonic 42 PWD8
£ 1495
Panasonic 42 PWD8HD
£ 1995
Pioneer POP 50" Plasman
£ 1200

the new Beauhorn Rhapsody
-sweet rapture

Beauhorn, leading single- driver horn specialist with a
worldwide following, is to introduce the elegant B2
Rhapsody this September. While the styling has changed,
the characteristic Beauhorn sound is unaltered.
The first public showing will be at the London Sound and Vision
Show at the Park Inn, Heathrow, 22/24 September.
The new Rhapsody will blend more harmoniously into smaller
listening rooms and have greater appeal to female listeners (it
is acknowledged that choice of the current B2 has been very
much a male thing).
If you want to enjoy the sound of real instruments playing in
your room, these are the speakers to do it for you. Come and
hear them.

BeauhorniNi
website www.beauhorn.com

Atacama
Audiolab
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian

email: infon@beauhom.com

Hastings TN35 4NB England

Telephone: + 44 (0)1424 813888

Award Winning North of England Retailers...

tre,

Michell
Mission
MJ Acc),
Monitor
Mordauti
„
NAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Vzn den Hui
VV -iarfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

'

N.

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www Vickers-RH co uk

Specialists in High Fidelity .hcetina Reprvauction
• - Since 1967

A-caustic Zen
Adagio
Stereo Times 2006 - " Most wanted component"
6moons.com - " Very well balanced"
Positive Feedback magazine "Class leading performance"
T.A.S. Magazine - 07/06
"The Adagios are so low in distortion, sounds
usually lost in other speakers are nuances
across the musical spectrum, so good in fact
Ihave to look hard just to find fault."
Easy to drive, superbly built, aesthetically pleasing,
with incredible musicality, from 30Hz to 30kHz...
at £ 3,495 "we set the standard!"
Hifidelity Audio - St Neots, Cambridgeshire
Tel - 01480 216 039

www.hifidelityaudio.co.uk
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ESSENTIAL SOUNDS

Branko Bozic of Audiofreaks explains
why he has chosen this particular
rendition of Vivaldi's Four Seasons for
this month's essential recording

VIVALDI
THE FOUR SEASONS

11111111

Academy, of St. Martin- in- the-Fields
4rwrer NE4'ILLE MARRINER utti ALAN LOVEDAY

,\\ Antonio Vivaldi

FOUR SEASONS
14 ln THE
Academy of St. Martin- in-the- Fields
Neville Marriner (conductor). Alan Loveday (solo violin). Simon Preston (continuo: organ. harpsichord)
Argo IRG6.54 (
1.11; Argo 414 486-2 (CD)

R

ecorded in London back in 1970,
this musically glorious rendition
of The Four Seasons remains
unsurpassed to this day. It is a
delightful proof of Neville Marriner's talent
as achamber orchestra conductor that I
always found far more complete than his
subsequent efforts with large ensembles.
It also clearly demonstrates ASMF's ability

to preserve the accuracy of the era and its
associated musical style, so often missed or
distorted by other performers.
TOUGH COOKIE
Articulation, egality of musical passages.
expression without exaggeration. delicate
phrasing and dynamic contrasts, carefully
selected tempi of each movement — these
are the characteristics of the truly unique
musical experience this particular rendition
manages to offer. Whether on LP (deleted,
but still to be found secondhand) or CD,

be prepared to
face an unusually
tough cookie for
any ( and Imean
any!) audio system.
To begin with, this
is anything but a
perfect audiophile
recording and only
the very best audio
systems will deliver it in amanner Ideem
correct. All being well, this recording will
sound unbelievably natural. The sense of
ambience and three-dimensionality of the
soundstage will be shockingly good, solo
passages of Alan Loveday's violin will enable
you to close your eyes and 'see' him in your
room (just to the left of centre stage moving
his body while playing) and the immense
degree of low-level detail and microdynamic
swings will bring an almost totally different
dimension into the experience.

Finally, ASMF is achamber orchestra.
Only the most advanced audio systems will
be able to recreate the correct dimension
beautifully preserved within the recording.
If you live in aslightly less ideal audio world,
do not despair — simply consider yourself
fortunate to have such ademanding,
but well recorded piece of music on a
convenient sound carrier and play it as
often as you want. For the music, more than
anything else, of course. (!)
For more go to: www.deccaclassics.com

ontinuum's
outrageous
turntable!

Friday

ptem er

ON TEST
•Vivid V1 speakei
•Group test: DVD
players for CD
quality?
•Consonance
Droplet CD

PLUS
•Is high- end
embracing iPod?
•Hi Fi Doctor
"Exact contents of issue muy be
subject to change
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Family Portrait

The Ayre 5- series has been created to provide
a lifetime of excitement and discovery.
Combining stunning realism with exceptional
clarity, the 5-series offers adynamic high
resolution presentation that draws you in to
your favourite music as never before.
Ayres bold unique design approach ensures
superlative levels of performance. The 5 series
employs Ayre's exclusive fully balanced, zero
feedback circuitry, with special emphasis
lavished on the power supply.
Every design detail is focused on a
single aim, unprecedented musical delight.

symmetry
t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co. uk
w: www. symmetry-systems.co. uk

II

KRELLF ANCEIS
THE

EVOLUTION

CHAPTER

Since launching the legendary KSA-50 amplifier a quarter of a century ago, Krell have established themselves as the absolute
world leaders in the design of high end audio electronics, rocking the establishment over the years with novel technologies that
have redefined the way we listen to music.
In 2005, chief designer Dan D'Agostino took the audio community by storm with the introduction of the stunning eight- chassis
Evolution One and Evolution Two amplification systems, a creation that represented his ultimate strike of genius on the high
end, and received accolades all over the world.
What's more, it doesn't stop there: this year sees the launch of a complete new range of Krell Evolution pre- and power
amplifiers - plus two exciting source components and an extraordinary unique integrated amplifier.
Out go the sharp heatsinks, in comes the most beautiful casework ever seen, housing technology that delivers totally lifelike music.
with nothing added and nothing taken away. Included in the line-up are the Evolution 505 CD/SACD player, the Evolution 525
audio- video source, the Evolution 202 two- chassis preamplifier with the Evolution 222 single case version, the Evolution 402
stereo amplifier plus the incredibly powerful Evolution 600 and 900 monoblocs.
For the home theatre, there is the powerful Evolution 403 three- channel amplifier and the Evolution 707 processor, a reference
model that is without equal, and demonstrates Krells passion for unparalleled performance and innovation.
Attracting huge interest and praise is the unique FBI Fully Balanced Integrated amplifier. Aimed at those who desire the superb
performance of the long-established Class ' A' Krell FPB series in a single chassis, this is the true master
of all integrated amplifiers.
the badge of prestige, passion and excellence. Call Absolute Sounds for full details.

absolute sounds ltd
IMF
EVOLUTION 002

IMP
EVOLUTION 505

EVOLUTION 222

58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTVV
T: +44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: +44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com

